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(ACD) for the repository, and there have been decisions made regarding the
emplacement mode and the Waste Package Design. Therefore, this report is now
entitled T7ze Near-Field and Altered Zone Environment Report.

Volume I "Technical Basis for EBS Design' will provide technical information
on the NFE needed for repository design decisions and performance analyses; VoL II
documents the scientific and engineering data, models, and approaches that were
used to gather that Information, thus enabling scientists and engineers to determine
the validity of the information to be provided in Vol. I. This is of particular
importance since there is only limited data and experience with these types of
engineered systems, especially in unsaturated rock masses, and very little data or
understanding of engineering system performance at the temperatures that will
likely result from waste emplacement. It is important, therefore, to have an
understanding of the physical processes (mechanistic understanding) in addition to
the statistical distributions of the environmental conditions.

Volume II consists of 11 chapters. For convenience to the readers, chapters 1-9
are In the same order as the PNFER (Wilder, 1993); chapters 10 and 11 are new. The
topics covered are as follows:

* Chapters 1-8 are divided into technical disciplines or studies.
* Chapter 9 is a discussion of field testing, which covers all technical disciplines.

It summarizes the results of field tests performed at G-Tunnel at the Nevada
Test Site OtMS) near Yucca Mountain (YM) and field and laboratory studies
associated with the Large Block Test performed at Fran Ridge (ridge just east
of YM) in the same geologic unit as that of the repository. It also covers pre-
test analyses of ESF tests that support test designs for ESF.

* Chapter 10 discusses the Altered Zone where coupled processes will be
dominant. As such, it is an integration of technical disciplines to reflect the
coupled processes that will determine the environment within YM.

* Chapter 11 deals with Thermodynamic data for radionuclides.
Within each chapter, we discuss ambient conditions in the potential repository

and those processes that cause perturbations. Although the individual chapters do
not include a complete discussion of all that is known In any particular area, we
include the findings of related studies and provide references to other sources of
information to be as comprehensive as possible. The technical findings presented
will be updated as more information is available, in accordance with the YM
Project's long-range plan. For previous comprehensive sources of information on
the NFE, refer to the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) (MacDougall et al., 1987), the
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Yucca Mountain Project Reference Information Base (RIB) (DOE, 1995), the
Reference Waste Package Environment Report (Glassley, 1986), and the Preliminary
Near-Field Environment Report (Wilder, 1993).

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Office (YMPO) of the
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Program is conducting a broad range of studies to determine the suitability of Yucca
Mountain, Nevada as the site for a potential nuclear-waste repository. The site is
located about 120 km northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada, in an area of uninhabited
desert (Fig. 1). The potential repository horizon is in the unsaturated zone, well
above the saturated rock units. The major advantages of unsaturated conditions are
that container corrosion, waste-form leaching, and radionuclide transport
mechanisms are minimized due to reduced contact between liquid water and the
waste package (WP), and recent studies indicate that the response to emplacement
may minimize the relative humidity, which will also minimize corrosion and
waste-form leaching. The design and performance of the WP and the EBS will be
dependent on the geomechanical, hydrologic, and geochemical conditions over time
in the rock forming the NFE.

GeologictHydrologic Setting

YM consists of a series of variably fractured, nonwelded to densely welded tuff
units with an eastward tilt of about 5 to 30' (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). The
potential repository is located in the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush tuff
(pt), within the unsaturated zone, lying approximately 350 m below the ground
surface and 225 m above the water table (Klavetter and Peters, 1988). The Tpt is a
formal stratigraphic unit and has been subdivided into more specific
thermal/mechanical units, which are particularly useful for hydrologic analyses.
These units are identified in Chapter 1 (section 1.12) of the Yucca Mountain Project
Reference Information Base (RIB) (DOE, 1995). The units, as summarized in Fig. 2,
are consistent with the listings in the RIB (see Table 1), but because the reference
from the RIB is not yet available, we extracted a like-figure from Nimick and
Schwartz (1987) for illustration. A current discussion of units may be found in
Buesch et. a 1996 (as referenced in the RIB). The hydrostratigraphic units at YM
generally fall into two categories: (1) welded tuffs of very low permeability and low
porosity (TCw, TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3); and (2) nonwelded vitric tuffs of high
permeability and high porosity (PTn and CHnv). The zeolitized nonwelded CHnz
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has low permeability and intermediate porosity, and the welded PPw has
intermediate permeability and porosity. The permeabilities of the nonwelded vitric
tuffs are 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than those of the welded tuffs and the
zeolitized nonwelded CHnz.

The potential repository horizon is in the thermal/mechanical TSw2 unit (Ortiz
et al., 1985). TSw2 is a devitrified, welded, rhyolitic tuff that is moderately to densely
welded, and appears to consist of a mass of Intact blocks separated by planar
fractures. Results of tunnel mapping in the access drift (Barr, et. al, 1996) indicate
that the fracture system consists of predominately vertical fractures (two sets: the
most dominate of which has a roughly NW strike and the second with a NE strike),
and a low-angle set with a NW strike. These orientations are not corrected for
orientation bias introduced by the roughly N-S drift orientation, and therefore may
under-represent fractures with strikes that are within 15° of the drift's orientation, as
will be discussed further in Chapter 1.9. The repository horizon rock is more
fractured than the overlying units, with an overall fracture density of about 4
fractures/m in the ESP tunnel interval from station 27+00 to 56+30 and local
average densities in any 400 to 500 m segment ranging from about 2 to 6
fractures/r. Price et aL (1987) report that the majority of the rock has a fine-grained
matrix and contains gray-colored regions of vapor-phase-altered material. These
altered regions vary in size and are quite common. In addition to these main
components, the rock contains small (open and closed) lithophysal and healed
fractures filled with quartz or calcite. The porosities of the matrix and vapor-phase-
altered regions are 0.08 and 0.49, respectively (Price et aL, 1985, 1987). The RIB gives a
value of 0.12 but does not distinguish between the matrix and vapor-phase altered
regions. Based on samples taken from surface coring, the TSw2 is expected to have
65% saturation (±19%) and a porosity of 15% (Montazer and Wilson, 1984).

Petrographic analysis shows that the repository horizon tuff consists of primary
minerals, such as sanidine, plagioclase, quartz, biotite, iron-titanium oxides, allanite,
and zircon that formed at temperatures in excess of 600"C in a magma chamber
prior to eruption of the tuff; and secondary minerals, such as cristobalite, quartz,
alkali feldspars, and smectite clays, that formed during cooling and later alteration of
the tuff at temperatures less than 500x (Lipman et al, 1966; Bish et al., 1981, 1982;
Broxton et aL, 1982; Vaniman et al., 1984; Warren et al., 1984; Broxton, 1987; Bish,
1989; and Bish and Chipera, 1986,1989; Chipera et al., 1995). A mineralogy-petrology
summary is in preparation that will contain details about the make-up of the rock
(Bish et. al, 1996).
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Distinguished from the primary and secondary minerals are those that formed
on fracture surfaces [e.g., calcite, smectite, quartz, cristobalite, alkali feldspar, and the
zeolites mordenite, chabazite, clinoptilolite, and heulandite (Carlos, 1985, 1989; and
Lin and Daily, 1989)]. These minerals form layers which possess physical properties
distinct from those minerals in the rock matrix and are estimated to comprise a
maximum of 5% of the total rock mass. The mineral assemblage along a fracture
surface varies from one location to another, and appears to reflect, at least in part,
the previous location of the saturated zone (Carlos, 1989). Based on x-ray diffraction
(XRD) analyses, the mineral assemblage of a typical fracture surface within the
repository horizon might consist of 7% smectite, 7% cristobalite, 12% quartz, 29%
clinoptilolite, and 45% alkali feldspar (Carlos, 1985,1987; Carlos et al., 1995 a,b,c).
These references also discuss the mineralogy and frequency of fracture coatings,
which will be important to coupled thermo-hydrology-chemistry of the NFE. Since
the mineralogy is dominated by secondary minerals, discussion of geochemical
processes in the Altered Zone will consider these or similar minerals.

Evaluations of the expected NFE are based on currently available data on
properties, parameters, analyses, and assumptions, as well as the ACD of repository
designs, and on prototype or scoping tests and analyses.

Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD)

The engineering design of the EBS and repository, as well as operational
considerations (e.g., sequence of emplacement, ventilation rates, age and mix of
waste), can have a significant effect on the EBS's interaction with the environment
and thus the performance of the overall system. We use the ACD (CRWMS M&O,
1996) for the repository and operations and a conceptual BBS to evaluate the
environment. At the present time, the design is based on emplacing waste in large
cylindrical multi-assembly packages (PCs or similar) that contain approximately 21
PWR or 40 BWR spent-fuel assemblies, and then horizontally emplacing these
containers directly into the emplacement drifts. The waste containers will contain a
variety of waste that varies from young, very hot spent fuel from Pressure Water
Reactors (PWRs) to the relatively low thermal output Defense High Level Waste
(DHLW) containers filled with reprocessed, glass immobilized waste. Older PWR
spent fuel and Boiling Water Reactor spent fuel will tend to have intermediate
thermal output. The studies discussed in this report focus on spent fuel, because
temperatures are a factor in many of the environmental issues.
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The ACD emplacement concept provides for somewhat even spacing of waste
packages and drifts, as illustrated in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.10.1-1). Because the WPs are
separated by considerable distances, they become essentially thermally isolated from
neighbors so that each WP has its own individual environmental conditions.
Thus, for the ACD there are a large number of potential environments (almost as
many as there are individual WPs) which must be assessed to make design decisions
and to make performance assessments. This can result in such highly variable
emplacement environments (see Chapter 1.10.5) that it will be practically Impossible
to determine the environment and would possibly be a greater issue than the
natural heterogeneity of the system.
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Figure 1 Location of Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
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Table 1 Correlaton of lithologic, thermal-mechanical, and hydrogeologic
units on the basis of the revised lthostratigraphy (Buesch et aL, 1996).

Hydrogeologic units
Lithologic units Thermal-mechanical units (Office of Civilian Radioactive

(from: Buesch et aL, 1996) (Ortiz et aL., 1985) Waste Management, 1988)

Paintbrush Group
Rhyolite of Comb Peak (Tpk)

Includes tuff unit xe Crpld)
Rhyolite of Vent Pass (Tpv) Undifferentiated Unconsolidated
Post-Tpc bedded tuff (Tpbt5) overburenI surficlal materials
Tiva Canyon Ttff pc) (UO) (UO)

Crystal-rich
Vitric

Nonwelded (rv3: v3n, v3p)
Moderately welded (rv2)

Densely welded (rvl: vlc, vIv)
Nonlithophysal (m: n4, n3, n2, nl)
Llthophsal (ri: 12, 11)

Crystal-poor Tiva Canyon Ilva Canyon welded
Upper lithophysal (pul) welded unit hydrogeologic unit
Middle nordithophysal (TCw) (TCw)

(pm nn3, mn, m)
Lower lithophysal (pll)

Hackly-fractured (pllh)
Lower nonlithophysal (pln)

Hackly (plnh)
Columnar (plnc c3, c2, cl)

Vitric (pv)
Densely welded (pv3: V3Y, v3C32

Moderately welded (pv2)
Nonwelded (pvl: v1p, vIn)

Pre-Tpc bedded tuff CTpbt4)
Yucca Mountain Tuff (Tpy) Upper Paintbrush Paintbrush nonwelded

Pre-Tpy bedded tuff Mpbt3) nonwelded unit hydrogeologic unit
Pah Canyon Tafft pp) (PTn) (Ph)

Pre-Tpp bedded tuff CTpbt2)
Topop ah Spring Tuff (Tpt)
Crystal-rich

Vitric
Nonwelded v3: v3n, v3p)
Moderately welded (rv2)

Densely welded (rvl: vlc, vlv)
Nonlithophysal (rn: n3, n2, nl) Topopah Spring welded
Lithophysal (rl: 12, 11) unit lithophysae-rich
Crystal-poor (TSwI)3

Upper lithophysal (pul: ulc, uls)
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Table L (continued)

Hydrogeologtcunits
Lithnlogicunits Thermal-mechanical units (Office of Civilian Radioactive

(from.' Buesch et al, 1996) (Ortiz et aL, 1985) Waste M agement, 1988)

Middle nonlithophsal Topopah Spring welded
(p= mna nmw, mnl) hydrogeologic unit

Lower lithophysal (pD) Topopah Spring welded (TSw)
Hackly-fractured pllh) unit lithophysae-poor

Lower nonlithophysal (pin) (TSw2)
Hackly fractured (plnh)
Columnar (pinc 6, c2, cl)

Vitric Topopah Spring welded
Densely welded (pv3: v3v, v3c) unit vitrophyre (TSw3)

Moderately welded (pv2)
Nonwelded (pvl: vip, vln)

Pre-Tpt bedded tuff apbtl)
CAICO HILLS FORMATION

Calico Hills and
Lower Paintbrush
nonwelded unit

(CHnI)

Calico Hils nonwelded
hydrogeologic unit

(CHn)

1 Thermal-edlianical unit UO of Ortiz et . (1985, p. 11) includes 'alluvium; colluvium; nonwelded
vitric ashflow tuff of the' ra Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff; and any other tuff units that
stratigraphically overlie the welded, devitrified Tiva Canyon Member.

2 Where preserved, the base of the densely welded subzone forms the base of the TCw thermal-
mechanical and hydrogeologic units.

3 The TSwl-TSw2 contact is where the amount of lithophysas changes from greater than to less than 10
percent of the total rock volume (Ortiz et al., 1985). This change in the amount of lithophysae occurs up to
30 meters above the upper lithopyhsal-middle nonlithophysal zone contact as identified by multiple
criteria.
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1.0 Hydrothermal Modeling

Tom Buscheck

1.1 Introduction

11.1 Organization of This Chapter

Several hydrological and thmal-hydrological Cl-H) issues must be considered in evaluating the
viability of the Yucca Mountain site as a potential nudlear-waste repository. Chapter 1 and Sections
10.1 and 102 of Chapter 10 describe these Issues and the modeling and testing that have been performed
(and are being planned) to address them The major hydrological and T-H topics are:

The nominal pre-emplacement hydrological system- The major pre-emplacement attributes of the
ambient hydrological system in the unsaturated zone (UZ) and saturated zone (SZ) include:
The distribution of fracture and matrix properties: These properties affect both the small-scale

and large-scale flow of water vapor and liquid water in the UZ and the large-scale flow of
liquid water In the SZ. Section 12.1 describes the available data on these properties.

Fracture-matrix flow Interaction: his interaction can range from matrix-dominated flow (which
occurs when the matrix imbibition flux is comparable to liquid-phase flux in the fracture) to
nonequlibrium fracture-dominated flow (which occurs when the liquid-phase flux In the
fracture Is greater than the capacity of the rock matrix to Imbibe it). The key factors are (1) the
spatial distribution of fracture flow (spatially heterogeneous versus uniform flow) and (2) the
temporal distribution of fracture flow (episodic versus steady flow). Section 13 describes the
processes involved with fracture-matrix flow interaction and how these processes are likely to
play out in the major hydrostratigraphic units in the UZ at Yucca Mountain.

Preferential flow pathways: Features such as fault zones and zones of high fracture permeability
may facilitate the preferential flow of water vapor and liquid water at the mountain scale. Of
particular interest Is focused flow, primarily occurring in the vertical direction. Features such
as those resulting from a high contrast in matrix and fracture properties at hydrostratigraphic
boundaries may facilitate preferential lateral movement of water vapor and liquid water.
Preferential flow will affect the potential for water to enter emplacement drifts and contact
WPs and will also affect the drift-scale and mountain-scale transport of radionuclides. Section
1A addresses preferential flow pathways.

Ambient percolation flux distribution: This is the distribution of liquid-phase flux in the host rock
(the TSw2 unit), which is the net result of infiltration and exfiltration in the alluvium and
TCw unit and lateral flow in the PTn. Section 1.5 describes the available information on
ambient percolation flux.

The post-emplacement thermal-hydrological (T-H) system: The major post-emplacement attributes of
the thermal-hydrological system In the Engineered Barrier System (EBS), UZ and SZ include:
The Impact of repository constructionloperational activities: The important effects of repository

activities include (1) changes to near-field distribution of fracture permeability and
connectivity that result from mining-induced mechanical stresses, (2) dryout of the near-field
rock as a result of mine ventilation, (3) introduction of water from mining and drilling
activities, and (4) introduction of man-made materials, such as cement grout and concrete.
Section 1.6 discusses the potential Impact of repository activities on waste isolation.
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Thermal-hydrological (T-WH) flow processes In the UZ: Decay heat from WPs will significantly
mobilize vapor and condensate flow (at least) as long as boiling conditions persist. Depending
on the degree to which condensate builds up above the repository, these T-H effects will persist
(resulting in decay-heat-enhanced liquid-phase flow) for some time after boiling ceases. If the
bulk permeability kb Is large enough (>1-10 darcy) and the fractures well enough connected to
allow buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate moisture transport, then decay-heat-altered
vapor and liquid-phase flow can persist for up to 100,000 yr. If vapor diffusion is significantly
enhanced as suggested by Pruess et A.[19931, then decay heat will continue to significantly
mobilize vapor and liquid-phase flow long after boiling has ceased. The ntercoupling of T-H
processes with geomechanical and geochemical processes (called coupled T-H-M-C processes)
may also affect decay-heat-driven T-H flow; these coupled processes may significantly alter
flow and transport properties in the near field and altered zone, thereby continuing to influence
radionuclide transport well after decay heat stops mobilizing gas-phase and liquid-phase flow
in the UZ. Section 1.7 discusses the decay-heat-driven T-H processes.

Themial-hydrological-geomechanical-geodhemicaI (T-H-M-C) processes: The geochemical
environment of the near-field, the EBS, and the altered zone will affect any liquid water that
may contact the WPs, the waste form, and any radionuclides released into the near-field and
transported In the altered zone. The composition of the liquid phase will depend on the decay-
heat-driven coupled thermal-hydrological-geomechanical-geochenical (T-H-M-C) processes
experienced by packets of mobile fluid and by the rock along their respective flow paths which
lie In the altered zone, which can extend more than hundreds of meters away from the
repository. Flow processes, such as condensate refluxing and evaporation, can concentrate
different dissolved components. Condensate may dissolve minerals from fracture walls as it
drains down fractures and then precipitate those (or other) minerals as It evaporates. These
changes may alter fracture apertures along various intervals, thereby altering the bulk
permeability distribution Solubility and dissolution of minerals depend on temperature
changes, among other things The geochemistry of water from surface Infiltration contacting
WPs will vary depending on whether It drains quickly down fractures or migrates slowly in the
matrix, and on whether it was affected by refluxing or buoyant gas-phase convection. Chapters
3,4, and 10 discusses these coupled processes.

Engineered Barrier System (EBS) performance: Radionudide containment in (and eventual release
fron) the EBS Is most notably affected by the distribution of temperature, relative humidity,
liquid-phase saturation, and liquid-phase flux in the emplacement drifts and in the near-field
rock. Sections 1.83 and 1.8A discuss the importance of T-H processes on (1) the near-field and
EBS environments,(2) the ntegrity of WPs, which is a key factor in the containment of
radionudides in the EBS, (3) radionuclide release from WPs, (4) radionuclide transport in the
EBS, and (5) eventual radionuclide release from the EBS.

Thermal management strategies: These strategies are implemented in the thermal design of the
repository, including the overall areal mass loading of the repository and the details of how
the decay-heat sources (e., the WPs) are distributed. The key dedsion in any strategy concerns
whether to attempt to (1) minimize (to the extent possible) the thermal-hydrological effects of
decay beat or (2) to use decay heat constructively to generate conditions that are more
favorable for radionuclide containment in the EBS. Section 1S2 discusses these strategies.

The constructive use of decay heat Section 18.2 describes the two fundamental approaches for the
constructively heated (CH) repository strategy, which are:
Extended dryout (ED) approach: Use a high AML (>60 MTU/acre) to drive a large fraction of

the initial pore water (in the rock) from the repository as a whole. The high areal power
density associated with such an AML creates a thick superheated dryout zone (coalesced
between emplacement drifts) and mahitains above-boiling temperatures and low RH In the
repository rock (and on WPs) for thousands of years.

Localized dryout (D) approach: Maintain a temperature difference between the WP and the
drift wall that is large enough to reduce RH on the WP. This is done with dose axial WP
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spacing (generating a high line-heat load) and/or the use of low-thermal-conductivity
backfill in the drift Wide drift spacings and low to intermediate AMLs (c50-60 MTU/acre)
are used to (1) prevent the boiling zones from coalescing between drifts (and thereby limiting
condensate buildup above the drifts) and (2) limit far-field temperature rise (as in he MH
strategy). A hybrid LD-ED approach, which uses a high AML (>60 MTU/acre), close axial
WP spacing, and wide drift spacing, would not limit temperature rise in the far field and
condensate buildup above the boiling zone as with a lower AML4 however, it is still possible
to take advantage of both the drift-ARH effect and ARHrock; moreover, highly
concentrated line-heat loads and wide drift spacing will make it much more liey for
condensate to drain through the rock pillar rather than nto the emplacement drifts, unless
permeability is reduced in the pillars due to coupled (geocherdical/hydrothermal)
processes-

Major thermal-hydrological flow regimes: These regimes are, In effect, the net outcome of
intercoupled T-H and T-H-M-C processes ie, determined by the dominant processes). These
regimes vary In time and space. The factors determining where and when a given regime
dominates include (1) the distribution of natural system properties and conditions, (2) how the
decay-heat sources (the WPs) are distributed, and (3) other engineering measures such as the
use of backfill. Section I.85 descrIbes the major T-H regimes.

Thermal-hydrological testing While this is not a T-H attribute, it is Important to point out that
the most effective means of determining the dominant T-H flow regimes and the mportance of
hydrogeological heterogeneity on T-H behavior is through sufficiently sed thermal testing
conducted at the repository horizon for a sufficient duration. These tests are also needed to
address key hypotheses about T-H behavior and coupled T-H-M-C processes. They are also
needed to test coupled T-H-M-C process models and to provide sufficient confidence in the
process models that are used to abstract the near-field and EBS subsystem performance models
required by total systems performance assessment. Section 1.9 describes the thermal testing
program, post-test analysis of past in sits tests, and pre-test analysis used to design and plan
the ESF thermal tests.

The influence of repository design on tmal-hydrologlcal behavior The most significant design
attribute is the WP layout (the axial spacing between WPs and the lateral spacing between
drifts). How WPs are configured within the repository (e.g., in a square configuration as in the
ACD rev 00 design versus a line-load configuration with tight axial WP spacing and wide drift
spacing) plays a far greater role in determining whether near-field thermal-hydrological
behavior is beneficial (versus deleterious) than the overall area! mass loading (AML) of the
repository itself, and It may be more consequential than the variability and uncertainty in the
natural system parameters. One of the primary objectives of Section 1.10 Is to establish
functional relationships (ice., the parametric sensitivity) between repository system
parameters and T-H behavior in the near field and ENS, and thereby help develop a
quantitative framework upon which thermal management principles may be Incorporated into
the design of the repository system These functional relationships are also needed to (1)
provide guidance for T-H testing, (2) assist in the model abstraction process for total system
performane assessment, and (3) provide a quantitative framework for onparing various
alternatives that are being evaluated by the systems studies.

Thermal-hydrological flow processes and flow regimes In the SZ: Decay heat can also drive
buoyant liquid-phase flow n the SZ that may be the dominant mechardsm driving SZ flow and
radionudide transport for tens of thousands of years. Decay heat will also result in a
significant rise in temperatures in the SZ that, together with the decay-heat-driven mixing of
waters from different regions of the SZ, may result in significant alteration of the flow and
transport properties in a large region (exceeding several repository areas) of the SZ. The effect
of decay heat on T-H flow and radionudlide transport s discussed in Section 102 of Chapter 10.
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1L2 Key Thermal-Hydrological Issues for Site Viability and Waste Isolation

Some of the most important Issues that must be considered In evaluating the viability of the Yucca
Mountain Site nvolve the dondnant role that decay heat plays in determining the thermal-
hydrological (T-H) conditions in and around the emplacement drifts and, in particular, on the WP
itself. A key consideration for nudear waste Isolation Is whether (or when and how) water contacts a
WP, thereby affecting WP integrity and, if WPs are breached, waste form dissolution and release from
the WPs. The manner In which decay heat influences the distribution of liquid saturation and liquid-
phase flux within the drifts (also called the Engineered Barrier System or EBS) strongly affects
radionuclide transport within the EBS and eventual radionudide release from the EBS. The manner in
which decay heat influences the distribution of liquid saturation and liquid-phase flux in the near
field and altered zone affects radionuclide transport within those zones. Although not discussed in this
chapter, the T-H effects of decay heat Influence geomechanical and geochemical changes In the near
field and altered zone (as a result of coupled T-H-M-C processes), which can also affect T-H flow and
radionuclide transport within those zones. Coupled T-H-M-C effects will continue to Influence
radionuclide transport well after decay heat has stopped mobilizing gas-phase and liquid-phase flow
in the UZ These effects will be discussed in Chapters 3,4, and 10.

A key attribute of the EBS, affecting its ability to contribute to waste Isolation, Is to cause an RH
difference (ARHut) between the hotter (and drier) WP and cooler (and more humid) rock at the drift
wall. The drift-ARH effect Is quantified by the relationship RH /RHd,, P=at(Td)IP.JT
which depends primarily on the temperature difference (&TdiJ)etween the WI and drift wall.
Therefore, the heat transfer attributes of the EBS are key in determining the extent to which RH can be
reduced on the WP. Of particular significance, is whether a low-Kth backfill Is used to insulate the
WP from the drift wall, which generates a much larger ATdrit than occurs when the drift remains open
and thermal radiation Is the primary mode of heat transfer between the WP and drift wall.

Water may contact a WP by either liquid-phase (dvective or diffusive) flow or by condensation of
water vapor that forms a liquid film on the WP. There are three ways by which this contact may arise:

Drift seepage: Advective liquid-phase flow of water that enters the drift (and flows through the
backfill if present) as a result of ambient percolation or decay-heat-driven condensate flow.
This can indlude episodic nonequllibrium fracture flow or a steady weep.

Widnp Transport of moisture driven by matric potential gradients (i.e., capillary pressure
gradients). This is primarily considered to be an advective liquid-phase transport process
(called imbibition); however, binary gas-phase diffusion can also play a role. Because wicking
can occur as two-phase flow, it does not necessarily require a continuous liquid phase.

Cold-trap effect: Axial vapor flow and condensation within the drift is driven by axial variations
in Tand Pv along the drift. Water vapor is transported (by gas-phase advection and diffusion)
from areas of higher temperature and P. to areas of lower temperature and Pv where it
condenses, which causes RH to Increase (even as high as 100%). Iame condensation rates can
arise in the cooler areas if the following three conditions are met: (1) high RH in the rock at
the drift wall, (2) WP heat output varies substantially from WP to WP, and (3) WPs are
thermally isolated from one another. It is important to note that this mechanism does not
require water to enter the drift.

For an three of these effects, we find that the most Important thermal-managenent design factor Is the
WP layout (eg., WPs uniformly distributed In a square configuration versus in a llne4oad configuration
with tight axial WP spacing and wide drift spacing) rather than the overall AML of the repository
itself (e.g., high versus low AML).

iquid-phase flux that may enter a drift Is the result of ambient percolation flux and decay-heat-
mobilized vapor and condensate flow. A key question is whether (or under what conditions) decay heat

-WV0, decreases or Increases the magnitude (or probability) of liquid-phase flux entering a drift. Depending
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on the AML, decay heat is capable of generating a zone of counter-current two-phase flow above the
repository, which is sometimes called the refludng zone or the heat-pipe zone INitao, 1988; Pruess et
al, 1990; Buscheck and Nitao, 19941; this zone Is associated with liquid-phase fluxes that are much
larger than ambient. If the AML is high enough, this zone can be displaced well above the repository
horizon by the superheated (above-boing-temperature) zone. If either the AML is not large enough or
the ambient percolation flux is too large, it is possible for the heat-pipe zone to remain at the
repository horizon. A heterogeneous permeability distribution can also cause the heat-pipe zone to
remain at the repository horizon In regions where condensate flow is focused (Section 1.10.2.5). The
fundamental relationship is between the local heat flux qH and the heat flux that is required to
vaporize the ncoming local liquid-phase flux. In theoretical studies of the effect of decay heat on
condensate flux [Nitao and Bradford, 19961 it was found that the tendency for either hot and dry
conditions prevailing (rather than hot and wet conditions) depends on whether there is enough heat
flux locally that Is capable of evaporating the local liquid-phase flux. The local heat flux qH (which,
during the initial heat-up period is proportional to LML; thereafter it is proportional to AML) will
prevail over the local liquid-phase flux qliq If the following holds:

qH > qhqP.Uqhfg
where I is the mass density of water and hfg is the latent heat of vaporization. f there Is too much
liquid-phase flux, then there is insufficient heat flux to generate superheated conditions at the
repository horizon.

A key question concerns whether heterogeneity in the natural system and/or engineered system
parameters that govern the distribution of liquid-phase flux can focus enough liquid-phase flux (at
least) locally to cause Eq. 1 not to hold true. In addition to affecting the distribution of liquid-phase
flux, heterogeneity In the natural system and/or engineered system parameters can also cause the
temperature and relative humidity RH on the respective WPs to vary substantially along the drift

Natural System heterogeneityr Arises from variability in the following:

Percolation flux: This quantity, which is the liquid-phase flux in the host rock (the 75w2 unit), is
the net result of Infiltration and exfIltration and the ability of the PTn to divert the net
infiltration flux which readhes the PTn unit. The temporal nature of percolation flux can range
from episodic flow in fractures to steady-state flow in both the fractures and the matrix (see
Sections 13 and 1.10.6). Imbibition In the PTh serves to dampen the influence of episodic
infiltration events and thereby provide more time for exfiltration and lateral flow to influence
the moisture balance in the Pn; all of which tend to reduce the percolation flux in the TSw2.

Ambient liquid saturation distribution: This quantity can be no less than what is caused by gravity-
capillary-pressure equilibrium with the water table (Section 12.1). Liquid saturation increases
with decreasing height above the water table (or perched water body). Liquid saturation also
Increases with percolation flux, particularly if that flux is steady (Section 1.10.6).

Distribution of fracture permeability and connectivity. This affects both small-scale and large-
scale vapor and condensate flow. If fracture permeability Is small enough (i.e., bulk
permeability kb < 1-10 millidarcy) and/or the distance between connected fractures Is large
enough, then advective dryout will be throttled. (Evidence to date is that throttling Is not
likely; both permeabilitles are much higher and fracture spacing much smaller than required
for throttling.) If kb > 1-10 mlllidarcy and the distances between well connected fractures is
small enough, then advective dryout will be unthrottled. If kb > 1-10 darcy, then buoyant gas-
phase convection significantly affects the magnitude and direction of vapor flux over the
length scale for which fractures are ubiquitously connected (see Section 10122). The connected
length scale of fractures also affects the scale over which repository-scale condensation
redistribution can occur. Zones of highly contrasting ko can result in focused vapor and
condensate flow In the near-field rock (Section 10.125). Note that observations of large A (>
1-10 darcy) being prevalent in the ESF imply that nonbuoyant or buoyant unthrottled advective
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dryout will prevail and that throttled advective dzyout will be limited to (at most) isolated
regions of the host rock, If it occurs at all.

Distribution of matrix hydrological properties: This influences small-scale gas-phase and liquid-
phase flow. Of particular importance is how the imbibition properties of the matrix influence
the degree to which nonequlflium liquid-phase fracture flow can occur (Section 13). The
drying and rewetting characteristics of the matrix can influence the spatial extent of dryout
(Section 10.13). The rewetting characteristics of the matrix also strongly Influence gas-phase
and liquid-phase rewetting of the dryout zone (Section 10.13).

Thermal conductivity KIth distribution in the rock: This is affected by both the Kth of the intact
rock and the degree of fracturing.

Overburden thickness: This quantity, which is the distance between the repository and the ground
surface, can vary significantly over the repository. Because this is the thickness of the
"thermal blanket' that insulates the repository from the ground surface, it affects the time
required to attain the peak rock temperature at the center of the repository. It also affects the
vertical extent over which heat pipes may develop, with maximum vertical heat-pipe length
increasing with overburden thickness. Peak temperatures at the edge of the repository are
determined by the edge-cooling effect before the overburden thickness has any Influence
(Section 10.1A of Chapter 10).

Contribution of buoyant gas-phase convective vapor and heat flow: If kb > 1-10 darcy, then
buoyant gas-phase convection significantly affects the magnitude and direction of vapor flux
over the length scale for which fractures are ubiquitously connected (see Section 10.122). If kb
> 40 darcy and fractures are ubiquitously conmected over a length scale comparable to the width
of the repository area (this is not likely to be the case), then buoyant gas-phase convection
significantly affects heat flow and repository temperatures (Section 1.85).

Contribution of heat-pipe-driven convective vapor and heat flow: Depending on the ambient
percolation flux and on whether heterogeneity In the kb distribution and/or heating conditions
result in zones of focused condensate flow, heat-pipes can result in a sigrificint cooling effect
and cause greater liquid saturation and iquid-phase flux In the vicinity of emplacnent drifts
(see Sections 1.105.1,1.10.6, and 10.12.5). For ambient percolation fluxes greater than 1.0
nmm/yr (certainly within the range of estimated flux), the tendency for heat pipes to cause
cooler/wetter conditions near emplacement drifts increases with ambient percolation flux
(Section 1.10.6).

Contribution of vapor~dffuslon-driven vapor and heat flow: Depending on whether the binary
diffusion of water and air is signifiatly enhanced (relative to 'nomndnal' vapor diffusion),
vapor diffusion can result in additional vaporization and vapor transport (relative to that
driven by boiling alone) or cause significant vaporization and vapor transport after boiling has
ceased (Section 10.132).

Engineered System heterogeneity-. Arises from the following design aspects:

WP layout: This includes the axial spacing between WP centers and the lateral spacing between
drift centers (Sections 1.105 and 1.10.6).

WP heat output: This can vary substantially among spent nuclear fuel SNM WPs; moreover, the
Defense High-Level Waste (DHLW) WPs generate an insignificant amount of heat compared
to even the coolest SNF WPs. For WPs that are thermally Isolated from each other (as occurs in
the ACD rev 00 design), the distribution of the respective WPs along the drift can make a large
difference in deterning their respective environments, Including T, RH, liquid-phase
saturation, and liquid-phase flux (Sections 1.105 and 1.10.6).

WP emissivity This quantity determines the efficiency of thermal-radiative heat transfer from
the WP to the drift wall and from WP to WP (Section 1.1053).
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Backfill thermal conductivity This quantity determines the temperature difference ATdGu
between the WP and the drift wall that can substantially reduce RH on the WP surface
ARHdrik (relative to that in the adjacent near-field rock). The reduction in RH is
most effective if the backfill does not wick moisture back to the WP (Section 1.1055).

Backfill hydrological properties: These properties affect the degree to which wicking may
transport moisture from the (cooler and more humid) near-field rock to the (hotter and less
humid) WP surface. If wlcldng In the backfill is present, it can reduce ARHdrut. The kb of the
backfill will determine the degree to which buoyant gas-phase convection influences heat
transfer between the WP and drift wall. Backfill hydrological properties also affect how
effectively the drift seepage flux Is able to drain out of the drift (Section 1.105.4).

Backfill configuration: The Important items include: (I) the percentage of the drift that is
backfilled (full versus partial backfill), (2) the configuration of the upper backfill surface
(sloping versus horizontal), and (3) whether backfill Is allowed to fill In between WPs. The
temperature difference ATde, between the WP and the drift wall depends on the percentage of
the drift that is backfilled. This may also affect the degree to which buoyant gas-phase
convection influences heat transfer between the WP and drift wall (Section 1.1054).

Invert thermal conductivity: This quantity affects both the WP and drift wall temperatures. For
cases with backfill, it, along with Ki, in the backfill, determines the temperature difference
AT&Ut between the WP and the drift wall (Section 1.1055).

Invert hydrological properties: These properties affect the degree to which wicking may be
important. If wiing in the Invert Is important, It can moderately reduce ARHdr1 t. These
properties also affect how effectively the drift seepage flux is able to drain out of the drift.
Radionudide transport will also be significantly affected, particularly as to whether transport
is liited to liquid-phase diffusive transport (Section 1.10SA).

Proximity to the edge of the repository: The edge-rewetting/shedding effects tend to Increase
liquid-phase flux with proxiity to the repository edge; the edge-cooling effect decreases the
local heat flux that Is available to vaporize the ncoring liquid-phase flux with proximity to
the edge. The edge-shedding effect can also increase the tendency for heat pipes to dissipate
heat at the repository edge, thereby Increasing the edge-cooling rate. Taken together, these
effects increase the likelihood of greater-than-ambient liquid-phase fluxes reaching the
repository horizon. (Section 1.10.6).

There are two fundamentally different ways that WPs can be arranged in the repository at Yucca
Mountain. The first approach (called square spacing) attempts to uniformly distribute the WP decay heat
over the repository area by placing the WPs with roughly the same axial and lateral spacing between
WPs (as is done in the ACD rev 00 design). The second approach (called the line load) lineally
concentrates the WP decay heat to the greatest possible extent by placing the WPs end-to-end along the
emplacement drifts. For a given AML, this allows for the maximum possible spacing between drifts and
requires the minimum possible total length of emplacement drift. The two primary 83A-MTU/acre
repository designs analyzed In Section 1.10 are ,

ACD rev 00 design: This design utilizes a 'square geometry with the spacing between drift
centerlines being roughly the same as the axial center-to-center spacing between SNF WPs. The
ACD rev 00 has a lineal mass loading (LML) of OA6 MTU/m and drift spacing = 22.5 m. Heating
heterogeneity that arises from square WP spacing will add substantially to the effects of natural
system heterogeneity on the spatial variability of T, RH, liquid-phase saturation, and liquid-
phase flux along emplacement drifts.

Line-load design: This approach places WPs nearly end-to-end and the drifts are spaced far apart
An example of this approach assumes a 0.1-m gap between WPs, resulting in LML 1.11 MTU/m
and drift spacing - 53.8 m. In spite of the large differences in heat generation among the various
WPs, the highly efficient thermal-radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer facilitated by the end-to-
end WP spacing causes the line of WPs to function as though it were a uniform line-heat load.
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Consequently, the line-load generates very uniform T, RH, liquid saturation and liquid-phase
flux along the drifts. Moreover, he igh aXil WP-tD-WP heat conductance will homogenize
some of the effects of natural system hetmrogeneity and edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding on
conditions along the drift. In effect, the ine of closely spaced WPs serves as a preferential heat-
flow conduit that allows heat to be delivered to otherwise vulnerable areas of the drift.
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1.1.5 Modeling and Analysis Methodologies

1.13.1 Modeling and Analysis Approach

The following steps articulate the methodology that Is being used In the development refinement,
and validation of conceptual and numerical models used. The steps are not necessarily taken in order; the
method is a process of Iterative refinement as knowledge of the site-repository system Increases. The
method relies on a combination of mathematical models and laboratory and field data to develop
conceptual models and parameter regimes and to test hypotheses.

L Conceptual and Mathematical Model Development
* Identify processes and interaction of processes that are Important to dt al-hydrological (T-H)

behavior in the near-field and altered zone.
* Develop a conceptual model of T-H behavior in the near-field and altered zone.
* Develop mathiematical models of processes consistent with the conceptual model.
* Verify the mathematical models.

2. Process Analysis and Parameter-Sensitivity Studies.
* Develop an understanding of the important T-H processes and their intercoupling with

geochenical and geomechanical processes through the use of detailed process models.
* Identify parameter regines that govern T-H behavior for ambient and man-made conditions.
* Quantify the parameter sensitivity of T-H behavior to ambient and man-made conditions.
* Refine conceptual and mathematical models on the basis of results from detailed process models

and parameter-sensitivity analyses.
3. Integration with Experiments.

* Conduct scoping calculations to help design laboratory- and field-scale experiments to quantify
important parameters and properties.

* Refine conceptual and mathematical models on the basis of results from laboratory and field
experiments.

4. Hypothesis Testing and Model Validation.
* Establish hypotheses critical to prediction of thermal-hydrological behavior.
* Establish hypotheses critical to EBS performance.
* Conduct scoping calculations to help design laboratory- and field-scale tests that critically test

these hypotheses.
* Test hypotheses on the basis of testing, at the laboratory and field scale, and analysis,

Induding bounding analysis.
* Validate conceptual and mathematical models on the basis of laboratory and field experiments

and hypothesis testing.

5. Subsystem Performance Assessment
* Deterne the parameter sensitivity of EBS performance to natural and man-made processes.
* Develop simpler models (abstractions) for EBS and total systems performance assessment.
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113.2 Mathematical Models

The behavior of thermal-hydrological processes, as described In Sections 1.7 and 1.8, is predicted
with the use of mathematical models These models are usually partial differential equations
describing the balance of energy and the balance of mass of each Important chemical species, which can
Include air and water. A species such as water can occur in both a gas and a liquid (or aqueous) phase.
Mathematical models are usually defined at the macroscopic level: that Is, they are derived from
microsoopic balance laws through volume-averaging Wear and Bachmat 19901 over a representative
elementary volume (REV) of the porous medium. Predicted quantities are therefore averages over the
REV, and any variations in these quantities are lost over distances less than the size of the REV.

The following assumptions are typical of macroscopic mathematical models for flow and transport
in porous media:

* Darcy's law is assumed to hold for advective fluxes.

* Ficles law Is assumed to hold for diffusive and dispersive fluxes.

* Either approximate local or partial thermodynamic equilibrium or assigned disequilibrium is
assumed over the REV, or macroscopic dnetic rate laws can be used.

Whether or not a REV can be defined that is smaller than the system to be modeled is an open
question, as Is the question of whether the REV is the same for flow, transport, and heat transfer
processes. Developments in the literature will be monitored, and mathematical models used will be
tested against experiments as data become available to assess their adequacy for representing
important processes and phenomena in fractured porous media Three principal classes of mathematical
treatments have been developed in the past:

1 Equivalent Continuum Model (ECM). This model assumes equality of the marc potentials of the
fracture and matrix. Composite characteristic curves are used to define the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity and matric potential.
Advantages:

* Computationaly simple because it uses a single continuum for both fractures and matrix.
Disadvantages:

* The assumption that the fracture and matnx are In equilibrium is adequate only if fracture
fluxes are low enough INitao et al., 1993; Buscheck et al., 19911. This assumption Is
adequate for modeling condensate drainage during the intermediate and late stages of
repository-heat-driven moisture movement, but may be inadequate during early stages
when high specific heat flux in the boiling region leads to high condensate drainage
fluxes. This assumption is not adequate for modeling episodic infiltration events.

* Fractures are not treated as discrete features; rather, their effects are averaged over the
whole spatial domain. In effect, fractures are treated as a porous medium.

2. Dual Permeability Model. This model reats the matrix and the fractures as two distinct porous
continua with a transfer term to represent the flux between the two continua.

Advantages:

* Less computationally intensive than the discrete fracture-matrix model and although more
computationally intensive than the ECK, is manageable in many cases.
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* Can handle larger advective fluxes without producing conditions near 100% liquid-phase
saturation in the matrix, because it does not assume capillary equilibrium between
fracture and matrix.

Disadvantages:

* More computationally Intensive than equivalent continuum method, so that for more complex
analyses, It may be impradical.

* Typical fracture-matrix transfer terms cannot adequately treat fracture-matrix interaction,
especially during early and Intermediate stages of matrix imbibitlon.

* Fractures are not treated as discrete features; rather, their effects are averaged over the
whole spatial domain. In effect, fractures are treated as a porous medium.

3. DIscrete Fractue-Matrix Model (DEM). This model spatially discretizes the space occupied by the
fractures and the matrix by finite element or finite difference elements. Because the location and
morphology of Individual fractures are not usually well known, their geometric characteristics are
either (1) interpolated from field data, (2) randody generated, or (3) represented using an idealized
geometry.
Advantages:

* Actual fracture geometry is considered, including size of fractures and intersections.
Disadvantages:

* Highly computationally intensive.

* Available data may not justify the approach.
The selection of an approach must weigh the trade-off between computational complexity and

physical accuracy. Factors that should be considered include (1) the magnitude of fracture fluxes, (2)
the size of the domain being modeled, and (3) the scale over which results are desired. The discrete
fracture approach Is probably not practical for repository-scale and mountain-scale calculations, but it
can be used to determine phenomenological parameters needed for the dual permeability approach.
Tlis approach can also be useful In interpreting the results of laboratory-scale experiments.
Complementary use of these three approaches Is probably the only effective way of incorporating some
of the effects of nonequilibrium fracture-matrix behavior at any practical scale of analysis.

Mathematical models have the following limitations:

1. Because they are usually macroscopic (based on volume averaging), the effects of fine-scaled
physical processes may be lost.

2. They have a somewhat limited ability to ncorporate realistic spatial variability of input
parameters as a result of geological heterogeneities.

3. They are subject to spatial uncertainty of input parameters as a result of limitations in
geological data gathering.

4. All of the detailed physical and chemical processes cannot be implemented because of
computational limitations.

An example of the first limitation Is "dispersion of the liquid phase," a term used by Nitao and
Busche& 119911 In the context of the deviation in the movement of a liquid front relative to the mean
position of the front as a result of viscous fingering and branching at fracture intersections as it
percolates down a fracture network. Expressions for phase dispersion will Involve deriving higher-
order terms in macrosoopically averaged models. The effect of the second and tird limitations can be
reduced by sensitivity analyses, stochastic realizations, and phenomenological models. To reduce the
effect of the fourth limitation, conservative and judicious assumptions and simplifications must be used.
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1.13.3 Numerical Models

The partial differential equations for the macroscopic balance of energy and mass are highly
nonlinear for multiphase fluid flow with phase changes (e., evaporation and condensation). They
must, therefore, be solved numerically. The codes V-TOUGH Nitao, 19901 and NUF [Nitao, 19941
have been used for this study. They both use the Integrated finite-difference method. V-TOUGH
considers only the tansport of air, water, and energr, NUFr can also consider transport of other species,
including radionuclides. NUFr also has mechanical dispersion of components; It has more physical and
numerical options, is more flexible, is more computationally efficient, and is more user friendly. It can
also handle additional fluid phases, such as a nonaqueous hydrocarbon phase. The following are the
important output variables for the two codes:

V-TOUG:L Spatial and temporal distribution of gas- and liquid-phase pressure, gas- and liquid-phase
saturation, air mass fraction In gas and liquid phases, water mass fraction in gas and liquid phases, and
temperature.

NunT Same as V-TOUGH but, in addition, can solve for mass fraction of other components, Including
radionuclides.

Planned enhancements to NUF include the following:

* Dual-permeability models.

* Higher-order models for dispersion and fracture-matrix interaction.

* Radioactive and chemical reactions.

* Geomechanical coupling with thermal-hydrological behavior.

* Extension of the current suite of numerical methods.
Software quality ssurance (SQA) will be carried out for V-TOUGH and NUFr according to the

Individual Software Plan ISP) developed for each code. The ISP will describe the configuration
management and control of the codes, necessary documentation, walkroughs, and benchmarkdng
problems. Software verification wiU include the comparison of results of the codes with analytical
solutions and with results of other selected numerical models. because of uncertainties and
heterogeneities, it is difficult to have enough Information to explicitly validate a model based on a
multiphase, nonisothermal porous media flow and transport code. Partial model validation will be
performed using laboratory and field experiments by (1) determining whether calibration of the model
is possible and (2) whether the conceptual model predicted by the model is consistent with
observations.

V-TOUGH has been qualified for use in qualitdy affecting worL. NUFT has been benchmarked
against the V-TOUGH code for a wide range of problems related to decay-heat-altered nonisothermal
flow and transport at Yucca Mountain for all of the cases compared, NUFT and V-TOUGH predicted
essentially Identical results.
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14143A Model Geometries

The thermal-hydrological model calculations In Chapters 1 and 10 were conducted with five
different types of models:

Drift-scale wo-dimenslonal equivalent continuum model (ECM) model This model represents (in
very fine detail) two-dimensional T-H behavior in a plane transverse to the emplacement
drifts (Including the rock pillar separating the drifts), and one-dimensional mountain-scale T-
H behavior that occurs from the water table to the ground surface; it does not represent three-
dimensional mountan-scale T-H behavior. This model axially averages the heat output from a
row of WPs with a decay-heat generation based on a mixture of 40% BWR Wis that contain 40
assemblies per WP and 60% PWR WPs that contain 21 assemblies per WP. Other mixtures of
SNF WP ypes and SNF ages are also represented with this model. This model, which assumes
a fixed-depth, constant-temperature water table. This model is used in Sections 1.102-1.10.7.

Drift-scale three-dimensional ECM model This model represents detailed three-dimensional T-H
behavior in and around the emplacement drifts (including the rock pillar separating the drifts)
and one-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior that occurs from the water table to the
ground surface; it does not represent three-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior. This
model utilizes the equivalent continuum model (ECM) to represent fracture-matrix flow. This
model represents six WPs, of which each has unique decay-heat characteristics. This model
assumes a fixed-depth, constant-temperature water table. This model is used In Sections 1.105
and 1.10.6.

Mountain-scale ECM modeb This model represents three-dinensional mountain-scale T-H
behavior with an R-Z coordinate system and represents WP decay heat by uniformly
distributing the heat over a disk-shaped area; this Is sometimes called a smeared-heat-source
model. This model utilizes ECM to represent fracture-matrix flow and represents T-H behavior
from 1 krn below the water table to the ground surface. The lower nodel boundary (1 km below
the water table) has a fixed pressure and fixed temperature. This model is used in Section 1.10.6
and in Sections 10.1 and 10.2 of Chapter 10.

Hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale ECM model: This model represents both the detailed three-
dimensional drift-sce T-H behavior and three-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior
from 1 km below the water table to the ground surface. This model is also used to check the
appropriateness of the drift-scale model calculations in analyzing T-H behavior over the
entire repository area. This model utilizes ECM to represent fracture-matrix flow. This model
is used in Section 1.10.

Drift-scale two-dimensional discrete fracure-tix (DFM) modek This model represents both
(detailed) two-dimensional drift-scale T-H behavior and one-dimensional mountan-scale T-H
behavior from the water table to the ground surface. This model utilizes the DFM that
discretely models flow in the fractures and matrix block, and thereby accounts for
nonequilibriurn fracture-natrix interaction INitao and Buschedc, 19941. Tis model aially
averages the heat output from a row of WN with a decay-heat generation based on a mixture of
40% BWR WPs that contain 40 assemblies per WP and 60% PWR WPs that contain 21
assemblies per WP. Other mixtures of SNF WP types and SNF ages are also represented with
this model. This model assunes a fixed-depth, constant-temperature water tble.This model is
used to check the appropriateness of the drift-scale ECM model calculations in analyzing gas-
and liquid-phase flow in the near field. This model Is used in Section 1.10.7.

AU of the models assume that the relative humidity RH of the atmosphere is fixed at a value that
corresponds to being in vapor pressure equilibrium with the uppermost hydrostratigraphic C(Cw) urt.
This results in RH - 99% in the atmosphere, which precludes any diffusive loss of water
vapor out of the top of the mountain.
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113.5 Modeling Thermal-Radiative Heat Transfer in the Drifts

Thermal-radiative heat transfer Is considered between all surfaces in the emplacement drift. For
the two-dimensional drift-scale model all surfaces can emit heat to all other surfaces, while in the
three-dimensional model the assumption Is made that the primary direction of therl-radiative
heat transfer is from the WP surfaces to the drift wall and floor surface and axially from WI> to WP. In
the NUFI code, a thermal-radiative heat transfer coefficient must be specified for each pair of
emitting surfaces. For most of the thnal radiation connections, the heat-transfer coefficient Is based
on the following derivation.

Consider the thermal radiative heat transfer between an area Al on the WP surface and a portion
of the drift wall with area Aji . (In our application, Ai s the surface of one of possibly many
computational grid cells that represent the WP. Similarly, Aj is part of the surface of a cell at the
drift wall.) Suppose that AliIs at temperature Ti and Aj is af temperature Tj. Because the drift
enclosure is large compared to the size of the WP, thermal radiation from the WP can be considered to
be a graybody Inside of a large blackbody cavity. The thermal-radiative heat flux between Ai (the
WP) and Aj (the drift wall or floor surface) Is then given by

qq = TAPq(T7 -4Tl), (2)

where e is emissivity of surface Ai and a is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. The view factor (also
called shape factor or form factor) is denoted by Fij and is given by

Fq = Al | �jccosojir,,2 (3)

This expression Is found In most heat transfer texts [Holman, 1990]. The terms xi and are the
integration variables over Al and Aj , respectively. The terns hi and 4i are the solid angles between
the vector joidng the two surfaces Ai and Aj and the normal vectors for these respective surfaces. The
term rij Is the distance between the two surfaces.

Note that Eq. (2) also applies to thermal radiation between to drift surfaces (such as between the
drift wall and drift floor). U T Is about the same for these two surfaces, or If the two surfaces are far
apart, thermal radiation between these surfaces may be neglected. In the center-in-drift (CID) WP
configuration, because the two sides of the drift are being equally heated, cross-drift thermal radiation
will be negligible. In the off-center-In-drIft (OCD) configuration, the asymmetrical heating of the
drift surfaces will result in significant temperature differences from one side of the drift to the other.
This situation Is addressed with the detailed two-dimensional drift-scale model that includes
thermal-radiative heat transfer connections between all surfaces in the drift. For the three-
dimensional drIft-scale model, the side-tD-side synmetrical heating is assumed to preclude the need to
include cross-drift thermal radiation.

If surfaces Ai and A are sufficiently small and/or the separation distance rjj Is sufficiently large,
then the terms , ae j in Eq. (3) do not vary by much; therefore these terms may be replaced with
constants and we havre

FIJ I coSOICosOJAiA, (4)

where r7j , i and j are evaluated at centrolds of Ai and Aj. A way to determine whether the condition
is satisfied Is to compare Aij, i and pj at extremal points on the surfaces Ai and Aj with the centroid
values.

When Eq. (4) does not hold, surface Integration has to be performed analytically or numerically. In
some cases it can be easily estimated. An example is given below for the thermal-radiative heat
transfer between parallel disks.
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To calculate the total thermal-radiative heat flux from a WP, the heat flux term qij Is first
sunmed over all Al on the drift-wall surfaces that can be seen by surface Ai on the WP, and then
summed over all Ai on the WP. Thus we have the total thermal-radiative heat flux equal to

An S~zl= eAF(,4- 0)4
i a 

Although emissivity of the rock can be 0.85 to 0.95, a value of 1.0 was assumed in all calculations.
This assumption can be justified on the basis of the relationship [Holman, 19901 for thermal-radiative
heat tasfer q between two concentric cylindrical surfaces:

= I 1E.(AA )(/£1) ' (6)

where A1 and A2 are the areas, T1 and T2 are the temperatures, el and e2 are the emissivities of the
inner and outer cylindrical surfaces, and a is the Stephan-Boltzmarn constant. If the outer cylinder is
much larger than the Inner cylinder (Ai/A2 approaches 0) or if e2 is dose to 1, then Eq. (6) becomes:

q = aA e(T -T 1 4)0

which is readily applied to calculate the radiation heat transfer from a hot object to a large room. In
effect, the hot object (or WP) functions as a nonblackbody (also called a graybody) with a given
emisstvity el and area Al, while the surfaces of the room (or emplacement drift) function as though
they were blackbodies..

One of cases for which Eq. (4) does not hold is for thermal-radiative heat transfer between the ends
of WPs in the line-load design. The WP-to-WP themal-radiative heat transfer for this situation can
be represented by the relationship [Holman, 19901 for the net radiation heat exchange q between
parallel disks:

M 1A,(T 4-T _ ),

(1 -e)/ eAl+1/ AF 12 +(1-e2)/e 2 A 2

where Al and A2 are the areas, T1 and T2 are the temperatures, el and e2 are the emnssivities of the
disks, F22 is the radiation shape factor between the disks, and a is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant
The radiation shape factor F2 can be determined on the basis of the ratio d/z, where d is the diameter
of the disks and x is the separation distance between the disks, and a graphical relationship given in
Holman 19901. For the 1.1l-MTU/m line-load design, dlx - 18, which results in F12 -1. Forel - e2 - 0.8,
qne - 0.667aA 1, while for cl - e2 - 0.3, qnet - 0298oAl; consequently, WP-to-WP thermal-radiative
heat transfer is 2.24 times more efficient for the case with e =08 (than for the case with = 0.3).
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113.6 Parameter Sensitivity and Process Analysis

The general methodology for this part of the study Is to perform parameter-sensitivity analyses
and to ascertain parameter regimes of characteristic behavior. The following analyses have been (and
will continue to be) performed:

* Theoretical study of fracture-matrix interaction.
* Effect of nonequllbrium fracture flow arising from episodic infiltration events and condensate

drainage.
* Effect of decay heat on moisture balance in the unsaturated zone (UZ).

* Nonisothernmal processes involved In drift-scale and mountain-scale moisture movement
* Effect of decay heat on buoyant gas-phase convection in the UZ and the Implications of this

convection for heat and moisture flow.

* Effect of decay heat on buoyant liquid-phase convection in the saturated zone (SZ) and the
Implications of this convection for heat and moisture flow.

* Sensitivity study of gas-phase and liquid-phase rewetting of the repository.
* Effect of natural system heterogeneity on condensate shedding and on the focusing of vapor

and condensate flow.

* Effect of natural system heterogeneity on temperature T and RH in the repository.
* Effect of natural system heterogeneity on advective liquid-phase flow in the repository (ie.,

seepage into emplacement drifts).
* Effect of thermal loading design (Including WI layout) on T and RH in the EBS and on WPs.

* Effect of thermal loading design (including WP layout) on advective liquid-phase flow in the
repository (i e., seepage Into emplacement drifts).

* Optimization of thermal loading design (including WP layout) to improve EBS performance
and reduce uncertainty in the EBS environment.

* Determination (and ranking) of processes important to the release and transport of
radionuclides from the EBS.

* Bounding analyses related to hypotheses critical to the prediction of thermal-hydrological
C-H) behavior (and EBS subsystem performance).

* Bounding analyses related to hypotheses critical to EBS performance.

The following analyses wil be performed in future studies:

* Effect of decay heat on the diffusive flux of water vapor at the ground surface.
* Interaction between T-H effects and surface Infiltration.

* Sensitivity study of thermal-hydrologcal-geomechancal (T-H-M) coupling.
* Sensitivity study of thermal-hydrological-geochemical Cr-H-C) coupling.

* Influence of T-H flow processes on the geochmistry of the water contacting the WP.
* Impact of repository depth on T-Hand T-H-M procses.

* mpact of drift ventilation on T-H and T-H-C processes.
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1.2 Background and Available Data on Yucca Mountain

Yucca Mountain (YMP) consists of a series of variably fractured, nonwelded to densely welded tff
units with an eastward tilt of about 5 to 30° (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). The thickness of the
unsaturated zone (UZ) varies from 500 to 750 m. The potential repository location is In Topopah Spring
moderately to densely welded tuff (unit TSw2), which is about 350 m below the ground surface and 225
m above the water table (Klavetter and Peters, 1988). Montazer and Wilson (1984) report the absence of
perennial stream at Yucca Mountain; therefore, recharge from rain and snow occurs episodically. Flint
(1991) reports that mean annual precipitation at Yucca Mountain varies areally frnm 150 to 240 mm/yr
(with an average of 170 n /yr over the repository footprint).

I2.1 Matrix and Fracture Saturation

One of the challenges in understanding the matrix and fracture saturation is that the Interaction
between moisture flowing through the fratres and matrix may not be in equilibrium In this section we
present the saturation data and an interpretation of those data, including calculations that are largely
based on equilibrium conditions. A major conclusion from these analyses Is that a noted discrepancy
between calculated and observed saturation versus depth profiles may arise from ignoring the effects of
transient behavior. This gives significant Insight into the hydrologic system at Yucca Mountain.

The matrix properties of Yucca Mountain hydrostratigraphic units used In calculating saturation
versus depth profiles in Rev. 0 of the NFER are summarized in Table 121-1 (lavetter and Peters, 1988).
The units generally fall into two categories: (1) welded tuffs of very low permeability and low porosity

rtCw, ISwI, TSwZ and TSw3), and (2) nonwelded vitric tuffs of high permeability and high porosity
_Prh and CHnv). The zeolitized norwelded CHnz has low permeability and intermediate porosity, and
the welded PPw has intermediate permeability and porosity. The natrix permeabilities of the nonwelded
vitric tuffs are 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than those of the welded tufts and the zeolitized
nonwelded CHnz. Because of the very small matrix pore size of all of the units, water in the matrix pores
should be held under high capillary suction potential, and if the system is in capillary equilibrium this
should cause the zone of capillary rise to extend from the water table to the ground surface (Fig. 1-1) (see
end of this section 12.1 for discussion of exceptions to capillary equilibrium conditions).

The solid curve in Figure 12.1-1 shows the calculated vertical saturation distribution (based on the
capillary properties given in Table 12.1-1) from the water table (z 568 n to the ground surface (z 
0 m) for zero recharge flux, ie., at gravity-capillary equilibrium. The calculated zone of capillary rise
extends from the water table to the ground surface. The permeable nonwelded vitric PTn and CHnv units
have a much lower saturation at a given moisture potential than the densely welded units. Given that, at
gravity-capillary equilibrium, the potential is fixed by the distance above the water table, the saturation in
these units is lower than the saturation In the neighboring welded units at essentially the same distance
above the water table.

Presumably, fractures have a much lower saturation at a given potential tan the adjacent matrix, and
the fractures will be essentially drained of water at equilibrium, although there are few actual data on the
capillary properties and relative permeability behavior of fractures. They will also have very low
saturations, at stady sate, with any value of steady flux well below the critical value for matrix-
dominated flow (Nitao, 1991). This Is the physical basis for the Equivalent Continuum Model (Echo,
which forces local equilibrium between the fractures and the matrix. However, much work remains tW be
done to determine the limits of validity of the ECM. It is not dear that the UZ system at Yucca Mountain
is even approximately described by the steady-state assumption, under either ambient or thermally
perturbed conditions.
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The Intensity of precpltation, both during summer and winter, Is highly variable spatially and
temporally. Montazer and Wilson (1984) recognIzed the importance of episodic flow at Yucca Mountain.
More by argument than by analysis, they estimated an average recharge flux (ie., net infiltration) of 0 to
45 mm/yr. They also postulated the possibility of he temporary development of perched water within
the nonwelded units, which then drains Into fractures and flows directly to the water table. Moreover,
they stated that meost of the net infiltration Is diverted eastward as lateral flow within and above the
nonwelded PTh unit the remainder Is percolated vertically in the welded TCw unit, and is intercepted by
structural features that transmit most of the Infiltrated water to the water table.

Although precipitation is episodic, and one can thus expect episodic recharge, the saturation
conditions in the rock tend to be dampened by rate-lrited irbibiton and matrix flow. Therefore, it was
assured that estimates of long-term average flux can be made based on saturation conditions and the
assumption of steady state. Core samples of the TSw2, TSw1, and TSw3 hydrostratigraphic units have an
initial liquid saturation of 65 + 19% as reported in the Yucca Mounain Pjet Rgew bbmation Base
(RIB), DOE, 19901 and a porosity of 11% (Klavetter and Peters, 1988; Peters et al., 1984). With limited data,
Montazer and Wilson (1984) attempted preliminay estimates of net infiltration within the maJor
hydrostratigraphic units. They found the apparent net infiltration (or recharge flux) to vary with depth,
including apparent positive fluxes (.e, downward) in the nonwelded PTn and Cin and apparent
negative fluxes (upward due to vapor flow) in the welded TSw.Gauthier (1990) attempted to fit more
recent data using a one-dimensional steady-state ECM and assuming that the percolation flux is invariant
with depth. Gauthier (1990) obtained the best overall fit of the saturation profile, using available matrix
data, with a surface recharge rate of 0.01 mm/yr. Using a one-dimensional steady-state ECM, Buscheck
and Nitao (1991a) determined that the observed range in saturation at the repository horizon is consistent
with recharge flux ranging between -0.0006 and 0.05 mm/yr. (Fig. 12.1-1), and concluded that, given the
uncertainty in matrix characteristic curves, the percolation flux at the repository horizon is effectively
zero. The steady-state assumption Is he crucial hypothesis to be tested. If it Is not correct, the error in
percolation flux could be very large.

%wool,. In addition to the equilibrium case, Bushedk and Nitao (1991a) also calculated saturation profiles
with the steady-state, equivalent continuum assumption, for recharge fluxes of 0A5 and 0.0132 mm/yr.
As shown in Fig. 12.1-1, the resulting calculated saturation at the repository horizon is 85% and 95%,
respectively. The capillary properties of the TSw2 and T~w3 cause their calculated steady-state saturation
to be quite sensitive to the value of percolation flux. On the other hand, at low flux, saturation In the
nonwelded vitric units is much less sensitive to variations In the steady-state recharge flux. Small changes
in saturation In these units can accommodate large changes in flux unless the system is very near 100%
saturation.

Saturation ranges obtained from the RIB are also shown on Fig. 12.1-1. While zero recharge flux
results in a calculated saturation of about 10% for the PTh and CHnv, the RIB reports mean saturation
values of 61% and 91%, respectively. Therefore, although a zero recharge flux Is consistent with
saturation data at the repository horizon, it is not consistent with the saturation data in the high-kmvitric
nonwelded PTn and CHnv. Some of this inconsistency may result from inadequate matrix-property data
or a ladc of correspondence between the matrix-property data and the saturation data (.e., different
physical samples may have been used for saturation measurements and capillary properties). However,
this Inconsistency is too great to be entirely attributed to such causes. Apparently, significant recharge
fluxes (ie., much greater than those shown in Fig. 12.1-1) are able to reach the high-km units without
affecting the saturation of the neighboring low-km units. This strongly suggests that the system Is not in
equilibium - that transient fracture flow occurs episodically through the TCw, TSwI, TSw2, and TSw3,
for time periods too short to approach steady state (Buschedck and Nitao, 1991a; Busdheck et al., 1991a).
Bomb-pulse 36C measurements reported by Norris (1989) and saturation and water potential data
reported by the DOE (1986) are also consistent with nonequllibium, fracture flow from the ground
surface to considerable depths. Steady-state calculations, accordingly, are not believed to be adequate for
modeling the effective percolation flux at the repository horizon.
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The importance of fractures to the hydrology at Yucca Mountain cannot be overstated. They are
responsible for the Uighly heterogeneous dharacter of the hydraulic conductivity distribution. Depending
on the hydrostratigraphic uit, the contrast between fracture and matrix permeability ranges from I to 7
orders of magnitude. Estimates of fracture density (based on core) range from 20 to 42 fractures/m3
(Scott and Castellanos, 1984). Fracture mapping In tht Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) indicates that
fractures occur with two dominant orientations, a NW striking nearly vertical set, and a sub-horizontal
set with a north-easterly dip. Along the main drift, fracture density within the TSw2 Is approximately
3-4 fractures/m and within the Fn and overlying units Is <1 to 2 fractures/m (Barr, eta&., 1996).

Montazer et al. (1985) measedbulk (ar) permeablity, b, In theTSw to a depth of 100 m, obtaining
7 x O-13 < b < 1 x 101 m2 . For well J-13, Thodarson (1983) reported a bulk hydraulic conductivity of
1 m/day (Lb =1.7 x 10-11 m2). Using these esdimates, Buscheck and Nitao (1991a, 1991b) calculated the
hydraulic fracture aperture for the values of fracture spacing listed In Table 1.1.2-1, on the basis of the
cubic law and the equivalent continuum model (ECM) definition of bulk permeability, Lb = km(O - Vg) 
kfif, where krnand kf are the matrix and fracture permeability, and f Is the fracture porosity (the ECM
calculation Is accurate for calculating average bulk permeability to liquid for a completely saturated
system or for the average bulk air permeability for a partially drained system, provided, in the latter case,
that the fracture permeability Is much greater than the matrix permeability). For this calculation, it was
conservatively assumed that all fractures are vertical. At a spacing of 0.01 in between fractures
(100 fractures/rn), the available bulk permeability esur s indicate fracture apertures ranging
from 43 to 127 pm. If we assume that the bulk permeability measurements made elsewhere represent the
range within welded units exposed in the ESF, then, based on the ESF fracture density from main drift
mapping (Barr, et al, 1996), an aperture range of 141 to 407 pim Is indicated.

More recently, extensive testing of surface-based boreholes has been conducted by the US.
Geological Survey (USGS) to detmne air permeability in the UZ at Yucca Mountain. he best data
released to date were for borehole SD-12 (LeCain and Walker, 1994). A new method of analysis for the
pressure fall-off data was developed by Cox and Stellavato (1996), to take into account the effect of
wellbore storage and skdn In transient spherical flow. According to Cox and Stellavato, the data from 124
tests in the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring intervals in§D-12 were suitable for analysis, resulting in a
rangeof permeability from 0.1 x10-12 in2 to67 x 10-12mZ, withanaverageof 7Ax 1(r12. Most of the
tests exhibited significant positive sldn factors, indicating pervasive drilling damage to the fracture
system, presumably caused by the invasion of drilling fines. The authors noted that the permeability of
the most permeable zones may be seriously underestimated, since the pressure gauge resolution was only
10 Pa. Nevertheless, the dominan of fractures In determining the bulk permeability is dearly shown,
since even the lowest value of kb is about 5 orders of magnitude greater than the matrix permeability in
theTCw and TSw.

Even in the non-welded Calico Hills, there Is evidence of connected fractures, based on bulk
permeability estimates, albeit in the saturated zone. Figure 12.1-2 shows the distribution of permeability
values derived from laboratory measurements of core samples and from pump tests in the saturated
zone, compiled by Loeven (1993). The curves were calculated from the log mean and log standard-
deviation values given by Loeven. AD thee of the distributions are approximately log-normal, based on
an examination of higher moments of log(k). The distribution of permeability values derived from pump
tests is plotted in the rightmost auve of Fig. 121-2. From left to right, the a values (standard deviation of
the natural log of permeability) for these distribution functions are 2.763, 2.510, and 2.234, respectively.
The pump tests clearly show much higher permeability values than the core m s, and provide
strong evidence of fracture flow within the Calico Hils where these tests were performed. All of the
frequency plots span at least five orders of magnitude of permeability values, Indicating that the system
is strongly heterogeneous on both the laboratowy scale and the scale of single borehole tests.

The existence of such a large range of permeability, particularly the contrast between fractures and
matrix, imposes a corresponding range of time constants for transient behavior depending upon capillary
characteristics and indicates that careful analysis is required to determine under what conditions and for
what physical processes the use of steady-state and equivalent-contluum assumptions s valid. It strongly
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suggests that the discrepancy between calculated and observed saturation versus depth profiles may
arise from ignoring the effects of transient behavior, rather than from variability in natrix properties
measured in the laboratory.

Further evidence that the UZ facturematrix system Is not at equilibrium is given by L E. Flint (1996)
and by Rousseau et al. (1996). Flint's data for mean porosity, volumetric water content, saturation, and
water potential for all samples from the Paintbrush Group nonwelded rocks (P1h and Topopah Spring
tuff welded rocks (TSw) are summarized by Rousseau et al. in their Table 42.1-2 (1996). For uppermost
lithostratigraphic units (lwv2 and Tpcpvl) in the PFn, average water potential is given as -03 bars,
based on a total of 20 uts. For the lowest unit within the PTn pba), the average water
potential for 41 samples is also -03 bars. The remainder of the PTn averages -0.1 bars, based on 112
samples. Although the depth range is not given in Rousseau et al Table 42±1-2, typical distances of the
PTn above the regional water table would correspond to equilibrium potentials of -55 to -60 bars at the
top of the Prn and -50 to -55 bars at the base. At the repository horizon within the Tow (Tptpmn), 176
samples have an average water potential of -12.6 bars. At equilbrium, this interval would have a
potential of about -35 bars. These data show that the system is substantially wetter, on the average, dn
would be the case if it were In caplllary-gravItational equilibrium. They also suggest that comparisons of
water potential vertus depth may be more useful than saturation profiles. Finally, we note that all of
these observations are not Inconsistent with the concept of episodic fracture flow. In fact, the matrix
suction potential is very small (compared to the capillary/gravity equilibrium) under ambient conditions.
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Table 12.1-. Matrix properies of Yucca Mountaiu tuff (Kiavetter and Peters, 1988).

Sample Permeability ce
Unite code Porosity (n 2) Srb 102m-4 PC

TCw G41 0.08 9.7 x 9 0102 0.821 L558
PTR GU3-7 0.40 3.9 x 10 0.100 1U500 6.872

TSwl G4-6 0.11 1.9 x lO-15 0.080 0.567 1798
TSw2 G4-6 0.11 1.9 x G10s 0.080 0.567 L798

TSw3 GU-11 a07 1.5 x lo19 OD80 OA41 2.058

CHnv GU3-14 046 2.7 x 10r-14 001 1.60 3.872

CHnz G4-11 0.28 2.0 x 10IS 0110 0308 1.602

1Pw G4-18 0.24 4.5 x 10r-16 0.066 1.41 2.639

'Unit designations: TC, Tiva Canyon; PT, Paintbrush, TS, Topopah SprIM CEII Calico Hills; PP, Prow
Pass; w, welded; n,, nonwelded; v, vctrlc z, zeolitized.
bSr Is the residual liquid saturation.
Ca and P are the fitting parameters for the capillary pressure and relative permeability curves,
respectively.
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Table 1.2.1-2. Calculated fracture apertures based on
reported bulk hydraulic conductivities (Montazer et al.,
1985; Thordarson, 1983).

Assumed fracture Fracture aperture, b
spadng B (m) (=)

1.0 203 to 587
0.3 141 to 40
01 94to 273
0.01 43 to 17
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Figure 12.1-1. Liquid saturation profile obtained from several one-dimensional
models of steady-state recharge flux versus saturation from the Yucca Mountain
Project Reference Information Base (RIB) (DOE, 1990).
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12.2 InfilUtration andPercolatlon

In Rev 0 of the PNFR, recharge flux was discussed without making a distinction between shallow
infiltration and deeper percolation. Much evidence has accumulated that points to potentially significant
differences between infiltration and percolation fluxes, and thereore, this Rev of the NFER will try to
make a distinction between infiltration and potential repository horizon percolation fluxes.

1±2.1 Shallow Infiltration Flux Estimates. In spite of recent progress in characterizing the ambient
state of Yucca Mountain, considerable uncertainty remains in the shallow infiltration rate, and
consequently the percolation flux at the repository level. It has been commonly assumed (e.g., in the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the Site Characterization Plan (SCP), and various total system
performance assessment calculations) that shallow infiltration at Yucca Mountain is very low, less than 1
nun/yr. However, the accumulation of evidence at and near Yucca Mountain, along with related studies
in other arid regions, suggests that the shallow infiltration rate is likely to be higher than the upper limit
proposed by Montazer and Wilson (1984). The assumed infiltration as well as the argument that water
will be imbibed rapidly into the matrix because of the large suction potential are not supported by the
observed transport of contamsdnants and bomb isotopes, which serves as a note of caution in applying
infiltration and percolation estimates for the Yucca Mountain. However, since a significant but unknown
amount of lateral diversion is believed to occur at the Fn, this does not necesl mean that If the
shallow infiltrationis high that the percolation flux through the repository is also high (this will be
discussed in 122.2).

Frequently, 0.1 mm/yr. has been used as the nominal value for calculating radionuclide release rates
and transport through the vadose zone to the water table and hence to the accessible environment,
although typically a range is used, covered by an assumed probability distribution, in Monte Carlo
calculations for TSPA. A maxinum value of 4.5 un/yr. (probably taken from Montazer and Wilson) was
used by J. L Gauthier et al. (1992 IHLRWM Conference Proceedings, p. 892), for illustrating the 'weeps"
model for contact of waste packages by seepage into drifts. Some points to consider in attempting to
understand infiltration are given below:

Bomb-pulse tritium peaks were reported at depths of 46-50 m in UE-25 UZ#4 and 34-36 m in JE-25
UZ#5, Pagany Wash, east flank of YM TnrChe Yang, 1992 IHLRWM Conference Proceedings, p. 734).

Chloride data in pore water contained in the alluvium underlying Frenchman Flat (Steve Conrad,
1993 IHLRWM Conference Proceedings, pp.132-134) can be interpreted as indicating either a relatively
high infiltration flux or a very low flux. Conrad (1993) reports that the concentration of chloride ion in
precipitation is [Cli 0.8 mngfL If [ClIs denotes the soil water chloride ion concentration, R is the
recharge flux, and T- 120 mm/yr is the average precipitation, then, by a chloride mass balance,

R =- ECIP P, orR= 9
[Cl]6 [Cl]5

arbitrary point on the [l]s versus depth profile at about 30 m, with a chloride concentration of 2500
mgAL, giving R = 0.0384 or about 0.032% of P. Froma depth of 75 m all the way to the WT at 250 m, he
reports [als to be essentially constant at 20 rag/L. giving R = 48 mm/yr., or about 4% of P.

This is essentially the same as the upper limit for YM given by Montazer and Wilson, (1984) although
if the percentage of P is the same, YM would have R = 6 mm/yr., because ithas ligher average
precipitation than Frenchman Flat.

A 36C/35O ratio over 750 chlorine units (1 CLU - 10-15) was reported by Conrad (1993) at about 8
m depth in borehole ST-1 In Frenchman Flat, and other ratios from this borehole and borehole PW-l.at
depths down to 35 m are 10% or more above the mnal (present day) cosmogenic level of 500 CLU.
Conrad did not even consider that these slightly elevated mCI ratios might be a bomb-pulse signal,
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advancing instead the single hypothesis that the cosmogenic CI production rate prior to 15,000 years
b.p. was higher than the present rate because of geomagnetic field variations. A similar hypothesis is one
of several alternatives offered by Fabryka-Martin et al. (1996) to explain slightly elevated ratios (50 to
1500 CLUs).

We note that Conrad's value of particle velocity would give a piston-like travel time of more than
500,000 years to reach the water table underneath Frenchman Fiat. Even with an extremely heterogeneous
travel time distribution and higher rates of 36C production over the past 100,000 years, the 36C ratio
would have decayed substantially at 250 m, which is not supported by Conrad's data. Unfortunatel no
tritlum murements were reported; this could have resolved the question of whether the elevated 5aC
levels were from bomb tests or some other source.

Rainier Mesa (Russell, 1987) provides an interesting comparison with Yucca Mountain The
infiltration rate is about 5% to 10% of the average annual precipitation of 320 un/yr. at Rainier Mesa, or
24 * 8 mm/yr. The same percentage applied to Yucca Mountain's average annual precipitation of 170
nun/yr. would give an infiltration rate of 8.5 to 17 nu/yr., up to 34 tines the often-quoted lower limit of
05 mm/yr. from Montazer and Wilson (1984), and 85 to 170 times the value of 0.1 mm/yr. commonly
used in performance calculations. It is noteworthy that fracture flow is reported at Rainier Mesa, even
though the surrounding matrix is not completely saturated.

Other arid regions also provide Interesting observations that significant infiltration rates can occur
even when evapotranspiratlon potential far exceeds the annual precipitation rate. In 1992, lean-Frangots
Aranyossy and Cheikh Becaye Gaye (C R Acad. Sci. Paris, t 315, Sfrie II, pp. 637.643) reported
infiltration rates in north Senegal of 22 to 26 mm/yr. at precipitation rates of 338 and 325 mm/yr.,
respectively, based on analysis of bomb-pulse tritium peaks in highly permeable porous material. These
precipitation levels are similar to those at Rainier Mesa, and infiltration is 65% to 8.0% of total annual
precipitation, within the range of infiltration percentages for Rainier Mesa reported by the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory Geologic Repository Project Group (Wan& et a., 1993) and by Russel et al. (1987).

A recent paper by Nativ and otes (994) documents relatively high Infiltration rates and rapid
solute transport from the surface to the water table, through fractured chalk in the Israeli Negev Desert.
Precipitation averages about 200 mm/yr. The matrix permeability of the chalk is about I md (about 4
orders of magnitude higher than the TSw matrix), and it was believed that Imbibition into the
unsaturated matrix would restrict flow to the matrix. Infiltrationrzates were calculated from
measurements in four boreholes of bomb-pulse tritium and of bromide originating from local industrial
sources. Table 122-1 sumnarizes their results for R as a percentage of P. Fracture flow was clearly
indicated by the rapid transport of industrial contaminants to the water table, the concentration of tritium
in the saturated zone, and the seasonal fluctuation of groundwater levels in wells. Note that the
percentage of precipitation entering the deep vadose zone as recharge is at least equal to, and perhaps
higher than, the range quoted above for Rainier Mesa. Although the water table is much shallower in this
part of the Negev than at Yucca Mountain, inbibition should be much more rapid, given the smaller
fracture spacing and the higher matrix pemeability.

The YM vadose zone contains about 10% water (by volume), and the repository is about 300 m below
the surface. Water In storage above the repository Is therefore on the order of 30 m5 per m2 of surface
area. This represents 3,000, 30,000, or 300,000 years of infiltration at fluxes of 10,1, or 0.1 n/yr.,
respectively. Hence, depending upon whether the flux is near the low end or the high end of the range,
the source of most of the water which could potentially contact a waste package during the first 10,000
years Is the water that Is already stored In the pores of the rock matrix and that could be mobilized by
emplacement heat. However, this statement ignores the heterogeneous nature of fracture flow.

For comparison, note that the fractured granite in Sweden below the water table (which is near the
surface) typically has only 0.1% water by volume in storage, and would therefore have only 0.3 m3 of
water per m2 of area above a repository at the same depth as is proposed for YM. Neretnieks et al. (1987)
have pointed out that the darcy flux in undisturbed Swedish bedrock is on the order of 0.1 mm/yr. (in the
saturated mze). Hence, because the storage volume is so low, the average partidle velocity must be higher
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by a factor of about 100 than It would be at YM for the same flux. U the flux at YM is on the order of 10
nun/yr., then the particle velocity at YM is comparable to what it would be In Sweden In fractured
granite, and more reliance on the Engineered Barrier System (as is envisioned in Sweden and many other
countries) would be required.

Austin Long & Stuart W. Childs, (HLRWM 93 Proceedings, pp. 112-121) constructed a detailed
model of infiltration to study the probable Irnpact of future climate dianges using three types of surfaces
side slopes, shallow soil, and basin. The weighted site average Is about 1 nun/yr. under current
conditions, but Individual years could have up to several mm/yr. The standard deviation about the
average is about 0.5 mm/yr. Basin and shallow soil surfaces average 1.6 and 1.9 mm/yr, respectively,
compared to about 0.6 nun/yr. for slope surfaces. For each surface type, regression of the annual
infiltration against annual precipitation gave a straight line. The slopes and intercepts depended upon the
type of surface. Regression of the whole site-weighted average net Wiltration against annual
precipitation also resulted In a straight line, with zero infiltration below a threshold value for
precipitation of about 50 n/yr. Similar regressions were performed for full glacial maximum
conditions as well as other future climate scenarios. The site regression line under current conditions
predicts an infiltration of only about 5 mm/yr. at an annual precipitation of 320 nun/yr, which is far
below the estimated infiltration rate of 16 to 32 un/yr. at Rainier Mesa. Even the full glacial maximum
regression line predicts only about 15 mm/yr. of net infiltration at a precipitation rate of 320 mm/yr., just
below the lower end of the range for Rainier Mesa. Accordingly, it seems that these model calculations
may undresNime the infiltration rate at Yucca Mountain under current conditions, perhaps by a factor of
3 to 6. It would be very interesting to repeat Long and Childs (1993) model calculations for current
conditions at Rainier Mesa, to deermine whether it agrees more closely with the estimates cited above.

Karsten Pruess & Yvonne Tsang, (IHLRWM 93 Proceedings, pp. 568- ff.) studied heat-driven flow
processes at YM, using the equivalent continuum approximation, for borehole emplacement. The r-z
coordinate system used allowed a single central waste package to be modeled In detail, surrounded by a
diffuse heat source with a density chosen to provide an IUtl thermal load of 57 kW/acre. At 0
infiltration with enhanced vapor diffusion, the natural gradient of 0.03'clm drives about 0O mm/yr. of
vapor flux, which Is balanced by a downward liquid flux. They demonstrated that partial dry-out,
extending approximately 30 to 100 m above and below the repository, persists for 10,000 yr. Capillary
forces dominate gravity flow during this period, so that the net flux of water Is toward rather than away
from the repository. In the absence of localized, nonequilibrium fracture flow caused by heterogenelties,
the resulting "capillary trap" would prevent aqueous transport of radionuclides away from the
repository. It is a subject of active investigation whether or not the capillary trap actually works in a
heterogeneous, pervasively fractured system. Pruess and Tsang (1993) also investigated the effects of
surface infiltration fluxes of 1 and 10 mm/yr. starting 1000 yr. after emplacement. At I mm/yr., fracture
flow to 10,000 yr. after emplacement (based on the ECM) persisted only to depths of 50 m, and the
"capillary trapw condition persisted for the entire 10,000 yr. period. At 10 mm/yr., flow Is toward the
repository for 2,0W yr., but then changes to flow all the way to the water table at 3,000 yr. in central part
of model and at 4,000 years for the central single waste package (WP).

During a February 1995 field trip to Apache leap as part of the Evans Workshop on Fracture Flow
and Transport, workshop participants were told by the Environmental Engineer for the Magma Copper
Company that an average of about 2 x 106 gallons per year of water Is pumped from the mine workings
at depths of 4500 to 5000 feet below the surface. The mine is in carbonate rock overlain by the Apache
Leap tuffs, similar to the Yucca Mountain Tuffs; much of the overlying rock is now unsaturated as a
result of long-term pumping. The Magma representative mentioned that the pumping rate increases
significantly (50% or more) in response to episodes of surface precipitation, with a time lag of 6 months to
a year. This observation would notbe accounted for by equivalent continuum models, which typically
show "steady-state behavior insensitive to temporal variations in surface Influx below depths of a few
tens of meters. These models filter out the higher frequency components of the "signal," leaving only the
response to changes occurring over thousands of years. Although these observations are anecdotal, they
should at least raise some suspicion that transient flow to depths of thousands of feet in fractured porous
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rock is possible and must be accommodated in conceptual and mathematical models for the unsaturated
zone (uz) at Yucca Mountain.

The most compelling data suggesting an infiltration rate much higher than 0.1 mm/yr. is
summarized by Hudson and Flint (1996). This report documents the estimates of shallow infiltration
based on periodic neutron logging of 69 boreholes with depths ranging from 6 m to 85 m between
October 1984 and April 1995. The authors are careful to distingidsh between shallow infiltration (water
that percolates below all unconsolidated material at least 2 m Into bedrock and thus escapes rapid
evapotranspiratlon), and net Infiltration, the flux deep in the unsaturated zone resulting from surface
infiltrated water. How much of the shallow infiltration becomes net percolation through the repositoty
block remains an open question that cannot be answered by continued surface-based borehole
measurements alone.

The study area covered by the report comprises 230 km2 surrounding Yucca Mountain. Over this
area, the average estimated shallow infiltration flux is 11.6 mm/yr., for the time period observed. A map
contained in the report indicates that the western 2/3 of the potential repository footprint (essentially the
part west of the Ghost Dance fault) has an estimated 20 to 30mm/yr. of average infiltration, while most
of the remainder averages 10 to 20 mm/yr. A small part of the repository footprnt, with deep alluvial fill,
is shown with 0 mm/yr., as is Yucca Flat. The latter region of essentially 0 infiltration flux is consistent
with Conrad's interpretation (1993) of data in Frenchman Flat. As a general observation, the authors note
that locations with more than 2 m of alluvium over bedrock have no significant shallow infiltration,
because water Is retained In the zone of rapid evapotranspiration long enough for evaporation to occur
before it reaches the bedrock.

There are many steps in developing the estimated infiltration flux map from borehole data, inluding
a regression analysis on a number of variables. Nevertheless, the estimates are based on data as dose as
we have to direct observation on the movement of water in the shallow subsurface, and they indicate that
the flux may be significantly higher than even the upper limit given by Montazer and Wilson (1984). The
data also show that shallow infiltration is highly episodic, depending not only upon the intensity of a
given storm but the time interval between stoms Work in progress by Hudson & Flint (1996)., using
stochastic simulation to model Infiltration over a typical 100-year interval, may reduce the estimates by
adjusting for more typical weather fluctuations than were observed during the data-collection period,
which contained 3 E3 Nido events, more than normally occur in an 8-year period. However, the averages
over the potential repository footprint will probably still exceed 10 un/yr.

We conclude that, since Revision 0 of the NFER was published, the uncertainty in shallow infiltration
flux has been reduced, with a preponderance of evidence supporting on the order of 10 un/yr. plus or
minus about 5 mm/yr. as an average value under current climatic conditions.

12.2 Percolation Flux. The principal remaining uncertainty Is: what happens to the Infiltration flux
after it passes through the first few meters of bedrock? Some fraction (some would claim nearly all) of it is
expected to be diverted at the FIh, but unpublished results from several modeling groups Indicate that
the percentage that is diverted is not likely to eceed 60 or 70, evenif the total flux at the top of this
interval is much lower than 5 mn/yr. The percentage diverted laterally is expected to decrease as the flux
at the top of the interval increases. Unfortunately, no direct measurements of percolation flux are
available. Rev 0 of the PNFER discussed analyses by Buscheck and Nltao (1991a) In which they were able
to calculate saturations using different fluxes and then match saturation data for TSw2 and TSw3, but
were unable to match saturation of the Pin. The following Is taken from the PNFER, with modifications
to distinguish between percolation and infiltration.

On the basis of the one-dimensional steady-state ECM, Buscheck and Nitao (1991a)
found that the observed range in saturation at the repository horizon corresponds to a
range in percolation flux of approximately 0.0005 to 0.0X mm/yr (Fig. 1.2.1). In light of
the uncertainty inherent In the available matrix-property data, one-dimensional steady-
state ECM-based percolation flux at the repository horizon is effectively zero.
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Buscheck and Nitao (1991a) also obtained one-dimensional steady-state ECM-
calculated saturation profiles for recharge fluxes of 0.045 and 0.0132 mnm/yr, resulting in
saturations at the repository horizon of 85% and 95%, respectively (Fig. 121). Because of
the relatively small km of the TSw2 and TSw3, the saturation profile within those units is
quite sensitive to variations in percolation fuxW Because of its large kin, the CHnv can
sustain the steady-state flux at small saturations. The saturation profiles in the CHnz and
PPw are less sensitive to variations In the steady-state percolation flux.

Saturation values obtained from the Reference Information Base (RIB) are also
included in Fig. 12.1. While zero percolation flux results In a saturation of about 10% for
the PTn and CHnv, the RIB reports mean saturation values of 61% and 91%, respectively.
Therefore, although a zero percolation flux is consistent with saturation data at the
repository horizon, it Is not consistent with the saturation data in the high-km vitric
nonwelded PTh and CHnv. Some of this Inconsistency may result from inadequate
matrixproperty data or a lack of correspondence between the matrix-property data and
the saturation data. However, this inconsistency is too great to be entirely attributed to
such causes. Apparently, significant recharge fluxes (i, much greater than those shown
in Fig. 1.2.1) are able to reach the highkm units without affecting the saturation of the
ndghboring lW-km units. Nonequllibrium fracture flow through the TCw, TSwl, TSw2,
and TSw3 Is the most likely explanation for the Inconsistency between the measured
saturation data and the saturation profile predicted by the one-dimensional, steady-state
ECM (Buscheck and Nitao, 1991a;Buscheck etal., 1991a).

The bottom line Is that models relying on equilibrium conditions and uniform percolation fail to
explain observations from YM. It appears that the percolation Is an unknown, possibly small fraction of
the infiltration (near zero In some conceptualizations) and is dominated by episodic fracture flow that is
out of equilibrium with saturation conditions In the matrix (sinidlar to the observations for the Apache
Leap tuff).

Given this situation, we must then ask what measureents can be made to more directly determine
the percolation flux tough the repository level or, essentially the equivalent, through the PTn? Direct
measurement of flux Into a drift is precluded unless the drift walls are protected from ventilation. Recent
measurements of the Increase in moisture content in ventilation air as It traverses the PTh indicate that
the evaporation rate corresponds to a flux of more han 200 mm/yr, based on the surface area of the
main ESF drift (Chesnut, Flint, and Wang, 1996). This exceeds the estimates of percolation flux and thus
would indicate that water seeping into the drift at the rate of the percolation flux estimates for YM would
all be removed by evaporation, so that observations of dryness (or even measurements of dripping if
made) are potentially misleading. Although some of the water being removed by evaporation may result
from evaporation from the muck as Ittravels on the conveyor belt, it Is clear that even a steady flux of 10
mm/yr. through the drift walls would be hard to see in the face of this potential for evaporation. An
additional complication Is that the seepage flux is likely to be ghly episodic, following a sufficiently
intense surface precipitation event after a presently unknown lag time. It has been proposed to use leoan
panels to cover a section of the drifts in some protected area, such as the thermal test alcove or some other
alcove, or to seal off an alcove to permit direct measurement of seepage if any should occur. Without
some direct measurements, the percolation flux will continue to be a matter of conjecture.

Finally, the real issue is not the uncertainty about the percolation flux, but whether or not a repository
can be designed for higher fluxes that provides a sufficient degree of confidence that It will perform
adequately. This will have to be addressed In the next performance assessment (PA), although some
insight can be gained from the hydrothermal modeling results given in subsequent sections in this report

The one remaining issue that could potentially be addressed by additional surface-based borehole
measurements is the lack of neutron logging data along the ridge of Yucca Mountain, where Hudson and
Flint (1996) show the highest estimated shallow infiltration flux for the potential repository footprint. This
would directly corroborate (or refute) the region of high shallow infiltration flux delineated by the
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statistical analyses performed by Hudson and Mnt It would not provide data in time to affect the
viability assessment, but could be very important in a License application, particularly If there is another
ElNiio.

_Uu'
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Table 122-1. Estimated recharge rates as a percentage
of annual precipitation (200 mm/yr.) for fractured
chalk In the Negev Desert (Nativ et al, 1994).

_

Borehole R Based an Triltum R ased on
BrnmiAe

RH-2 205 25.0
RH-8 33.0 55.0
RH-10 13.0 15.0
RH-18 8.0 -
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1.3 Episodic Non-equilibrium Fracture-Matrix Flow

The material contained In Rev 0 of the PNFER is still applicable, but for convenience of the reader is
reproduced here with modification as appropriate to distinguish between infiltration and percolation.
and to remove discussions of ground-water travel time and site suitability.

Because it cannot discriminate between more and less adverse flow conditions, the ECM
cannot be used to improve the design and operation of the repository for the purpose of
minimizing the interaction with the most adverse and problematic flow features at Yucca
Mountain. Whether or not one chooses to assume capillary equilibrium between the fracture and
matrix porosities has an absolutely profound Impact on the conceptual framework for the
unsaturated flow through Yuca Mountain. As will be shown, by arbitrarily assuming capillary
equilibrium, the manner in which the system'. hydrologic heterogeneities Influence flow
conditions is completely obscured. Regardless of how heterogeneous the system is, the ECM
assumes that flow and transport behavior can be adequately represented by "bulk-averaged"
flow behavior in porous media, as illustrated in Fig. 13-1L

Other approximations besides the zeroth-order approximation (ie., ECM) have been used to
repsent fracture-matrix interaction. The dual-porosity approadh, effectively a first-order
approximation, assumes that the mass transfer between the fracture and matrix block can be
represented by a matransfer coefficient, implying quasi-steady-state flow from matrix block to
fracture. The dual-porosity approach has been applied to model single-phase flow in fractured
reservoirs (Barrenblatt et a., 1960; Warren and Root, 1963). Braester (1986) has applied dual-
porosity models that treat relative-penneability effects arising from multiphase flow. The
primary feature of the dual-porosity approximation Is that the pressure field within a matrix
block is represented by an averaged value. We have found that the diffusive nature of capillary
imbibition is not readily treated by the first-order dual-porosity approach.

The second-order approximation (Buscheck and Nitao, 1988; Witao and Busched, 1989; Nitao
1991) discretely accounts for the fracture and matrix porosities using the fracture-matrix model
(FMM). Because of its discrete treatment, the model accounts for episodic nonequilibriun,
nonsteady-state fracture-matrix behavior [Fig. 13-11. On the basis of available fracture and matrix
data for Yucca Mountain, Buscheck and Nitao (1991a) and Buscheck et al. (1991a) have shown
that the ECM has an extremely limited domain of applicability. Moreover, the second-order FMM
predicts flow behavior that Is identical to that predicted by the ECM when the latter model is
valid. Therefore, the FMM is the more comprehensive and appropriate modeling approach, and it
is applicable to all situations for which the ECM is applicable.

Because the flow in fractures and matrix blocks Is not In capillary equilibrium during
episodic infiltration events, flow In the fractures may penetrate to considerable depths in Yucca
Mountain. To resolve the apparent contradiction between the estimates of zero net percolation
flux at the repository horizon (based on matching saturation data) and the estimates of
infiltration flux as discussed in Section 122, mechanisms are required to remove water from the
vadose zone. These mechnisms may include vapor flow (orstenson et al, 1989) as well as
vertical percolation to the water table and lateral liquid flow along high-matrix-permeability
units such as the PTn and CHnv. As was discussed In section 122, it Is judged that there Is no
more than 70% diversion of infiltration by the Ptn, which would leave 1-2 nm or rore/yr net
percolation flux below the PMTn Fracture flow that is not in capillary equilibrium with the matrix
is the most likely mechanism for removing this water from the TSw2 and draining it to the water
table. This is consistent with the 36C data as discussed in Section 1A.
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13.1 Matrix-Dominated and Fracture-Dominated flow Regimes

In theory, because of the very small matrix pore size, water in the matrix pores shoud be
held under high suction (matric) potential under ambient saturation conditions. Because of the
relatively low capillarity of all fractures except those with very small apertures, the fractures are
drained of water under the ambient partially saturated conditions. When the flux into a fracture
is suffidently small, most of the water Is imbibed by the matrix near the Inlet before it moves a
significant distance along the fracture (Nitao, 1991). The liquid front in the fracture lags behind
the front In the matrix, and the speed of the wetting front is dominated by the matrix properties.
This condition corresponds to matrix-domdnated flow. The ECM is satisfactory for this case.

Fracture-dominated flow occurs at higher fluxes than those resulting from matrix-dominated
flow. The liquid front in the fracture moves ahead of the front in the natrix, and matrix flow is
primarily perpendicular to the fracture plane. Under these conditions, the speed of the front in
the fracture is governed by the competition between gravity drainage in the fracture and
capillary imbibition into the matrix. Nitao and Buschek (1989) found that fracture-doninated
flow can be dassified into three physically Interpretable, distinctive flow regions, corresponding
to the relative extent to which matrix interaction retards the speed of the wetting front in the
fracture, progressing from minimal retardation for flow period 1, intermediate retardation for
flow period II, and maximal retardation for flow period m (Fig. 1.3-2).

13.2 Implications of Flow Regimes on Engineered Barrier
System/Near Field Performance

The extent to which the Yucca Mountain site contributes to the isolation of waste depends
greatly on whether it can prevent liquid pulses from (1) reaching WPs, which would accelerate
their failure, and (2) transporting radionudides to the water table. Using a steady-state one-
dimensional EC, Buscheck and Nltao (1991a) and Buschedck et al. (1991a) found the repository
horizon to be approaching 95% saturation for a recharge flux of 0.132 nun/yr. lhe capability of
Yucca Mountain to prevent liquid pulses from reaching WPs and transporting radionuclides Is
critically dependent on the degree to which matrix imbibitlon retards the speed of the wetting
front in the fracture. The impact of physical retardation on fracture flow Is best understood by
considering the two most extreme (Ie., asymptotic) examples of fracture-matrix interaction. The
first example occurs when the natrix Is impermeable, resultig In no Interaction between the
fracture and natrix (see 'no fracture flow retardation in Fig. 13-3). In this cse, there Is no
transfer of liquid from the fracture to the matrix. Therefore, all of the water entering the top of the
fracture remains In the fracture, resulting in the greatest possible movennt of the liquid front In
the fracture. Without fracture-matrix interaction, the matrix cannot retard the speed of the
wetting front in the fracture. This case corresponds to flow period I in Figs. 1.3-2 and 13-3.

The second extreme example of fracture-dominated flow pertains to when the matrix
permeability is extremely (effectively Infinitely) large, resulting in infinite Interaction between the
fracture and the matrix (see "maximal fracture flow retardation' In Fig. 13-3). As soon as the
flow in the fracture reaches a given level, imbibition into the matrix occurs so quickly that the
entire matrix porosity lying between flowing fractures Is saturated to 100%. In this extreme mode,
matrix imbibition retards the speed of the wetting front in the fracture to the maximum possible
extent. Under these conditions, for a wetting front driven by ponded conditions at the ground
surface to reach the water table, Yucca Mountain would have to be entirely filled to 100%
saturation. Incidentally, the ECM assumes that this extreme mode of fracurn-matrix interaction is
valid.

Fracture-dominated flow In Yucca Mountain les between these two extream The extent to
which the matrix imbibition retards the speed of the wetting front In the fracture always lies

_upon between the "no retardation" and "maximal retardation" examples. The three fracture-dominated
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flow regimes identified by Nitao and Buscheck (1989) are not only identifiable spatially, but are
also related to three coespng flow periods.

During flow period 1, flow in the matrix Is not significant enough to affect flow in the
fracture. Thore, the speed of the liquid front Is dominated by the driving forces in the
fracture: fracture caplflarity, the imposed boundary flux or pressure, and gravity. For ponded
conditions at the INlet to vertical fractures, flow period I is dominated by gravity, and the liquid
front moves linearly in tme During flow period nI, the impact of matrix irbibition Is fully
developed, and the liquid front moves as t /2, During flow period m, the wetg zones from
neighboring fractures have fully interfered, tereby reducing the effect of matrix imbibition. The
movement of the front is again linear in time (but substantially reduced relative to flow period 1)
and is the same as that predicted by the ECM. For flow period m to occur in Yucca Mountain, the
entire mountain must be approaching 100% saturation.

L3.3 Summary of Fracture-Matrlx Interaction at Yucca Mountain

With regard to the degree of fracture-matrix interaction, Busche and Ntao (1991a) and
Buscheck et al. (1991b) found that the nupr hydrostratigraphic units fall In two relatively
extre tegore: (1) high-matrix-permeability units, which give rise to a high level of fractr-
matrix action and can thereby significantly retard fracture flow, and (2) very-low-matrix-
permeability units, which give use to much less fractme-matrix Interaction and thereby have
much less capacity to retard fractue flow. Accordingly, because of their very snall matrix
permeability fracture-dominated flow will be greatest in the welded TCw, T5wl, TSw2, and
TSw3 units, as well as In the zeolitized nonwelded CHnz unit (ig. 134). The low pemeability
results in fracture-dominated flow period 1 for small- to medium-aperture fractures and fracture-
dominated flow period I for large-aperture fractures The large matrix perneability of the the
vitric nonwelded PTn and CHnv ff results in elther (1) matrix-dominated flow for small- to
medium-aperture fractures, (2) facture-doinated flow period m for medium- to relatively-
large-ape fractures, or (3) fracture-dominated flow period 11 for very-arge-apertue
fractures. The estimates of Buscheck and Nitao (1991a) and Buscheck et a. (1991b) may change
somewhat upon consideration of additional matrix imlbibiton data now becoming available. The
fundaetal distinction, however, between the effects of the low-matrix-permeabiity units (the
welded units and CHnz) and the high-matrix-perneability vitric units (PTn and CHnv) on
fracture flow still holds (Fig. 13-4).

Because fracture-dominated flow periods I and 1I result In the greatest amount of penetration
of liquid flow along fractures, a hydrological performance assessment is very sensitive to the
nature of vertically connected fracture networks In the low-matrix-permeability welded units.
The high matrix-permeability of the vitric nonwelded tuffs may result In very substantial lateral
matrix flow. The interaction of this lateral flow with vertically contiguous faults Is a critical
hydrological performance Issue. Therefore, assessing the hydrological performance of the
repository system needs to focus on whether (or how) fracture networks In the welded units
facilitate fracture-dominated flow periods I and 11 and the Interaction of lateral natrix flow
within the vitric nonwelded units with vertically contiguous faults.
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Figure 1.3-1. (a) The equivalent continuum model (ECM) assumes capillary equilibrium between
fractures and matrix blocks, resulting in flow through a uniform porous medium. (b) An episodic
infiltration event causes capillary disequilibrium between fractures and matrix blocks.
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Figure 1.3-2. The three major flow periods of fracture-dominated flow. The asymptotic
dimensionless fracture front penetration, h(t)/KftL, is plotted against dimensionless time,
t/tb, where h(t) is the fracture penetration, Kf is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
fracture, ta is the time it takes to fully saturate the matrix between neighboring fractures,
and t is the time required for one fracture pore volume to be imbibed by the matrix. The
relationship between flow periods and flow regions is depicted in the insets.
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Figure 1.3-4. Episodic infiltration occurs as fracture-dominated flow in the low-matrix-
permeability units and matrix-dominated flow in the high-matrix-permeability units.
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1.4 Preferential Flow Pathways

Whether or not liquid water contacts a WP depends on two key factors: (1) whether the factures
intersecting the drifts are part of a fracture pathway that Is hydraulically connected to an overlying
source of water, and (2) the mnum effective hydraulic aperture of this pathway. If any pulse of
fracture flow can reach the drift it does so in a relatively short time (Nitao and Buscheck, 1989; Buscheck
and Nitao, 1988,1991a; Buschedc etal, 1991a, 1991b). The time It takes the liquid front to travel from the
infiltration source to the WP could be from days to months. The hydrological performance analyses of
these events must account for the tanent, spatially heterogeneous behavior of nonequilibrium fracture
network-matrix flow.

The measurement of radioisotope concentrations (14C, 36(2, and 3H) to indicate the flow paths and
velocity of groundwater movement has been applied at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, as well as in other
areas. All three of the isotopes listed were injected into the atmosphere by nuclear weapons bests,
primarily in the 1950s and 1960s, producing bombpulse" levels of these isotopes In infiltratng ground
water. Both 14C and 36C1 are also produced naturally by cosmic-ray bombdt in the atmosphere.
These cosmnogenic Isotopes then decay with half-lives of 5,730 yr. and 301,00 yr., respectively. The
occurrence of levels of these isotopes In pore water above the cosmogenic background Is direct evidence
of a "fast path' from the surface to the point sampled: the residence lime must be less than about 40 yrs.
in order to obtain bomb-pulse levels at depth.

Uu et al. (1995) summarized data for 14C and 36 a concentrations in core from surface-based
boreholes drilled by the Yucca Mountain Project, and attempted to resolve the apparent lack of
concordance between 14C-based estimates of groundwater age and 36(2-based estimates, using modeling
with the FEHMN code. They concluded that the elevated 36 a1/ 3 5 a1 ratios observed in some borehole
samples were Inconsistent with matrix dominated flow, and were therefore snsitive indicators of fast
paths along fractures. TiMl et al. attributed discrepancies between apparent 14C and 36C2 ages to mixing of
water along different flow paths, and pointed out that the use of more than one Isotope provides
Information that cannot be obtained from a single isotope.

More recently, Fabzyka-Martin (1996) and others have reported results of a large number of 36C3
measurements on samples from the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). The analysis of these results is still
In progress at this wrting, and will be reported in a Level 3 Milestone report at the end of FY96 Pror to
the collection of these data, a ratio of 3 6 W3 5 ( greater than about 500 x 10-15 (500 CLUs) has been
considered an indicator of possible bomb-pulse levels of this isotope, based upon data from alluvium
below the depth of the bomb-pulse peak and other estimates. Al but a few of the samples collected at 52
locations have ratios above 500 CLUs; most are between 500 and 1500. Evidence and calculations
preseted suggest that higher rates of 36(2 production have occurred in the last few tens of thousands of
years than the present rate of production. If this hypothesis is correct, then ordy ratios above 1500 can be
considered unambiguous indicators of fast flow paths, and the data can be Iterpreted as showing that
fast flow is confined to a few mappable features (e., faults). (3early, the Interpretation of these data Is
still a developing field and cannot be used without caution. However, such an interpretation does appear
to offer the potential for characterzing heterogeneity of percolation flux over the temporal and spatial
scales of interest for predicting the performance of a repository, and will be Incorporated in the next
revision of the NFER
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1.5 Spatial and Temporal Variability of Percolation Flux

A major problem in specifng the waste-package environment is determining the spatial distribution
of flux entering the emplacement drifts and its variation over time, under both preemplacement and
post-emplacement conditions, including the effects of radioactive decay heat. The post-emplacenent
evaluation of percolation flux is critical, because this flux controls the amount of water reaching the waste
packages and other elements of the EBS. There are two challenging and important problems in the
estimation of percolation flux.

The first problem Is that flow is probably episodic, given episodic, highly transient surface infiltration
boundary conditions. This was the focus of the Rev 0 discussion on the episodic nature of flow. The
reader Is referred to Section 1.5 of Rev 0 for a discussion of the effects of ponding and episodic flow. he
Impacts of episodic flow as discussed in Section of 1S of Rev 0 is modified and included below to reflect
the changes in the emplacement configuration.

The second problem is to determine the spatial variability of flux arising from the natural
heterogeneity of the hydrologic system, and the subsequent changes In hydrologic properties arising
from iedependent, hydrothermally driven geochemical processes. These changes are greatest in the
altered zone, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10 and Section 1.7.

The first problem (episodic flow) was considered in Rev 0, where it is noted that the high suction
potential of the matrix (relative to the fractures) and gravity drainage of fractures results In the fractures
being drained of water under conditions of low recharge flux. Similarly, the high suction potential of the
matrix and open fractures results in the drift being drained of water under low recharge flux, providing
that rock is exposed and fractures remain open in the inverts of the drifts. This Is the basis of one of the
primary hydrological performance attributes of the WP emplacement. a capillary barrier exists between
the WP and the drift walls, so no pore water should contact the.WPs. As long as rock around the WP
remains partially saturated and the capillary barrier is intact (i.e., there is no WP contact with drift walls
or sloughing of rock into the drifts), there Is no mechanism other than fracture flow and dripping Into the
drifts to allow water to contact the WPs. Therefore, on the basis that models of coupled fiacture/matrix
flow indicate that fracture flow is insignificant after removal of a ponded or constant-flux infiltration
source (Buschek and Nitao 1988 & 1991), the key considerations that determine whether water contacts
the WP are: 1) the intensity and duration of the maximum possible infiltration episode (i.e., an event or a
group of events that effectively act as a single event), and 2) the mobilization of water, currently residing
in pores, resulting fron evaporation by radioactive decay heat, allowing it to flow through fractures and
drip into drifts. The conditions of mobilization and condensation are complex functions of time,
emplacement loading, waste characteristics, etc. The potential for and impacts of mobilization and
condensation are discussed In detail in Sections 1.72,1.8, and 1.10. The potential for deep percolation of
transient pulses of moisture under ambient conditions has also been considered by Wang et aL (1993).
Their model for transient fracture flow Is similar to the one given by Nitao et al. (1993), except that
downward percolation In the Wang et al. model persists for a finite length of time after removal of the
source.

The second major problem in determinn the waste package environment Is estimating the spatial
distribution of flux entering the near-field environment and its variation over time, under both pre-
emplacement and thermally perturbed conditions. The spatial flux distribution is further complicated by
modifications In the hydrologic parameters resulting from coupled process driven by the elevation of .
temperatures In the unexcavated host rock. The greatest changes occur in the "altered zone," where water
and elevated temperatures will be present over time frames sufficient to allow geochenical processes to
modify the properties of the fractures and matrix. A detailed discussion of the altered zone and
assessments of changes that might occur there is contained in Chapter 10 of this report.
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L5.1 Observations of Percolation Flux

The flux that passes through or enters the altered zone provides an upper "far-field" boundary
condition for near-field hydrologic calculations. In fact, It may not be possible, given the complex
tzonssent flow coupling between the matrix and the fracture system and the Ant of the thermally
perturbed zone at Yucca Mountain, to define a boundary between the surface and the potential repository
horizon at which a simple boundary condition can be specified. For this reason, modeling of the
hydrologic conditions in the waste-package environment typically includes at least the entire unsaturated
zone.

It Is recognized that post-enplacement percolation conditions (the environment that is relevant to the
NFE) will likely be modified from the pre-emplacement conditions (see Section 1.10 for a discussion). As
discussed above, there are complex coupled processes that can change the spatial variability of flux with
time. These processes are discussed In greater detail in Section 1.7 and Chapter 10. However, we must
understand the features and processes that control the pre-ernplacement percolation to determine how
the coupling occurs and how this flux is modified by post-emplacement alteration Thus, In this section,
we consider only the variability of percolation flux under pre-enplacement conditions.

The most extensive direct mes ts of seepage flux Into underground openings were made by
FL Abelin, L Birgersson, J. Gidlund, and L Neretnieks (1991) as part of the international Stripa Project
conducted in an abandoned Iron mine in Sweden. This experiment, in a deep saturated zone, affords the
richest and most realistic set of data on the hydrologic behavior of a connected network of frictures,
illustrating the extreme spatial variability of seepage rates arising from heterogeneity In fracture spacng,
aperture, and connectivity. The czystalline rock at Stripa has very low matrix porosity (on the order of
0.1% or less) and permeability (on the order of 0.1 microdarcy), and therefore would not have a
significant matrix contribution to flow. Hence, it is not a true analog for the fractured, partially saturated
tuffs of Yucca Mountain, but it should provide a reasonable endmmber, viz., a system completely
don-siated by fracture flow, without the complications of relative permeability and capillary-forces.

Figure 1.5.1-1 shows the spatial distribution of Inflow ratesmeasured at Stripa, which may be the
only direct, long-term experimental measurement of the spatial variability of the flow of water crossing a
plane parallel to the ground surface. The data (direct m rents of water inflow into 375 plastic
rectangles covering two square meters each for about three years) show extreme heterogeneity, with 266
(70.9% of the total area) of the sheets averaging less than 0.1 mL/hr of total Inflow, one sheet averaging
60 mL/hr, and an overall average (for the 109 sheets with flows greater than 0.1 mL/hr) of 6.5 rnL/hr.

Similar data were obtained in a detailed survey (reported by Moreno, Neretnieks, and Gylling 1993)
of inflow into the SFR (final repository for radioactive operational waste) low- and intermediate-level
nuclear waste repository constructed in grantic rock near Forsnark, Sweden. The total area of tunnels is
much larger than was covered by the Stripa expiment, and the average flow rate was much higher. The
latter observation may be related to the fact that the SFR repository is only about 80 m below the bottom
of the Baltic Sea, under shallow water, and therefore has much lower effective stress than the rock at
Stripa. Figure 15.1-2 shows the loations where inflow was observed in the SFR repository.

Both of these examples show that flow In fractures tends to be highly heterogeneous and channelized.
Only a small fraction of observed fractures actually conducts water, and only a small fraction of the
observable trace of a given fracture actually conducts water. Typical reported channel widths are less
than 10cm for flow in fractured crystalline rock at Stripa, SFR, and tunnels elsewhere in Sweden,
according to Moreno, Neretnieks, and Gylling (1993).

Although both Stripa and SFR are below the water table In fractured crystalline rock, we might
expect some sinlarity between these sites and Yucca Mountain in at least the general character of
seepage. In particular, flow through fractures into these underground openings is highly variable from
one location to another, and strongly localized, even under "steady" conditions. Also, the location of
inflow channels or "weeps" at SFR changes over tme intervals of a few weeks, calling Into question the
Idea of temporally invariant Inflow locations (D. A. Chesnut, personal communication with Svensk
Krnbrknslehanterng AB (SKB) the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company staff
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during a site visit as a nmber of the Asp Hard Rock Labratory Scientific Advisory Committee). The
pheomenon of the location of seeps danging with time, as well as the observation that a small
percentage of visible fractures Is responsible for seepage, were also noted at the Spent-Fuel Test (SF1) that
was performed at the Olmax Stock In the northern portions of MS (Wilder, 1987). At the SFT It was
noted that seepage also was influenced by the emplacement of waste and activation of electrical heaters,
which supports the concept that preemplacement percolation conditions will be modified.
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L562 Controlling Inflow in Openings below the Water Table and
its Implications for Fracture Characteristics

The ability of flow in fracture networks to adjust to changes in fracture connectivity is also illustrated
by experience of investigators n Finland with grouting to control water inflow Into underground
openings below the water table. Even after multiple stage grouting, typical seepage rates are reported to
be reduced by only 75% of their values prior to grouting, according to presentations n March 993 at the
Asp Hard Rock Laboratory Workshop on Design and Construction of Deep Repositories, S~staholm
Conference Center, Tiby, Sweden (Chesmt and Wilder, 1993). The following excerpt from this source
(1993) provides a more complete sumary of the Finnish experience

ReJo Rlekkola, TVO, summarized Finnish experience with fractured rock in several
contexts. They lassify fracture zones according to two sources of problems:

1. Transmissivity (water Inflow), and
2. Rock engineerng (stability of openings).
In genera, water Inflow problems do not involve the same sets of fractures as those

important for rock engineering.. In addition to the [Finrish] VLJ eositozyl project,
[otherl field experiences were reviewed for construction of the Helsinld sewer system,
the Pasilo District heating tunnel, the Helsinki Metro, and a sea sewer in connection with
an underground sewage treatment plant for Helsinid...

Conduslons based on these experiences include:
* Grouting may not permanently reduce water inflow to tunnels;
* Better Investigation methods are needed to obtain a more realistic description of

zones to be grouted;
* The amount of grout needed may be seriously overestimated or seriously

underestimated, depending upon local conditions;
* The floor of tunnels and other openings is the nost difficult area to seal

effectively;
* Sealing by grouting is usually very expensive.
During the discussion following the Finnish presentation, Gunnar Gustafsson

mentioned that If the transnilssivlty of a fracture zone is only about ten times the
transniissivity of the average rock, then the total inflow will be about the same after
grouting as before. When the fracture zone has much higher transnissivity, then the
inflow can be reduced by grouting."

Although this experience does not translate directly into an understanding of drift-scale seepage
under unsaturated conditions, it does indicate that the overall connectivity of fracture networks may be
the most important feature to understand. It also suggests that attempting to predict, or describe
quantitatively, the aggregate hydrologic behavior of a fracture network from detailed investigations of
individual fractures may not prove to be a productive approach. Some simple conceptual models that
appear promising for Yucca Mountain are described in the next section.
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1.5.3 Conceptual Models

The need to account for the possible occurrence of fracture flow at Yucca Mountain has received
increased attention by Project scientists since about 1991. Earlier repository performance calculations
were based conceptually on the 'equivalent continuum model' (ECM) for fractured rock, which uses a
weighted average of Yucca Mountain matrix and fracture properties in order to simplify the flow
equations. Mhe approximation Is valid for some applications, but can lead to serious error In others,
because fracture flow can occur in the ECM only If the system s nearly saturated with water. The validity
of the approxination (under essentially isothermal conditions) depends upon the relative time constants
for capillary imbibition Into e matrix and gravity drainage through the fractures. Bemuse fracture flow
Is the likely mode of water entry Into a drift that could lead to water contact with waste packages (and
ultimately with waste), it is very important to model it conectly for deterining waste-package failure
rates and in calculating radionuclide transport in the near field and altered zone.

153.1 The Weeps ModeL The weeps model" (Gauthier, et al., 1992) was used to estimate the
repository performance consequences of fracture flow at Yucca Mountain In TSPA93. Each weep is
assumed to have the same flow rate, and the total number of weeps within the repository footprint Is
adjusted to accommodate the total infiltration through the repository area. For the example given by
Gauthier, et al. (1992), if the infiltration flux is 43 mn/yr. and the footprint area is 5.61 x IUD M2 , the total
infiltration rate through the repository block would be 2.52 x 104 in3 /yr. Assuming that each weep flows
for one month each year at an annual rate of 23.1 m3 /yr. (saturated gravity flow In a hypothetical fracture
with an aperture of 100 gm), 13,100 weeps would be required to accommodate the average annual
infiltration.

Weeps were assumed to be randordy distributed over the repository footprint area, and the
distribution was assumed to be temporally invariant By assigning a "contact area' to each waste container,
the probability of contact was calculated. For 35,000 canisters, in the SCP borehole emplacement conceptual
design, and 13,100 weeps, an average of 82 containers would be contacted by water, with a standard
deviation of 9. (One should note that the current conceptual design envisions drift emplacement Instead of
the borehole emplacement configuration considered at the time of the Gauthier et al. study.) Note the
following observations from the study by Gauthier et al.:

* Decreasing the assumed fracture aperture increases the number of weeps and, consequently, the
probability of contacting a container with water: at 12;up, the number of weeps would increase
to 6,000,000, and dO conutars would be contacted by water.

* Conversely, increasing the aperture decreases the number of weeps: at 910 pm, the number of
weeps would decrease to 160, and only one container would be contacted by water, on the
average.

These two limiting cases have very different consequences for radionuclide release. If there are many
weeps, there Is no flow focusling the entire radionuclide inventory after waste-package failure would
eventually be contacted by water, and would dissolve, given sufficient time. If there are only a few
weeps, then the ultimate total radionuclide release is limited to the number of containers contacted
multiplied by the inventory per container. Careful examination of the cases considered by Gauthier et al.
(1992) shows that, for the long-lived radionudides, the total release rate for the entire repository is always
equal to the average flux times the contact area per container times the waste solubility per m3 of water,
up until the time it takes for all the waste to be dissolved from the number of containers contacted. At
that point the release rate drops to zero: nothing else ever leaves the repository.

Thus, the weeps model may not be conservative, in that It could seriously underestimate the fraction
of the total radionuclide inventory that is eventually contacted by water. In part, this potential lack of
conservatism arises from the assumption that all weeps flow at the same rate, and in part it arises from
the assumption of temporal Invariance In the spatial location of the weeps. In the next section, we present
a somewhat more complicated, but still simple, model with a conceptual distribution of weep rates based
on the observations at Stripa.
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1.53.2 The Log-Normal Model
J15.3.2.2 Origins. The Stripa data suggest the following conceptual model for the spatial distribution

of flow in fractured rock:
1. A fraction 4 (equal to 0.709 for Stripa) of the total now area has zero flow
2. A fraction 14 (equal to 0.291 for Stripa) of the total inflow area has a continuous distribution of

flow, with an unknown distribution function.
The form of this distribution function was suggested by the work of Chesnut, Cox, and Lasald (1979)

on the performan of waterflooding heterogeneous petroleum reservoirs. Waterflooding is the process of
injecting water into a petroleum reservoir through some wells while continuing to produce fluids from
the reaining wells. It has been in commercial use for many decades and Is therefore a rich source of data
for the effects of heterogeneity on relatively large-scale (- 500 ru) fluid flow and transport phenomena.

Two distinct ndrmalized breakthrough curves can be defined:
1. The total fluid (oil + water) production rate divided by the water injection rate, (qo + qw)/iw,

plotted versus time
2. The total water production rate divided by the water injection rate, qw/iw, also plotted versus

time

Chesnut, Cox, and Lasakl (1979) showed that waterflood breakthrough curves in heterogeneous
porous media can be represented accurately by log-normal probability Integrals. The derivation assumes
that a heterogeneous medium can be approximated as a 'layer cake" of independent Infinitesimal layers
connecting the injection and producing wells. These layers are assumed to have a log-normal
permeability distribution, with log-standard-deviation a, and the Injected water Is allocated among the
layers in proportion to their respective permeability-thickness products. According to the resulting
equations, plots of the normalized production rates on a cumulative normal probability scale versus the
logarithm of time result In two parallel straight lines, with slopes proportional to a.

1582.2 Log-Normalty of Stripa Inflow Data. Chesnut found (1992) that the Stripa data fit a og
normal distribution, provided that only the sheets with measurable flow were included In the analysis.
Table 15S3-1 shows the histogram data from Neretrieks et al. (1987) for only those sheets that had
measurable flow rates. The sum of the geometric means of the histogram upper and lower limits,
weighted by the number of sheets In the corresponding flow rate Interval, is 651D ML/hr, compared with
the reported total flow rate of 647.7 mL/hr; Indicating that a reasonably accurate statistical analysis can
be performed from the histogram. The remaining columns in Table 1 53-1 are used in calculating the log
mean and log standard deviation (base e); the resulting value of a is 1.583.

Based on the success of the log-normal distribution in fitting waterflood breakthrough time data, It
was natural to attempt to fit the Stripa data for non-zero inflows to the same distribution. Figure 1.5.3-1 is
a plot, using log-normal axes, of the cumulative distribution of the inflow data from Stripa. A straight line
on this plot Indicates that the underlying distribution of the data Is approximately log-normal, and the
slope is proportional to the natural log standard deviation, a, of the inflow rate. The value of a from the
slope of the least-squares straight line shown on the plot is 1596, in good agreement with the log-
standard deviation (1.83) calculated In Table 15.3-1.

Hence, at least for fractured, non-porous rock, a reasonable model for the spatial distribution of
groundwater flux Is given by the following equations:

P(11W = )= 

N(O < w X) ( 1n.g(x1!)+ /2(1
ca

where ir = * is the average flux for the faction 1 - x of an aritrary surface over
-x

"Oftw/ which the measured flow Is nonzero.
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In this equation, iw is the nominal average flux over the entire surface. The parameters 4,cr, and X;
have to be estimated or determined experimentally for each specific site. The parameter a Is a
quantitative measure of heterogeneity: as It tends to zero, the spatial distribution of flux becomes
completely uniform, with each area receiving the same seepage rate. Conversely, as a increases, the nge
from lowest to highest observed flux increases, ise., the spatial distribution becomes highly variable from
place to place.

Similar measurements in other mines or underground openings would be very useful for
deternining whether log-normality Is commonly observed and would also provide a range of values for
specific geologic settings. It Is perhaps noteworthy to mention that the heterogeneity parameter, a, for
Stripa (a saturated fiactued granite) Is about twice as large as typical values for successful waterfloods In
which fractures generally do not play a dominant role. However, It Is about the same as a value for
partially saturated soil calculated from a typical coeffident of variation for the hydraulic conductivity of
unsaturated soil given by Harr (1987).

Stripa data show that the spatial distribution of flux within a fractured non-porous medium (granite)
may well be lognormal under "steady" flow rnditions. Several questions must be raised:

1. If we could measure tracer breakthrough at Stripa on the same scale as the water inflow
measuements (ie., from the ground surface to the mine), would It show a log-normal travel time
distribution? In other words, does the distribution of flux have the same heterogeneity as the
distribution of travel ime?

2. How does the spatial distribution vary over time in response to changes In surface infiltration?
3. In a partially saturated fractured porous rnedium, Is the distribution approximately log-normal if

it is lognormal under fully saturated conditions? If so,how do the parameters (log mean and log
standard deviation) of the log-normal distribution change with average saturation?

These questions cannot be answered completely with currently available Information. They will be
considered further in a later section, along with recommended modeling that could help provide some of
the answers. In the next section, we assume that te log-normal distribution adequately describes seepage
into emplacement drfts, and compare the results of this assumption to the weeps model.

1.5A Comparison of Log-Normal Seepage Distribution to the Weeps Model

Relatively small water fluxes become very important if the compliance time horizon Is extended
beyond 10,000 years. One approach to evaluate the importance of flux is to assume that the flux occurs
uniformly over the entire repository area The area of a multi-assembly cask, being considered for YM,
projected onto a horizonalplane is about 8.5 m2 , and each cask would contain on the order of 8 to 8.5
MTU, so there Is about 1 mn of horizontal waste-package area per MTU. A percolation flux of I nun/yr. is
IL/m2 /yr. If each metric ton of waste were contacted by the average percolation flux times its projected
area, we would have about I L/water/yr. contacting each metric ton of waste. No matter what rate of
solution of waste is used, it is dear that the time required to dissolve a waste form Is directly proportional
to the amount of water contacting waste per year. The total radionuclide release Is then proportional to
the number of waste packages contacted by water. However, as was just discussed, the flux not uniformly
distributed over the repository area, and a more realistic method of estimating the impact of flux on
waste dissolution is needed.

The Stripa flux distribution can be used directly to consider the contact of water with waste packages.
Because the scale of measured areas In the Stripa study Is different than the area of the multi-assembly
container considered for Yucca Mountain, the analysis done first for a hypothetical waste package with a
size equal to the scale of Ieasurement at Stripa. If we were contemplating constructing a repository with
the Stripa distribution of flow containing waste packages with a horizontally projected area of 2 m2, then
this experiment would be a direct measure of the distribution of the flow rate of water contacting
containers: almost 71% of the containers would be 'dry,' and only 29% would be wet," at any given
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time. If the Inflow locations did not change over time, then only 29% of the Containers would evr get wet.
As noted previously, the temporal invaiance of discrete seepage locations Is not supported by the SFR
observations.

Figure 15A-1 shows the observed and calculated numbers (forced to be integers) of hypothetical
"waste package that would be contacted by water under conditions observed at Stripa. The inflow
distribution is highly heterogeneous, with a natural log standard deviation, a, equal to 1.58. The 7 wettest
"waste padckages" receive almost 45% of the total flow. It is interesting to note that the average flux over
the total drift area at Stripa, including "dt regions, is only a little more than 7.5 nun/yr., which is less
than the percolation flux at Rainier Mesa, and less than the estimated surface Infiltration rates in some
areas of Yucca Mountain. However, It Is almost double the approximately 45 un/yr. value commonly
used for an upper limit at Yucca Mountain and many times larger that the lower values used In some
Total System Performance Assessment (TSPA) calculations.

Similar calculations were performed for Yucca Mountain to assess the plausibility of the "weeps"
model. Current conceptual designs envision drift emplacement of 8489 large casks with a projected area
of about 8.5 m2 each. The repository area depends upon the thermal loading strategy finally adopted, but
for these calculations we assume the SCP loading of 57 kW/acre, corresponding to a repository footprint
of 4.63 x 106 m2 . This is equivalent to 544,500 "waste-package-sized areas of 85 m2 each, only 1.6% of
these actually contain a package. If we assume the same distribution of inflow as for Stripa, then 70% of
the packages are 'dry,' and only 2547 could be contacted by some water. For direct comparison with the
"weeps" model summarized above, we assume an average flux of 4.5 nm/yr., as was used in the
'weeps" analyses. There is some indication hat a at Yucca Mountain may be larger than a for Stripa;
however, the Stripa value (1S8) was used in these calculations.

Figure I5ZA-2 shows that a logrmal distribution results In a large fraction of waste packages
receiving much less water than the average flux multiplied by the projected area of a waste package.
However, there are still hundreds of packages that would be contacted by the average or greater flux.
IncreasIng the heterogeneity (arger a) reduces the number receiving as much or more flux than the
average, but the numbers remain much greater than the number of wetted packages (829) in the
weeps" calculation. Hence, the weeps model may not give a conservative limit to the number of waste

packages contacted by a significant amount of water, and may therefore underestimate the amount of
waste that eventually dissolves.

Note from Fig. 1SA-2 that more than 600 "waste packages" would be contacted by more than 100 L
of water per year. Because each waste package contains on the order of 10 MTU of waste, the contact flow
rate for these wet packages is on the order of 10 L/yr./MTU. Even if the dissolution rate is limited by the
solubility of urardum oxide, a waste form could be dissolved in less than 40,00 yrs. by flow rates of this
magnitude.
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Figure 1.5.1-1 Spatial distrbution of
seepage flux measured at Stripa (after
Neretnieks, Abelin, and Birgersson, 1987).
Bars are proportional to the three-year
average hourly flow rates Into 375 2-sq-m
areas Isolad from each other by plastic
sheets. Only 10 of the areas had measured
rates greater than the lower detection limit
of 0.1 mlAhr.
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Figre 1.1-2. Distribution of Inflow Into the SFR low-level waste repository
(after Moreno, Neretnieks, and Gylling, 1993). The length of the bars is
proportional to the flow rate in lters per minute.
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figure 1.5.3-1. Distribution of inflow rates per 2 m2 for Stripa. Circles represent
measured dab, plotted at the upper Mmit of each flow rate range; the dashed line
Is a least-squares fit to a log-normal distribution. Rectangles with no reported
flow were not Included In the cumulative probability.
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Figure 154-1 Histogram for contact of hypoteical waste packages for Stripa conditions.
Bars a ctual observations; points are from a discrete log-normal approximation with
mean 5&94 mlB r and natural log standard deviation (a) .58.
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Figure 15.4-2. HIstogram for number of MPC-szed waste packages that would be
contacted by water, assuming the Ame heterogeneity and fraction "dry' that was
observed at Stripa. Infiltration of 45 mmlyr. was assumed for comparison with the
"weeps model.
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Table 1.53-L Analysis of Stripa inflow data. Only sheets with measurable
inflow (more than 01 ml/hr) are indluded in the analyss.

Lower Upper MeanLn N NIn N*MLn)A2 (LLWUL)A5 N(Lbar)
Limit Limit _ o(Lbar)
0.10 0.20 -1.9560 13 -25A281 49.7378 0.14 1.84
0.20 0.40 -1.2629 7 48.8401 11.1638 028 1.98
OAO 0.80 -05697 10 -5.6972 3.2458 0.57 5.66
080 1.60 0.1234 20 2A686 0M3(7 1.13 22.63
1.60 3.20 &8166 19 155150 12.6692 2.26 42.99
3.20 6.4 109 14 21.1361 31.9097 45 63.36
640 12.80 2.2029 12 264345 58.2317 9.05 108.61
12.80 25.60 2.8960 7 202721 58.7085 18.10 126.71
25.60 51.20 35892 6 215350 77.2927 36.20 217.22
60.00 60.00 4.0943 1 40943 16.7637 60.00 60.00

Sums 109 714903 3200275 65100
______ Means 059 2.9360 5.97

vbar 6.7450
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1.6 (REV 0) Diffusion-Controlled Radionuclide Release

Diffion-controlled releases are discussed in Section 1.8 of this report and therefore the section
numbering has changed.

1.6 (REV 1) Impact of Repository Constructlon/Operational Activities

The material in this section is essentially the same as in section 1. of Rev 0 of the PNFER, modified to
reflect drift rather tan borehole emplacement.

The preceding sections prImarily discussed how the physical attributes of the hydrological system in
Yucca Mountain affect the near-field environment (NFE) without addressing the effects of construction
activities. The construction of the access and emplacement drifts alter the ambient near-field (NF)
hydrological environent in several ways. First, excavation activities enhance both the density and
aperture of the fracture system for at least two room-diameters surrounding the openings. Second, the
introduction of mining and drilling fluids may increase the matrix saturation surrounding the openings.
Third, mine ventilation dries the matrix around the drifts for some undeterunmed distance from the rock
surface.

The impact of drilling fluids on the ambient saturation conditions during the Prototype Engineered
Barrier System Field Test (PEBSFT) in G-Tunnel was addressedby Buscheck and Nitao (1988). Buscheck
and Nitao (1991a) conducted a study on nonequilibrium fractur-matrix flow that is driven by ponded
conditions at the repository horizon. This work was motivated by performance assessment calculations
for the "human-intrusion drilling scenario." In this scenario, once an exploratory drilling operation has
penetrated an emplacement drift, drculation of drilling fluid would be lost, thereby introducing enough
fluid to maintain a ponded condition for a linted time. Reposiory ming and drilling operations nay
result in ponded conditions lasting for a period of days to weeks Because of the small matrix
perneability of TSw2, ponded conditions lasting for this period will result In only centimeters of lateral
imbibitlon flow from the fracture into the matrix. Depending on the spacing between fractume networks
that are hydraulically connected to the mining/drilling fluid source, several centimeters of wetting front
penetration into the matrix may or may not be significant relative to the bulk saturation of the system.

To quantify the Impact of the introduced drilling fluids, we define the effective fracture spacing, Beff,
to be the spacing between fractures hydraulically conected to ponded conditions arising from a
mining/drilling operation. Se, whic was defied In Eq. (2), is the bulk dimensionless saturation
averaged over the interval Beff. Therefore, Se Is the fraction of the initially unsaturated porosity (bulk-

averaged over Beef) that has been wetted because of imbibition from the fracture Into the matrix. The Se
resulting from this mining/drilling operation Is given by

Se dimb ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(2)
Beff 2

where dihb is the penetration of the imbibition front into the matrix. Busdheck and Nitao (1988)
conducted calculations that can be used to estimate the impact of drilling fluids on the saturation
distribution at the repository horizon. It is reasonable to assume that drilling might result in ponded
conditions persisting for two days at the top of any given fracture Intersected by the borehole. For a two-
day-ponded infiltration event, Busdieck and Nitao (1988) found that matrix imbibition resulted In dimb
0.02 m. Assuming beff -1 m and dimb = 002 m results in Se - 0)2 Therefore, about 2% of the initlly
unsaturated porosity along the fractures (that are hydraulically connected with the source of
mining/drilling water) has been saturated by the mnrdng/drilllng operation

For welded tuft-either Grouse Canyon, in which the (PEBSFI) was conducted, or TSw2-Buscheck
and Nitao (1988) found tat it took about a year for the saturation distribution In the wetting zone along
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the fractures to nearly equilibrate to background saturation. By that me, the saturations over the Interval
Beff have become nearly uniform as given by

Set = + e( - Si) (3)

where Spert is the petu saturation and Si is the initial (or ambient) saturation. For the above
example, if Si = 0.65, then Sert O57, which s veydose to aient I he fracture networks at the
repository horizon have li=hted connected path lengths, then the imbibition of mining/drilling fluid will
be confined accordingly.

The experience of Ramirez et al. (1991) indicates that drilling fluids had a negligible Impact on the
ambient saturation conditions In the vicinity of the G-Tunnel heater. In their neutron probe surveys taken
prior to heating, they could not detect variations in the saturation distribution that could be attributed to
the water used to drill the heater and Instrumentation boreholes. Moreover, although boiling generated a
large volume of vapor and condensate, the neutron probe surveys taken during and after heating did not
indicate significant buildup of matrix saturation along fractures caused by the Irbbltlon of condensate.
The densely welded tuff of Grouse Canyon, like TSw2, has a very small matrix permeability, which
minimizes the effect of matrix Imbibtion Perhaps the effective fracture spacing, Beff, of fractures
conducting condensate away from the condensation zone is relatively large, further tending to make S e
small.

On the basis of the above discussion, the most significant Impact of the human-intrusion drilling
scenario appears to be In the direct introduction of fluids in the drifts, which could cause temporary
ponding within the drifts that could pick up radionudides if any containers were already breached.
However, the imbibition and fracture drainage would not support ponding in the drifts for long periods
of time required to cause failures of the containers (it Is possible that long-term impacts on RH could
occur if there were significant volumes of fluids introduced to the extent that the packages cooled
considerably, but again this is probably a temporary condition). U radionudlides did get dissolved in the
drilling fluids, they would not likely be recirculated in the drill fluids because circulation would be lost in
the drifts, but the ponding in the drift could possibly cause migration below the repository by driving
fracture flow. Again, this fracture flow could only be sustained as long as there was ponding of the fluids
in the drift. Of secondary significance the scenariofs effect on Increasing the matrix saturation of the NF,
thereby enhancing diffusion-controlled radionudlide release modes.

The effects of mine ventilation depend on the mine ventilation rates and the duration of ventilation
(i.e., time to backfilling and dosing the enplacement drift). Recent work by Chesnut, Flint, and Wang
(1996) estimated water removal by the ventilation system within the ESF drift, and found that this could
be significant (see Section 1222). If the ESF ventilation is typical of the emplacement drift venlation,
then significant dryout can occur as result of ventilation. Furthermore, if ventilation is continued after
emplacement, the combination of ventilation and thermal loading could cause significant volumes of
water to be removed from the rock surrounding the emplacement drifts. Finally, the movement of water
toward the drift by capillarity, followed by evaporation near the drift wall, could deposit significant
amounts of dissolved solids in the rock Immediately surrounding the drifts.
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1.7 Thermal-Hydrological Processes
This section describes, at a detailed level, the thermal-hydrological (T-H) processes that affect

the environment of the Engineered Barrier System (EBS), including bacdill, waste package (WP), man-
made materials, and waste form. Functionally, near-field processes are those BS-affecting processes
that are the result of, or are affected by, the EBS itself (including radioactive decay heat from the
WPs), and processes that must be understood to predict BS performance. The spatial extent of near-
field processes depends on Individual processes and on the EBS design (particularly the thermal
design); The Interaction and Intercoupling of thermal-hydrological processes with geochemisty and
geomechanics also mustbe assessed.

Sections 1.7 and 1.8 complement each other. Section 1.7 describes the primazy coupled T-H processes
(and coupled T-H-M-C processes) at a detailed phenomenological level, while Section 1.8 describes the
T-H behavior, which is the net result of those T-H processes, in the context of the following:

ERS performance: Radionuclide containment in (and eventual release from) the EBS is most notably
affected by the distribution of temperature, relative humidity, liqid-phase saturation, and
liquid-phase flux in the emplacement drifts and in the near-field rock.

Thermal management strategies: These strategies are implemented in the thermal design of the
repostory, including the overall aeal mass loading of the repository and the details of how
the decay-heat sources (i e., the WPs) are distributed. The key decision in any strategy concerns
whether to attempt to (1) minimize (to the extent possible) the thermal-hydrological effects of
decay heat or (2) to use decay heat constructively to generate conditions that are more
favorable for radonuclide containment In the EBS.

Major thermalhydrloglcal flow regimes: These regimes are, in effect, the net outcome of
intercoupled T-H and T-H-M-C processes (e., determined by the dominant processes). Them
regimes vary in time and space. The factors determining where and when a given regime
dominates Include (1) the distribution of natural systen properties and conditions, (2) how the
decay-heat sources (the WPs) are distributed, other engineering measures such as the use of
backfill.

We begin this section by listing the fundamental T-H-M-C processes in Section 1.1. Section 1.72 is
a detailed discussion of the primary coupled T-H processes. Sections 173 and 1.7A briefly describe
intercoupling between T-H processes and geochemical and georechanical processes.

17.1 Fundamental Thermal-Hydrological-Geomechancal-Geochemical Ptocesses

Thermal-hydrology comprises processes that result from coupling basic thermal and hydrological
processes. Thermal processes include the generation and transport of thermal energy. Hydrological
processes involve the generation and transport of water in both the liquid and vapor state. The
generation and transport of dissolved chmcal spedes (Including radionudides) result from thermal,
hydrologicl and geochemical processes that may be coupled and thus may Influence one another.

The following are sources, basic mechanisms, and conditions affecting the thermal energy balance
at Yucca Mountain and the potential repository. Investigations are being conducted to determine the
extent to which they are operative at Yucca Mountain; the results to date will be discussed in this
section (and following sections, ncluding Sections 10.1 and 102 of Chapter 10). The sources,
mechaisms, and conditions are as follows:

* Generation of thermal energy by radioactive decay of nuclear waste.
* Generation of thenr energy by geothermal sources below Yucca Mountain, as evidenced by the

geotherma gradient.
* Net energy flux at the ground surface from solar radiation and from eddy diffusion of latent

heat from evaporation and latent heat of condensation of water vapor.
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* Inconing thermal energy that is advected by infiltrating water and the lateral flow of water
that enters the system.

* Outgoing thermal energy that is advected by the lateral flow of water that leaves the system.
The following are the basic mechanisms that may be involved in the transport of thermal energy at

Yucca Mountain and the potential repository. These will be investigated further to determine the
extent to which they are operative at Yucca Mountain:

* Thermal conduction in the bulEk rock matrix.
* Liquid-phase advection, including transport of latent heat of water vapor.
* Gas-phase advection.
* Species diffusion In the liquid and gas phases.
* Thermal radiation, conduction, and convection from the WP to the drift walls.
* Storage of thermal energy in the rock matrix by heat capacity.
* Change in thermal energy from condensation of water vapor and evaporation of liquid water

(called latent heat effects).
The following are basic hydrological processes involved in the movement of water at Yucca

Mountain and the potential repository
* Liquid-phase advection of liquid water driven by liquid-phase pressure gradients.
* IUquld-phase advection of liquid water driven by matric potential gradients.
* Liquid-phase advection of liquid water driven by gravitational and buoyancy forces.
* Gas-phase advection of water vapor driven by gas-phase pressure gradients.
* Gas-phase advection of water vapor driven by gravitational and buoyancy forces.
* Gas-phase diffusion of water vapor, possibly including enhanced diffusion [Philip and De

Vries, 19571.
* Evaporation and condensation of water.
* Partitioning of water between liquid and gaseous phases.
* Vapor-pressure-lowering phenomena [Edlefsen and Anderson, 1943; Nitao and Bear, 19941.
* Changes in permeability and porosity as a result of dissolution and precipitation of minerals.
The following are chemical and hydrological transport related processes at Yucca Mountain and

the potential repository:
* Liquid-phase advection.
* Gas-phase advection (for gaseous species).
* Liquid-phase diffusion.
* Gas-phase diffusion.
* Adsorption on solids.
* Colloidal suspension.

* Dissolution and precipitation reactions.
* Chemdcal reactions, mineral alteration, and dehydration reactions.
* Radioactive decay.

The following are some potential geomechanical processes related to tmal-hydrology at Yucca
Mountain and the potential repository.

* Change in fracture permeability as a result of thermal stresses.
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* Fracturing of the rock matrix as a result of increased pore pressure during boiling of water in
-_me, the matrix blocks.

* Microfracturing of rock matrix as a result of increased stresses.
* Increased fracture propagation as a result of the presence of liquid water or steam or increased

mechanical stresses.

* Change in geomechanical properties of the fracture as a result of mineral dissolution and
preipitation or dehydration.

* Change In porosity and geomechanical properties as a result of temperature and saturation
changes.

* Change in porosity and geornechanical properties of the matrix as a result of mineral
dissolution and precipitation.

The following are the primary conditions that could bear on WP failure In the potential repository:
* Thermodynamic conditions in the EBS and at the WP surface, including gas-phase pressure

Pg, relative humidity RH, and temperature T.
* Liquid-phase flux distribution in the EBS and at the WP surface.
* Gas-phase flux distribution In the EBS and at the WP surface.

The following are related to the source-tem release from breached WPs at the potential
repository:

* Amount of water flowing around the waste-forn.
* Thermodynamic properties of the water contacting the waste-form, including its chemistry

and temperature.
* Diffusion of radionuclides from the waste form, through the EBS material, to the near-field

rock.
* Advection of radionuclides from the waste forn, trough the EBS materials, to the near-field

rock.

t7.2 Fracture-Matrix Vapor Transport and Condensate Flow

Gas-phase advective transport of water vapor is driven by (1) gas pressure gradients caused by
barometric pumping and generation of water vapor by radioactive decay beat (2) thenral expansion of
the gas phase driven by radioactive decay heat, and (3) density gradients caused by the geothermal
gradient, seasonal temperature differences, and temperature gradients created by radioactive decay
heat Gas-phase transport over extended distances will occur primarily by Sdvection In fractures when
bulk advective velocities are high. At low velocities, advective gas-phase transport will occur in both
matrix and fractures. Diffusion of water vapor Into the matrix will retard the overall movement of
water vapor for the low-velocity case, where gas-phase transport is not dominated by fracture flow.

Diffusive transport of water vapor is treated by Fick's Law, ie., the flux is proportional to the
local mass fraction gradient of water vapor in the gas phase. If local thermodynanic equilibrium
prevails, the mass fraction of water In the gas depends on temperature, total gas pressure, and liquid-
phase saturation. Gradients in any of these quantities can lead to diffusion of water vapor. For
example, all other factors being equal, vapor diffusion will occur from regions of higher to regions of
lower temperatures because water vapor mass fraction In the gas phase increases with temperature.
Gas-phase diffusion can occur in both the fracture and matrix. Diffusion in the matrix can be affected by
the amount of water in the matrix because a higher liquid saturation will reduce the gas-filled pore
space and increase the tortuosity to the gas phase. Diffusion of water vapor can be "enhanced" under a
temperature gradient [Philip and De Vries, 19571 relative to the diffusion of a noncondensable gas.
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An important feature of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain Is its high fracture density.
Moreover, the Topopah Spring tuff, which occurs at the potential repository depth, Is one of the most
densely fractured hydrostratigraphic units. This is significant because, without fractures, he rock
throughout most of the unsaturated zone (Including the repository horizon) would be extremely
impemnieable. In general, decay heat moves moisture by (1) vaporization, (2) driving water vapor from
high to low gas-phase pressure, (3) condensation, and (4) gravity- or capillary-driven flow of
condensate. Without fractures, the rock would be too Impermeable to allow significant vaporization
and advective movement of water vapor. The flow of condensate would also be very slow. A system of.
connected fractures facilitates significant repository-heat-driven fluid flow as well as natural
infiltration. Enhanced gas-phase diffusion may significantly contribute to water vapor transport in
unfractured (relatively impermeable) rock.

Model calculations have Indicated that the general thermal-hydrological behavior of the
repository can be divided Into three sequential periods: drying, quasi-steady, and rewetting IBuscheck
and Nitao, 1993a, 1993b]. The concept of these three periods Is applicable over dynamically changing
spatial rgimes. Therefore, at a given time, certain locations In a repository (such as the edge of the
repository) may already be In the rewetting regime while other locations (such as the center of the
repository) may remain In the drying regime.

During the initial drying period, the rate of evaporation Is greater than the rate of condensation.
(Note that the duration of these sequential periods, Including the initial drying period, depend on the
location In the repository.) Depending on the thermal loading of the repository and the repository
location (e.g., the center of the repository), the drying period can last from tens of years to up to about
two thousand years and can extend several to hundreds of meters vertically [Buscheck and Nitao,
1993a, 1993b). The important thermal-loading parameters Include.

* Areal Mass Loading (AML, expressed In metric tons of uranium per acre, MTU/acre).

* Age of spent nudear fuel.
* Depth of the repository below the ground surface.

During the drying period, the cumulative volume of water removed from the WP zone increases
monotonically. As the repository heating rate decreases and the volume of the boning region increases,
conditions stabilize to a quasi-steady state in which the rate of evaporation Is equal, or nearly equal,
to the rate of condensation. Temperature, liquid saturation, and relative humidity RH In the repository
change very little during this period. Depending on the AML and SNF age, this quasi-steady period
may last up to several thousand years, and the drying/rewetting front may be located well away from
the repository. As the repository heating rate further decreases, the rewetting period begins as
temperature, degree of liquid saturation, and RH begin to slowly return to ambient values. During the
rewetting period, the net volume of water removed from the WP zone decreases monotonically.

During all three periods, heat Is transferred between the WF and the drift walls by a combination
of tmal radiation, conduction, and convection. Thermal radiation will play a major role in an open
drift, whereas conduction Is likely to dominate heat transfer in a backfilled drift Buoyant gas-phase
convective heat transfer may be significant in an open drift or if kb of the badkfill is high enough The
relative contribution of these heat transport processes will be analyzed by drift-scale model
calculations. The rise in temperature may change the chemical, mechanical, and thermal-hydroogical
properties of the backfill material.

Under sufficiently high themal loading conditions (Ie., high enough global AML or high enough
local AML), the heat of decay will raise temperatures in the surrounding rock mass to the boiling point
of water within the natrix. The terms boiling zoner "boiling point," and the like are used In this
discussion, regardless of whether the water actually boils, In he sense of forming bubbles within the
liquid phase, or merely evaporates rapidly enough that the partial pressure of water Pv within the
matrix Is equal to the local saturated vapor pressure of water Psat at the local temperature. The term
"above-boiling" is used to refer to superheated conditions
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Boiling will occur near the fracture surfaces first and proceed into the matrix (see Fig. 1.8.12 in
Section I.1). The Increase in gas pressures in the matrix caused by the generation of steam leads to an
advective gas-phase flux that transports steam from within the matrix blocks to the nearest fracture.
The Increasing gas pressure In the matrix Increases the boiling point of the water, so that temperatures
in the boiling zone can be above the ambient boiling point, with some water remaining in the pores in
the interior of the matrix blocks. Some diffusion of water vapor also drives steam from the matrix to
the fractures, but the diffusive flux of water vapor Is not significant except for very low matrix
permeabilities, in which case advective velocities are low. The progress of the boiling front is
relatively slow and is expected to be on the order of a few centimeters per year except during the first
few hundred years, during which it could move at decimeters per year to as much as a few meters per
year Immediately after emplacenent.

Once the steam reaches a fracture, It is transported by advection and diffusion. Advective fluxes
are driven by gas-pressure and gas-density gradients (buoyancy). If the bulk permeability kb of the rodc
mass is high enough, gas pressures in the fracture cannot build up much in the boiling region; under these
conditions, density gradients dominate the advective gas-phase flux at the repository, and convection
cells may develop. The size of these cells depends on the scale of connectedness of the fracture network.
These cells can canzy steam from the boiling zone both below and above the repository to a condensation
region above the upper boiling zone.

If Lb is not high enough for buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate vapor transport, then the
advective gas-phase flux Is dominated by the boiling-driven gas-phase pressure gradients, which
drive steam from the boiling zone away from the repository, where It condenses. If kb Is low enough,
dryout due to boiling may be substantially suppressed (I.e., throttled). This throttling can arise in two
ways. Throttling can arise because the gas-phase conductivity in the fractures Is low enough to restrict
fracture flow and cause a buildup in gas-phase pressure that results in an Increase in the saturation
temperature Tsat (ie., the boiling point) in the fractures emsves. Throttling that results from
restricted fracture flow has been modeled with equivalent continuum models [Buscheck and Nitao,
1993a, Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b, and with discrete fracture-matrix models [Buscheck and Nitao,
1991L and has also been analyzed with an analytical model [Manteufel and Powell, 19941. Throttling
can also result from restricted matrix-to-fracture flow that causes a gas-phase pressure buildup within
matrix blocks. Thus, throttling may be more pronounced in sparsely fractured regions (with Ularge matrix
blocks) and may be less pronounced in Intensely fractured regions (with small matrix blocks). Throttling
that occurs because of restricted matrix-to-fracture vapor flow has been modeled with discrete fractre-
matrix models [Buscheck and Nitao, 19911. The discrete fracture-matrix model used by Nltao and
Buscheck 119951 can also be extended to address throttling caused by restricted fracture flow and by
restricted matrix-to-fracture flow. Where gas-phase advection Is throttled, dryout may still be
substantial if binary gas-phase diffusion is very enhanced. As boiling continues, water vapor displaces
air away from the WPs and may replace it completely for sufficiently high AMLs. Knowing whether
(or for how long) air Is displaced from the repository Is important In assessing the effect of oxidative
corrosion on WP integrity.

As liquid water forms in the condensate zone, It will condense within the matrix pores or within the
fractures. The potential effects of condensation within the matrix pores are unknown at present, and
will be examined by a limited amount of detailed, small-scale modeling. If water condenses within the
fractures, it will imbibe Into the matrix or flow downward by gravity in a process sometimes called
'condensate shedding The theory of fracture-matrix interaction tNitao and Buscheck, 1991; Mitao et
al, 19931 indIcates that if the rate of boiling, and hence the rate of condensate generation, is high
enough, then condensate flow Is fracture-dominated, and downward flow by gravity can be very fast as
long as there is a sufficiently connected fracture network, even if the matrix is not completely saturated.
A portion of the condensate drainage above the repository can return directly to WPs, where it reboils if
the WP is hot enough. Some of the remaining condensate may drain thlough the pillars between the
emplacement drift, or through the drifts between the WPs, and leave the vicinity of the repository,
resulting in a net removal of water from the near-field environment Some of this condensate may also
drain onto cooler WPs that are not hot enough to reboll this water. The cic boiling and condensation
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of water can set up what has been called a gravity-driven heat pipe. Pruess and others 11984,19901 were
the first to model the heat-pipe effect in the context of thermal-hydrological behavior at Yucca
Mountain. Their calculations pertained to a capillary-driven heat pipe. The effect of a gravity-driven
heat pipe has been demonstrated in repository- and sub-repositoxy-scale model calculations [Buscheck
and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b]. Under most conditions, the heat-pipe mechanism is more
efficient than thenal conduction In transporting heat away from the repository.

Initially, the boiling fronts propagate radially away from each of the emplacement drifts. Before
these cylindrical boiling zones coalesce, the rate of boiling can be fairly high. Condensate shedding
through the repository horizon Is most likely to occur during this period. As these zones coalesce,
eventually forming a continuous surface or sets of continuous sdrfaces, and as the coalesced boiling zone
propagates farther away from the repository horizon, the specific heat flux (the heat flux per unit
area of the boing front, in W/m2) at the boiling front decreases.Te specific boiling flux (the mass
flux of generated steam per unit area of the boiling front, in kg rn m-2) may become so low that the
resulting low condensate flux can be fully Imbibed by the matrix until the matrix saturates, at which
stage fracture flow occurs. Under these conditions, the continual, long-term reflwdng of condensate
above the upper boiling region occurs under capillary equilibrium between the fractures and matrix and
is, therefore, adequately described by the equivalent continuum approach discussed in Sec. 1.132
IBuscheck and Nitao, 1993b1. Some condensate may be lost along the sides of the upper boiling region at
the outer edges of the repository, or at the edges of repository panels, If tere is sufficient fracture
connectivity. Natural infiltration fluxes can add to the condensate flux and must be included in
*perfornance analyses' (analyses related to the EBS and to UZ transport).

Vaporization of water can occur even under sub-boling conditions, because the higher temperatures
around the WPs and the surrounding rodk Increase the mass fraction of water vapor in the gas phase.
This higher water vapor concentration In the gas phase can advect and diffuse away from the
repository horizon. Advective gaseous transport of water vapor for sub-boling repositories is
dominated by density gradients, because there is little Increase In pressure due to vaporization of
water. Depending on ko, density-driven advection can move at least as much water from below to above
the repository as the advection driven by an above-boiling repository [Buschedc and Nitao, 1994a].

As mentioned above, buoyant gas-phase convection cells can form at different scales depending on
whether hb at a given scale is large enough. Thus, it is possible to form convection cells at drift,
repository, and mountain scales. The location and extent of the cells are controlled by heterogeneities in
the natural system High-kb rubbeized zones and faults are key candidates for mountain-scale
convection cells. These cells may lead to condensate refluxing because of the large vapor flux, and they
may dominate the thermal-hydrology, leading to less predictable conditions at the repository.

Repository heat can also Induce the formation of convection cells in the saturated zone (SZ), even
for a sub-boiling repository [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b]. These cells may dominate the potential to
transport radionuclides In the SZ for tens of thousands of years; tey may also significantly affect the
heat transfer characteristics of the SZ, which, in turn, can influence heat flow in the UZ and EBS.

Regardless of the AML, repository-heat-driven temperature gradients are expected to extend all
the way to the ground surface, resulting In a gradient in water vapor mass fraction from the repository
all the way to the ground surface. Water vapor will therefore diffuse to the ground surface, where it is
transferred to the atmosphere by eddy diffusion, whose rate depends on temperature, RH, and wind
velocity. These conditions can fluctuate diurnally and seasonally. Precipitation and plant
transpiration processes may also play a strong role. Ground surface conditions can have a noticeable
effect on the overall moisture balance and on local conditions In he EBS. Conversely, repository heat
can dominate the moisture transport and liquid saturation conditions at the ground surface.

During the rewetting period, the mechanisms for restoring the liquid-phase saturation and RH
conditions in the repository to ambient (hundd) conditions are matric-potential forces and the binary
gas-phase diffusion of air and water vapor. The rate of rewetting has important implications for the
EBS environment during this period. Rewetting by matric forces may be retarded by fractures or
rubbelized zones and by low-permeability regions. Changes in fracture properties, such as filling of
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apertures by precipitates formed during refluxin& may also retard rewetting& Although temperature
decrease in the interior of the repository Is largely governed by one-dimensional (vertical) heat flow,
heat flow becomes increasingly two-dimensional as the repository edge is approached, thereby
Inaeasing the cooling rate [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994b1. This edge-cooling effect reduces both the
magnitude and duration of the temperature buildup responsible for driving moisture away from the
repository. Rewetting the Interior of the repository to ambient conditions is also largely a one-
dimeonal process, but again the process becomes y densional as the edge is
approached. Edolingreweting efects decrease the time required to restore the repository edge to
ambient conditions.

L7.3 Coupling with Geochemical Phenomena

The geochemical environment of tie near-field and the EBS will affect any liquid water that may
contact the WPs, the waste-form, and any radionuclides released into the near-field. The composition of
the liquid phase will depend on the isothermal and nonisothermal flow processes and reaction history
experienced by packets of mobile fluid along their respective flow paths. Intermediate flow processes,
such as condensate reflwddng and evaporation, can concentrate different dissolved components.
Condensate may dissolve minerals from fracture walls as It drains down fractures and then precipitate
those (or other) minerals as it evaporates. These changes may significantly Increase or decrease fracture
apertures along various intervals, thereby altering the bulk permeability distribution. Solubility and
dissolution of minerals depend on temerature changes, among other things. The geochemistry of water
from surface infiltration contacting WPs will vary depending on whether It drains quickly down
fractures or migrates slowly in the matrix, and on whether it was affected by refluxing or buoyant gas-
phase convection. It may also depend on the pathways followed by the water and on the temperature
gradient along those pathways.

Changes in RH, saturation, and temperature can change hydrological properties, such as fracture
and matrix permeaility, through precipitation, dissolution, or minedal alteration. Adsorptive
properties of various units may be affected by temperature, saturation, and compositional changes.

Changes In temperature and the mixing of groundwater (driven by repository-heat-driven, buoyant,
liquid-phase convection) could alter hydrological and adsorptive properties in the saturated zone and
could thereby affect radionuclide tsport in the SZ [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b1.

1.7.4 Coupling with Geomechanical Phenomena

Changes In geomechanical stresses imposed by thermal-hydrological effects could affect
hydrological prpertes. For example, as a result of thermal stresses, fractures may close and open or
undergo shear displacement, which would change their permeability. Microfraturing could ocur as
the result of pressure buildup driven either by boiling of matrix water or by thermally induced stresses.
Mineral alteration or dehydration arising from changes in temperature and/or the flow of liquid water
or steam could weaken the rock, thereby facilitating fracture propagation. Swelling of dlay inerals
could change the strength of the matrix and could contribute to the overall perturbation of the
mechanical stress field. The potential for subcritical crack growth depends on the liquid-phase
saturation.
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1.8. Understanding and Managing the Thermal-Hydrological Effects of
Decay Heat

L8.1 The Importance of Decay Heat on Moisture Movement and the Moisture
Balance at Yucca Mountain

To safely and permanently store nuclear waste, the potential repository system must limit gas- or
liquid-phase transport of radionucdides to the accessible environment In the failure scenario of greatest
concern, liquid water would contact a waste package (WP), accelerate Its failure rate, and eventually
transport radionudlides to the water table. The degradations] mechanisms of greatest concern for WP
integrity, such as stress and pitting corrosion or microbial attack, require the presence of liquid water.
The rates for many of these degradational mechanisms are IUased under warm, humid conditions. For
a repository located in the unsaturated zone, the primary concern Is whether liquid water may contact
the WP. This contact can arise from two effects. First, mobile liquid water, particularly water flowing
in fractures, may contact the WP. Second, If RH is high enough, a liquid film can exist on the surface of
the WP even f mobile liquid water Is absent

Fluid flow in the UZ at Yucca Mountain Involves liquid- and gas-phase flow through the fractures
and through the rock matrix. Under ambient conditions, the gas phase contains about 985% air and
15% water vapor. An Important feature of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain Is its high fracture
density. Moreover, the Topopah Spring tuff CTSW2), which ocsS at the potential repository depth, Is
one of the most densely factured hydrostratigraphic units. This is significant because, without
fractures, the rock throughout most of the unsaturated zone including the repository horizon) would be
extremely AIpermeable. In general, repository heat moves moisture by (1) vaporization, (2) driving
water vapor from high to low gas-phase pressure, (3) condensation, and (4) gravity- or capillary-
driven flow of condensate. Without fractures, the rock would be too impermeable to allow significant
vaporization and movement of water vapor. The flow of condensate would also be very slow. A system
of connected fractures facilitates significant decay-heat-driven fluid flow as well as natural
Infiltration. Enhanced gas-phase diffusion of water vapor may significantly contribute to vaporization
in unfractured (relatively Impermeable) rock.

Modeling and analytical studies of high-level radioactive waste isolation have demonstrated the
potential importance of nonequllibrium flow processes between the fractures and the matrix IBuscheck
et al., 1991; Nitao et al., 1993]. Except for regions with a perched water table or during transient
recharge episodes, capillary forces cause most fractures to be drained of liquid water. Matrix
permeability Is extremely low, so matrix flow Is of less concern than fracture flow for water contact by
advective liquid flow and for radionudlide transport. This water may arise from three origins:

1. Natural nfiltration of rainfall and snowmelt.
2. Condensate generated under boding conditins.
3. Condensate generated under sub-oling conditions.

The first source arises from the ambient system; the second and third are generated by radioactive
decay heat, primarily from SN. Decay-heat-driven, buoyant vapor flow, occring either on a sub-
repository scale or on a mountain scale (Figs. 1.8.1.1a and b), may play an important role in generating
the second and third sources of liquid water. Decay-eat-driven binary diffusion of water vapor and
air (called vapor diffusion) may also play important roles in condensate generation [Buscheck and
Nitao, 1994a]. A heterogeneous distribution of bulk permeability kb can Influence vapor and condensate
flow under both boiling and sub-boiling conditions. Of particular concern are kb distributions that
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promote the focusing of condensate flow, which could cause water to drip onto WPs Fig. 11.lcl even If
average behavior would indicate otherwise [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994al.

Decy heat also drives buoyant, liquid-phase convection In the saturated zone (Fig. 1.8.1lb).
Analyses of this type of flow indicate that it Is likely to be the dominant means of driving radionudide
tr port In the saturated zone for tens of thousands of y .[Buschek and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck and
Nit, 1994a]. A kb distribution that facilitates deep convective mixing of radionuclides In the
saturated zone would be more likely to meet a dose-based standard than a stagnant water table.

Table 1.8.1.1 summarizes the time and length scales involved in how repository heat influences the
three major sources of fracture flow. Mountain-scale effects depend on the overall heating conditions for
the entire repository. Several studies Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck
and Nitao, 1994a) have shown that the most useful macroscopic thermal loading parameter
quantifying the time-Integrated heat content of the waste in the repository Is the Areal Mass Loading
[(AML), expressed in metric tons of uranium per acre, MTU/acrel. Mountain-scale effects depend
primarily on the AML of the entire repository, and they are insensitive to the details of WP
emplacenent, such as WP size and spacing, and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) age. These effects also depend
on the distribution of themal and hydrological properties throughout the unsaturated zone.

Sub-repository-scale (also called drift-scale) effects depend on the local heating conditions around
WPs. important factors include (1) the number of spent nuclear fuel assemblies per WP, (2) the axial
spacing between WPs, (3) the lateral spacing between emplacement drifts, and (4) SNF age. In general,
the number of fuel assemblies per WP is directly related to the WP size. Large WPs, containing a large
number of assemblies generally have a higher thennal output Younger fuel has a higher thermal
output than older fuel for some period of time. The Local Areal Mass Loading (LAML depends on he
WP size and spacing. For a given LAML, drift-scale effects are very different, depending on whether
widely spaced, large WTs or tightly spaced, small WPs are used. These effects also depend on the near-
field distribution of thermal and hydrological properties within a few tens of meters of the WPs.

Figure .. 1.2 show the effect of decay heat on the flow of water vapor and condensate in the
vicinity of an emplacement drift. Heat flow away from the WPs occurs as heat conduction, te
convection of latent and sensible heat, and thermal radiation. Because of the large bulk permeability
of fracture networks, gas-phase pressures in the fractures remain very close to atmospheric, even during
boiling. Consequently, as temperatures reach the nominal boiling point (-96V0, boiling first occurs
along fractures (Fig. 1.8.12) and proceeds into the matrix blocks. Accordingly, dry-out due to boiling is
more suppressed in sparsely fractured regions (with large matrix blocks) and less suppressed in
intensely fractured regions (with small matrix blocks). As boiling continues, water vapor displaces air
away from the WPs and may replace it completely for sufficiently high AMLs. The question of
whether (or how long) air is displaced from the repository is important in assessing the impact of
oxidation corrosion on WP integrity.

Most of the water vapor reaching the fracture network is eventually driven away from the
emplacement drift by higher gas-phase pressures in the boiling zone to where cooler temperatures cause
it to condense along fracture walls (Fig. 1.12). Buoyant, gas-phase convection can cause more of the
vapor flow to be driven upward to where it condenses above the dry-out zone. In general, regardless of
where the condensate is generated, there are three things that can happen to It

(1) It can drain away from the boiling zone.
(2) It can drain back toward the boiling zone.
(3) It can be imbibed by the matrix.
Because the small matrix permeability limits the rate at which the matrix can imbibe the

condensate by capillary suction, it can drain for considerable distances down fractures before being
completely imbibed. Below the boiling zone, condensate drainage is away from the boiling zone
(Fig. 1.8.12), enhancing the dry-out rate. Above the boiling zone, condensate tends to drain back toward
the boiling zone, where It rebolls, thereby retarding the net rate of dry-out.
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The return flow of condensate badck toward the heat source causes refluxdng, which is the counter-
current flow of water vapor and condensate. It Is important to note that refluwing does not require boiling
conditions [Buscheck and MNtao, 1994a]. Heat-driven, buoyant gas-phase flow can drive refluxing under
sub-bolling conditions. Under boiling conditions, reflwdng results In a heat transfer mechanism (driven
by the convection of latent heat) called the heat-pipe effect. Given adequately high mass flux rates of
water vapor and condensate, heat pipes are capable of sustaining a given heat flux with a much flatter
temperature gradient than is assodated with heat conduction..Consequently, heat pipes are manifested
by a flat temperature profile, with temperatures dlose to the nominal boiling point. Pruess and others
11984, 1990] were the first to model the heat-pipe effect in the context of thermal-hydrological
performance at Yucca Mountain. Depending on the AML, these effects can ocar at the sub-repostOry
scale or on a mountain scale (Table 1.8.1.1).

Figure 1.8.13 shows the various decay-heat-iven processes and ambient site conditions that may
significantly affect the moisture balance in the UZ. The moisture balance in the UZ (and, in particular,
in the region above the repository) may play a very important role in the performance of the EBS, the
natural barriers, and the total system. In general, decay heat ill result In regions of dryout and
condensate buildup in the UZ. Modeling studies [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nltao,
1993b; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck et al., 1994] have indicated that decay-heat-driven
changes in the saturation distribution can persist for more than 100,000 yr, even for low AMLs that
never drive temperatures dose to the boiling point These effects, along with temperature changes, can
alter the hydrological, geochemical, and geomechanical properties that Influence fluid flow and
radionucide transport. Decay heat might drive enough water vapor out of the top of the mountain to
significantly reduce the UZ moisture content for tens of thousands of yeas. Conversely, mountain-scle,
buoyant gas-plase convection might drive enough water vapor up from the SZ (Into the UZ) to incwease
the UZ moisture content for tens of thousands of years IBuscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck et al,
1994].

The Important site-scale features that may signicantly affect decay-heat-driven, mountain-scale,
thermal-hydrological flow Include:

Paintbrush vitic nonwelded tuf(PTO: This unit (colloquially called the 'tin roof) probably plays
a dominant role in (1) the attenuation (in space and time) of episodic nonequilibruim fracture
flow and (2) the reduction of net ifiltration to the repository. Because it has a much lower kb
than the densely welded tuff units that lie above it (the TCw unit) and below it (the TSwl
unit), the PFm significantly influences mountain-scale gas-phase flow both under ambient and
decay-heat-disturbed conditions. Analyses of mountain-scale buoyant gas-phase convection
[Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; see also Chapter 10.0 of his report] indicate that it will probably
significantly limit (or cap) the upper spatial extent of large-sle gas-phase convection cells in
the UZ This could significantly affect the magnitude of moisture redistribution in the UZ by
this mechanism

Basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring tuft (TSw3): This unit (sometimes colloquially called the
'tin basement") appears to be associated with regions of perched water, which may be the
result of restricted fracture flow arising from day fillings. If fracture permeabilty (andkb) Is
signicantly reduced in the TSw3, this would have a significant effect on condensate drainage
and on mountain-scale buoyant gas-phase convection. A reduced kb could significantly limit the
lower spatial extent of large-scale gas-phase convection cells In the UZ This could
significantly affect the magnitude of moisture redistribution in the UZ by this mechanisrL

Calico Hills nonwelded tuff (CHa): Both the zeolltic (CHnz) and vitric (CHnv) portions of this
unit probably have a significantly lower kb, than the overlying TSw sequence If kb is not
reduced in the TSw3,jb in the CHnv and CHnz Is probably small enough to significantly limit
the lower spatial extent of large-scale gas-phase convection cells in the UZ This could
significantly affect the magnitude of moisture redistribution in the UZ by this mechanism.
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L8.2 Thermal Loading Strategies

Geological nuclear waste isolation at Yucca Mountain Is affected by three key considerations: (1)
ambient conditions at the proposed repository horizon are very humid (relative humidity RH m 98-
99%) and are therefore very corrosive for most candidate WP materials; (2) ambient fracture flow Is
highly variable in time and space; and (3) radioactive decay heat significantly affects fluid flow for
any practical AML Two thermal loading strategies have been proposed to manage the thermal-
hydrological (T-H) effects of decay heat:

Minimally heated QW repostory Select an AML and a thermal load distribution that limit (1)
heat-driven vapor and condensate flow and (2) far-field temperature rise. The MH strategy
relies on performance attributes other than decay heat (such as hih-performance WP
materials and capillary/diffusion barriers In he engineered and natural systems) to counter
the effects of high RH and fast fracture flow.

Constructively heated (CMD repository Select an AML and a thermal load distribution that use
decay heat constructively-that Is to substantially reduce RH and fracture flow near WPs. the
CH strategy relies on demonstrating that heat, vapor, and liquid flow (including heterogeneous
fracture flow) near WPs are dominated by heat conduction and possibly vapor diffusion) and
are therefore very predictable.

Various modeling studies [Buschedc and Nitao, 1994a, Buscheck and Nitao, 1994b; Buscheck et al.,
19951 have Identified two fundamental CH approaches:

Extended dryout (ED) approach: Use a high AML (>60 MTU/acre) to drive a large fraction of the
Initial pore water (in the rock) from the repository as a whole. The high areal power density
associated with such an AML creates a thick superheated dryout zone (coalesced between
emplacement drifts) and maintains above-boiling temperatures and low RH in the repository
rock (and on WPs) for Dumsands of years.

Localized dryout (ED) approach: Maintain a temperature difference between the WP and the drift
wall that is large enough to reduce RH on the WP. This is done with dose axial WP spacing
(generating a high line-heat load) and/or the use of low-thermal-conductivity backfill In the
drift Wide drift spacings and low lo intermediate AMLs (<50-60 MTU/acre) are used to (1)
prevent the boiling zones from coalescing between drifts (and thereby limiting condensate
buildup above the drifts) and (2) limit far-field temperature rise (as In the MH strategy).

There are two major hermal-hydrological (T-H) issues for the ED (hlgh-AML) approach. The
first Issue must be addressed for all AMLs; the second is unique to the ED approach. These two majr T-
H Issues are as follows:

Coupled T-H-M-C effects: Thenal-hydrological-mechanical-chemncal effects in the near and far
field must be addressed regardless of AML; however, their impact on waste isolation may
depend on AML The effects of particular concern are (a) alteration of the vitric nonwelded
Paintbrush tuff (PTn) unit, which may reduce its ability to attenuate (in time and space) net
Infiltration to the repository and (b) alteration of the basal vitrophyre (TSw3) unit, which
may influence whether water perches in (or irmnediately above) that umit and may reduce the
mechanical stability of the drifts in the repository.

Condensate buildup above the boiling zone: Thds effect may result from condensate and Infiltration
flux that is held up by the thick (coalesced) superheated zone created by a high-AML
repository.

These two issues will affect the containment mobilization, and migration of radionuclides.
The LD approach (ike the MH strategy) tends to limit far-field T-H-M-C effects and allows

condensate to drain through the repositor neither of these results Is as readily achieved with the ED
approach. The LD approach can be Implemented by a wide range of thermal design options [Buscheck et
al, 19951 ranging from those that never cause above-boiling rock temeratures to those in which the
boiling zones coalesce between the drifts (as in the ED approach).
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L8.53 Importance of Thermal-Hydrology on Radionuclide Containment in Waste
Padkages

A major concern for radionuclide containment is how water contacts a WP, thereby affecting its
integrity and (Of contamnt is breached) affecting radonulide dissolution and eventual transport to
the waer tbles The degradational mechanims of greatest concern for WP Integrity, such as stress and
pitting corrosion or microbial attack, require the presence of liquid water. The rates for many of these
mechanisms ncrease, in general, with temperature and relative humidity.

The two primary modes of water contact on the WP are (1) advective liquid-phase flow and (2)
condensation of water vapor that forms a liquid film on the WP. The critical factor for the second mode
is the relative humidity RH on the WP. Relative humidity is given by

RH = Pv/Psat(T),

where Pv is the local vapor pressure and Pat Is the local saturated vapor pressure. If 100% of the gas
phase is water vapor, as is the case for boiling conditions, then Pv v Pg, where Pg5 is the total gas-phase
pressure. For example, if Pv - Pg - I atn and T = Twp . 225C, then (from steam tables) PAt - 25A8 aim
and RHwp = 3.9%. The assumption that Pv 1 matm is reasonable if there Is enough fracture connectivity
and conductivity so that bulk permeability k > I millidarcy. If there were no fractures in the
repository rock, then we would have kb <c I nillidarcy, and Pv would be much higher than I atm; this
would increase RH by a corresponding factor. An important question, resolvable with in situ thermal
tests [Buscheck and Nitao, 19951, is whether fracture conductivity and connectivity are sufficient to
prevent substantial pressurization of the gas phase near WPs.

18.3.1 Relative Humidity Reduction Mechanisms

Regardless of whether mobile liquid water is present, ambient RH at the repository horizon is
huid (-98-99%). If the ambient RH could be reduced enoughWP corrosion rates would be minimal
IStahd et al., 19941. Moreover, even for breached WIs, waste-form dissolution (and radionuclide
release) would be minimal if no nAbile liquid water were present There are two ways to reduce RH on
the WP:

1. Drive a large fraction of the ambient pore water (in the rock) away from the drifts. (This
reduces RH in the rock; RH on the WP is generally no greater than RH in the rock.) This is most readily
accomplished using the ED approach.

2. Maintain a large temperature difference between the (hotter) WP and the (cooler) drift wall.
(This makes RH on the WP lower than RH in the rock at the drift wall.) This can be accomplished in
either the ED or LD approaches.

The primary means of driving pore water from the vicirdty of WFs are ventilation and decay-beat-
driven drying. To reduce RH to 70%, he liquid saturation SL (the fraction of the pore space filled with
liquid water) must be reduced to less than 20% (based on measurements made on TSw2). An AML that
does not drive repository temperatures well above the boiling point will reduce average RH conditions
in the rock oply sily. Refer to Section 1.103 Cable 1.103.1) for an example of the relationship
between Awl and RH reduction resulting from rock dryout (&RHD&J.

Even if repository heat does not substantially reduce average RH conditions in the repository rock,
it is still possible to substantially reduce RH on the WP itself for a considerable time. A reduction in
RH between the drift wall and the WP arises from the temperature difference ATdm between these
locations. This effect (the "drift-ARH effect) occurs in addition to any RH reduction resulting from
rock dryout (ARX1Ir. Assuming unihmPv in the drift, the RH on the WP, RHffp, Is given by
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RHWp. - RHdw Psat(Tdw)/ Pat (Twp) (2)

where RHdw is RH In the rock at the drift wall, Tdw and rw the drift wall and WP temperatures.
For example, If TdW - 80C, Twp = 100-C, and RHdW - 98A% (bent RH), then we have RJZHp - 46%.
Figure 1.3.1.1 illustrates the drift-AM effect. Refer to Section 1.10.5.2 (Fig. 1.10.5.2.1) for an example
of how ATdff and RH reduction between the drift wall and WP ( dRiHf) are related.

A persistent ATd~m arises because the rows of WPs act like line-heat loads that impose a
temperature increase on top of the temperature rise AT,& In the repository rock; ATro& depends
primarily on AML and the thermal conductivity Kt6 of the mountain [Buscheck and Nltao, 1993b;
Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994b]. Because 4TdrLft depends only on lineal mass
loading (LML, expressed in MTUJAn of drift) and the thermal properties of the drift, ATdrjt is increased
by high LML ad/or the use of low-4th granular backfill in the drift [Buscheck and Nitao, 19951. This
can be accomplished In either the LD or ED approaches. Thermal-hydrological model calculations
show that with suitable backfill, 7 ddat can keep RH on the WP below 70% for 10,000 yr, even for
AMLs that result in negligible rock dryout Buscheck et al., 1995]. Proving that eat flow in the
backfill is dominated by conduction establishes that ATdif is very predictable. Note that Eq. (2) is
applicable when Pv on the WP Is In equilibrium with Pv in the rock at the drift walL Nonuniform (or
episodic) rewetting of the drift by heterogeneous (particularly nonequibrium) fracture flow may
locally (or temporarily) cause RH to be higher than predicted by Eq. 2.

During the repository heatup period, the rodk surrounding the drift will become desaturated If kb
and the local AML are high enough, resulting in a reduced RH in the rock (and on the WP Itself). Tis
reduction in RH will persist at least as long as rock temperatures remain high, and t may persist long
after the WP temperature has dropped below the boiling point The reduction in RH will decrease both
the likelihood and magnitude of WP corrosion, and the reduction In liquid-phase saturation will
decrease the rate of liquid-phase diffusion of radionuclides In the badkfill and host rock. For high
AMLU, this desirable scenario may last for tens of thousands of years. For low to Intermediate AMLs,
the duration of the reduced-RH period (resulting from rock dryout) may be substantially less, at least
for average RH conditions In the repository rock.

Higher AMLs wil increase the volume of rock in which SL and RH are reduced. Because the boiling
front is driven farther from the emplacement drifts, the probability that refluxing condensate will
reach the drifts will be reduced. Because of the larger volume that must be rewetted, rewetting the
repository to ambient (humid) conditions will take longer for a hgh-AML repository than for a low-
AML repository. A large enough increase in the duration of reduced-RH conditions reduce the
temperatures associated with a given value of RH because the repository rock cools down faster than it
rewets. Consequently, once humdd RH conditions are eventually restored, WP temperatures will have
decreased considerably, which is more favorable for reducing WP corrosion rates. Ideally, WPs would
remain relatively dry until they are relatively cool.

Besides RH and T, the potential for advective liquid-phase flow reaching the W Is of concern. An
important Issue for WP Integrity involves the scenario of liquid water reaching and evaporating on a
WP, thereby leaving an evaporative buildup of salt on the W surface. The condensation of an aqueous
surface film on the WP will depend on RH and on the quantity and composition of any hygroscopic salts
on the WP surface. The critical relative humidity RHcrit for significant atmospheric corrosion is
extremely sensitive to this effect ones, 19921. Keeping liquid-phase flux away from the WP surface
would prevent salts from precipitating on the WP and would thereby help keep RHCt very high. On
the basis of the corrosion data reported by Jones (1992), the absence of salts on the WP could result in
RHat > 90% and thereby greatly extend WP lifetimes and the period of radionuclide containment.
The use of a suitable backfill might significantly reduce the likelihood that evaporating water would
leave salts on the P surface.

'mu.-~ 
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Microbially Induced corrosion is also of concern and Is strongly dependent on temperature and RH.
High temperature and low RH are generally detrimental to microbial growth, whereas Intermediate
temperatures and high RH may favor microbial growth.

Condensate flow, whether driven by heat from an above-boiling or a sub-boiling repository, Is one
source of advective liqid-phase flow that may reach a WP. On average, the matrix will Imbibe
condensate fluxes until It becomes saturated. However, heterogeneities In the natural system can cause
variations about the average flow field that could focus condensate onto WPs. Counteracting this
variability in return condensate flux is the heat flux from the WPs, which will continue to boil
condensate. In some cases, a higher AML may result in higher condensate fluxes and more variability,
but the correpondingly higher heat flux will mitigate the problem of focused condensate drainage
[Buscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Nitao et al., 1995]. The system Is nonlinear, so It is difficult to deternine
optimum thermal loading without (1) extensive sensitivity analyses of alternative thermal designs,
(2) experimental nformation obtained from in situ thermal tests, and (3) better Information and
understanding concerning how repository heat affects the overall UZ moisture balance (see Fig. 1.8.1 2).

1.8.4 Importance of Thermal-Hydrology for Radionudlide Release and Transport

Release of aqueous radionudides to the natural environment would require that the WP was
breached and that there was enough liquid water to dissolve radionuclides and transport them by
advection or diffusion from the waste form to the surrounding rock. Both waste-form dissolution and
advective radionucide transport are minimized f no mobile liquid water is present. Diffusive
radionudide transport in the EBS is minimized if the liquid-phase saturation Is low enough,
particularly If a granular backfill and/or Invert is used and if RH in the drift remains low. The
likelihood of this scenario depends strongly on T-H processes. The chenistry and temperature, and the
advective velocity of the aqueous phase, will all affect waste-form degradation and radionuclide
dissolution. Possible sources of advective liquid-phase flow are episodic surface infiltration and
condensate drainage.

If the flux of water leaving the EBS (and canying dissolved radionuclides) Is high enough, some of
the water will flow down fractures, where It will eventually be imbibed Into the matrix or continue to
the water table. Radionuclides imbibed in the matrix will be immobilized until the next pulse of
fracture flow, whereupon some of the radionudides will diffuse into the Incoming stream if it is at a
lower concentration. The remaining radionuclides will continue to Imbibe and diffuse deeper into the
matrix block. The likelihood of this advective transport scenario may be significantly reduced with
the use of a suitable backfill or invert. The spatial and temporal extent of decay-heat-driven rock
diyout will also play a very important role in the dynamics of fracture-matrix liquid-phase flow
interaction and, consequently, in aqueous transport of radionuclides in the engineered and natural
barrier systems. Because decay-heat-ven T-H processes can dominate advective gas movement they
will also have a strong effect on the release and transport of gaseous radionudides.

1.8.5 Major Thermal-Hydrological Flow Regimes

Perhaps the single most Important purpose of the ESP thermal tests is to determine the major
decay-heat-driven thermal-hydrological (T-H) flow regime(s) that will govern the magrtude and
direction of vapor flow (and the resulting condensate flow) in the UZ at Yucca Mountain. We list below
the three major T-H flow regimes with respect to advective rock dryout Note tat the numbered points
(describing various attributes of the regimes) are listed in parallel: the first point addresses the
dominant mode of heat flow, the second point addresses RH reduction, points 3 and 4 address the
relative contribution of vapor diffusion to rock dryout and point 5 addresses the predominant direction
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of vapor flow. Points 6 through 8 pertain only to the unthrottled buoyant regime. The following
discussion is summarized In Table 1.8.5.1.

Trottled, nonbuoyant, advective rock dryout: the regime in which kb is low enough (kb < I
nilidarcy) to significantly throttle the rate of boiling-driven advective rock dryout. The
threshold kh below which rock diyout Is throttled decreases with increasing AML
1. Heat flow is conduction-dominated, resulting in a vertically symsetrical temperature

profile.
2. Because P5 could rise substantially above I an, RH reduction may be substantially less

than would be the case under unthrottled conditions.
3. For high AMU, vapor diffusion (if significantly enhanced) may significantly contribute to

rock dxyout and vapor transp
4. For low AMLs, vapor diffusion (if significantly enhanced) is the major contributor to rock

dryout and vapor transpor
5. Vapor transport and the development of the dryout zone are dominated by temperature

gradients, and are therefore generally vertically symmetrical about the heated horizon.
Unfhrottled, nonrbuoyant, advective rack dryout: the regime in which kb Is high enough ( > I

nuflidarcy) not to significantly throttle the rate of boiling-driven advective rock dryout but
not high enough 0 5 5 darcy) to allow buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate the direction
of vapor flow.
1. Heat flow is conduction-dominated, resulting in a vertically symmetrical temperature

profile, unless focused liquid flow depresses the upper boiling front.
2. Because P. does not rise significantly above 1 atm (particularly for kb > 10 mdllidarcy), RH

reduction can be large.
3. For high AMLs, the relative contribution of vapor diffusion (even If enhanced) to rock

dryout and vapor transport Is small.
4. For low AMLs, the relative contribution of enhanced vapor diffusion to rock dryout and

vapor transort can be large.
5. Vapor transport and the development of the dryout zone are dominated by temperature

gradients and are therefore generally vertically symmetrical about the heated horizon
unless focused liquid flow strongly depresses the upper boiling front

Unthrottled, buoyant, advective rock dryout the regime in which kb is high enough not to throttle
the rate of boiling-driven advective rock dryout and is also high enough Ckb > 5 darcy) to allow
buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate the direction of vapor flow.
1. Heat flow is primarily conduction-dominated (although the temperature profile is

vertically asymmetrical) unless focused liquid flow depresses the upper boiling front. For
kb > 40 darcy, buoyant gas-phase convection dominates heat flow, significantly reducing
the duration of boiling conditions at the repository horizon.

2. Because Ps does not rise significantly above I atm, RH reduction can be large.
3. For high AMLs, the relative contribution of vapor diffusion (even If enhanced) to rock

dryout and vapor transport is sml.
4. For low AMIs, the relative contribution of enhanced vapor diffusion to Tock dryout and

vapor transport can be large.
5. Vapor trnsport and the development of the dryout zone are dominated by gas-phase

density gradients that drive much of the vapor flow above the repository horizon, resulting
in vertically asynunetrical temperature and SL profiles.
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6. For high AML, buoyant gas-phase convection does not contribute significantly to rock
dryout unless Lb > 40 darcy.

7. For low AMLs, buoyant gpshase convection may be the major contributor to rock dryout
(even contributing to RH reduction).

8. For all AMU, endued vapor diffusion can significantly reduce the magnitude of buoyant
gas-phase convection.
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Figure 18.1. Model calculations of repository-hent-driven
vapor and condensate flow. Buoyant vapor flow, occurring
on either te (a) sub-repository scale, or (b) mountain scale,
drives moisture from below the repository to above, where it
condenses. Condensate drains down fractures back toward
the repository and/or is imbibed by the matrix, possibly
causing a saturation buildup above the repository. Water
removed below the repository may be replenished by water
imbibed from the saturated zone. Repository beat also drives
buoyant, liquid-phase convection In the saturated zone.
(c) Zones of sharply contrasting bulkc permeability. kb, result
in gas-phase pressure differentials that drive vapor flow Into
the high-kj zone, where it condense and drains. possibly
causing persistent two-phase refluxing conditions in the
vicinity of the waste package (WP).
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Figure 1.12 Schematic of hydrothermal flow near the emplacement drift.
Rock dry-out occurs as boiling drives water vapor out of the rock matrix. Upon
reaching the fracture network, vapor is driven away from the boiling zone to
where cooler temperatures cause it to condense along fracture walls. Because
the small matrix permeability limits the rate of matrix Imbibition, condensate
drainage persists for considerable distances down fractures.
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Figure 1.8.3.1.L Near-field temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) distribution at t 120 yr for the ACD
rev 00 design, AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, LML - 0.46 MrLY/n, 40-darcy TSw2 tuff gravel invert, lO-darcy full
sand overfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/mC, off-center in-drift (OCID) emplacement, drift dianeter 5.5 M,
WP emissivity - 0.3, and ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yr. Calculation was done with a two-
dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR
WPs into a uniform line-heat load. Color contours (a) correspond to temperature distribution, with blue
corresponding to lower temperatures and yellow corresponding to higher temperatures. Color contours (b)
correspond to relative humidity distribution, with blue corresponding to more humid conditions and yellow
corresponding to drier conditions. Temperature contour interval (a) is 50C. Relative humidity contour
interval (b) is 5%.
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Table .5.1:Swrmay of major decay-heat-driven thermal-hydrologicl flow regimes

Thermal Throttled nonbuoyant Unfitted nonbuoyant Unthrottled buoyant regime
Processes regime regime

Boling-diven * For high AMs, is a * For high AMs, is ie * For high AM~s, is the major
Wc drYout major contiutor to rock major contributor otto to rock dryout

d;yout dryout

* For low AMLs, Is ardy * For low AMs, Is only * For low MLs, is only locally
locally significant' locally significant significant

Buoyant * knignificant . isignificant * ForhighAMs(b>40darcy),
gas-phase ontribution to rock coibution to rock contribtes to rock dryout
convec- dryout dryout

.rivn * For low AM~s, is a majordrven coibutr to rok dzyout
rock dryout I t okdyu

Enhanced vapor diffusion can
signifiantly reduce buoyant
gas-phase convection

Vapor *For high AMLs, may *For high AMs, is a * For high AMs, is a minor
diffusion- be a significant minor contributor to rock contributor to rock dryout
driven cnriutor to rock dryout
rock dryout dryout (if enhanced)

* ForlowAMs, is the *ForlowAMLs, Is a *ForlowAMLs,isamajor
major contrbuto to rock major contributor to rock contbutor to rock dryout (if
dryout (if enhanced) dryout (if enhanced) enhanced)

Total rock * Dominated by heat * Dominated by heat * For high AMs, is dinad
dryout nduton conduct unless focused by heat conduction, uiless

liquid flow strongly focused liquid fow strongly
depresses the upper depresses the upper boiling
boiling front front

Heat flow * Cmduction-dominated * Conduction-dominated, * Conducion-domnated,unless
unless focused liquid 1 >40 darcy and/or focused
flow strongly depresses liquid flow strongly depresses
the upper boiling front the upper boiling front

* Enhanced vapor * Enhanced vapor * For kb>40 darcy, buoyant gas-
diffusion can increase diffusion can increase phase convection becomes
the repository cooling the repository cooling dominant, particularly at the
rate rate edge of the repository

Heat-pipe * Will be limited * May be significant, * My be significant,
ZnMes particularly where particularly where focused

focused lquid flow occurs liquid flow occurs

PlI reduction * May be small because * My be large, because * May be large, because Pg rise
Ps rise is large Pg rise is small is small

%noo,

-In the vlcinity of the emplacement drIfts.
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1.9 Thermal-Hydrological Testing

.9.1 Overview

This section describes the modeling and scoping analysis that will be used to help design and plan
the age-scale in situ heater tests to be conducted In the exploratory studies facility (ES17, which will
be located In the unsaturated zone (UZ) at Yucca Mountain. This section primarily addresses the first
ESF therdal test, which will be installed and conducted as soon as tunnel access to the repository host
rock (Thw2) Is available; however, Section 1.9.7 dIscusses the post-test analysis of the G-Tunnel Single-
Element Heater Test The currentplannirng for this test calls for a drift-scale test that represents the
emplacement of large waste padcages (WPs), containing either 21 PWR spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
assemblies or 40 BWR SNF assemblies in an emplacement drift. The heater drift will contain a row of
large-WP-szed heaters, and will be fanked, on either side, by arrays of borehole-emplaced 'wing'
heaters, placed close enough together to create a planar heat source on either side of the heater drift.
Section 1.9.83 explains why the single-drift, winged thermal test is the recommended configuration for
the first ESF thermal test.

The first ESF thermal test will be followed by a longer-duration, larg-scale, multiple-drift ESP
thermal test. In preparation for the year-2001 license application (LA) for the repository construction
authorization, we must establish sufficient confidence In our ability to predict long-term thermal-
hydrological (T-H) behavior in the engineered barrier system EBS) and natural barriers. It is
therefore anticipated that the first ESF thermal test will need to be conducted under an accelerated
heating and cooldown schedule. The multiple-drift ESF thermal test will be conducted under a less-
accelerated heating and cooldown schedule that will provide data for the year-2008 LA update (LU)
for emplacement of waste in 2010.

A major objective of this study is to model and analyze a range of heater test sizes, heating rates,
and heating durations for a range of plausible hydrological conditions to help optimize an in situ
thermal test design that provides sufficient Information to determine the following

1. The dominant mode(s) of heat flow.
2. The major T-H regime(s) and Crmal-hydrological-geohecbawdcalgeochemical (T-H-M-C

processes that govern the magnitude and direction of vapor and condensate flow.
3. The major T-H regime(s), coupled T-H-M-C processes, and site conditions (such as ambient liquid

flux) Cat govern dryout and rwetting of the dxyout zone.
4. The Influence of heterogeneous properties and conditions on the flow of heat, vapor, and

condensate, with particular emphasis on rock dryout and rewettind
Historically, heater tests In the ESF have been considered primarily to pertain to T-H-M-C

behavior in the near-field (or WP) environment. The Site Characterization Plan (SCP) DOE, 19881
refers to the ESF thermal tests as the Engineered Barrier System Field Test (EBSFT), ndicating what
was then regarded as the focus of those tests on providing information relevant to EBS and WP
performance. With.respect to WP performance, a primary goal of the ESF heater tests Is understanding
water contact modes (on WPs), including liquid-phase flow and condensation of water vapor, and the
related temperature and chemistry. Another important goal Is understanding how coupled T-H-M-C
processes influence radionudlide mobilization (from the waste form), release (from the WP), and
transport (in the EBS and near field). The influence of Introduced (man-made) materials, such as
backfill, on coupled T-H-M-C processes is an important consideration. Since the SCP was written,
numerous studies [Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nltao, 1993b]
have shown that significant decay-heat-driven T-H effects (and possibly, significant T-H-M-C
effects) extend upwards all the way to tHe ground surface and downwards to deep into the saturated
zone (SZ) below the water table. The ESP heater tests must therefore provide critically Important
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infornation about decay-heat-driven T-H behavior and related coupled T-H-M-C processes that occur
in a zone (called the altered zone) that is likely to extend vertically through much of the UZ and Into
he SZ. Another Important goal for the ESF thra tests is to help understand how coupled T-H-M-C

processes Influence radionuclide transport in the altered zone.
For the analysis of the first ESF drift-scale thermal test described n this section, we apply the

hydrological and thermal properties and hydrostbatigraphy used in previous modeling studies of
decay-heat-driven thermal-hydrological flow [Buscheck et al., 1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b]. We
examine the trade-offs between (1) meeting the 2001 LA schedule, (2) perturbing thermal-hydrological
conditions in a large enough volume of rock relative to the spatial variability of fracture and matrix
properties, and (3) generating conditions that are applicable to repository performance during the
entire thermal loading cyde, Including heatup and cooldownt

1.9.2 Use of Hypothesis Testing

The subject of hydrological model validation has generated considerable debate. Konikow and
Bredehoeft 119921 believe that the terms model vdidation and verfiwation are misleading and that
their use in groundwater science should be abandoned in favor of more meaningful model-assessment
descriptors. This view echoes that of Popper 119591, who states: "We cannot validate, we can only
invalidated Konikow and Bredehoeft believe that this "obligates us as scientists to perform a critical
set of experiments in an attempt to test, or Invaldate, our model (or hypothesis).' For many published
'model validation" studies, the modelers history-matched their models, and In the process, used their
models to estimate parameter distributions, stresses on the system and boundary and initial conditions.
The modelers imply that the resulting good fit constitutes model validation.

Konikow and Bredehoeft 119921 ask, rhetorically, 'If the models cannot be validated, why are
they useful?' They answer their question by stating: 'Models provide a tool for critical analysis. They
are a means to organize our thinking, test ideas for their reasonableness, and Indicate which are the
sensitive parameters. They point the way for further investigation. They help formulate critical
eperients with which to test hypotheses In our modeling studies of decay-heat-driven T-H flow,
we have utilized Idealizations of (1) the repository thermal load, (2) the distribution of hydrological
and thermal properties, and (3) boundary and initial conditions. No individual model of the
repository-UZ-SZ system is itself a "valid" representatior; however, the combied use of our suites of
model calculations provides a means to Identify critical dependences, evaluate worst-case scenarios,
and develop fundamental hypotheses, which can be addressed by subsequent analysis and testing.

A primary motivation for the mininally heated OM&) repository strategy is to avoid or limit the
significance of heat-mobilized fluid flow In the UZ. The underlying assumption is that by eliminating
or limiting the spatial and temporal extent of boiling, one minimizes the major significant mechanism
for mobilizing heat-driven fluid flow. However, there are mechanisms that occur under sub-bolig
conditions that must be addressed In order to justify this assumption.

Testing the following hypotheses win detenrine whether a low-AML repository system based on
the MH strategy avoids (or limits) significant heat-mobilized fluid flow near WPs:

MH-L Mountain- and drift-scale buoyant gas-phase convection does not significantly mobilize
moisture in the UZ.

MH-2: Vapor diffusion does not significantly mobilize moisture in the UZ.

MH-3: Heterogeneity in the heat load distribution and/or in gas- and liquid-phase pathways does
not focus enough condensate drainage to drip onto WPs or to significantly Increase liquid-phase
flow in the UZ.

For repository systems with thermal loads that significantly mobilize fluid flow, as is certainly
the case with a high-AML repository, these same hypotheses address how that mobilization occurs.
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Field tests, Including the Large-lock Test (LB), to be performed at Fran Ridge lUn et aL, 19941,
and b sfu thermal tests In the ESF will provide the most conclusive means of evaluating Issues
associated with thermal loading, including resolution of the npr hypotheses. Portions of these tests
should be conducted under subboiling conditions to support the resolution of hypotheses MH-1, MH-2,
and MH-& Portions of the tests will be conducted under above-boiling conditions to address the effect of
boiling for either a low- or high-AML repository system, and to provide Infornation critical to
establishing the maximum design thermal load of the repository.

Hypothsis testing can also help determine the extent to which a low- or high-AML repository
system based on the CH strategy can generate conditions that enhance WP integrity and that reduce the
potential for radionuclide dissolution and transport The primary CH hypotheses are as follows:

CH-li Heat, vapor, and liquid flow (ncluding heterogeneous fracture flow) near WPs are
dominated by heat conduction (and possibly vapor diffusion) and are thereore predictable.

CH-2. WP temperatures above the boiling point, and/or a AT between the WP and drift wall, result
in a significant reduction In RH and the absence of mobile liquid water on WPs.

CH-3: Ambient (humid) WP conditions are restored after WP temperatures have substantially
cooled (Le., well after the end of the boiling period).

The above-boiling heating stages of the LBT and of ESF thennal tests are needed to support the
resolution of hypotheses CH-1, CH-2, and CH-3 and to further support the resolution of hypotheses
MH-1, MH-2, and MH-3. It Is easier to evaluate the significance of buoyant gas-phase convection when
thermal testing Is conducted under above-boiling conditions [Buscheck et al., 1993b). As discussed in
Sec. 1.9.8A., the cooldown rewetting stage of an above-oiling thermal test can provide significant
diagnostic information about the degree of vapor diffusion enhancement.

Resolution of hypothesis CH-I would be facilitated by testing the following subsidiary
hypotheses:

CH-la. Mountain-scale, buoyant gas-phase convection does not dominate heat flow in the UZ.
CII-1b: The net infiltration flux above the repository (and below the PTn unit) is not high enough to

substantially decrease the vertical thickness of the superheated zone (the zone of above-
boiling temperatures) above the repository.

C- TI: he Integrity of the superheated zone is not substantially compromised by variability in
the heat load distribution (including edge-cooling effects) or by heterogeneity In the
distribution of Infiltration flux and condensate drainage. In other words, focused advective.
liquid-phase flow does not overwhelm the decay-heat-driven heat flux enough to permanently
collapse (down to WP locations) local regions of the superheated zone.

If It is substantially enhanced, vapor diffusion Increases the heat loss from the repository (and
from WPs) in a predictable manner (which is very simlar to that resulting from heat conduction). The
net infiltration flux (in particular, that below the PTn unit) may be reduced If the decay-heat-
steepened, near-ground-surface temperature gradient increases the evapo-transpirative loss of moisture
to the atmosphere.

Resolution of hypothesis CH-2 would be facilitated by testing the following subsidiary
hypotheses:

CH-2a: Variability in the heat load distribution and/or heterogeneity in gas- and liquid-phase
(fracture) pathways does not focus enough Infiltration flux and condensate drainage to drip onto
WPs.

CH-2b: Vaporization and vapor flow are not throttled by low k, to cause a large enough increase in
Ps that suppresses RH reduction.

In addition to heterogeneity, subsidiary hypothesis CH-2a also depends on whether the net
infiltration flux Is high enough (at least locally) to collapse regions of the superheated zone. If
It is substantially enhanced, vapor diffusion tends to NItigate the effects of nonequilibrium
liquid-phase fracture flow and thereby helps to maintain drier WP conditions.
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Resolution of hypothesis CH-3 would be facilitated by testing the following subsidiary
hypothesis:

CR-3a: The net infiltration flux above the repository (and below the Pfh unit) is not high enough to
allow the rewetting front In the rock matrix to closely follow the retreat of the nominal boiling
front

A highly spatially heterogeneous and episodic distribution of infiltration flux could focus liquid-
phase flux onto no more than a few WPs, while reducing the overall rate of rewetting of the dryout
zone. The latter effect would occur If episodic nonequilibriurn liquid-phase fracture flow drained
quickly through the dryout zone before being completely hmbibed by the rock matrix. Whether the
liquid-phase flux reaching WPs occurs primarily as episodic pulses or as steady "seeps and weeps" will
significantly affect waste-form degradation and radionuclide dissolution and release from WPs. If It is
substantially enhanced, vapor diffusion tends to suppress fast liquid-phase rewetting of the rock
matrix and nonequilibrium liquid-phase fracture flow.

1.9.3 Purpose of Thermal-Hydrological Testing

In situ thermal tests (also called heater tests) have been Included in the SCP [DOE, 19881 in
response to regulatory requirements for site dharacterization and to test the coupled thermal-
hydrological-geomechardcal-geochemIcal (T-H-M-C) process models required to assess the total
system performance at the site. In situ heater tests conducted under thermal loading conditions that are
reasonably representative of repository conditions are required to provide an understanding of coupled
processes, including the following-

1. T-H behavior, with emphasis on Identifying the dominant mode(s) of beat flow and the
dominant T-H regime(s) (Sec. 1.83); te degree of vapor diffusion ethancement; modes of water contact
on WPs; and heat-driven alteration of flow and transport properties in the engineered and natural
barriers.

2. Geochemical behavior, with emphasis on coupling with T-H behavior; alteration of flow and
transport properties; and the resulting chemistry of water that returns to the EBS (possibly induding
backfill) and WP locations.

3. Geomechanlcal behavior, with emphasis on heat-driven opening and dosing of fractures and the
Initiation of new frachures and on the influence of those effects on flow and transport properties, on T-H
behavior, and on the geomechanical stability of the emplacement drifts.

4. The influence of Introduced (man-made) materials, such as backfill, on coupled T-H-M-C
processes, with emphasis on water contact modes and the related chmstry.

Several tests, whose objective Is to understand these processes, are descried in the SCP IDOE,
19881. To understand the many coupled processes that are likely to occur In the host rock, and to
adequately sample the variety of rock types required for repository performance assessment, snore tan
one type and location of test are likely to be required. The sufficiency of any test (with respect to scope,
size, and duration) for making findings on the compliance of the site with the performance objectives
will depend on adequate representation of the heterogeneity of the rock being tested and on the waste
isolation strategy that is adopted by the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System (CRWMS).
A waste isolation strategy Is currently being developed by CRWMS, but has not yet been formally
adopted. A waste Isolation strategy that Is based on talking advantage of waste emplacement in the UZ
and on the constructive use of decay heat could indlude the following five elements:

* Favorable environment for WPs provided by (a) the unsaturated host rock, (b) the low liquid-
phase flux near WPs, and (c) an extended period of low relative humidity RH on WPs (low RH until
WPs are relatively cool).

* Long-term radionuclide containment provided by robust WPs in conjunction with a favorable WP
environment.
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* Limited mobilization of radionudides within the WPs provided by minimal moisture contact by
liquid-phase flux and condensation of water vapor.

* Slow release and transport of radionuclides through the enoneered barrier system CBS)
provided by limited liquid-phase flux and low moisture content In the EBS.

* Slow migration and significant dilution of radionuclides in the geosphere.
Slow rewetting of the dryout zone (addressed by hypothesis CH-3) may be a major factor

contributing to slow radionuclide migration in the UZ. Decay-beat-driven, buoyant liquid-phase
convection in the SZ may be the major mechanism driving radionucide dilution in the geosphere for
tens of thousands of years [Busdheck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a1. Heater testing in
the ESF and the LET [Un et al., 19941 and related analyses will provide key essential technical input
for virtually all of the waste isolation elements.

1.9A Factors Affecting Thermal Test Size and Duration

The required size and duration of in sat thermnal tests are Influenced by regulatory requirements,
model testing needs, and the need for scientific aedibility. The requirements of the Nuclear Regulatoay
Commission (NRC) relevant to in situ testing are found in 10 CFR 60 [NRC, 1990]. Site characterization
must include in situ exploration and testing at the depths at which WPs would be emplaced unless the
Commission detenines that this is not necessary for a specific site [NRC, 19901. The results of in sit
testing will be used to develop the information contained in the safety analysis report (SAR) that will
be part of the license application (LA). The SAR must include a description of the hydrological,
geocheical, and geomechanicul properties and conditions of the site and the anticipated response of
these systems to the madmum design thermal load of the repository [NRC, 19901.

The assessment of the site presented In the SAR must include an evaluation of repository
performance and a description of the measures used to test the adequacy of the process models that
provide the basis for performance assessment. The analyses must be supported by an appropriate
combination of in situ tests, laboratory tests representative of field conditions, monitoring data, and
natural analog studies [NRC, 19901. The NRC issued its "Generic Technical Position on In situ Testing
During Site Characterization for High-Level Nuclear Waste Repositories" (GTP) to provide guidance
to the DOE on in situ testing [NRC, 19851 The introductory sections of the GTP state that in situ tests
should represent a realistic repository environment as closely as possible. However, it was recognized
that the time available for these tests is far shorter than the period of post-closure performance. The
NRC staff NRC, 19851 specifically noted that there Is a deficient understanding of the effects of heat
on rock and mineral behavior as well as the induced hydrological and geochemical changes." The
results of in situ tests can be used to test the process models and to reduce the uncertainties In the
prediction process.

L9.5 Physical Criteria Affecting Thermal Test Size and Duration

Because of limited time before the license application (LA) in 2001, some of the in situ ESF thermal
tests will have to be accelerated relative to actual thermal loading conditions. A major objective of in
situ thermal test analysis [Buscheck et al., 1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b] Is to examine the trade-offs
between test duration (and heating rate) and the generation of T-H conditions applicable to repository
performance during the entire temal loading cycle, Including heatup and cooldown. During both
heatup and cooldown, the thermal test will accelerate changes In time and space, including the
following.

1. The transition from sub-boiling to boiling conditions.
2. The transition from boiling to above-boiling conditions.
3. The transition from above-boiing to sub-boling conditions.
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It Is important that the accelerated thermal cycle not predude the occurrence of coupled T-H.M-c
phenomena that may be Important to boain& dryout, and rewetting under actual repository conditions.
It is equally important that the accelerated thermal cycle not Introduce complex phenomena that are
not relevant to actual repository conditions.

An important part of this study is to conduct T-H scoping calculations of the ESF thmal tests in
order to design tests that provide useful and timely Information needed for resolution of the major
hypotheses and to observe potentially critical intercoupling between thermal-hydrological processes
and geomechanical and geochemical pocesses. The heat load must be applied to the rock during the
tests in a way that is relevant to repository conditions, and the experimental design must allow
substantial resolution of the major MH and CH hypotheses described In Sec. 1.9Z

A primary concern is that the area of beated rodc be large enough to accomplish the following:
* Incorporate a network of fractures that is sufficiently connected to allow examnation of

Important decay-heat-driven processes such as booling, vapor diffusion, buoyant gas-phase convection,
and nonequilibrium, liquid-phase fracture flow.

* Permit the possible development of condensate perching above the boiing zone.
* Examine whether heterogeneity in the gas- and liquid-phase pathways focuses enough

condensate drainage to cause water to drip onto WPs.
* Prevent edge-cooling effects from dominating T-H behavior.
* Diagnose the significance of buoyant gas-phase convection on moisture movement and heat flow.
Model calculations have already been conducted [Buscheck et aL, 1993a; Buschedc et al., 1993b

that address the question of in sit thermal test size. Those calculations show that a heated area of
1475 M2 would be adequate to prevent edge-cooling effects from dominating T-H behavior at the center
of the test. Section 1.9.82.1 addresses the question of thermal test size.

To determine the size and duration of the in situ thermal tests, the following criteria should also be
considered:

1. Volume of the dryout zone.
2. Rate of change of temperature.
3. Maxmum rock temperatures.
4. Spatial temperature gradients.
5. Extent and duration of condensate perching.
6. Velocity of the &pyout front.
The first criterion relates to he scale of the dryout zone relative to the scale of the heterogeneity

of the fracture properties, particularly fracture spacing and connectivity. Because boiligdriven dryout
and buoyant gas-phase convection are very dependent on the fracture system, it is necessary to dry out a
sufficient volume of rock to include an ternnected fracture system. Past estimates of this volume
were based on the assumption of at least one fracture per foot horizontally and many fewer fractures per
foot vertically. We estimated that a rock es of about 20 rn diameter would be large enough to have
interconnected fracture dusters [Buscheck et al., 1993b1. If the dryout zone Is small relative to the scle
of heterogeneity or connectivity, It may be that boiling-driven dryout, buoyant gas-phase convection,
and condensate drainage are completely dominated by the local heterognety. Moreover, models. that
incorporate bulk averages of matrix and fracture properties require tests In which bulk averages are
statistically meaningful.

The second, third, and fourth criteria relate to the potential for geomechanical and geochemica
effects to significantly alter the T-H properties In a way that Is not representative of repository
thernm loading conditions. The fifth and sixth criteria relate primarily to thermal-hydrological-
geochenical coupling at the refluxing front, which may result in geochemical alteration of fracture and
matrix properties. If the dryout front Is driven too quickly, there will be inadequate time for
geochemical effects to occur. Note that an Increase in boiling (and dryout rate) will be accompanied by
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an increased condensate flux in the refluxing zone. One might therefore expect that the increased

condensate flux would compensate for the reduced overall time during which a given region of fractured

rock is exposed to refluxdng conditions. If condensate sheds off the sides of the boiling zone, there will be

a net loss of fluid from the reflwudng system, increasing the overall rate of dryout. If condensate

shedding is particularly effective, substantial overdriving of the dryout rate (relative to applicable

repository conditions) will have the effect of reducing the potential for reflux-driven redistribution of

mnerals In fractures.

1.9.6 Numerical Models and Assumptions

19.6.1 V-TOUGH and NUFT Thermal-Hydrological Flow Codes

All thermal-hydrological calculations were carried out using the V-TOUGH Mectorized DTansport

of Disaturated frundwaterandlieat) code [Nitao, 19891 and NUFT Qonisothermal bsaturated-

Saturated Bow and Iransport) code INitao, 19931. V-TOUGH is Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory's enhanced version of the TOUGH code, which Is a mmb of the Mulkom family of

multiphase, multicomponent codes developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory IPruess, 19871. Both V-

TOUGH and NUFT are multidimensional numerical simulators capable of modeling the coupled

transport of water, vapor, air, and heat In fractured porous media. In addition to coupled multiphase

heat and fluid flow, NUFT can handle multicomponent aqueous- and nonaqueous-phase species

transport NUF! is a highly efficient and robust integrated finite difference code that describes the

flow of multiple phases and transport of multiple components in porous media under isothermal or

nonisothermal conditions [Nitao, 19931. NUFF solves the (nonlinear) partial differential equations for

the balance of component mass and energ. NUFr has an extensive suite of linear equation solvers that

allows efficient solution of practical thre-imensional problems that have ens of housads of

elements, great contrasts In element size, and sharp nonllearities in the governing equations. For this

work NUFT was configured to solve the flow and transport of air, water, and energy.

For both V-TOUGH and NUFF, the flow of fluid phases Is governed by the multiphase version of

Darcy's law, the diffusion of air and water vapor by Fcs law, and thermal conduction by Fourier's

law. Air, water vapor, and heat are transported by fluid advecdon In two phases, aqueous and gaseous.

Local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed between solid and fluid phases. Water property values

are calculated from steam tables. The code calculates the vaporization and condensation of water, and

the resulting absorption or release of latent heat based on local thermodynamic equilibrium.

1.9.6.2 Equivalent Continuum Model

Because of the impracticality of discretely accounting for all of the fractures at Yucca Mountain, it

Is often found to be necessary to account for fractures using the equivalent continuum model (ECM). The

assumption of capillary-pressure and thermal equilibnum between fractures and matrix allows the

fracture and atrix properties to be pore-volume-averaged Into an equivalent mediun. The bulk

porosity Ob, bulk saturation Sb, and bulk hydraulic conductivity Kb of the equivalent medium ar given

by the relations

b Of + (- fhm 
)

Sb = S¢ff+ SO lv MOM x
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Kb -Km (I - Q)+ Kgff 3)

where the subscripts m and f refer to the matrix and fiactures, respectively. Because of het low Km
In the LIZ, the value of K is almost corpletely determined by Kf and of for most fracture spacings and
permeabilities.

L9.6.3 Thermal-Hydrological Properties

All major hydrostratigraphic units In the UZ at Yucca Mountain are included n the models
[Klavetter and Peters, 1986; Peters et al., 19841. This hydrostratigraphic profile has been used in
previous modeling studies of nonequllibriumn liquid-phase fractre flow IBuscheckc et al., 19911 studies
of T-H behavior at the drift and repository scale Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Nitao,
1993a; Busdeck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck et a., 1994; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; and Busdheck and
Nitao, 1994b1, and scoping studies of large-scale in situ thermal tests Buscheck et a., 1993a; and
Buscheck et aL, 1993bl. The data for wet and dry thermal conductivity Ktit were obtained from the
Reference Information Base (RIB) (DOE, 19901. We applied the RIB version 3 Kt1 values, as we did in
previous T-H calculations (Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buschek et al., 1993a; and Buscheck et al.,
1993bi. As In those previous studies, we assumed initial saturation conditions corresponding to the
steady-state saturation profile obtained by Buscheck et al. 19911 for a net infiltration flux of 0 mm/yr,
yielding a saturation of 68% at the thermal test horizon.

The reference-kb case assumed kb = 280 milidarcy (equivalent to three 100-pm fractures per meter).
To Investigate the sensitivity of T-H behavior to kb, we considered k4 - 1, 10, and 280 nillidarcy, and
84 darcy. Most of the calculations assumed "nominal" vapor diffusion (vapor diffusion tortuosity factor
% - 02). For kb = 280 nlidarcy, we also considered the case of "eanced" vapor diffusion (T = 20)
in which the rate of vapor diffusion is 100 ties greater than n the nominal case.

19.6.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

We assume the same Initial vertical distribution of temperature T, liquid-phase saturation SL, and
gas-phase pressure Pg as In previous calculations for a zero net infiltration flux Wuscheck et al., 1991;
Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Mtao, 1993a; uscheck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck et al.,
1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b; Buscheck et al, 1994; Buscheck and NItao, 1994a; Buscheck and Nitao,
1994bJ. We assume that the in sXu thermal tests are to be conducted at the repository horizon, which is
assumed to be 343.1 m below the ground surface IBuscheck et al., 1993a; and Buscheck et iL, 1993b].
Because of the relatively short duration of the in situ thermal tests, there Is not sufficient time for the
beaters to interfere with the model boundaries. Therefore, the results of this study are insensitive to
whether we treat the water table as a fixed-depth, constant-temperature boundary or explicitly
represent T-H flow In the SZ. The results are also Insensitive to the depth at which the ESF thermal
test Is conducted, as long as It is conducted primarily in the TSw2 unit (the repository host rock).
Differences in T, SL, and P. within the TSw1-TSw2 depth interval are negligible with respect to depth.

1.9.6.5 Thermal Test Configuration

This section describes the analysis of three basic types of in sit thermal test design
a. Plate thermal test: A uniformly heated disk-shaped area is approximated with the use of

horizontal-borehole-emplaced heaters In dosely spaced, parallel, small-diareter boreholes. The
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model used to analyze this test configuration assumes a uniform planar, disk-shaped heat source
with a vertical thickness of 15 m.

b. Sigle-drift thermal test This consists of a row of large-WP-sized heaters located on the center of
the floor of a drift having dimensions similar to those of an actual WP emplacement drift. The
model assumes that the heaters can be approximated by an infinitely long, line-heat load.

c. Single-drlft, winged thermal test. This has the same geometry as the single-drift thermal test with
the addition of two arrays of 'wing' heaters, which are emplaced In closely spaced, smafl-
diameter horizontal boreholes that effectively create a uniform planar heat load on either side of
the heater drift. This heating configuration can effectively simulate accelerated coalescence of the
boiling zones between neighboring WP emplacement drifts without resorting to excessively high
temperatures near the heater drift.
The in uitu heater tests are represented with two kinds of models [Duscheck et al., 1993a, and

Buscheck et al., 1993b]: (1) a two-dimensional, X-Z, vertical-cross-sectional model that assumes that
the heated footprint of the test is infinitely long in the third dinension, and (2) a 'quasi-three-
dimensional" R-Z model that assumes axsymmetry about the vertical axis through the center of the
heater array. The R-Z todel is used to represent thermal test configuration a.

For thermal test configurations b and c, the X-Z model explicitly represents the details of the drift
heaters, heater drifts, and wing heater arrays in the vertical plane transverse to the drift axis. The
cross-sectional dimension of the heater is 1.S x 15 m. The cross-sectional dimension of the heater drift
is 4A x 4A m. For the rfernce single-drift winged thermal test configuration, the wing heater aray
is assumed to generate a planar heat load over the interval 4 < I x I < 14 m from the drift centerline (on
either side of the heater drift). For the reference heating-rate case, the lineal heat load generated by
the drift heaters Is 0.8 kW/m along the drift axis, corresponding to an areal power density (APD) of 100
W/m 2 averaged over the interval (-4 < x c 4 n) separating the two win heater arrays. The inner half
of the wing heater arrays (4 c Ix I < 9 n) generates an APD of 105 W/:, while the outer half
generates an APD of 157.5 W/m2 . The entire heater array (drift heaters plus wing heaters) generates
an APD of 122 W/m2 average over the 28-n-wide heated area. Because it Is two-dimensional, this
model assumes that the heater drifts are infinitely lon& effectively neglecting heat loss due to heat
flow parallel to the drift axes. Two accelerated single-drift, winged thennal tests were also analyzed
with APDs of 177 and 236 W/m2 averaged over the 28-n-wide heated area.

The R-Z model represents a disk-shaped uniform heat source with a given radius and a vertical
thikness of 15 m. The R-Z model can be also used to approximate the effects of a finitelength, single-
drift, winged teral test heating a square region covering the same area as the disk. Because the
single-drift, winged heater test is designed to create a coalesced dryout region at very early time, it can
be approximated by a smeared-heat-source model. The R-Z model has the advantage of accurately
accounting for the overall heat flow (including the heat Row in the axial direction of the single-drift,
winged heater tests). In an earlier study of multi-drift heater tests [Buscheck et al., 1993a; and
Buscbec et al., 1993b), comparisons between the two-dimensional X-Z model and the R-Z model
showed outstanding agreement In rock temperature at the center of the heater array for the first 4 yr of
full-power heating. The dryout behavior predicted by the respective models also agreed reasonably
well for t > 2 yr. For the current study, we used the R-Z model to analyze heated areas of 50, 270,490,
1475, and 57 M2.

For the reference heating-rate case (APD = 122 Wfm 2), we considered three heating durations: 1-,
2-, and 4-yr full-power heating periods. The heater power is linearly ramped to zero In one year
following the end of the full-power heating period. For the accelerated-rate cases (APD - 177 and 236
W/m:2), we considered 1- and 2-yr fll-power heating periods.
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1.9.7 Post-Test Analysis of G-Tunnel Single-Element Heater Test

Decay-heat-driven moisture movement In the unsaturated tone at Yucca Mountain has been
modeled In the past using either equivalent-continuum (ECM) or Oess commronly) discrete-fracture
(DFM) models. The ECM assumes local thermodynaric equilibrium between the fractures and matrix
within a composite representative elementary volume (for a description of an implementation of the
ECM see Nitao [19881). Effectively, the ECM is a single-continuum model with composite characteristic
curves given as functions of bulk-averaged saturation. The DFM, on the other hand, separates the
fractures and matrix into distinct spatially discretized domains, which, therefore, can represent
disequilibrium between matrix and fractures. Because of this feature, the DFM Is well suited to
investigating the dynamics of decay-heat-generated condensate, on how much water inbibes into the
matrix by matric suction or drains down fractures. However, the ECM Is much more computationally
efficient than the DFM, so that It Is important to understand conditions under which use of the ECM is
appropriate. Section 1.13.2 sunn the advantages and disadvantages of the ECM and DCM.

Comparisons of thermal-hydrological behavior between the ECM and the DFM by Pruess et al.
[19901 assumed axisymmety with no gravity, and there was, therefore, very little difference between
the results obtained by the two approaches. Our work shows that the influence of gravity can lead, in
some cases, to significant differences. Forsythe [19901 has performed one of the few thermal-
hydrological calculations with discrete fracture and matrix elements Induding the effect of gravity.
However, our experience and theoretical work suggests that Forsythes matrix grid resolution was not
fine enough to accurately calculate the fracture-to-matrix imbibition term, which strongly affects
whether condensate drains.

About 6 to 9% of the volume of the matrix rock at the repository horizon Is occupied by liquid water.
Decay heat can vaporize significant amounts of this pore water under both sub-boiling and boiling
conditions. Which mechanisms dominate transport of the resulting vapor depends on the overall
connectedness and fluid conductivity of the fracture system, as characterized by the large-scale bulk
permeability kb Buscheck and Nltao, 1994a. There are three regimes with respect to advective gas
transport, which are characterized by ko ranges: (1) low-kb range (kb < 1-10 milldarcy), (2)
Intermediate-kb range (1-10 millidarcy < ko < 1-10 darcy), and (3) high-kb range (kbi, 1-10 darcy). In
the intermediate- and high-kb ranges, advective gas transport is not throttled by kl and can therefore
dominate moisture movement at the drift and repository scales. Gas-phase pressure gradients generated
by the evolving water vapor drive gas (air and water vapor) away from the dehydrating (boiling)
region; this advection is the primary mode of vapor transport for the intermediateLb range, while it is
one of the two primary modes for the high-ki range. In the high-kb range, the other primary mode of
vapor transport is decay-heat-driven buoyant gas-phase convection. For the low-kb range, because
advective vapor transport is throttled by kb, vapor diffusion is the primary mode of vapor transport;
vaporization creates a region of Increased vapor presure (centered at WPs), which causes an outward
diffusive vapor flux.

As water vapor in fractures is driven away from the repository, it reaches regions in which the
temperature Is below the local boiling point of water, where It condenses. Some of the condensate will
be WIbibed into the matrix by suction potentials. The remaining condensate will drain downwards in
fractures by gravity, Imbibing Into the matrix as It travels, until either (1) it returns to the dehydrating
region, where It is revaporized, (2) all of the water in the fracture is eventually imbibed into the
niatrix, (3) the fracture dead-ends, or (4) the water table or perded water body Is reached. Water in
(1) may recondense again above the dehydrating zone, where It can repeat the process, creating a
refluxing system Nitao, 19881 called a gravity-driven heat pipe.

A field test (Ramirez et al., 19911 (Prototype Engineered Barrier Test) was performed In 1988-1989
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for the Yucca Mountain Project In the G-tunnel Complex at
the Nevada Nuclear Test Site. The test took place within the Grouse Canyon member of the formtion,
a fractured welded tuff similar to that at the potential Yucca Mountain repository horizon. A 3-kW, 3-
m-long heater assembly was emplaced into a horizontal borehole 30 cn in diameter and was energized
for approximately 130 days followed by a 65 day linear rampdown period. Thermocouples, neutron
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probes, and psyhromer monitored the thermal and moisture response. Packed air-Injection tests were
performed before and after heatin, Indicating bulk permeabilities mostly within the 1-100 darcy
age. Some important observations were the following: (1) temperatures generally followed a thermal

conduction profile, except In a region to the side of the heater where, for a time, temperatures stayed at
the boiling point (2) the drying volume was accurately predicted by the ECK; (3) local drying In the
matrix occurred mostly adjacent to fractures; (4) gas phase pressures In the matrix were higher than in
fractures; (5) slightly more drying was observed below the heater than above; (6) temperature profiles
at some points were slightly higher above the heater than at corresponding distanes below; (7) there
was very little imbibition of condensate; and (8) some drainage into the borehole from fractures occurred
early in the test.

The test was simulated using NUFT to construct a three-dimensional hybrid DFM/ECM modeL A
single discrete fracture Is represented by a two-dimensional plane of elements that traverses the heater
at its midplane. The matrix on both sides of the fracture is 0.15 m thick and is modeled by a three-
dimensional slab of elements. The rest of the model consists of a three-dimensional system of ECM
elements. In this way we can model a finite heat source without he infinite-source assumption, which
would have overpredicted temperatures and rock dryout. Because of the approximate symmetry plane
at the fracture mndplane, we modeled the half-domain lying on one side of the fracture. Heat transfer
across the air gap from the heater to the borehole wal is modeled using the AH radiation law. Grid
resolution in he fracture plane was on the order of 0.1 m within the zone of interest in the vicinity of
the heater. Grid sizes in the matrix next to the fracture were on the order of hundreds of micrometers.
The resulting model has approxdmately 19,00 elements and takes around 10-20 hours to run on the IBM
RISC 6000/550. A pure-ECM model was also run for comparison.

Cases were run for fracture apertures of 10, , and 1048 jun. corresponding to kb - 0.280, 40, and
320 dardes, respectively, consistent with the range of gas permeability su ts at G-tunnel and
Yucca Mountain. Fracture characteristic curves were those for a sandy material. Matrix porosity (20%),
intrinsic matrix permeability (1.9 microdarcies), and initial liquid saturation (60%) were based on

- laboratory measurements. The capillary parameter a in the van Genuchten natric potential correlation
was calibrated using an Exhibition test WBuscheck and Nitao, 19881; the value of the m parameter was
taken from Peters et d. 119841. The calibrated a parameter effectively reduces the matric suction by a
factor of 40 with respect to the value in Peters et al. 119841.

Temperature histories at the lower borehole wall and at points 0.55 m below and 2A m above the
heater axis showed good agreement (Fig. 1.9-1). The 1048-pm case shows a higher-than-measured
temperature above the heater, possibly because buoyant gas-phase convection Is being overpredicted.
The 100- and 524S-pm cases appear to give the best fit The three cases give a good idea of the
sensitivity of temperature on aperture, which in the field is highly spatially variable. The good
agreement of temperature at the borehole was somewhat surprising considering that there was a 30-
401C difference between the top and bottom of the heater container surface, a difference that was also
observed In a laboratory benchtop experiment. Previous calculations using a linear heat transfer model
across the air gap gave slightly hier temperatures [Buscheck and Nitao, 19911 than measured. Rock
matrix dryout volume, as measured by the neutron probes, was predicted reasonably well by both DPM
and ECM (Fig. 1.9-2). The narrower dryout predicted by the DFM is caused by calculated flow resistance
to vapor as it escapes from the matrix into the fractures; the ECM approach, because of its equilibrium
assumption, has no matrix-to-fracture resistance. However, closer agreement by the ECM indicates that
boiling is not being "throttled" by the matrix, perhaps because of inicrofractures not considered in our
model or because the effective fracture spacing in the field was smaller. In the 524- and 1048i-m cases,
the ECM predicts much more buildup of condensate in the matrix, whereas the DFM predicts much less
because of higher condensate drainage fluxes and upward vapor dispersal by buoyant convection. Some
condensate buildup is predicted by both approaches in the 100-pm case. Note that the diameter of the
averaging kernel "seen" by the neutron probe was approximately 30 cm [Buscheck and Nitao, 1988].
Consistent with field measurements the 1048-pm DFM predicts slightly more ding below and
slightly less drying above the heater.
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The 100pm DFM predicts very little nonequilibium condensate drainage in the fracture plane, as
indicated by the liquid saturation in the fracture plane, while there is significant condensate drainage
in the 1048-pm case (Fig 1.9-3). At early times fracture flow in the 1048-pm case is dominated by
gravity (Fig. 1.9-3c); at the end of the full-power heating period (Fig. 1.9-3d), buoyant gas-phase
convection begins to play an Important role by moving vapor from below to above the heater, where it
condenses. Figures .94ac show the dimensionless saturation in the rmatrix, averaged in the direction
transverse to the fracture plane. The shapes of the contours reflect the shape of condensate in the
fracture. (The dimensionless saturation is the normalized amount of dryout compared to initial
saturation. It equals one at full saturation and minus one at complete dryout.) The medium-to-dark
shading around the heater is the region of relative diyout, with dark shading Indicating strong dryout.
The narrow white shading around this region is no net mange in saturation separating the regions of
diyout and increased relative saturation. Dark shading in the latter region indicates large increases in
saturation, while light shading indicates small increases. Figures 1.9-4bd show the dimensionless
rnatrix saturation in the vertical plane in the heater centerline perpendicular to the fracture plane.
The vertically symmetric profile In the 100-pm case indicates that the effect of gravity in the fracture
is negligible, while In the 1048-pn case, the matrix below the heater is drier while that above is
wetter (as observed in the field test), because of buoyant gas-phase convection. Our model results
indicate that buoyant gas-phase convection probably played a role in vapor movement. In both cases
drying occurs preferentially next to the borehole and fractures, which was also observed in the test.

Calculations of the G-tunnel heater test show that gravity drainage and buoyant gas-phase
convection are likely reasons why condensate buildup in the matrix was not observed in the in situ
heater test Preferential drying below and wetting above the heater lend some support for the
possibility that buoyant convection in the fractures is a factor driving moisture movement Temperature
predictions by all models were good, reflecting the fact that heat transfer In the rock was primarily by
thermal conduction. Because of the short duration and small spatial scale of the test, the local
condensate drainage flux during the G-tunnel test was probably much higher than that to be expected
for a repository beyond the first few hundred years.

19.8 Pre-Test Analysis of ESF Thermal Tests

L9.8.1 Overview

When this modeling study began, five major thermal test configurations were under consideration:
1. Single-element thermal test.
2. Plate thermal test.
3. Single-drift thermal test.
4. Single-drift, winged thermal test.
5. MultI-drift thermal test.
Because of their respective merits, early planning contemplated the concurrent running of at least

three of these configurations during the first set of ESF thermal tests. More recently, planning for the
first set of ESF thermal tests has focused on configurations 1 and 4. Configuration 5 (multi-drift thermal
test) will be used In the second set of ESF thermal tests, which will heat a larger area and will have
longer heatup aid cooldown periods. In the following sections, we analyze configurations 2,3, and 4.
Analyses of configuration 5 have also been conducted Buscheck et al., 1993a; Buscheck et al, 1993bl.
Calculations of small-area plate thernal tests (e g., the 50-m2 test described n Sec. 1.9.82) can be
applied to analyzing configuration 1, whereas calculations of large-area plate thermal tests (e.g., the
507-M2 test described in Sec 1.9.82) can be applied to analyzing configuration 5.
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In Sec. 1.9.82 we use the R-Z model to evaluate plate thermal test size and duration. The R-Z
model, which Is effectively a smeared-heat-source model, is directly applicable to the plate thermal
test; however, It can also be used to approximate the heating from a square heater array having the
same heated area as the disk-shaped heater army. This approximation yields a easonably accurate
representation of the temperature distribution for the multi-drift thermal test configuration [Buscheck
et al., 1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b1. After the dryout zones coalesce (t 2 2 yr), the R-Z model yields a
good representation of dryout behavior in the multi-drift test..Because the single-drift winged heater
test Is designed to create a coalesced dryout region at very early time, it can be accurately
approximated with the smeared-heat-source R-Z model. Therefore, the evaluation of plate thermal
test size and duration In Sec. 1.9.8.2 is also applicable to the single-drift, winged heater test.

In Secs. 1.9.83 and 1.9.8.4 we use the X-Z vertical-cross-sectional model, which explicitly
represents the details of the drift heaters, heater drifts, and wing heater arrays in the vertical plane
transverse to the drift axes. In Sec. 1.9.8.3 we analyze the single-drift heater test and compare It with
the reference single-drift, winged heater test. In Secs. 1.9.8A.1, 1.9.8.4.2, and 1.9.8A3 we analyze the
single-drift, winged heater test, and we discuss how the thermal tests can be used to differentiate
between the three major T-H regimes and to determine the degree to which vapor diffusion Is enhanced.
In Sec 1.9.84.1 we evaluate heater test size and duration and the representativeness of T-H behavior
in the single-drift, winged heater test as compared to the expected drift-scale T-H behavior in the
actual repository. In Sec. 1.9.8A2 we evaluate the effect of a heterogeneous distribution of bulk
permeability kb on dryout and rewettirg behavior and on the temperature distribution, and we consider
the implications these effects may have on a recommended thermal test duration. Finally, In
Sec. 1.9.8.43 we evaluate accelerated heating schedules.

1.9.8.2 Plate Thermal Test

In the plate thermal test, a disk-shaped area is uniformly heated. The plate heating configuration
could be achieved with horizontal-borehole-emplaced heaters in closely spaced, parallel, small-
diameter boreholes. This heating geometry was considered because It offers the advantage of being
accurately represented by an R-Z axis7ymnetric model. The R-Z model is computationally much more
economical than a corresponding three-dimensional model, and that economy makes It amenable to
parameter sensitivity analyses. The R-Z model also has the advantage (over two-dimensional
vertical-cross-sectional models) of being able to represent three-dimensional heat flow, so It Is better
able to represent the heat balance during the thermal test (particularly at late time). The finite areal
extent of the heater aray can be explicitly accounted for with this model. The R-Z model assumes a
uniform planar disk-shaped "smeared" heat source with a vertical thickness of 1.5 m. The R-Z model is
also useful in analyzing the single-drift, winged thermal test.

1.9.8.2-1 Evaluating Thermal Test Size and Duration

With the R-Z model, we analyzed heater array areas of 50, 270, 490, 1475, and 5077 m2, which
(more than adequately) span the range of Insufficiently sized to sufficiently sized thermal tests. In this
section, we focus on the ability of the ftermnal tests to differentiate between two of the three major
thermal-hydrological Cr-H) regimes described in Sec. 1.9.8.2, namely unthrottled, nonbuoyant
advective rock dryout and unthrottled, buoyant advective rock dryout. We therefore considered two
values of bulk permeability, with k-b - 280 nmllidarcy resulting in T-H behavior that is characteristic
of the unthrottled nonbuoyant regime and kb = 84 darcy resulting in T-H behavior that Is characteristic
of the unthrottled buoyant regime. Our goal is to identify the thermal test size and duration that are
sufficient to facilitate the determination of the dominant T-HI regime(s) in a timely fashion. We
assumed the value of doff = 0.2 for the vapor diffusion tortuosity factor, which corresponds to the case in
which vapor diffusion Is not enhanced.

The ability to distinguish between the buoyant and the nonbuoyant untirottled regimes has been
covered in previous studies IBuscheck et at., 1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b. Figure 1.9-5 shows the
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dimensionless liquid saturation distributions for a plate thermal test with a radius of 21.7 m and areal
power density APD = 78 W/m2 averaged over the 1475-m2 heated area. As in past studies [Buscheck et
al., 1993b1, when analyzing dryout and re-wetting behavior we use the dimensionless liquid saturation
SL givenby

YL S - neiwt if SL < SAdt,(4)

SL SLkt
YL 5 t-oxax -FStit If SL > S t (

where SL is the current liquid saturation, SLwjt Is the initial (or ambient) liquid saturation, and
SLZax is the maximum liquid saturation (usually taken to be unity). For the 280-mfllidarcy case
(Fig. 1.9-5ab), buoyant gas-phase convection does not significantly affect the direction of vapor flow,
so vapor flow is vertically symmetrical about the heater horizon. The effect of the symmanetrical vapor
flow is partially offset by condensate shedding, which results in a greater condensate volume below the
heater horizon (g. 1.9-60. The equivalent continuum model ECM) probably und nts how
nonequflibrium fracture flow may result in significant condensate shedding during the thermal tests.

For the 84-darcy case Fig. 1.9-5cd), buoyant gas-phase convection dominates the direction of .
vapor flow, so that all of the vapor flow is driven upward to where it condenses above the dryout zone.
The effect of the vertically asymmetrical vapor flow on the condensate distribution can also be seen in
Hg. 1.9-6d-f. Condensate shedding resulting from nonequilibrium fracture flow may substantially offset
(i.e., mask) the effects of buoyant gas-phase convection on the condensate distribution. Consequently, in
situ measurements of changes in the liquid saturation distribution may be an inadequate indicator of the
significance of gas-phase buoyancy. It is therefore desirable to have some other means of diagnosing
the significance of gas-phase buoyancy. If the heated area is large enough (as Is the case for 1475 m)
the temperature distribution is highly diagnostic of the Importance of gas-phase buoyancy and is
insensitive to whether substantial condensate shedding occurs.

The influence of vapor and condensate flow on the temperature profile is very apparent in the 280-
millidarcy and 84-darcy cases (Fig. 1.9-6a-c). The temperature profile is flattened at the nominal
boiling point (Tb 960. Vapor is driven (by higher Pv in the boiling zone) away from the heater
horizon to where lower temperatures cause It to condense. Above the heater horizon, much of this
condensate returns to the boiling zone, driven by three mechanisms (1) capillary hbibition in the
matrix, (2) capillary imbibition in small-aperture fractures, and (3) gravity drainage in fractures.
Gravity drainage in the matrix is not significant in comparison with matrix imbibition, which is driven
by very strong capillary pressure gradients that arise from liquid saturation gradients at the dryout
front. Below the heater horizon, only the first two nechanisms, capillary imbibition in the matrix and
fractures, contribute to condensate flow back toward the boiling zone; the third mechanism, gravity
drainage In fractures, tends to drain condensate away from the boiling zone.

Above the heater horizon, the return flow of condensate toward the boiling zone establishes a heat
transfer mechanism (driven by the convection of latent heat) called the gravity-driven heat-pipe
effect [Nitao, 19881. If this heat transfer mechanism occurs below the heater horizon, it is driven by the
capillary-driven heat-pipe effect. Pruess et al. 19841 were the first to model the capillary-driven
heat-pipe effect in conjunction with T-H behavior at Yucca Mountain. Given adequately high mass flux
rates of the countercurrent flow of vapor and condensate, heat pipes can sustain a given heat flux with a
much shallower temperature gradient than is associated with conduction. Consequently, heat pipes are
associated with a flat temperature profile, with temperatures close to 961C, if kb is large enough not to
cause Pv to rise substantially above I atm. Mass fluxes associated with gravity-driven fracture flow are
generally greater than those associated with capillary-driven flow in either the matrix or fractures.

aw', Above the heater horizon, condensate drainage In fractures is generally the doninant source of liquid
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flow back to the boiling zone. While the flattening of the temperature profile above the heater
horizon results primarily from gravity-driven refluxing (the heat-pipe effect), the flattening of the
temperature profile below the heater horizon n the 280-millidarcy case results from capillary-driven
heat-pipe effect. Because all of the vapor flow is upward In the 84-darcy case, there is no heat-pipe
zone below the heater horizon.

The vertical temperature profiles (Fig. 1.-6a-c) are dearly diagnostic of buoyant versus
nonbuoyant behavior. For the 280-millidarcy case, the vertical temperature profile is vertically
symmetrical about the heater horizon. The flattening of the temperature profile at 960C occurs both
above and below the heater horizon in the 280-niUldarcy case, while for the 84-darcy it occurs only
above the heater horizon. The verticil extent of the upper flattened-temperature zone (e., the heat-
pipe zone) in the buoyant (84-darcy) case is more than three times that in the nonbuoyant (280-
millidarcy) case. The upper boiling front is also higher In the buoyant than in the nonbuoyant case.
This difference in front heights amounts to 3 m at t - yr, 6 m at t - 2 yr, and 9 m at t - 4 yr (Fig. L
6a-c). For the 84-darcy case, the vertical asymmetry is quite evident at t = 2 yr; the upper boiling front
is 12 m above the heater horizon, while the lower boiling front is only 3 m below the heater horizon.
Therefore, within the first 2 yr of full-power beating, the 1475-m2 test can clearly discriminate
between the buoyant md nonbuoyant unthrottled regimes.

Figures 1.9-7 and 1.9-8 provide virtally the same picture as those in Figs. 1.9-5 and 1.9-6, but for a
plate thermal test with a radius of 40.2 m and APD - 78 W/m2 averaged over the 5077-rn 2 heated
area. Figures 1.9-8a-c indicate that the difference in the upper boiling front heights is virtually the
same as that in the 1475-mn2 case. Therefore, with respect to the ability of these respective thermal
tests to discriminate between the buoyant and nonbuoyant unthrottled regimes, there is no apparent
advantage to going to a larger test size than the 1475-r 2 case.

To investigate the minimum thermal test size that could be used to diagnose the significance of gas-
phase buoyancy, we analyzed a plate thermal test with a radius of 4.0 m and APD - 247 Wm 2

averaged over the 50-r 2 heated area (Figs. 1.9-9 and 1.9-10). As in the 1475-m 2 and 5077-m 2 tests,.the
280-inilldarcy case results in vertically symmetrical vapor flow MFlg. 19-9), while the 84-darcy case
results in vertically asymmetrical vapor flow (Fig. 1.9-9). Unlike the larger tests, the 50-M2 test
creates very little condensate buildup above the dryout zone for the 280rnillidarcy case (Fig. l.9-1Oe-
f).

The 1475-M2 and 5077-rn2 tests (Figs. 1.9-5ab and 1.9-7ab) result in very broad, tabular dryout
zones and well-developed, tabular zones of condensate buildup, whereas the 50-r 2 test results in a
spherical dryout zone, surrounded by a very diffuse, weakly-developed zone of condensate buildup
(Fig. 1.9-9ab). Because of their size, the 1475-r 2 and 5077-m2 tests have a broad region in which heat
flow is effectively linear (upwards and downwards), while heat flow in the 50-m2 test is essentially
spherical. In the 1475-rn2 and 5077-m2 tests, the temperature at the center of the heater array increases
almost linearly with time (Fig. 1.9-11a). Accordingly, the vertical thickness of the dryout zone also
grows linearly with time (Fig. 1.9-11b). Because of the spherical heat flow in the 50O 2 test, the
maximum temperature Is nearly attained within the first year (Fig. 1.9-I0a-c and 1.9-11a).
Accordingly, the maximum spatial extent of dryout zone in the 50-n 2 test is effectively attained
within the first year (Fig. 1.9-11b). Because the boiling front is not expanding after the first year, a
diminishing mass flux of water vapor Is being generated. Condensate buildup is consequently minimal
because condensate can shed off the sides of the boiling zone and/or be imbied by the surrounding rock
matrix about as fast as it is generated. This behavior is consistent with observations made during the G-
Tunnel single-element heater test [Ranrez et al., 19911, in which there was virtually no indication of
any rase in liquid saturation in the condensation zone (or anywhere outside the dryout zone). It is
important to note that any single-element heater test (regardless of its heated length) would result in
minimal condensate buildup (and rninimal refludng) above the boiling zone. The absence of any
refluxing zone would seriously degrade the ability of a thermal test to provide for observations of
potentially important intercoupling between T-H and geochenical processes, particularly how it may
influence fracture-matrix flow behavior.
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For the 84-darcy case, the 50-m2 thermal test does result in a narrow zone of condensate buildup
above the boiling zone (Fig. 1.9-lOd-4). However, the effect of buoyant convection-dominated vapor
flow is not apparent in the vertical temperature profile (Fig. 1.9-I0a-c). The corresponding vertiCal
temperature profiles for the 280-millidarcy and 84-darcy cases are virtually indistinguishable from
each other. A 50-m 2 thermal test is therefore not large enough to diagnose the significance of gas-phase
buoyancy. It is important to note that any single-element heater test (regardless of its heated length) is
unlikely to provide any useful information about the significance of gas-phase buoyancy.

To continue the detenrination of the minimum thermal test size that could be used to diagnose the
significance of gas-phase buoyancy, we analyzed a plate thermal test with a radius of 93 m and APD =
117 W/m2 averaged over the 271-rn heated area. As in the three test sizes already analyzed, the 280-
millidarcy case results in vertically symmetrical vapor flow (Fig. 1.9-12), while the 84-darcy case
results in strong vertical asymmetry. Unlike the 50-ni2 test, the 271-m 2 test does result in a narrow zone
of condensate buildup for the 280-nllildarcy case (Fig. 1.9-13d--f), which effectively reaches ts
maximum extent within the first year. Because of its small size, the 271-m2 test effectively results in
spherical heat flow. The effect of gas-phase buoyant convection-dorinated vapor flow can be seen in
the vertical temperature profile (Fig. 1.9-13a-c); however, the resulting upward shift in the upper
boiling frontis only 2 m at t 2 yr (as against6 m in the 1475-m2 test) and does not continue to grow as in
the 1475-M2 and 5077-M2 tests (Figs. 1.9-6a-c and 1.9-Ba-c). The 271-m 2 thermal test is therefore only
marginally useful in diagnosing the significance of gas-phase buoyancy.

To better determine the minimum thermal test size that could be used to diagnose the significance of
gas-phase buoyancy, we analyzed a plate thermal test with a radius of 125 m and APD = 105 W/m2

averaged over the 490-m 2 heated area. As in the four test sizes already described, the 280-milhidarcy
case results in vertically symmetrical vapor flow (Fig. 1.9-14), while the 84-darcy case results in strong
vertical asymnetry (Fig. 1.9-14). The difference in upper boiling front heights (in the buoyant versus
nonbuoyant case) amounts to 3 m at t - 1 yr, 4 m at t - 2 yr, and 6 m at t - 4 yr (Fig. 1.9-15a-c). For the
84-darcy case, the vertical asymmetry is already evident at t = 1 yr; the upper boiling front is 6A m
above the heater horizon, while the lower boiling front is only 2 m below the heater horizon. At t =
2 yr, the upper boiling front is 10A m above the heater horizon, while the lower boilin front is only
3.7 m below the heater horizon. Within the first 2 yr of fufl-power heating, the 490-m heater test can
therefore clearly discriminate between the buoyant and the nonbuoyant unthrottled regimes.

It is important to consider the relation between dryout zone thickness and temperature (fig. 1.9-1ic)
In optimizing a thermal test design. Ideally, an adequately thick dryout zone could be created without
resorting to temperatures that were too high to be representative of actual repository conditions. For a
relatively short-duration, accelerated-rate thermal test, t is desirable to create an adequately thick
dryout zone in about 1.5 to 4 yr. As is discussed In Sec. 1.9.8A3, achieving a given dryout zone thickness
sooner (as Is accomplished with an accelerated heating rate) will come at the price of higher
temperatures. One can limit the temperature required to achieve a given dryout zone thickness within a
given time if the heated area is large enough. The APDs of the five cases considered in this section
(Fig. 1.9-11) were chosen so that the temperature Te at the center of the heater array fell in the range
215 < Tc < 2300C at t - 4 yr. Because the Influence of the edge-cooling effect on Tc increases with
decreasing test size, the smaller tests require a higher APD to achieve a given Te at a given time.
Figure 1.9-11c dearly shows that the Te associated with a given dryout zone thickness increases with
decreasing thermal test size. Because the edge-cooling effect is greater for a smaller test size, it is
necessary to drive Te higher to compensate for the greater lateral heat loss and still dry out a given
thickness within a given time. Note that the 1475- and 5077-n 2 tests have virtually the same
relationship between dryout zone thickness and temperature. Apparently, for (at least) the first five
years, the temperature behavior at the center of the 1475- and 5077m 2 tests is essentially that of an
infinitely large heated area. The nearly linear temperature rise (Fig. 1.9-11a) and linear increase in
dryout zone thickness (Fig. 1.9-llb) are also indicative of this fact.

A dose Inspection of the 490-, 1475-, and 5077-m 2 tests (Fig 1.9-11c) indicates that the minimum
test area that limits the temperature rise associated with a given dryout zone thickness falls in the
range 1000 to 1500 i 2 . C7hese areas correspond to disk radii of 17.8 and 213 m, respectively.) This
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minimum area is applicable to a test having up to a 5-yr fll-power heating period. The minimum test
size would be larger for a longer-term thermal test.

1.9.8.3 Single-Drift Thermal Test

In this section we continue to address the ability of thermal tests to differentiate between two of
the three major T-H regimes described in Sec. 1.9.82, namely unthrottled, nonbuoyant advective rock
dryout and unthrottled, buoyant advective rock dryout. For the single-drift test, we considered kb - 280
mildidarcy, which results in T-H behavior that is characteristic of the unthrottled nonbuoyant regime,
and kb = 84 darcy, which results in T-H behavior that Is characteristic of the unthrottled buoyant
regime. Our goal Is to identify the thermal test size and duration that are sufficient to facilitate the
detenrlnation of the dominant T-H regime(s) in a timely fashion.

The single-drift thermal test is analyzed using the X-Z model, which explicitly represents the
details of the drift heaters and heater drifts in the vertical plane transverse to the drift axes (Fig. 1.9-
16). The X-Z model assumes an infinitely long row of drift heaters. If the heated length is long enough,
this assumption can be reasonable. In an earlier study of mult-drift heater tests [Buscheck et al., 1993a;
and Buscheck et al., 1993b1, comparisons between the X-Z and R-Z models showed outstanding
agreement In rock temperature at the center of the three-drift, 1475-rn2 thermal test for the first 4 yr of
full-power heating. The dryout behaviors at the center of the test predicted by the two models also
agreed reasonably well after the dryout zones coalesced (t > 2 yr). The heated length of the three-drift
test was 38A m. It Is therefore reasonable to assume that If the single-drift thermal test has a heated
length of about 40 m, then T-H behavior at the center of the test should be that of an infinitely long
heater test.

We analyzed a range of lineal heat loads and found that a lineal heat load of at least 2.1 kW/m
was needed to create a vertical dryout zone thickness of 20 m within 4 yr (Figs. 1.9-17f and 1.9-18b).
The substantial lateral heat loss in a single-drift test necessitates a very high centerline temperature
T, to achieve a significant vertical dryout zone thickness. As In the plate heater test, the 280-
millidarcy case results in vertically symmetrical vapor flow, while the 84-darcy case results in strong
vertical asymmetry (Fig. 1.9-16). The difference in upper boiling front heights (in the buoyant versus
nonbuoyant case) amounts to 2 m at t - 1 yr, 4 m at t - 2 yr, and 8 m at t - 4 yr (Fig. 1.9-17a-c). For the
84-darcy case, the vertical asymmetry is already evident at t - 2 yr; the leading edge of the upper
boiling zone is 15 m above the heater horizon, while the leading edge of the lower boiling zone is only
55 m below the heater horizon. Within the first 2 yr of fil-power heating, the 2.1-kW/m, single-
drift thermal test can therefore dearly discriminate between the buoyant and nonbuoyant unthrottled
regimes.

For the 280-millidarcy case, the zone of condensate buildup is relatively narrow (ig. 14.9-17d--f).
The line-head load geometry results in radial heat flow and a cylindrical dryout zone that is
sunounded by a well-developed zone of condensate buildup (Fig. 1.9-16a-b). Because the ECM does not
account for nonequilibrium fracre flow, it probably underrepresents condensate shedding around the
dryout zone and overrepresents condensate buildup. Therefore, the singledrift thermal test may not be
able to create a significant refluxing zone above the heaters. The absence of any refluxing zone would
seriously degrade the ability of a thermal test to provide for observations of potentially critical
intercoupling between T-H and geochenical processes.

1.9.83.1 Minimizng the Effect of Lateral Heat Loss

Because of the strong lateral heat loss associated with the single-drift heater test, achieving a
given dryout zone thickness comes at the price of high temperatures (Fig. 1.9-1&). To achieve a dryout
zone thickness of 20 m, it is necessary to drive Tc to 315C One can limit the temperature required to
achieve a given dryout zone thickness within a given time if the heated area is large enough.
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To minimize the temperature rise associated with a given dryout zone thickness, we considered the
single-drft, winged heater configuration. In this configuration, the heater drift Is flanked by two
horizontal-borehole-emplaced arrays of closely spaced wing heaters. Because of the close heater
spacing the wing heater array is assumed to generate a planar heat load. We considered several wing
heater configurations:

1. Wing heater amys generating an APD of 105 W/m 2 averaged over the interval 4 < I x I < 9 m
from the drift centerline.

2. Wing heater arrays generating an APD of 105 W/m2 averaged over the Interval 4 < I x I < 14 m.

3. Wing heater aays generating an APD of 105 W/m2 averaged over the interval 4 < I x I < 9 m
and 1575 W/m2 over the Interval 9 < Ix I c 14 m. (Tlis Is the reference single-drift, winged thermal
test case.)

For all three cases, the lineal heat load generated by the drift heaters is 0.8 kW/m along the drift
axis, corresponding to an areal power density (APD) of 100 W/m 2 averaged over the interval (-4 < x <
4 n) separating the two wing heater arrays.

The second configuration did a better job of minimizing the centerline temperature Tc associated
with a given dryout zone thickness than the first configuration. The third configuration did a still
better job, and It also achieved a given dryout zone thickness sooner than the other configurations.
Increasing the APD by 50% for the outer half of the wing heater array substantially reduces lateral
heat loss. This configuration functions like a test with a wider wing-heater span. For the reference
wing-heater case, a dryout zone thickness of 20 m is achieved (Fig. 1.9-18c) with Tc - 2391C, whereas
T - 3150C is required when no wing heaters are used.

1.9.8A Single-Drift, Winged Thermal Test

In this section, we analyze the reference single-drift, winged heater test configuration, which was
established on the basis of the analysis described in Sec. 1.98.3.1. The reference case has an APD of 122
W/m 2 averaged over the heated area. In this section, we address the ability of the thermal tests to
differentiate between the three major thermal-hydrological (T-H) regimes described n Sec. 1.9.8.2 To
address all ffiree regimes, we considered kb = 1,10, and 280 mllidarcy, and 84 darcy. For most of the
calculations we assumed the value Teff - 02 for tortuosity factor, which corresponds to the case of
nominal vapor diffusion (in which vapor diffusion is not enhanced). For kb =280 nilhidarcy, we also
considered the case of "enhanced' vapor diffusion (;f = 20) in which the rate of vapor diffusion is 100
times greater than in the nominal case.

Figure 1.9-19 shows the dimensionless liquid saturation distributions for the 280-millidarcy case
during a 4-yr full-power heating period. The dryout zones created by the drift heaters and wing heater
arrays are just beginning to coalesce at t - 05 yr, at t = 1 yr, coalescence is fairly complete; and at a

2 yr, a well-defined tabular dryout zone, surrounded by a tabular zone of condensate buildup, has
developed. Because the 280-rillidarcy case pertains to the unthrottled nonbuoyant regime, vapor flow
is vertically symmetrical about the heater horizon. The effect of the symmetrical vapor flow is
partially offset by condensate shedding, whih results in a larger condensate volume below the heater
horizon (Fig. 1.9-19cd). The ECM probably underrepresents how nonequilibrium fracture flow may
result in significant condensate shedding during the thermal tests.

Figure 1.9-20 shows the vertical temperature profile along the centerline of the single-drift;
winged therml test at t = 2 yr. The vertical temperature profile is vertically symmetrical except
inside the heater drifL This asymmetry results from the vertically asymmetrical heating geometry
inside the drift the heater sits directly on the floor of the drift, and the upper wall of the drift is
2.9 m above the top of the drift heaters. The temperature gradient above the heater arises from
thermal radiation from the drift heaters to the drift wall surfaces, whereas the temperature gradient
below the heater arises from heat conduction in the rock.
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All of the calculations in this report were conducted with the RIB version 3 data for thermal
conductivity h [DOE, 19901. Most of the recent alcuations [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck and
Nitao, 1994b] of decay-heat-driven T-H behavior at Yucca Mountain use the RIB version 4 X, dati.
We repeated the calculation of the single-drift, winged heater test with RIB version 4 Kt data and
found very small differences in T-H behavior between these two cases. Because the dry value for Ah for
the TSw2 is somewhat lower in RJB version 3 (1.88 W/mC) than in RIB version 4 (2.1 W/m),
temperatures on the drift heater and upper drift wall are about 100C higher in the RIB version 3 case.
Therefore, had we conducted the calculations in this report with the more recent RIB version 4 Kt, it
would have made little difference, except that slightly lower maximum temperatures (near the
heaters) would have been predicted.

Figure 1.9-21 shows the horizontal temperature and liquid saturation profiles at the elevation of
the upper drift wall (2.9 m above the top of the drift heaters) during a 4-yr full-power heating period.
At t I yr, the temperature ilong most of heated horizon is at the nominal boiling point (96C);
temperatures are above boiling only in the immediate vicinity of the heater drift. The near-boiling
temperatures and liquid saturation buildup (Fig. 1.9-21b) at t I yr are Indicative of refluxing
conditions. Notice the two regions of pronounced condensate buildup (the outer edge of the heater drift
and the outer edge of the wing heater array), which are indicative of regions of significant condensate
flow. At t - 2 yr, the existence of a coalesced tabular dryout zone Is evidenced by the above-boiling
temperatures and the large reduction liquid saturation profile along the entire heated horizon. The
region of nearly saturated conditions at the outer edge of the wing heater array indicates a zone of
substantial condensate shedding. A dose inspection of the corresponding temperatures confirms this
observation. During a 4-yr full-power heating period, the outer condensate shedding zone is gradually
displaced laterally away from the heaters as It grows in width; the width of the shedding zone is
about 4 m at t - 2 yr, and It grows to about 10m at t -4 yr. This gradual movement of the condensate
shedding zone results in regions of rock being exposed to condensate shedding for considerable periods (2
to 3 yr) during the 4-yr full-power heating period. For a 2-yr full-power heating period, regions of rock
would be exposed to condensate shedding for up to I yr. Prolonged periods of condensate shedding in
fractures will provide an outstanding opportunity to observe potentially important intercoupling
between T-H and geochemical processes.

To address the ability of the single-drift, winged heater test to discriminate between the throttled
and unthrottled nonbuoyant T-H regimes, we considered kb = 1,10, and 280 nilidarcy. Figure 1.9-22
shows the vertical profiles of temperature T, liquid saturation SL, and gas-phase pressure P along the
centerline of the reference single-drift, winged heater test at t = 2 yr for these cases. The 28-
nillidarcy case Fig. 1.9-22a) is associated with a distinct flattening of the temperature profile at
96°C, both above and below the heater horizon. The flattened temperature zones correspond to the
refluxdng (e., heat pipe) zones. Such zones do not develop In the 1-millidarcy case; instead,
temperatures increase sharply with decreasing distance to the heater horizon. In the l0-millidarcy
case, the flattened temperature zones develop in a modified fashion, with temperatures increasing
modestly with decreasing distance to the heater horizon. On the basis of tis analysis, it appears that
the single-drift, winged thermal test will allow observations that will help determine the
significance of heat-pipes within the first 1 to 2 yr of full-power heating (item I In Table 1.9-1).

The differences in temperature profiles among these three cases are related to their different gas-
pressure profiles (Fig. 19-22c); for the 280-millidarcy case, P. rises only 0.05 atm, above ambient,
whereas P rises 35 atm above ambient in the 1-millidarcy case. The much higher Pg substantially
increases te saturation temperature Tst (ie., the actual boiling temperature). This ncrease in Tat
throttles the rate of rock diyout in the 1-millidar case, hereby decreasing the spatial extent of the
dryout zone (Fig. 1.9-22b). Because the rates of vaporization and return condensate flow are
substantially reduced, the large increase in P. also shuts down (or at least reduces) the heat-pipe
effect. In the 1n-millidarcy case, P rises 0.8 atm above ambient, resulting in a modest increase in Tat.
Rock dryout in this case Is gerefre only slightly throttled, so that its liquid saturation profile differs
only slightly from that of the 280-mnillidarcy case. Therefore, for k, = 10 millidarcy, T-H behavior
during the thermal test is characteristic of the unthrottled norbuoyant regime. In analyses of repository
conditions [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b, kb - 10 millidarcy results in T-
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behavior that falls In the unthrottled nonbuoyant regime for high AML, while for low AMLs, T-H
behavior Is marginally throttled.

On the basis of this analysis, it appears that the single-drift, winged thermal test can clearly
discriminate between the throttled and unthrottled nonbuoyant T-H regimes within the first 1 to 2 yr of
full-power heating (item 2 in Table 1.9-1). However, one must note the Importance of Isolating the
heater drift from direct pneumatic Interference with the rest of the tunnel system in the ESF. If the
heater drift were not sufficiently isolated from the tunnel system, the buildup in gas-phase pressure in
the heater drift (and the resultant throttled dryout behavior) might be compromised. It is therefore
important that measures be talken to pneumatically isolate the heater drift from the rest of the ESF
tunnel system. Because of safety concerns, It may not be possible to allow P. to build up in the heater
drift more than a few tenths of an atmosphere. It may therefore be necessary to bleed-off some of the Pg
buildup and monitor the flux of water vapor leaving the heater drift through such a pressure relief
system The vapor flux through this system would be indicative of the degree of throttling of advective
dryout that would have occurred had the Pg buildup not been limited by bleeding off the excess steam.

To address the ability of the single-drift, winged heater test to discrininate between the buoyant
and nonbuoyant unthottled T-H regimes, we considered kb - 280 millidarcy and 84 darcy. Figure 1.9-23
gives the vertical profiles of temperature T, liquid saturation SL, and gas-phase pressure P. along the
centerline of the reference single-drift, winged heater test at t - 2 yr for these cases. The 280-
millidarcy case results In vertically symmetrical vapor flow, while the 84-darcy case results in strong
vertical asymmetry (Fig. 1.9-23b). At t - 2 yr, the upper boiling front in the buoyant case is 7 m higher
than in the noribuoyant case (Fig. 1.9-23a). The vertical asymmetry is quite evident in the 84-darcy
case; the upper boiling front is 17 m above the heater horizon, whereas the lower boiling front is only
5.5 m below the heater horizon. Within the first I to 2 yr of full-power heating (items 3 and 4 in Table
1.9-1), the single-drift, winged thermal test can therefore clearly discrimninate between the buoyant
and norbuoyant unthrottled regimes.

The degree of vertical asymnetry in the temperature profile will be a strong indication as to
whether buoyant gas-phase convection dominates overall heat flow in the test region. Because the
degree of vertical asymmetry will be evident within the first 1 to 2 yr, the single-drift, winged
thermal test will be Indicative of the relative importance of buoyant gas-phase heat convection (item 5
in Table 1.9-1). As is discussed In Sec. 1.9.8A.1, the temperature history in the heater drift (Fig. 1.9-
24), particularly during the cooldown period, will also be diagnostic of whether buoyant gas-phase
convection dominates overall heat flow In the test region.

The cause of the nonbuoyant versus buoyant vapor flow is dearly evident in the P profiles
(Fig. 1.9-23c). For the 280-millidarcy case, the P. gradients are driven by boiling oJtions. In the
superheated zone straddling the heater horizon, thre is virtually no more water to be vaporized and
advected away; so there is a minimal P gradient In this zone The boiling zones are evidenced by the
relatively steep portions of the Pg profie. The Pg gradients are steepest in the boiling zones, because
that is where virtually all of te vaporization and vapor advection take place. Note that vapor
diffusion also contributes to vapor transport, but it is not generally significant unless advective dryout is
throttled. In the 84-darcy case, the P gradients are dominated by the gas-phase density distribution
and are virtually unaffected by the exstence of boiling conditions; consequently, there is no buildup In
Pg near the heater horizon (Fig. 1.9-23c).

1.9.84.1 Evaluating Thermal Test Duration

The objective of this section is to determine the minimum thermal test duration that facilitates
sufficient determination of the dominant T-H regime(s) and that does not preclude the occurrence of
potentially critical intercoupling between T-H processes and geomechanical and geochemical processes.
For the reference single-drift, winged thermal test (APD = 122 W/m 2), full-power heating periods of 1,
2, and 4 yr were considered. The full-power heating period is followed by a 1-yr linear-rampdown to
zero power. To address all three major T-H regimes, we considered kb =1, 10, and 280 millidarcy, and 84
darcy. For most of the cases we assumed that vapor diffusion is not enhanced (rff - 02). For kb - 280
millidarcy, we also considered the case of enhanced vapor diffusion (ff - 20).
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FIgure 1.9-24 shows the temperature on the drift heater and the upper drift wall for all of the cases
_%MPWI considered in this section. With the exception of the 84-darcy case, the drift heater temperatures are

virtually the same for all of these cases. For the 84-darcy case, buoyant gas-phase convection increases
the overall heat loss from the test region, which reduces both the peak temperature and the duration of
the boiling period. For all but the 84-darcy case, heat flow is dominated by heat conduction. Even when
enhanced by two orders of magnitude, the potential effect of vapor diffusion on increasing overall hat
loss from the repository Is not apparent in any of these tests. Slightly higher peak temperatures occur
on the upper drift wall for the 1- and 10-lrnilldarcy cases during the 1- and 2-yr full-power beating
periods; however, the duration of the boiling period is virtually the same for all but the 84-darcy case.
In general, the temperature history at a particular location Is far less diagnostic than the vertical
temperature profile in determining the major T-H regime(s).

While the temperature history In the heater drift is of marginal use, the gas-phase pressure Pg
and relative humidity RH in the drift during heatup and cooldown (Fig. 1.9-25) can provide
information that is very diagnostic of the dominant T-H regime(s). If the heater drift can be
adequately isolated from the rest of the ESF tunnel system, a 1-yr full-power heating period is long
enough for P in the drift to be clearly indicative of whether the throttled nonbuoyant regime
dominates T-l behavior. The situation improves for the 2- and 4-yr full-power heating periods. For a
heterogeneous kb distribution, a longer test will provide more Information about kb at a larger spatial
scale.

If full-power heating lasts for at least 2 yr, RH in the drift (Fig. 1.9-25ce) is also extremely
diagnostic of the major T-H regimes and is also extremely diagnostic of whether vapor diffusion is
substantially enhand. Although Fig. 1.9-25 plots RH on the drift heater, any RH measurement in the
drift can serve the same general purpose. Three factors can govern the shape of the RH curves:

1. The spatial extent of rock dryout.
2. Throttled vapor advection causing a substantial increase in Pv that suppresses RH reduction.
3. How fast the rock surrounding the drift is rewetted to ambient RH conditions.
Three processes cause iock dryout: (i) boiling (ii) buoyant gas-phase convection, and (iii) vapor

diffusion. The second and third processes do not require above-boiling conditions. During heatup it takes
about 6 months for the rock to reach boiling conditions, so the 1-yr full-power test spends much of Its
heatup time below the boiling point. Therefore, dryout processes that do not require boiling conditions
will play a larger role in determining the spatial extent of rock dryout during this test than during the
2- and 4-yr full-power tests. Differences in the RH behavior in the drift for the 1-yr full-power test are
more substantially Influenced by the spatial extent of dryout than by how fast the rock around the drift
rewets to ambient conditions. The 2- and 4-yr full-power tests spend much more of their heatup periods
above the boiling point; consequently, boiling conditions dominate the spatial extent of rock dryout. For
the 2- and 4-yr full-power tests, differences in RH behavior in the drift reflect differences in how fast
the rock rewets to humid conditions (rather than how much rock dryout occurred).

Four major processes govern how fast the dryout zone rewets to ambient (humid) conditions: (i) net
infiltration of meteoric water, (II) capillary-inbibition-driven rewetting of the rock matrix, (iii)
vapor diffusion of humid air Into the dryout zone, and (iv) buoyant gas-phase convection-driven
advection of humid air into the dryout zone. Figures 1.9-25bc clearly show how the second, third, and
fourth rewetting processes influence RH behavior in the drift. For the 1-milidarcy case, the large
increase in vapor pressure Pv throttles advective rock dryout and suppresses RH reduction in the drift
during heatup, particularly for the 1- and 2-yr ful-power tests. Moreover, throttled advective rock
dryout results In a smaller dryout volume that takes less time to rewet to ambient (hunid) conditions
than in the unthrottled nonbuoyant cases with nominal vapor diffusion. Even though Pg rises noticeably
in the IOn-milidar case, it is not enough to throttle advective rock dryout and to suppress RH
reductionj consequently, the 10- and 280-miflidarcy cases with nominal vapor diffusion have nearly
identical RH behavior.

The effect of substantial buoyant gas-phase convection on advecting humid air Into the dryout zone
_%WI' becomes evident by t - 6 yr for the 4-yr full-power test (Fig. 1.9-25e); however, for the 2-yr full-power
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test, this effect does not become evident until after 10 yr (Fig. 1.9-25c). The effect of (enhanced) vapor
diffusion of humid air into the dyout zone (for " = 20) becomes quite evident at about - 4 yr for the
4-yr full-power test, whereas it requires 6 yr to become evident in the 2-yr full-power test. The degree
of vapor diffusion enhancement can be determined within 4 yr for the 4-yr full-power test, whereas it
takes about 6 yr for the 2-yr fll-power test (trem 6 In Table 1.9-1).

In the 1-yr full-power test, differences In the RH history in the drift (Fig. 1.9-25a) are either too
minor or too ambiguous to permit any determination about the major T-H regimes or about the degree of
vapor diffusion enhancement. Contrary to the relation between rewetting mechanisms and RH behavior
seen for the 2- and 4-yr full-power tests MPg. 1.9-25ce), the 84-darcy and enhanced-vapor-diffusion
cases appear to rewet more slowly than the other cases. This arises because the sub-boiling rock dryout
mechanisms create a larger dryout zone than In the cases where boiling Is the primary cause of rock
dryout.

In general, a 1-yr full-power test provides Incondlusive and/or misleading infonnation about the
dominant T-H regirne(s) and the relative contributions of the major rewetting mechanisms addressed in
this study. Both the 2-yr and 4-yr full-power tests provide clear and unambiguous Information about all
three major T-H regimes and all of the rewetting mechanisms addressed In this study; however, the 4-
yr full-power test allows for an earlier determination about the degree of vapor diffusion enhancement.

Figures 1.9-26 and 1.9-27 compare temperature, RH, and rock dryout behavior for the 1-, 2-, and 4-yr
full-power heating tests with drift-scale behavior calculated for an 80-MTU/acre repository with two
combinations of drift and WP spacing. Temperature rises during the first 2 yr of the 2- and 4-yr ful-
power tests are only slightly more accelerated than repository behavior (Fig. 1.9-26a,). At t 4 yr,
the upper drift wall temperature is 2521C in the thermal test, while it Is 1570C in the 80-MTU/acre
repository with a lineal mass loading LML of 1.25 MTU/m. Moreover, RH behavior on the WP in both
of the 80-MTU/acre cases is quite similar to that of the 4-yr full-power test. An earlier comparison-
between thermal test and repository T-H behaviors [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nitao,
1993b1 inappropriately used average repository T-H behavior calculated with a mountain-scale model.
This comparison should have been done with a drift-scale model of repository T-H behavior. The use of
a mountain-scale model gave rise to the appearance of a larger disparity between the thermal test and
repository T-H behaviors than would have been seen had a drift-scale model of the repository been
used.

Figure 1.9-27 shows that the dryout and boiling zones during the 4-yr full-power test grow about
twice as fast as in the 80-MTU/acre case with LML = 1.25 MTU/m. At t = 4 yr, the vertical dryout zone
thickness is 21.6 m in the thermal test (Fig. 1.9-27a), whereas it is 123 m in the 80-MTU/acre
repository. It takes 14 yr for the 80-MTU/acre repository .to dry out 22 m vertically. At t = 4 yr, the
boiling zone has a vertical thicness of 30 n, whereas for the 80MTU/acre repository It is 15.7 m. In
general, the reference single-drift, winged thermal test does not appear to be overly accelerated
relative to repository conditions.

In optimizing a thermal test design, It is Important to consider the duration of refluxing conditions
(Fig. 1.9-28) created by the thermal test. Ideally, refluxing conditions during the test would last long
enough for any potentially important intercoupling between T-H behavior and geochetical processes to
take place. In Ig. 1.9-28, we assume that refluxing occurs if the temperature is between 950C and 970C.
If vapor pressure lowering is particularly pronounced, refludng may occur over a wider temperature
range than that. Nonetheless, Fig. 1.9-28 provides a useful means of comparing the ability of the 1-, 2-,
and 4-yr full-power tests to provide T-H conditions that may lead to significant coupled T-H-C coupled
effects. The 1-yr full-power test (Fig. 1.9-28a) provides a rather limited opportunity (at best) to
observe the potential for reflux-driven coupled T-H-C effects. The 2-yr full-power test appears to be a
significant improvement over the 1-yr full-power test In this regard, while the 4-yr test provides a
fairly extensive zone over which coupled T-H-C effects may develop. The 4-yr full-power test appears
to allow determination of the relative Importance of reflux-driven geochemical alteration of flow and
transport properties within the first 4 yr of the test (item 7 in Table 1.9-1). Note that a heterogeneous
kb distribution may focus these effects nto certain regions of the test, so that finding (and sampling)
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such locations may pose a significant challenge. Increasing the volume of rock within which coupled T-
H-C effects may develop should certainly increase the chances of encountering such areas.

1.9.5.A.2 Evaluating the Effects of Heterogeneity

So far we have analyzed thennal test cases in which the hydrological and thermal property
distributions were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. We now consider two cases in which the kb
distribution is highly heterogeneous (Fig. 1.9-29). In both cases, the high-kb zones are assumed to have
kb - 84 darcy. Adjacent to the high-kb zones are "nominal"-kb zones In which kb I millidarcy. Both
cases result in similar behavior in the heater drift. Zones of sharply contrasting kb can dominate
condensate drainage during a thermal test (or in the repository). Because the kb contrast between
neighboring zones is large, the Pg differential drives water vapor into the high-kb zone, where it
condenses and drains, causing persistent refluxing and condensate drainage Into heater drift at t =2 yr
(Fig. 1.9-29ab). The resulting heat-pipe effect enables the temperature at the top of the drift to
remain at the boiling point (Fig. 1.9-29cd), causing a depression in the dryout zone (Fig. 1.9-29ab),
Whether rock heterogeneity will dominate vapor and condensate flow will be very evident within the
first I to 2 yr of the single-drift, winged thermal test (item 8 in Table 1.9-1).

The amount of vapor flow focusing into the high-kb zone and the resulting duration of refluxing at
the heater test horizon depend on three factors. First, ki, in the nominal-kb zone must be high enough
not to significantly throttle the rate of vapor generation due to boiling (or due to evaporation, under
sub-boiling conditions). Second, a large contrast in kb between the high- and nominal-kb zones results in
a difference in gas-phase pressure Pg between these zones that drives vapor flow into the high-kb zone
(Fig. 1.9-29ab). If enough vapor enters and condenses in the high-h zone, the return condensate flux
will be large enough to naintain refluxing at the heater test horizon, possibly resulting in water
draining into the heater drift. Third, there must be sufficient spacing between the high-ho zones to
drive enough water vapor into these zones to result in the local condensate drainage flux being
substantially greater than the mean condensate flux.

The heat-pipe zone 'attracts' heat (mainly by conduction) from the neighboring, nominal-kb rock.
In effect, the heat-pipe zone functions as a "cooling fin" that is manifested by an elongated region of
liquid saturation buildup (Fig. 1.9-29ab). The process of gas-phase focusing into the heat-pipe zone
develops more quicly than the process of attracting heat (by heat conduction) from the neighboring
rock Focused condensate drainage causes a sharp depression in the temperature field (ig. 1.9-29cd) at
t = 2 yr. In the case with multiple high-kb zones (Fig. 1.9-30a), his sharp depression results in near-
boiling temperatures (96C) at the elevation of the upper drift wall at t -2 yr, while just a few meters
away at this horizon temperatures are well above boiling. Within 4 yr (Fig. 1.9-30b), enough heat is
being conducted into the central high-kb zone to overwhelm Its heat pipe, causing the top of the heater
drift to begin to dry out and drift temperatures to climb well above 96°C The heat pipe in the high-kb
zone located roughly mnddspan along the wing heater array has also been overwhelmed by heat
conduction, causing the temperature to exceed 150lC. Because of the edge-cooling effect there is not
enough heat conducted into the high- zone at the edge of the heated area to overwhelm its heat
pipe; consequently, the temperature continues to bp 960C at the outer edge of the wing heater array (Fig.
1.9-301).

Att -6 yr, focused vapor and condensate flow continues to cause refluxing In the high-kb zones at
elevations above the heater horizon. Preferential heat conduction into the high-kb zone continues to
dry it out, and the influence of focused vapor and condensate flow on temperatures (Fig. 1.9-30c at (or
above) the heater horizon is no longer evident, except that the heat-pipe zones at the outer edge of the
wing heater array continue to result in near-boiling temperatures at the margins of the heated area. At
late time, the primary effect of the heat pipes above the main heater area Is to increase the overall
heat loss from the thermal test region, which results in lower temperatures than in the homogeneous-kb
cases above the dryout zone; however, the temperature distribution in the vicinity of the heater drift
(and for most of the heater horizon) Is as it would be if heat conduction dominated heat flow. It is
Interesting to note that although the kb (averaged over the heater array) for the highly
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heterogeneouskt case is only 17 darcy, the convective cooling effect Is greater than it Is for the 84-
darcy case (Fig. 1.9-30c).

The effect of heat being conducted toward the high-k zone (from neighboring regions of the
superheated rock) and thereby overwhelming the heat pipe in the highkb zone was seen In drift-scale
and mountain-scale T-H calculations [Buscheck and Nltao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a]. In a
similar calculation for a 155-MTU/acre repository, heat conducted from neighboring regions
overwhelmed the heat pipe in the high-kb zone and began drying out the top of the emplacement drift
8 yr after emplacement of the WPs. In that calculation, the high-kg zones were spaced every 38.4 m,
which is comparable to the scale of the reference single-drift, winged thermal test. The analysis in
this section Indicates that confirmation of major hypothesis MH-3 (Sec. 1.92) and whether heat
conduction will eventually overwhelm the effects of heterogeneity-doinated vapor and condensate
flow (item 9 in Table 1.9-1) may require a thermal test with a full-power period of 6 yr or more. Short-
duration tests may leave the misleading impression that focused liquid flow could persistently
overwhelm the heat conduction flow field and thereby result in liquid water persistently draining into
emplacement drifts.

1.9.8.4.3 Evaluating Accelerated Heating Rates

To evaluate the feasibility of accelerating the heating schedule of the single-drift, winged
thernal test, we considered tests in which the overall APDs (177 and 236 W/m2) were roughly 50% and
100% greater than in the reference case (APD = 122 W/m2). We assumed k6 = 280 nilldarcy and rff
0.2 (nominal vapor diffusion) for these three APDs and 1- and 2-yr full-power heating periods
(Figs. 1.9-31 and 1.9-32). The full-power period Is followed by a 1-yr linear-rampdown to zero power.

Figure 1.9-31 shows that the temperature increase in the drift is proportional to APD. The 177-
W/mZ case with a 2-yr full-power heating period causes RH behavior In the drift (Fig. 1.9-31d) to be
very similar to that of the reference case (APD - 122 W/m2) with a 4-yr full-power heating Period
(Fig. 1.9-25e). Temperature behaviors for the reference case (Fig. 1.9-24ef) and the 177-W/m case
(Fig. 1.9-310) are also quite similar. Moreover, the 177-W/m 2 case dries out nearly as much rock
(Fig. 1.9-32c) as the reference case (Fig. 1.9-27a); in both cases, the vertical thickness of the dryout zone
exceeds 20 rm. In general, the 177-W/m 2 case with a 2-yr full-power heating period appears to have all
of the advantageous characteristics of the reference case with a 4-yr full-power heating period, while
not requiring greater peak temperatures. The rate of temperature rise will, of course, be greater for the
accelerated test. Additional calculations are underway to extend the analysis of the 177-W/m 2 case to
include evaluation of enhanced vapor diffusion and rock heterogeneity.

19.8.5 Summary of Pre-Test Analysis of ESF Thermal Tests

In situ thermal tests, which are to be conducted in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESP) at Yucca
Mountain, will provide a major portion of the experimental basis supporting the testing of coupled T-H-
M-C process models required to assess the total system performance. The ESF thermal tests must
provide an understanding of coupled T-H-M-C processes that are relevant to expected repository
conditions. Current ESF thermal test planning has dentified two tests: (1) the first ESF (drift-scale)
thernal test, which will be conducted under an accelerated heatup and cooldown schedule, and (2) a
second ESF (multi-drift) thernal test, which will be a larger-scale, longer-duration test, conducted
under a less accelerated heatup and cooldown schedule.

With the V-TOUGH code, we modeled and evaluated a range of heater test sizes, heating rates,
and heating durations under a range of plausible hydrological conditions to help optimize an in stu
thermal test design that provides sufficient (and timely) information to determine the following;

1. The dominant mode(s) of heat flow.
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2. The major thermal-hydrological (T-H) regime(s) and the thermal-hydrological-
georechanical-geochemical (T-H-M-C processes that determine the magnitude and direction of vapor
and condensate flow.

3. The influence of heterogeneous properties and conditions on the flow of heat, vapor, and
condensate.

Perhaps the single most important purpose of the ESF thermal tests is to determine which major
decay-heat-driven T-H flow regime(s) will govern the magnitude and direction of vapor flow (and the
resulting condensate flow) in the 1.JZ at Yucca Mountain. With respect to advective rock dryout. the
three major T-H flow regimes are as follows:

Throttled, nonbuoyant, advective rock dryout the regime In which kb is low enough (kb < I
md2lidarcy) to significantly throttle the rate of boiling-driven rock dryout. The threshold kb at
which rock duyout is throttled decreases with Increasing AML

Unthrottled, nonbuoyant, advective rodk dryout: the regime In which kb Is high enough * > I
millidarcy) not to significantly throttle the rate of boiling-driven rock dryout, but not large
enough (kb < 5 darcy) to allow buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate the direction of vapor
flow.

Unthrottled, buoyant, advective rock dzyout the regime in which kb is high enough not to throttle
the rate of boling-driven rock dryout and is also large enough (k > 5 darcy) to allow buoyant
gas-phase convection to dominate the direction of vapor flow.

How these major T-H regimes influence the flow of heat, vapor, and condensate depends in part on
whether vapor diffusion is substantially enhanced. Therefore, another major purpose of the thermal
tests is to determine the degree of vapor diffusion enhancement

We evaluated (1) thermal test sizes of 50,270,490,1475, and 5077 m2; (2) three heating schedules,
inluding 1-, 2-, and 4-yr full-power heating periods; and (3) three heating rates (122, 177, and
236 W/m2 ). We then determined a minimum thermal test size, minimum heating duration, and a
preferred heating rate based the following criteria: (I) the ability of the test to discriminate between
the major T-H regimes, (2) the rock dryout volume, (3) peak rock temperatures, (4) duration of refluxing
conditions, (5) ability to observe the influence of heterogeneity, and (6) ability to observe whether
heat conduction is able to overwhelm the effects of heterogeneity.

We started with an evaluation of the plate thermal test, which was the basis for recommending a
minimumn heated area of 1000 to 1500 2 . This heated area is needed to diagnose whether buoyant or
nonbuoyant behavior predonadutes and to minimize the peak temperatures associated with a given
dryout zone thickness.

We then evaluated the single-drift thermal test (without wing heaters) and found that the
substantial lateral heat flow from this test necessitated very high peak temperatures in order to create
a thick enough dryout zone; nreover, we found that this test does not promote enough condensate
perching to generate significant refluxing conditions. We then evaluated a number of single-drift,
winged thermal tests and determined that an optimal configuration consists of the followlng a row of
drift heaters that generates 0.8 W/m along the drift access, flanked by wing heater arays generating
an APD of 105 W/m 2 averaged over the interval 4 < IxI < 9 m iand 157 W/m2 over the interval 9 <
Ix I < 14 m. This configuration (called the reference case) generates an APD of 122 W/n2 averaged over
the heated area.

We then evaluated the reference single-drift, winged thermal test and found that a 2-yr full-power
heating period is required to provide dear and unambiguous information about an three major T-H
regimes and about whether vapor diffusion is substantially enhanced. We also found that a 4-yr full-
power test provides an earlier determination than the 2-yr full-power test of the degree of vapor
diffusion enhancement and of whether buoyant gas-phase convection of humid air significantly
increases the rate at which the dryout zone rewets to hurid conditions.

For determining the dominant T-H regime(s) and dominant heat flow mode(s), we found that the
most diagnostic measurements are the following-
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1. Vertical temperature distributions.
2. Vertical gas-phase pressure distributions.
3. Gas-phase pressure history in the drift during heatup.
4. RH history in the drift during heatup.
For determining the degree of vapor diffusion enhancement, we found that the most diagnostic

measurements is
1. RH history in the drift during cooldown.
We then evaluated the ability of the tests to allow observations about the influence of

heterogeneity on the flow of heat, vapor, and condensate. We found that the influence of heterogeneity
will be observable within the first I to 2 yr of the test (after a sufficiently large boiling zone has
developed). The effects of heterogeneity are quite apparent in the temperature distribution. We found
that a full-power heating period of at least 6yr might be required to determine whether heat
conduction is able to overwhelm the effects of heterogeneity on the temperature and liquid saturation
distributions near the heater horizon.

For determining the influence of heterogeneity on the flow of heat, vapor, and condensate, we found
the most diagnostic measurements are the following:

1. Horizontal temperature distributions.
2. Horizontal liquid saturation (or RH) distributions.
3. RH history In the drift during heatup.
We also evaluated whether the tests provide for reflwdng conditions of sufficient duration and

over a large enough volume to allow for observations of potentially important coupled T-H-C processes.
We found that the 4-yr full-power test was far more likely to promote conditions necessary to make
these observations than the 1- or 2-yr full-power tests.

We then evaluated heating rate and made a preliminary determination that the 177-rn2 2-yr fUl-
power test has virtually all of the advantages of the 122-n 2 4-yr full-power test. We plan to conduct
additional analyses of the 177-m2 2-yr MI-power test to determine whether we can recommend it for
the first ESF thermal test.
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Table I 9-1. IMmc =eirMts fOr dagnoSing rarous T-H-M-C Cffects.

Minimum
T.H regimes and processes, required Time at which
T.-HC processes and the Influence of rock full-power diagnosis Is Supporting
heterogeneity heating period possible figure umbers

1. SignlcAnt heat-pipe zonesdevelop 1-2 yr 1-2yr Figs. 3, 4 12,
14,17,19, 20. 27

2. Thrtled advective rock dzyout 1-2 yr 1-2 yr Figs. 19, 22

3. Unthrotdednabuoyantrockdryout 1-2 yr 1-2 yr Figs. 3. 4, 12,
19,20,22

4. Buoyant gas-phase convecion dominates 1-2 yr 1-2 yr Figs. 3, 4, 12.
vapor flow 20.22

5. Buoyant gas-phase convection doinates 1-2 yr 1-2 yr Figs. 3, 4, 12,
heatflow 20,21

6. Dege of vapor dusion enhancement 2-4 yr 4-6 yr Fig. 22

7. Reflux-ddven geodnical alteaon of fiow 4 yr 4 yr Fig. 25
and nsport propes _ _ _

8. Rock heteogeneity domInates vapor and 1-2 yr 1-2 yr Fig. 26
condensate flow

9. Heat conduction overwhelmscffects of 6+ yr 6+ yr Fig 27
heterognceiWydominated vapor and
condensate fw*

s o ly applicabe f item I was fund to be Impm=.
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dimensionless saturation in the vertical plane of
the heater, and (c) and (d) is for the 1048-jim
DFM. See text for explanation of shading.
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Figure l9S- Dimensionless liquid Saturation distribution for an uray of honzontal-borehole-emplaced heaters heating
a disk-shaped area with andius of 21.7 m and APD c 78 Wrn2 aveaged over the 1475-r 2 heated area Vapor diffusion
tortuosity factor T=ff- 0.2. Ihe edium-aded area surouding de heater array corresponds to regions that are drier
than ambient liquid saturation (dryout zone). The dark-shaded areas correspond to regions that ar Wetter than ambient
liquid saturation (condensation zone). The light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise
in liquid saturation (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Sgre 1.9-6. (a, b, c) Verdal temperature profile and (d, e, f) liquid satration profile along the centerline of an array
of horizontal-borhole-emplaced heaters heaig a disk-shaped area with a radius of 21.7 m and APD = 78 Wfin2

averaged over the 1475-r 2 heated area. Vapor diffusion torluosity factr = 02.
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Fgore 1.9-7. Dimensionless liquid saturation distibutioa for an array of hoizoctal-b oreole-claced beaters heating a
disk-shaped ara with a radius of 40.2 m and APD 78 WYW2 averaged over the 5077-m 2heated area. Vapor diffusion
torsity fctor T& - 0.2. The medium-shaded area surrounding the heater array corresponds to regions that ar drier
than ambient liquid saturation (dryout zone). The dark-shaded areas correspond to regions that are wet than =ambient
liquid saturation (condensation zone). The light shading surrounding die dark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise
in liquid saturation (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Fiu L9-8. (a, b, c) Vertical temperature profile and (d, , f) liquid saturation profile along the centerline of an aray
of horizontal-boreol-emplaced eaters heating a disk-shaped area with a radius of 40.2 m and APD = 78 W/m2

avcraged over the 077-m: heated area. Vapor diffusion tortuosity factor f = 0.2.
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gure L9-9. Dimensionless liquid sauation distribution for an array of horizonu-borholc-emplaced beaters heating
a disk-shaped area with a radius of 4.0 m and APD = 247 Whm2 aveaged over the 50-m2 ieated area. Vapor diffusion
tortuosity factor %tc = 0.2. Tbe ndium-shaded area surrounding te heater army corresponds to regions dtat arm drier

than ambient liquid saizadon (dryout one). The dark-shaded aras correspond to regions that are wetter than ambient

liquid satration (condensation zone). The light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a suall
rise in liquid saturation (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Flguie l9-10. (a, b, c) Vertical eperature pofile and (d, e. ) liquid saturation profile along te centerline of an
array of hoontal-borehole-emplaced heaters hatng a disk-shaped area with a radius of 4.0 m and APD = 247 W/m2

averaged over the 50-m2 heated area. Vapor diffusion tortuosity factor f = 0.2.
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Figure 1.9-1L. Results of heating at fulI power for 5 yr.
(a) Temperature and (b) vertical dyout zone thickness
at the center of in amy of horizontal-borebole-cmplaced.
heaters heating a disk-shaped area for various combina-
tions of APD and heated area The APD as averaged
over the listed areas. (c) Vertical dryout zone thickness
vs temperature at the center of the heater array. Bulk
permeability kb = 280 millidarcy and vapor diffusion
tortuosity factor ,df = 0.2.
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Figure 1-12 Dinsionless liquid saturation distribution for an array of horizontal-borchole-cmplaced beaters beating
a disk-shaped area with a radius of 93 m and APD a 117 Whm2 averaged over the 271-m 2 area. Vapor diffusion
tcrtuosity factor eff = 0.2. The medium-shaded area surrounding the heater array corresponds to regions that are drier
than ambient liquid satuadon (dryout zone). The dark-shaded areas correspond to regions that are weter than ambient
liquid saturation (condensation zone). The light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise
in liquid saturation (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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EIgure L9-13. (a, b. c) Vertical temperature profile and (d, e, f) liquid saturation profile along the centerline of an array
of horizontal-borhole-czplaced heate heaing a disk-shaped area wid a radius of 9.3 and APD = 247 Wh 2
ayveraged over the 271-rm2 heated area Vapor diffusion tortuosity fiacr ff = 0.2.
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EIgure 1.9414. Dimensionless liquid saturaton distribution for an uray of horizontal-borchole-emplaced heaters beating
a disk-shaped aa with a radius of 125 mnd API = 105 W/m2 avaged over the 490-m2 heated areaVapor diffusion
torosity factor % - 02. he nediwn-shaded area surrounding the heater aray corresponds to regions that am drier
tm ambient liquid saturation (dryout zone). he dark-shaded aas correspond to regions that arm wetter Ian ambient
liquid saturation (condensation zone). Tbe light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise
in liquid satuadon (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Figume IS9-. (a, b, c) Vertical temperaturc profile and (d., , ) liquid satuaion profile along the centerline of an array
of horizontal-borehole-emplaced heaters heating a disk-shaped ara with a radius of 12.5 m and APD 105 W/m2
averaged over the 490-m 2 heated area Vapor diffusion tortuosity factor ,ff= 02.
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Figure L916. Dimensionless liquid satradon distribution orthogonal to a row of dzift-cmplaced, large-WP-6ized
heaters generating a lineal heat load of 2.1 kW/mL Vapor diffusion tortuosity faor Tff * 02. The medium-shaded
area surrounding the heater aray corresponds to regions that are drier than ambient liquid saturation (dry-out zone).
Ihe dark-shaded areas correspond to regions that are wetter than ambient liquid saturation (condensation zone).
7he light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise in liquid saturation (outer edges of
the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change In liquid saturation.
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Figure 19-17. (a. b, c) Vertical temperature profile and (d, c, ) liquid saturation profile along e centerline of a row of
drift-elaced, large-WP-sized heats generating a lineal head load of 2.1 kWhn. Vapor diffusion ormosiy faar
t =ea 0.2.
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Figure 1.9.19. Dimensionless liquid saturation distribution orthogonal to a row of drift-emplaccd, large-WP-sized
heaters generating a lineal heat load of 0.8 W/m and flanked by two horizontal-borehole-emplaced wing heater
arrays. The heater arrays are generating an APD of 105 Wlm 2 over the interval 4 c l < 9 m and 157.5 W/m2 over the
interval 9 < L c 14 m from the drift centertine. Bulk permeability kb - 280 millidaur, and vapor diffusion torwosity
factor v = 02. The medium-Shaded area surrounding the heater array corresponds to regions that are drier than
ambient liquid saturation (dryout zone). The dark-shaded aeas correspond to regions that are wetter than ambient
liquid sation (condensation zone). The light shading surrounding the dark-shaded area corresponds to a small
rise in liquid saturation (outer edges of the condensation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Figure 1.9-20. Vertical temperature profile along the center-
line of a row of drift-emplaced, large-WP-sized heaters
generating a lineal heat load of 0.8 kW/m and flanked by
two borizontal-borehole-mplaced wing heater arrays. The
heater arrays are generating an APD of 105 Wlm2 over the
interval 4 < l < 9 m and 157.5 W/m2 over the interval 9 <
Wi c 14 m from the drift centerline at t = 4 yr. Bulk perme-
ability lo, 280 mlillidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity
factor " = 02. Curves are shown for two different thermal
conductivity Kt, sets, including the RIB version 3 KJoh values
(reference case) and the RIB version 4 Kth values.
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Hgure 1.9-21. (a) Horizontal temperature profile and
(b) liquid saturation profile at die elevation of the upper
drift wall (2.9 m above the top of the drift heaters) for a
row of drift-emplaced. large-WP-sized beaters generat-
ing a lincal heat load of 0.8 kWhn and flanked by two
horizontal-borehole-emplaced wing heater arrays. Ihe
beater arrays ae generating an APD of 105 Whm2 over
the interval 4 < W < 9 m and 157.5 WIn2 over the
interval 9 c kI <14 m from the drift centeline. Bulk
permeability kb 280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion
tortuosity factor f = 0.2.
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Frgre L9-22. (a) Verical temperature profile, (b) liquid sauration profile, and (c) gas-phase pressure profile along the
centerline of a row of drift-emplaced, large-WP-sized beaters generating a lineal heat load of 0.8 Im and flanked
by two horzontal-borchole-emplaced wing heatr rays. The heater arrays are generating in APD of 105 W/m 2 over
the mterval 4 < W c 9 m and 1S7.5 Whn2 overthe interval 9< <l < 14 m f de drif cenrline at t = 2 yr. Vapor
diffusion tortuosity factor -kff - 02.
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Figure 1.23. (a) Vertical emperature profile. (b) liquid satration profile, and (c) gas-phase pressure profile along the
centerline of a row of drift-emplaced, large-WP-sized heaters generating a lineal heat load of 0.8 kWhm and flaked
by two horizontal-borchole-emplaced wing heater arrays. The heater arrays are generating an APD of 105 W/m 2

over tie interval 4 c lc 9 m and 157.5 W/m2 over the interval 9 < W < 14 m from ithe drift centerline at t = 2 yr.
Vapor diffusion tortuosity factor Tff ' 0.2.
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Figure L9-24. (a, c, c) Temperature history on drift har and (b, d, 1) tmpeau history on upper drift wall for a row
of drift-emplaced, large-WP-sized heaters generating a lineal beat load of 0.8 Im and flanked by two horizontal-
bohole-emplaced wing heater aras. The heater arrays are gencratng an APD of 105 W/m2 over the intrval
4 < < 9 m and 157.5 W 2 over thc interval 9 L 14 m om f drift centerline. Buk permeability kb =
280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor Seff = 0.2. Temperature histories are shown for three different
periods of fil-power heating. The full-power heating period is followed by a 1-yr Iinear-rampdown period to
zero power.
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Figure 19-25. (a, c, e) Relative humidity on surface of drift heater and (b, d, f) gas-phase pressure in heater drift for a
row of drift-emplaced, large-WP-ized heaters generating a lineal heel load of 0.8 kWIm and flanked by two
horizonul-borehole-emplaced wing heater arrays. The heater arrays ae generating an APD of 105 W/n 2 over the
interval 4 < W c 9 m and 157.5 Whn2 over the interval 9 < Ix < 14 mfrom the drift centerline. Bulk permeability
kb = 280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor ff - 0.2. Relative humidity and gas-phase pressure
histories are shown for three dfrent periods of full-power beating. Te full-power heating period is followed
by a 1-yr inear-rampdown period to zero power.
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Iure L9.26. (a) Temperature and (b) relative humidity on drift heater and (c) tempertature on upper drift wall for a
ww of drift-emplaced, large-W-ized heaters generating a lineal hat load of 0.8 kW/m and flanked by two
horizontalborehole-emplaced wing heater armays. The heater arraysare generating an APD of 105 Whn2 over the
interval 4 < I c 9 m and 157.5 W:m2 over th interval 9 < Il < 14 ip from the drift centerline. Bulk permeability
kb - 280 nillidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor ff - 0.2. Curves are shown for three different periods of
full-power heating. The full-power heating period is followed by a 1-yr linear-rapdown period to zero power.
Curves ae also shown for two 80-MTUac repositories with 26-yr-dd (OFF) SNF and the foilowing: (i) LML -
1.25 MTIUn, drift spacing - 60 m, and WP spacing 6 m; and (ii) LML - 0.63 MTUlm, drift spacing =30 m.
and WP spacing = 12 n. Repository temperature and relative humidity values pertain to the WP surface.
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Figure W9-27. Vertical thickness of (a) dzyout zone and (b) above-boiling teperature zone along the centerline of a row
of drift-emplaced, large-W-sized heaters generating a lineal heat loid of 0.8 W/m and lanked by two horizantal-
borehole-emplaced wing heater arrays. The heater arrays are generating an APD of 105 W/m2 over the interval 4 <
Ld < 9 m aid 157.5 Whm2 over the interval 9 < 14 m from the ddft centerline. Bulk permeability kb = 280 milli-
darcy. and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor eff = 0.2. Curves are shown for three different perods of full-power
heating. he full-power heating period is followed by a 1-yr linear-rimpdown period to zero power. Curves are also
shown for two 80-MIU/acre repositories with 26-yr-old (OMF) SNP and the following: (i) LML = 1.25 MTU/ni, drift
spacing .60 m. and WP spacing a 6 m; and (Ii) LML = 0.63 MTU/m. drift spacing - 30 m, and WP spacing a 12 rn.
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Figure 1.9-29. (a, b) Dimensionless Equid saturation distribution and (c, d) temperature distribution orthogonal to a row
of drift-emplaced, large-WP-sized heaters generating a lineal heat load of 0.8 Im and flanked by two horizontal-
borehole-emplaced wing heater arrays. lhe heater arrays re generating an APD of 105 W/m 2 over the interval 4 < x <
9 m and 157.5 W/m2 over the interval 9 < W < 14 m from the drift cqmterline. he heterogeneous bulk permeability kb
distribution consists of 84-darcy high-kb zones separated by 1-millidarcy nominal-kb zones. Vapor diffusion tortuosity
factor tff - 0.2. The medium-shaded ara surrounding the beater arry corresponds to regions that are drier than
ambient liquid saturation (dryout zone). The dark-shaded areas correspond to regions that are wetter than ambient
liquid saturation (condensation zone). The light shading surruding thedark-shaded area corresponds to a small rise
In liquid saturation (outer edges of the condeisation zone). No shading indicates no change in liquid saturation.
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Figure 1.9-3L (a, b) Tepat= and (c, t) relative humidity on drift beater and (ec) temperture on upper drift wall for
a row of drift-emplaed, largeWP-sized heaters generating, for the reference heatng-re case (APD = 122 W/mn2 a
lineal heat load of 0.8 kW/m and fanked by two hbrizontal-borchole-mplaced wing heater arrays. Ihe bater arrays are
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drift centline. Bulk permeability kb = 280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosiy factor jff = 0.2. Curves are shown
(a, c, e) for a 1-yr fl-power beating peiod and (b. d, f) for a 2-yr fill-power hat period. Tbe full-power heating
period Is followed by a 1-yr linear-rampdown period to zero power. Curves are shown for three different heating rates,
including the refrence case (APD = 122 Wtm2) and two accelerated-heating-rate cases (APD = 177 and 236 W/kn2).
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1.10 Analysis of Drift-Scale Thennal-Hydrological Behavior in the
Repository

As was discussed in Section 1.8, decay heat, primarily from spent nuclear fuel (SNF), will play a
dominant role in gas- and liquid-phase moisture movement li both the near- and far-field in the
unsaturated zone (UZ) and in liquid-phase movement in a significant region of the saturated zone (SZ)
at Yucca Mountain. The spatial and temporal extent of the thermal-hydrological effects of decay heat
in the UZ and SZ Is discussed In Chapter 10.0. Altered Zone. Chapter 1.0 (and Section 1.10 In
particular) primarily focuses on the thermal-hydrological effects of decay heat at the drift scale,
which includes the emplacement drifts and the rock pillars separating the emplacement drifts
throughout the repository area.

1.10.1 Overview

There has been considerable discussion about the pros and cons of various thermal loading
strategies, with much of the debate focused on the areal mass loading (AML, expressed in metric tons of
uranium per acre, MTUbcre). While there are many competing factors (e.g., operational constraints,
costs, material responses, etc.) to consider in evaluating the impacts of alternative thermal designs,
some of the key considerations involve the dominant role that decay heat plays in determining the
thermal-hydrological (T-H) conditions In and around the emplacement drifts and, in particular, on the
WP Itself. A key consideration for nuclear waste Isolation Is whether (or when and how) water contacts
a WP, thereby affecting WP integrity, and if WPs are breached, waste form dissolution and release
from the WPs. The manwer in which decay heat influences the distribution of liquid saturation and
liquid-phase flux within the drifts (also called the Engineered Barrier System or EBS) strongly affects
radionuclide transport within the EBS and eventual radionudide release from the EBS, The manner in
which decay heat Influences the distribution of liquid saturatlon and liquid-phase flux in the near
field and altered zone affects radionuclide transport within those zones. Although not discussed In this
section, the T-H effects of decay heat influence geomechanical and geochemical changes in the near
field and altered zone (as a result of coupled T-H-M-C processes), which can also affect T-H flow and
radionuclide transport within those zones. Coupled T-H-M-Ciffects will continue to influence
radionuclide transport well after decay heat has stopped mobilizing gas-phase and liquid-phase flow
in the UZ.

One of the most important conclusions from this study Is that the details of how the WPs are
configured within the repository (e.g., in a square configuration versus a line-load configuration with
tight adal WP spacing and wide drift spacing) play a far greater role in determining whether near-
field thennal-hydrological behavior is beneficial (versus deleterious) than the overall AML of the
repository Itself. One of the primary objectives of Section 1.10 is to establish functional relationships
(i.e., the parametric sensitivity) between repository system parameters and near-field thermal-
hydrological behavior, and thereby help develop a quantitative framework upon which thernal
management principles may be incorporated into the design of the repository system. These functional
relationships are also needed to (1) provide guidance for thermal-hydrological testing, (2) assist in the
model abstraction process for total system performance assessment, and (3) provide a quantitative
framework for comparing various alternatives that are being evaluated by the systems studies.

L10.L1 Background

For a nuclear waste repository in the UZ at Yucca Mountain, there are two thermal loading
approaches to using decay heat constructively-that is, to substantially reduce RH and liquid flow near
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WPs for a considerable time, and thereby limit WP degradation and radionuclide dissolution and release.
"Extended dryout" (called ED) achieves these effects with a thermal load high enough to generate
large-scale (coalesced) rock dryout. Localized dryout" (called LD, which uses wide drift spacing and a
thermal load too low for coalesced dryout) achieves them by maintaining a large temperature difference
(ATdrift) between the WP and drift wall; this is done with close WP spacing (generating a high line-
heat load) aid/or low-thermal-conductivity backfill in the drift. Backfill can greatly reduce RH on the
WP in both the localized and extended dryout approaches. Besides using decay heat constructively,
localized dryout reduces the possibility that far-field temperature rise and condensate buildup above the
drifts might adversely affect waste isolation. In Section 1.102, we examine how the major thermal
design parameters (areal mass loading AML, lineal mass loading LML, drift spacing, SNF age)
distinguish between the ID and ED behavior.

One of the primary Issues for thermal management is to minimize the liquid-phase flux that can
enter the emplacement drifts. There are two fundamental strategies to attempt to reach this goal. The
minimally heated (MW repository strategy attempts to minimize the overall magnitude of decay-
heat-mobilized condensate flow, and thereby minimize the probability of adding to the liquid-phase
flux Into the emplacement drifts. The constructively heated (CH) repository strategy uses either the
extended dryout (ED) approach and/or the localized dryout (LD) approach to decrease the likelihood
that either heat-mobilized liquid-phase flux or ambient percolation flux can enter the drift (Section
1.82). Water may contact a WP by either liquid-phase (advecive or diffusive) flow or by condensation
of water vapor that forms a liquid film on the WP. There are three ways by which this contact may
arise:

Drift seepage: Advective liquid-phase flow of water that enters the drift (and flows through the
backfill If present) as a result of ambient percolation or decay-heat-driven condensate flow.
This can include episodic nonequilibrium fracture flow or a steady weep.

Wicking: Transport of moisture driven by matric potentiM gradients (ie., capillary pressure
gradients). This is primarily considered to be an advective liquid-phase transport process
(called iibibition); however, binary gas-phase diffusion can also play a role. Because wicidng
can occur as two-phase flow, it does not necessarily require a continuous liquid phase.

Cold-tap effect: Axial vapor flow and condensation within the drift is driven by axial variations
in T and Pv along the drift Water vapor is transported (by gas-phase advection and diffusion)
from areas of higher temperature and Pv to areas of lower temperature and Pv where it
condenses, which causes RH to Increase (even as high as 100%). Large condensation rates can
arise in the cooler areas if the following three conditions are met: (1) high RH in the rock at
the drift wall, (2) WP heat output varies substantially from WP to WP, and (3) WPs are
thermally isolated from one another. It is Important to note that this mechanism does not
require water to enter the drift

For all three of these effects, we find that the most important thermal-management design factor is the
WP layout (erg., WPs placed in a square configuration versus in a line-load configuration with tight
axial WP spacing and wide drift spacing) rather than the overall AML of the repository itself.

I modeling and analyzing near-field T-H behavior it is important to be cognizant of the factors
that may cause temporal and spatial variability within the repository area. Of particular interest is
how variability in temperature T, lquid-phase flux, and RH conditions around WPs, within the
emplacement drifts, and In the near-field rock arises from heterogeneity in natural system and
engineering conditions.
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Natural system heterogeneity: Arises from variability in the following.

Percolation fux This quantity, which is the liquid-phase flux in the host rock (the TSw2 unit), is
the net result of infiltration and exflltration and the ability of the PTh to divert the net
infiltration flux which reaches the PTn unit. The temporal nature of percolation flux can range
from episodic flow in fractures to steady-state flow In.both the fractures and the matrix (see
Sections 13 and 1.10.6). Imbibition in the PTh serves to dampen the influence of episodic
infiltration events and thereby provide more time for. exfiltration and lateral flow to influence
the moisture balance In the Ph, all of which tend to reduce the percolation flux in the TSw2.

Ambient liquid saturation distribution This quantity can be no less than what Is caused by gravity-
capillary-pressure equilibrium with the water table (factors that cause liquid saturation to be
greater than this are discussed in Section 12.1). Liquid saturation increases with decreasing
height above the water table (or perched water body). Liquid saturation also increases with
percolation flux, particularly if that flux is steady (see Section 1.10.6).

Distribution of fracture permeability and connectivity This affects both small-scale and large-
scale vapor and condensate flow. If fracture permeability Is small enough (ie., bulk
permeability kb < 1-10 mllidarcy) and/or the distance between connected fractures is large
enough, then advective dryout will be throttled. If kb > 1-10 millidarcy and the distances
between well connected fractures is small enough, then advective dryout will be unthrottled. If
skb > 1-10 darcy, then buoyant gas-phase convection significantly affects the magnitude and
direction of vapor flux over the length scale for which fractures are ubiquitously connected (see
Section 10.12.2). The connected length scale of fractures also affects the scale over which
repository-scale condensation redistribution can occur. Zones of highly contrasting Ao can result
in focused vapor and condensate flow in the near-field rock (see Section 10.12.5). Note that.
observations of large kb (> 1-10 darcy) being prevalent in the ESF imply that nonbuoyant or
buoyant unthrottled advective dryout will prevail and that throttled advective dryout will be
limited to (at most) isolated regions of the host rock.

Distribution of matrix hydrological properties: This influences srnall-scale gas-phase and liquid-
phase flow. Of particular importance is how the imbibition properties of the matrix Influence
the degree to which nonequlllbrium liquid-phase fracture flow can occur (see Section 1.3). The
drying and rewetting characteristics of the matrix can Influence the spatial extent of dryout
(see Section 10.13). The rewetting characteristics of the matrix also strongly Influence gas-
phase and liquid-phase rewetting of the dryout zone (see Section 10.13).

Thermal conductivity Kth distribution In the rock: This is affected by both the Kth of the intact
rock and the degree of fracturing.

Overburden thickness: This quantity, which is the distance between the repository and the ground
surface, can vary significantly over the repository. Because this is the thickness of the
"thermal blanket' that insulates the repository from the ground surface, it affects the time
required to attain the peak rock temperature at the center of the repository. It also affects the
vertical extent over which heat pipes may develop, with maximum vertical heat-pipe length
increasing with overburden thickness. Peak temperatures at the edge of the repository are
determined by the edge-cooling effect before the overburden thickness has any influence. The
influence of overburden thickness on T-H behavior in the repository is discussed in Section 10.1A
of Chapter 10.

Contribution of buoyant gas-phase convective vapor and heat flow If kb > 1-10 darcy, then
buoyant gas-phase convection significantly affects the magnitude and direction of vapor flux
over the length scale for which fractures are ubiquitously connected (see Section 10.12.2).,If kb
> 40 darcy and fractures are ubiquitously connected over a length scale comparable to the width
of the repository area, then buoyant gas-phase convection significantly affects heat flow and
repository temperatures (see Section 1.85).
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Contribution of heat-pipe-driven convective vapor and beat flow: Depending on the ambient
percolatori flux and on whether heterogeneity in the 4 distribution and/or heating conditions
result in zones of focused condensate flow, heat-pipes can result in a significant cooling effect
and cause greater liquid saturation and liquid-phase flux in the vicinity of emplacement drifts
(see Sections 1.10.5.1, 1.106, and 10.12.5). For ambient percolation fluxes greater than 1.0
mm/yr, the tendency for heat pipes to cause cooler/wetter conditions near emplacement drifts
increases with ambient percolation flux (Section 1.10.6).

Contribution of vapor-diffusion-driven vapor and heat flow: Depending on whether the binary
diffusion of water and air is significantly enhanced (relative to "nominal" vapor diffusion),
vapor diffusion can result in additional vaporization and vapor transport (relative to that
driven by boiling alone) or cause significant vaporization and vapor transport after boiling has
ceased (see Section 10.1.3.2).

Engineered System heterogeneity: Arises from variability in the following:

WF layout: This includes the axial spacing (along the drift) between WP centers and the lateral
spacing between drift centers (called drift spacing). Section 1.105.1 focuses on the importance of
WP layout; however, this topic Is discussed throughout Sections 1.10.5 and 1.10.6.

WP heat output: This can vary substantially among spent nuclear fuel (SNF) WPs; moreover, the
Defense High-Level Waste (DHLW) WPs generate an insignificant amount of heat compared
to even the coolest SNF WPs. For WPs that are thernially Isolated from each other, the
distribution of the respective WPs along the drift can make a large difference In determining
their respective environments (including T, RH, liquid-phase saturation, and liquid-phase
flux). Section 1.105.1 focuses on the importance of WP heat output; however, this topic is
discussed throughout Sections 1.10.5 and 1.10.6.

WE emissivity. This quantity determines the efficiency of thermal-radiative heat transfer from
the WP to the drift wall and from WP to WP (see Section 1.10.53).

Bacfill thermal conductivity This quantity determines the temperature difference ATddt
between the WP and the drift wall that can substantially reduce RH on the WP surface
ARHdt (relative to that in the adjacent near-field rock). The reduction in RH is
most effective f the backfill does not wick moisture back to the WP (see Section
1.10.5.5).

Backfill hydrological properties: These properties affect the degree to which wicking may
transport moisture from the (cooler and more humid) near-field rock to the (hotter and less
humid) WP surface. If wicdking in the backfill is present, It can reduce ARHdMr.t The kb, of the
backfill will determine the degree to which buoyant gas-phase convection Influences heat
transfer between the WP and drift wall. Backfill hydrological properties also affect how
effectively the drift seepage flux is able to drain out of the drift (see Section 1.105.4).

BacfilU configuration: The Important Items include: (1) the percentage of the drift that Is
backfilled (full versus partial backfill), (2) the configuration of the upper backfill surface
(sloping versus horizontal) and (3) whether backfill is allowed to fill In between WPs. The
temperature difference ATdrft between the WP and the drift wall depends on the percentage of
the drift that Is backfilled. This may also affect the degree to which buoyant gas-phase
convection influences heat transfer between the WP and drift wall (see Section 1.10.5A).

Invert thermal conductivity: This quantity affects both the WP and drift wall temperatures. For
cases with backfil, it, along with Kt1, in the backfill, determines the temperature difference
AT&Ut between the WP and the drift wall (see Section 1.10.5.5).
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Invert hydrological properties: These properties affect the degree to which widdng may be
important. If wicking In the invert is important, it can woderately reduce IARXst. These
properties also affect how effectively the drift seepage flux is able to drain out of the drift.
Radionuclide transport will also be significantly affected; particularly, as to whether
transport is limited to liquid-phase diffusive transport (see Section 1.10.54).

Proximity to the edge of the repository. Repository edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding effects all
depend on the proximity of the drift to the edge of the repository (see Section 1.10.6).

A key attribute of the EBS, affecting its ability to contribute to waste isolation, is to cause an RH
difference 4RHdrft) between the hotter (and drier) WP and cooler (and more humid) rock at the drift
wall The drift-ARH effect is quantified by the relationship Rfwp/RHdw - Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp),
which depends primarily on the temperature difference (Tdrift) between the WP and drift wall.
Therefore, the heat transfer attributes of the EBS are key In determining the extent to which RH can be
reduced on the WI.

Engineered Barrier System (EBS) heat transfer attributes: The primary heat transfer attributes of the
EBS include:

Axial WP spadng: This detennines the amount of decay heat generated per unit length of drift and
how efficiently heat is transferred by thermal radiation from WI to WP. This also affects the
temperature distribution along the drift wall (Sections 1.105 and 1.10.6).

WP heat generation distribution: This, together with the axial WP spacing, determines the
spatial variability of the heat flux distribution along the axis of the emplacement drift. This
also affects the temperature distribution along the drift wall (Sections 1.105. and 1.10.6).

WP emissivity: This determines how efficiently heat Is trbnsferred by thernal radiation between
a WI and (1) the drift floor, (2) the drift wall, and (3) adjacent WPs (Section 1.1053).

WE thermal conductivity. For the line-load design, this may Influence the efficiency of thermal
homogenization along the axis of the drift. Because thermal-radiative WP-to-WP heat
transfer probably limits axial heat flow along the line of WPs, WP thermal conductivity
(particularly for the range of possible values) Is likely to be a minor factor.

WI cross-sectional area: The percentage of the WP cross section that can conduct heat. For the line-
load design, this may Influence the efficiency of thermal homogenization along the axis of the
drift Because thermal-radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer probably limits axial heat flow
along the line of WPs, WP cross-sectional area is likely to be a minor factor.

Percentage of drift occupied by the Invert and backfill If sufficiently low-Kth material s used,
this determines what percentage of the drift can be devoted to insulating the WP from the
near-field rock (Section 1.10.54).

Thermal conductivity of the Invert and backfill: This, together with the drift diameter and
percentage of the drift occupied by the Invert and backfill, determines how effectively a WP
can be Insulated from the near-field rock (Section 1.10.55).

Drift diameter This influences thermal-radiative heat transfer between the WP and drift wiall. If
backfill is used, it affects the volume of the insulation.surrounding the Ws. This also affects
the temperature distribution along the drift wall (Section 1.10.5.6).

Another Important heat transfer attribute of the entire repositor system is the overall
AML of the repository area, which is discussed in Section 1.1.5.7. e AML also detemilnes
the spatial and temporal extent of significant RH reduction in the rock (ARHck). The AML
determines the overall temperature rise of the repository rock and the vertical extent (and
magnitude) of the temperature rise In the UZ (see Section 10.11) and SZ (see Section
1.102). The AML also determines the spatial and temporal extent of changes to the liquid-
phase saturation distribution In the UZ (see Section 10.X.2.1).
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Table LOL~.L. Percolation fluxes considered in his study and the resulting initial relative
humidity and liquid saturation conditions at the repository horizon.

Infiltration flux Initial relative humidity at Initial liquid saturation at
(mmlyr) repository horizon (%) repository horizon (%)

0.00 98A 68

0.05 99.2 84

0.132 99.6 95

0.30 99.9 99.0

1.00 99.9 99.7

5.00 99.9 99.7
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Table 1.10.12 Heating characteristics of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) WP types represented in
the two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR
WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs Into a uniform line-heat load.

Waste package Percentage of SNF age MTUIW Burnup Enrichmen

type WP inventory (yr) P (M U)(GWD/MTU) t (%h)

in model (%)

BWR MPCS 402 25.9 6.06 33,100 3.01

PWRMPCs 59.8 26.0 8A9 41500 3.82
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Table 1.1013. Heating characteristics of the waste package types represented in the three-
dimensional multiple-WP model

Waste package Percentage of SNF MTUIW Burnup Enrichmen Initial WP

type WP age P {MU) (GWDIMTU t (%) heat output

Inventory in (yr) )(kW)

model (h)

Hanford Site 10% NA 2.15 NA NA 156

DHLW WP 

Savannah River 20% NA 2.15 NA NA 2.84

Site DHLW WP

Small 40-yr-old 20% 40 4.67 35,455 3.4 3.18

PWR W_

Large '"average" 20/ 25.9 7,07 33,100 3.01 6.14

26-yr-old BWR

WP

Large "average" 20% 26 8.83 41,500 3.82 9.16

26-yr-old PWR

WP

Design basis fuel 1o 10 9.74 48,086 42% 17.85

10-yr-old PWR

WP_

w

_am-
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1.10.12 Discussion of the Models and Sensitivity Analyses in this Section

The calculations in Section 1.10 were conducted with four different types of nodels.

Drift-scale ECM mode This model represents detailed three-dimensional T-H behavior in and
around the emplacement drifts (including the rock pillar separating the drifts), and one-
dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior that occurs from the water table to the ground
surface; it does not represent three-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior. This model
utilizes the equivalent continuum model (ECM) to represent fracture-matrix flow. Two different
drift-scale models are used, including (1) a two-dimensional cross-sectional model, which
represents (in very fine detail) the WP and emplacement drift in a plane transverse to the drift
axis and which axially averages the heat output from a row of WPs (Section 1.105.4), and (2) a
threedimensional, multdple-WP model that represents six WPs, of which each has unique
decay-heat characteristics (Sections 1.10.5 and 1.10.6).

Mountain-scale ECM model: This model represents three-dimensional mountain-scale T-H
behavior with an R-Z coordinate system and represents WP decay heat by uniformly
distributing the heat over a disk-shaped area; this is sometimes called a smeared-heat-source
model. This model utilizes ECM to represent fracturematrix flow (Section 1.10.6 and Sections
10.1 and 102).

Hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale ECM model This model represents both the detailed three-
dimensional drift-scale effects and three-dimensional mountain-scale effects. This model is
also used to check the appropriateness of the drift-scale model calculations In analyzing the
performance of the entire repository area. This model utilizes ECM to represent fracture-natrix
flow (Section 1.10.6).

Drift-scale DIM model This model represents both the detailed three-dimensional drift-scale
effects and one-dimensional mountain-scale effects. Tis model utilizes the discrete fracture-
matrix model (DFM) that discretely models flow in the fractures and matrix block, and thereby
accounts for nonequilibrium fracture-matrix interaction This model is used to check the
appropriateness of the drift-scale ECM model calculations in analyzing gas- and liquid-phase
flow in the near field (Section 1.10.7).

Model calculations in this section were caried out using both the V-TOUGH and NUFr codes
[Nitao, 1989; Nitao, 1993] and using both two- and three-dimensional drift-scale models. The models
include all major hydrostratigrapbic units in the UZ, which are assumed to be horizontal and of uniform
thickness; the initial and boundary conditions were the same as those used In past studies [Buscheck and
Nitao, 1993; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994b1. For Sections 1.102 through 1.10.6,
we assumed kb = 280 millidarcy. For Sections 1.102 and 1.103, we used an initial vertical liquid
saturation profile based on a zero percolation flux. The Initial vertical temperature and pressure
distribution are consistent with the nominal geothermal flux and pneumatistatic conditions.

Higher percolation fluxes, resulting in wetter liquid saturation profiles, are considered in Sections
1.10A and 1.10.6 (for conditions at the repository horizon see Table 1.10.1.1). For all of the calculations,
the atmospheric RH Is assumed to be 100%, so the model allows no loss of moisture by vapor diffusion to
the atmosphere. Bemuse actual RH in the desert atmosphere is much lower than 100%, the model
underrepresents this loss. This neglected loss may be large for high AMLs, which can steepen the
temperature gradient near the ground surface by a factor of 50. relative to ambient conditions. The effect
of this assumption Is offset (to some degree) by the assumption of zero percolation flux made in some of
the calculations. All of the drift-scale models used in this study assumed that the water table is fixed
at a constant temperature, liquid saturation, and pressure. The mountain-scale and hybrid drift-scale-
mountain-scale models represent thennal-hydrological flow to a depth of I km below the water table,
which is deep enough for the model to be (effectively) infinitely deep.
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Table 10.1.1. also sunmarizes the effect of a given percolation flux on the relative humidity RH and
liquid saturation at the repository horizon under ambient conditions. Notice that the RH is extremely
high regardless of infiltration flux, while liquid saturation is quite sensitive to percolation flux. For a
steady-state percolation flux less than about 02 mm/yr, the equivalent continuum model (ECM) predicts
that all of the percolation flux can be accommodated by flow in the matrix (except in the TSw3 unit
where the matrix permeability may be too low to accomnmodatv all of the flux, which results in some
perching and fracture flow). In the Thwl and T5w2 units, the matrix cannot sustain a percolation flux
greater than about 02 nmm/yr; consequently, for percolation flux greater than 0.2 mm/yr, some of the
percolation flux must occur in the fractures at the repository horizon. For percolation flux greater than
0.2 mm/yr, the matrix is essentially fully saturated at the repository horizon. Note that these
observations are subject to the linitations of the ECM and may not be relevant to the situation where
percolation flux is focused down fault zones.

In Sections 1.10.2,1.103, 1.10A, and 1.10.54, drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior is
represented by a two-dimensional model that Incorporates the geometric details of the WPs and
emplacement drifts in a cross section transverse to the drift axs. Heat transfer in the drift occurs as
thermal radiation, heat convection, and conduction. For Sections 1.10.2, 1.10.3, and 1.10.3, the WP and
drift are assumed to be rectangular however, as long as the cross-sectional areas of the WP and drift are
the same as in the actual circular geometry, the model is found to accurately model heat and mass flow
within the drift (see Fig. 1.102.1).

Because the two- and three-dimensional drift-scale models effectively assume an infinite repository
area, they are applicable to the region not affected by cooling at the repository edge. Calculations for
the repository edge were carried out with a two-dimensional hybrid model that imbeds a cross-sectional
drift-scale model In a cross-sectional mountain-scale model. Calculations with a mountain-scale model
are presented in Section 1.10.6 to examine the influence of edgecooling/rewetting effects on temperatures
and RH throughout the repository. Section 1.10.6 also describes a hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale
model that Is an abstraction process that includes three-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior and
detailed three-dimensional drift-scale T4H behavior driven by WPs with different decay-heat
characteristics.

Section 1.8.2 describes the major thermal management strategies, Including the minimally heated
(MH) repository and constructively heated (CH) repository. We have identified two fundamental CH
approaches for managing the T-H effects of decay heat:

Extended dryout (ED) approach: Use a high AML (>60 MlJ/acre) to drive a large fraction of the
Initial pore water (in the rock) from the repository as a whole. The high areal power density
associated with such an AML creates a thick superheated dryout zone (coalesced between
emplacement drifts) and maintains above-boiling temperatures and low RH in the repository
rock (and on WPs) for thousands of years.

Localized dryout (ID) approach: Maintain a temperature difference between the WI and the drift
wall that is large enough to reduce RH on the WP. This is done with close axial WP spacing
(generating a high line-heat load) and/or the use of low-thermal-conductivity backfill in the
drift. Wide drift spacings and low to intermediate AMLs (<50-60 MTU/acre) are used to (1)
prevent the boiling zones from coalescing between drifts (and thereby limiting condensate
buildup above the drifts) and (2) limit far-field temperature rise (as in the MH strategy).

To determine the boundaries between the LD and ED donrains (with respect to thermal design
parameters), we considered AMls of 6 to 120 MTUAcre, drift spacings d of 25 to 400 m, and LMLs of 02
to 125 MTU n For Sections 1.102, 1.10.3, 1.10A, and 1.10.5A, an oldest-fuel-first (OFF) receipt scenario
with 26-yr-old SNF and a mix of large BWR WPs (containing 40 BWR assemblies per WP) and large
FWR WPs (containing 21 PWR assemblies per WP) was assumed for the decay-heat-generation curve
Crable 1.10.1.2). Note that these WPs are called 40-BWR WPA and 21-PWR WPs, respectively. We also
considered the effect of aging the SNF to ages of 40,60, 100, and 200 yr. Cases in which the drift is
backfilled at 100 yr were compared with those with no backfill.
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In Section 1.105A, a mudh more highly refined two-dimensional cross-sectional model Is used that
incorporates the details of the WP and emplacement drift, including the circular geometry of the WP and
drift and the configuration details of the sloping-partial and level-partial backfill scenarios that were
investigated in the Backfill Systems Study Balady et al, 19961. Heat transfer in the drift occurs as
thermal radiation, heat convection, and conduction. Thermal radiation occurs between all surfaces,
including thermal radiation that occurs from one drift wall (or floor) surface to another this feature In the
model is particularly Important for the off-center in-drift (OCj)) emplacement scenario, which results in
strongly asymmetrical heating of the drift-wall surfaces. Unless otherwise stated, the models represent
center-In-drift (CID) WP emplacement. We show In Section 1.1.0.5.4 that beyond 50 yr there is very little
difference In near-field thermal-hydrological behavior between the 00D and CID emplacement
scenarios. Because of the very fine degree of refinement of the numerical grid (with some grid blocks as
small as 0.1 x 0.1 m) in the drift, this model can very accurately represent buoyant gas-phase convection
that occurs within the drift Unless otherwise stated, the models represented CM WP emplacement.

AU previous studies of drift-scale (or sub-repository-scale) termal-hydrological behavior e.g.,
Buscheck et al., 1994; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1994b, Mlshra, 1994; Buscheck et
al., 1995; Ho and Francis, 19961 have used two-dimensional crQss-sectional models that average the heat
output from rows of WPs into a uniform line-heat load. This assumption can substantially distort the
representation of thermal-hydrological behavior in and around emplacement drifts for realistic WP
emplacement scenarios, particularly those Involving large axial WP spacing and/or a large variation in
heat output from WP to WP. For such scenarios, three-dimensional calculations are required to adequately
represent drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior Buscheck et al., 19961. This is particularly te for
the Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD) rev 00 design, which has large axial WP spacing and a WP
Inventory with a large degree of heat output variability from WP to WI. To carry out such calculations, a
three-dimensional, drift-scale, multdple-WP model, based on the NUFB code [Buscheck et al., 19961 was
developed. This Is the first published themal-hydrological model that discretely represents a mixture of
WPs with different heating histories. The three-dimensional, multiple-W model Is used in Sections
1.10.5 and 1.10.6 to compare two repository designs: the ACD rev 00 design (TW, 19961 and the line-load
design, which is also called the Localized Dryout concept IBuscheck et al., 19951. The focus of Sections
1.10.5 and 1.10.6 is on examining differences between the two designs (both with and without the use of
backfill) with respect to T and RHf experienced by WPs and within the drifts and the near field itself.
These quantities strongly affect WP integrity and the integrity of repository components, such as steel sets
that may be required for drift stability.

A mixture of WP types is examined in Sections 1.10.5 and 1,10.6, ranging from those containing very hot
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) to virtually cold defense high-level waste (DHLW). The three-dimensional,
multiple-WP model ncludes six major WP types (Table 1.10.13), resulting in a WP inventory that is
representative of that assumed for the ACD rev 00 design, including four SNF WP types: (1) 'very hot" 10-
yr-old vdesign basis fuels PWR WIs (comprising 10% of the WIPs in the model), (2) "relatively coolf 40-
yr-old PWR WPs (20% of the WPs), (3) nominal 26-yr-old PWIR WPs (20% of the WPs), and (4) nominal
26-yr-old BWR WPs (20% of the Ws), and two types of DHLW, ncluding those from the Hanford site
(10% of the WPs) and those from the Savannah River site (20% of the WPs). Note that the ACD rev 00
design assumes that 27% of the WPs are DHLW WPs, while for the three-dimensional, multiple-WP
model, 30% of the WPs are assumed to be DHLW WPs.

In Sections 1.10.5 and 1.10.6, the drift diameter is assumed.to be 5.5 m; however, drift diameters of 3, 4,
and 65 m are also analyzed (Section 1.105.6). (In Section 1.10., drift diameters of 5.0 and 6.77 m were
considered.) Heat transfer within the drift occurs as thermal rdiation, heat convection, and conduction.
Thermal radiation occurs between all surfaces, including thermal radiation from WP to WP. A sensitivity
study of thermal radiation n the drift considered WP ernissivities of 0.3 and 0.8 (Section 1.105.3). For the
backfill cases, a sand backfill was assumed; bacil thermal conductivity values Kth = 0.3 and 0.6

W/m0 C are considered (Section 1.105). For the line-load backfill cases, it is assumed that measures are
taken to prevent backfill from filling the gap separating WPs; line-load cases were also considered where
backfill Is allowed to fill in between WPs (Section 1.10.52). In addition to the reference areal mass
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loading (A3M 3 MMU/acre), AMLs of 25,45,100, and 120 MU/acre are also considered (Section 1.10.5.7).
Ambient percolation fluxes rangingfromO - mm/yr are considered in Section 1.106.

There are two fundamentally different ways that WPs can be arranged In the repository at Yucca
Mountain. The first approach (called square spacing) attempts to uniformly distribute the WP decay heat
over the repository area by placing the WPs with roughly the same axial and lateral spacing between
WPs (as Is done In the ACD rev 00 design). The second approach (called the line load) lineally
concentrates the WP decay heat to the greatest possible extent by placing the WPs end-to-end along the
emplacement drifts. For a given AML, this allows for the maximum possible spacing between emplacement
drifts. (Note that the placement of more than one row of tightly spaced WIs per drift would result in an
even higher line-heat load and wider drift spacing.) By utilizing each emplacement drift to the maximum
possible extent, a repository that uses the ine-load approach would require the minimum possible total
length of emplacement drift. The two primary repository designs analyzed in Section 1.10 are:

ACD rev O0 design: This design utilizes a 'square" geometry with the spacing between drift
centerlines being roughly the same as the axial center-to-center spacing between SNF WPs. The
ACD rev 00 has a lineal mass loading LML - OA6 MTU/m and drift spacing . 22.5 m.

iUne-load design: This approach places WPs nearly end-to-end and the drifts are spaced far apart.
An example of this approach (which is emphasized in Section 1.10) assumes a 0.1-m gap between
the WPs, resulting In LML -1.11 MTU/mand drift spacing - 53.8 m; this drift spacing is used to
keep the same AML (83.4 MTU/acre) as that assumed In the ACI) rev 00 design. The drift spacing
in this example of the line-load design is 2.4 times greater than In the ACD (see Fig. 1.10.1.1).

To exurdne the importance of tight axial WP spacing, we considered a line-load design with a 1.0-m
gap between Wfs, resulting In LML - 0.94 MFU/m and drift spacing = 46.1 m. We analyzed alternative
AMLs for the 1.11-MTUJ/m line-load design (with a 0.1-m gap between WIs), Induuding: (1) 120 MTU/acre,
resulting in drift spacing 37A m; (2) 100 MTU/acre, resulting in drift spacing - 44.9 m; (3) 45 Mt/acre,
resulting in drift spacing = 100 m; (4) 25 MTU/acre, resulting in drift spacing = 80 m. We also analyzed
alternative AMLs for the ACD rev 00 axial W'P spacing, including. (1) 45 MTU/acre, resulting in drift
spacing - 41.8 n; and (2) 25 MTU/acre, resulting in drift spacing - 25 m.

In Section 1.10.6, we examine the sensitivity of near-field thermal-hydrological behavior to ambient
percolation flux. Percolation fluxes of 0.0, 0.05, 03,1.0, and 5.0 mm/yr were considered. In Section 1.10.7,
we make a detailed comparison of drift-scale therm
al-hydrological behavior calculated by the discrete fracture-roatrix model and the equivalent continuum
model (ECM), which is the approximation for fracture-matrix Interaction used throughout most of our
thermal-hydrological calculations. A comparison of the discrete fracture-matrix model with the ECM in
representing thermal-hydrological behavior is also described in Section 1.9.7.

1.10.2 Analysis of Localized and Extended Dryout Regimes

The major features of the localized dryout (I)) and extended dryout (ED) approaches are discussed
In Section 1.8.2. A primary concern for the ED approach Is whether condensate buildup above the
boiling zone has a deleterious effect on waste Isolation. For both the ED and LD approaches, this
buildup is affected by several key factors:

1. Exfiltratlon flux: This may be strongly affected by how much the decay-heat-steepened
temperature gradient near the ground surface increases the exfilltration flux to the atmosphere
(moisture loss by advective and diffusive vapor transport).

2. Infiltration flux: This is precipitation that does not run off the area overlying the repository.
and is not evaporated or transpired before it reaches a depth below the zone of evapo-
transpiration.

3. Percolation flux: This quantity, which is the liquid-phase flux in the host rock (the TSw2 unit),
is the net result of infiltration and exfiltration and the ability of the PTn to divert the net
Infiltration flux which reaches the PTn unit.
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L Buoyant versus nonbuoyant advective vapor transport: This determines what fraction of the
water vaporized by decay heat is driven above the boiling zone. U vapor flow is dominated by
buoyant gas-phase convection, up to 100% of the vapor can end up above the boiling zone (where
it condenses). If vapor flow is dominated by boiling-dven advective transport, then 50% of the
vapor will end up above the boiling zone.

5. Decarheat-driven vaporization rate: The rate at which pore water in the rock is vaporized by
decay heat and transported above the boiling zone (where It condenses). This is affected by
AML and by the major thermal-hydrological regime that dominates vaporization and vapor
transport. The major T-H regimes are: (1) throttled, nonbuoyant advective vapor transport. (2)
unthrottled, nonbuoyant advective vapor transport, and (3) unthrottled, buoyant advective
vapor transport (see Section 1.85). The extent to which vapor diffusion is enhanced will also
affect the vaporization rate.

6. Condensate shedding: How effectively does liquid-phase drainage around the boiling zone (or
zones) mitigate condensate buildup above the boiling zone(s).

Factors I through 5 determine the liquid-phase flux that reaches the top of boiling zone(s); factor 6
influences how much of that flux drains around (and below) the boiling zone(s). The ED approach (and,
to a lesser extent, the LD approach) may increase exfiltratlon flux (factor 1). The LD approach will
limit the AML dependence of the condensate flux (factor 5) and prevent the boiling zones from
coalescing between drifts, thereby allowing condensate to drain between the drifts (factor 6).

Figure 1.10.2.lac gives the maximum vertical distance &Zmax of the upper boiling front from the
repository horizon as a function of AML for various SNF ages. The boiling zones are initially
cylindrical (centered at the drift axis) with a radius equal tD ,Zmax; after they coalesce (in the ED
approach), the coalesced zone is tabular (centered at the repository horizon) with a vertical thickness
of 2&Zmax. Examination of the temperature fields for a wide range of cases shows that uncoalesced
(cylindrical) boiling (that Is, localized dryout) persists as long as the radial dimension of the boiling
zone AZmax) Is less than half the drift spacing (AZnmx < Ld/2); coalesced (tabular) boiling (that is,
extended dzyout) occurs for AZax > Ld/2 This observation pernits us to distinguish between the LD
and ED domains in Fig. lac all values of Add lying below the AZre - Ld/2 curve are in the LD
domain, and all values lying above this curve are in the ED dQnain. Figure 1.10.2.2 gives the maximum
AML (AMLma) for uncoalesced boiling as a function of SNF age for two values of lineal mass loading
(LML). The range of AMI. amenable to the LD approach is increased by (1) wider drift spacings
(higher LMLs), (2) SNF aging, and (3) drift ventilation.

Another benefit of wide drift spacing (high LMLs) is that peak WP (and drift-wall) temperature
Tpeak is insensitive to AML (Fig. 1.10.1b,d). This means that WPs could be emplaced in every other
drift, and the decision of whether to fill the remaining drifts defeMrred until enough information about
T-H behavior was available from in situ thermal tests [Buschck and Nitao, 19951 and repository
performance monitoring. Because Tpeak in the near field is insensitive to AML for high LMLs, similar
near-field environment (NFE) design assumptions concerning 'peakc will be applicable to a wide range
of therrnal loading (and WP emplacement) options. These results also Indicate that Tpeak In the near
field is insensitive to proximity to the repository edge; NFE design assumptions concerning Tpeak will
therefore be similar for the entire repository area. Another advantage for high LMLs is thaf the total
length of emplacement drifts depends on LML and is independent of AML (and repository area). Some of
the potential cost savings in constructing a high-AML repository could also be realized in a low-AML
repository that uses the same LML.

Still another benefit of wide drift spacing is that the drift-ARH effect Is maximized for any given
AML. Figure 1.1023b shows this effect for a 40-MTU/acre e;ample of the LD approach. Higher LMLs
increase ATdrift and thereby increase ARHdrift. This increase in ARHdrift occurs even though far-
field temperatures are nearly identical for these cases (not shown In Fig. 1.102.3) and near-field
temperatures are similar after about 2000 yr (Fig. 1.1023a). Thus, It Is possible with the LD approach
to substantially reduce RH on the WP while limiting far-field temperature rise.
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Figure 1O.2.L (a) Maximum vertical distance Afmax of the upper boiling front from the repository
horizon and (b) peak temperahtre on the WP as a function of AML for various SNF ages, LML = 0.63
MTU/m, no backfill, bulk permeability kb = 280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor %eff = 0.2.
Curves are also shown (cA) for LML = 1.25 MTU/m and WP spacing = 6 m. In (a) and (c), the curve
separating the ED and LD domains corresponds to AZx equal to one-half the drift spacing 4L'2.
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110.3 Performance Attributes of Engineered Backfill

We analyzed the effect of a granular backfill on ARHdrift for the LD approach (Fig. 1.10.3.1ab).
We assumed that the intergranular porosity of a crushed PTh tuff backfill can be treated like fractures
in the equivalent continuum model Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a1 with kb - 40 darcy. The hydrological
properties of the intragranular porosity are assumed to be those of the Intact rock matrix, and the
drying curves measured by Peters et al. 119841 are assumed to be applicable to matrix inbibition; both
assumptions probably overrepresent the tendency of water to be wicked back to the WP and are
therefore conservative. For most of the calculations, the dry and wet values of Kth were assumed to be

one-half the intact PTn values (0305 and 0.425 W T 1 °C1 , respectively).

After backfill is emplaced at t - 100 yr, Twp increases abruptly from 100 to 2100C (Fig. 1.103.1a),
decreasing RHwp from 62 to 2.7% (Fig. 1.103.1b). Because of the low AML (24 MTUacre), RH reduction
that results from rock dryout (ARrock) is negligible (Table 1.10.3.1). Because of the larger ATdrift,
backfill results in a much larger ARHdrift than when backfill is not used. At t = 10,000 yr, RHwp 71
and 93% for backfill and no backfill, respectively (Fig. 1.10.3.1b). An important benefit of backfill is
that RHwp may remain low until Twp is quite low. With backfill (at t - 21,000 yr), RHwp - 81% and
Twp = 34C; with no backfill (at t -715 yr), RHwp 81% and Twp 77C, backfll can therefore
substantially reduce the Twp associated with a given RHwp.

On the basis of ongoing sensitivity analyses, seven potentially beneficial performance attributes
have been identified for a well-selected engineered backfill:

1. Persistent steep (predictable) temperature difference ATdrift between the WP and drift
wall that substantially reduces RH on the WP surface &Wdrift (relative to that in the
adjacent host rock). The reduction in RH Is most effective if the backfill does not wick
moisture back to the WP.

2. Capillary barrier that attenuates (spreads) focused liquid flux (including nonequllibrium
fracture flow).

3. High heat capacity (relative to air) and large ATdrift that evaporates the (attenuated)
liquid flux and equilibrates the absolute humildity (partial pressure of water vapor Pv) in
the drift with conditions in the adjacent host rock.

4. MInimized liquid contact on the WP that prevents an evaporative buildup of salts on the
WP.

5. Minimized (gas- and liquid-phase) moisture contact on the WP that reduces the potential
for radionuclide dissolution and release from the WP.

6. Minimized liquid saturation that reduces the potential for the diffusive transport of
radionudides within the EBS (and radionuclide release from the EBS).

7. Minimized liquid flux near the waste package that reduces the potential for the advective
transport of radionuclides within the EBS (and radionuclide release from the EBS).

We also analyzed the effect of backfill on &RHdrift for the ED approach (Fig. 1.10.3.1cd). After
backfill is emplaced at -= 100 yr, Twp increases abruptly from 148 to 266°C (Fig. 1.10.3.1c), reducing
RHwp from 22 to 1.8% (Fig. 1.103.1d). Table 1.10.3.1 summarizes ARHrock and ARHdrft. Because the
24- and SO-MI Uhcre cases share the same LML and because ATdrift is proportional to LML (except for
early time, when thermal radiation in the drift Is also sensitive to absolute temperature), ATdrift is the
same In both cases. The ratio RHwp/RHdw is insensitive to AML for t > 2000 yr. IFrom Eq. 2 in Section
1.83.1, we have RWwp/RHdw - Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp).J Later, the difference in absolute temperature
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between the two cases decreases, so that Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp) depends primarily on ATdrift therefore,
RHwp/RHdw depends primarily on LML and the thermal properties of the backfill and is insensitive
to AML, drift spadng, and location in the repository (I e., profdndty to the edge).

For the LD approach, ARHdrift is always the major contributor to RH reduction on the WP (Table
1.103.1) everywhere in the repository (induding the edge). For the ED approach ARHrock can play an
important role in RH reduction during the first 10,000 yr In the central half of the repository and during
the first 1000-2000 yr at the repository edge (particularly if the percolation is low). For the 80-
MTtUcre repository, ARHdrift becomes the major contributor to RH reduction for f > 10,000 yr in the
central half of the repository and for t > 2000 yr at the edge. At late time, RH reduction depends
primarily on the themal nd hydrological properties of the backfill (notably Kth and rewetting
diffusivity) and Is Insensitive to AML, drift spacing, and location In the repository. At late time, RH
reduction for a high-AML repository is similar to that of a low-AML repository having the same LML.
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Table L10.3.1. Temperature and relative humidity on the upper drift wall and the upper WP surface
for LML = 0.63 MTU/m, crushed PTn tuff invert, ful crushed FTn backffl at 100 yr with Kh - 0305
W/m 0C, WP emissivity = 0.3, and percolation fluxc 0 mm/yr. Calculations were done with a two-
dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old
PWR WPs Into a uniform lne-heat load. Also listed Is the RH reduction contributed by repository rock
dryout (ARHro&) and by the drift-RH effect (RHl).

AML time(yr)
60 _D 2000 10,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 100,000

Rgf (%) 46 2.7 53 71 80 89 92 94

TW__(__ 118 1210 69 42 34 29 27 26

Lw (%) 82 96 98.6 98.5 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.4
24 MTU/acre IWI 0.56 0.03 0.54 0.72 0.81 0.90 0.94 0.96

&Tdjft(@Q 17 131 15 7.1 4.3 21 14 0.9

ARHadk(%) 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ad (ft%) 36 94 46 27 18 9 6 4
__ _ A (%) 52 96 46 27 18 9 6 4

i 1 ( 19 1.8 33 46 59 78 90 94
TP (°C 153 266 127 64 47 35 31 28
RJ4w (%) 27 30. 54 64 73 87 96 98

60 MTU/acre RH 0.70 0.06 0.61 0.72 0.81 0.90 0.94 0.96

ATft ( 12 131 15 7.1 4.3 2.1 1.4 Q9
ARH (% )71 69 44 34 25 11 2 0

RUdift(%) 8 28 21 18 14 9 6 4
____._otd ARH (%) 79 97 65 52 39 20 8 4
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Figure 1.10.3.1. (a) Temperature and (b) relative humidity on the WP surface and in the rock at the upper
drift wall for AML = 24 MTU/acre, 26-yr-old SNF, LML = 0.63 MU/rn, Ld = 100 m, bulk permeability
kb = 280 millidarcy, and vapor diffusion tortuosity factor "rr = 0.2. (c, d) Same as (a, b) except for
AML - 80 MTU/acre and 4d -30 rn. Curves are shown for backfill emplaced at t = 100 yr and no
backfill. Temperature and relative humidity at the upper drift wall with no backfill is very similar to that
shown for the case with backfilL



L10.4 Analysis of Engineered Backfill Scenarios for the FY95 Total Systems
Performance Assessment (TSPA95)

Calculations of drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior were conducted with the NUFT code in
support of TSPA95 Andrews et al., 19951. The temperature arid relative humidity RH on the WP for a
case with AML - 80 MTUJ/acre and LML - 053 MTU/m (similar to the 063-MhIU/m case in Buscheck et
al., 11995]) were compared with the reference 83A-MTU/acre case (with LML - 0.47 MTU/m) in
TSPA95. The reference 83A-MTU/acre TSPA case was found to have significantly lower WP
temperature and significantly higher RH than the 80-MTU/acre, 053-MTU/m case. A thermal-
hydrological analysis was conducted to identify and quantify the factors leading to the differences
between the two calculations Cable 1.10A.1). The major contributors to the differences fall in two
categories: (1) thermal design assumptions and (2) whether or not rock dryout was assumed to contribute
to RH reduction on the WP. Figure 1.10A.1 dearly shows that whether the WP and emplacement drift
are represented as being circular in cross section or represented as a square with the same cross-sectional
area as the actual circular cross-sectional geometry has no effect on either the WP temperature or the
temperature difference between the WP and drift wall &Idrift (items I and 2 in Table 1.104.1).

Figure 1.10.2 breaks down the contributions of each of the three differing thermal design
assumptions on RH reduction. By focusing on the ratio REwp/RHdw, which is the ratio of RH on the
WP surface divided by RH on the drift wall, it is possible to isolate the contribution of each of the
thermal design assumptions from the contribution of the assumption concerning RH reduction by rock
dryout (ARHrock). Recall that thermal design assumptions In the drift primarily affect the drift-ARH
effect, which is measured by RHwp/RHdw, (see Eq. 2 in Section 1B.3.1). Because TSPA95 effectively
neglected ARHrock (i., RHdw 99%), RHwp/RHdw is nearly equal to RHwp . The difference in the
assumed cross-sectional area of the drift (or drift diameter) causes a 32% difference in ATdrift, which
results in a 4% difference In RHwp at 2000 yr (Fig 1.10A.2c and Item 3 in Table 1.10A.1). The difference
in the assumed thermal conductivity Kth of the backfill causes ATdrift to differ by a factor of 1.9,
which results in an 11% difference in RHwp at 2000 yr (Fig. 1.1OA.2a and item 4 in Table 1.10A.1). The
difference in the assumed LML causes ATdrift to differ by 11%, which results in a 1% difference in
RHwp at 2000 yr (Fig. 1.10A.2b and item 5 In Table 1.10.4.1). Altogether, the differences in therma
design assumptions caused a 24% difference in RH wp at 2000 yr (Fig. 1.10.4.2d).

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to investigate the sensitivity of WP temperature, ATdrift,
ARHrock, RHwp, and RHwp/RHdw to percolation flux for AMLs of 24 and 80 MTL/acre (Pigs. 1.10.43-

1.10A.6). At early time, WP temperatures are about 500C higher for the 80-MTU/acre cases than for
the 24-MTU/acre cases (compare Figs. 1.10A.3a and 1.10AAa; see also Table 1.10.3.1). Although WP
(and rock) temperatures are considerably different for the 24- and 80-MTU/acre cases, ATdrift Is
virtually the same (compare Figs. 1.10A.3c and 1.IOAAc, see also Table 1.103.1). The temperature
difference between the WP and drift wall ATdrift is insensitive to AML; consequently, it is also
independent of the proximity of the drift to the edge of the repository. Notice that ATdrift is also
insensitive to ambient percolation flux.

The RH calculations for the reference TSPA95 cases assume that the partial pressure of water
vapor Pv on the WP is the same as Pv at the dryout front (assumption 6 in Table 1.10.4.1). This is a
conservative assumption because it is equivalent to assuming that the contribution of rock dryout to RH
reduction on the WP is negligible (ie., ARHrock - 0). Figures .10.A.3b and .L1OA.4b show the
sensitivity of ARHrock to percolation flux. Figure I.IOA.4b shows that RH reduction due to rock dryout
is negligible for 24 MTU/acre. In general, ARHrock decreases with increasing percolation flux (as shown
in Fig. 1.10A.3b). For the 80-MTU/acre, 0.63-MTU/m case, ARHrock is 43,31,25, and 14% at 2000 yr for
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percolation fluxes of 0, 0.05,0.132, and 0.3 rx/yr, respectively. The percolation flux would have to be
larger than 0.3 rm/yr in order for the assumption of a negligible ARHrock (assumption 6 in Table
1.10.4.1) not to be too overly conservative.

Because of assumption 6A in Table 1.lOA.1, assumption 7A (that the backfill capiflary properties
are similar to typical gravel) cannot have any impact on the RH calculations for the reference ISPA95
cases. Assumption 6A effectively negates the Influence of thermal-hydrological effects inside the
dryout front, including any effects occurring inside the backfilled emplacement drift. Consequently, the
capillary properties of the backfill are not reflected in the analysis of the reference TSPA95 cases. As
regards assumption 6B in Table 1.10A,1, comparisons of calculations made for a 10-darcy sand and
crushed TSw2 tuff backfill indicate the potential importance of wicdng of moisture back to the WP on
the drift-ARM effect. Calculations for crushed PTn tuff (which was found to wick less than crushed
TSw2 tuff) indicated for high percolation flux and/or low AMLs that wicking eventually obviates
much of the drift-AR effect (Figs. .10ASc, L.1045d, 1.10A6c, and 1.10.4.6d). Because the 10-darcy
sand backfill does not result in significant moisture wicking back to the WP, the drift-ARH effect
remains Intact for percolation flux at least as great as 0.3 mmlyr (Figs. 1.10A.5a,-1.1OA.5b, 1.1OA.6a,
and 1.10A.6b).

The use of a granular backfill with nonporous grains (such as quartz sand) and sufficiently large
grain size (such as a medium to coarse sand) may be required to prevent the wickng of moisture back to
the WP. The wicking of moisture calculated for the crushed cuff backfill is facilitated. by the capillary
properties of the porous grains of the crushed tuff. The widdng of moisture through porous grains
(however small) may eventually obviate the benefit of the drift-&H effect. The fines contained in
poorly sorted crushed rock may also facilitate moisture wicking and may also settle onto the surface of
the WP, facilitating capillary or osmotic condensation of water vapor on the WP. Consequently, it may
be desirable to have a well-sorted backfill.

Note that the conservative assumption was made that the characteristic curves for PTn and TSw2,
which were obtained under drying conditions, are applicable .to rewetting. Analyses of imbibition
experiments Buschedk and Nitao, 19871 had previously shown that the drying curves may overpedict
rewetting by a factor of 40. However, even a factor of 40 reduction in widding rate would not be large
enough to eliminate the eventual deleterious consequences of moisture wickng back to the WP.
However, additional analyses and laboratory and field experiments (e.g., in conjunction with the drift-
scale thermal test) will be required to determine whether the wicking of moisture back to the WP may
obviate the drift-ARH effect for various candidate backfill types.

Because of assumption 6A in Table 1.10A.1, assumption 8A (that the backfill bulk permeability kb
50 millidarcy) cannot have any impact on the RH calculations for the reference TSPA95 cases.

Assumptlon 6A negates the influence of thermal-hydrological behavior inside the backfilled
emplacement drift. Consequently, the assumed hydrological properties of the backfill have no
Influence on the RMwp calculated for the reference TSPA95 cases. As regards assumption 8B, the effect
of the ki of the backfill will require further investigation. Of particular interest is determining
whether the backfill kb could be large enough to cause buoyant gas-phase convection to significantly
contribute to heat transfer between the WP and drift wall. If buoyant gas-phase convection
significantly contributes to heat transfer between the WP and drift wall, then ATdrift and ARHdrift
will be reduced relative to the case where the heat transfer is largely limited to conduction.
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Table 1.10.L1. Summary of the influence of model assumptions and level of model refinement on
relative humidity calculations supporting the FY95 Total Systems Performanrce Assessment (SPA95).

Assumption/ A: TSPA95 B: LLNL Effect

refinement (Buscheck et al.
_______________ 1995)

I Geometry Circular Square None

2 WP cross section 2 6M2 2.6 m2 NA

3 Drift cross 19.6 m2 36m2 Larger backfill cross section increases

section ATdrM by 32%, thereby increasing

_______________ .________________ _ A RH drit

4 Backfill 0.6 W/m°C 0305 W/m °C Lower Kth hIcreases ATddft by factor
thermal of 1.9, signIficantly increasing ARHdrift
conductivity Kth ______

5 Lineal mass 0.47MIU/m 0.53MTU/m Higher LML Increases &Tdrft by 11%

loading (ML)

6 RH calculations Pv (WP) - Explicitly Explicit calculation of RH is necessary

Pv (dryout front) calculated to account for the influence of rock
throughout model dryout and moisture flow in the drift
domain, including
WP suiface

7 Backfill Similar to Similar to fractured. Assumption SA makes assumpion 6A
capillary typical gravel PTn tuff irrelevant

properties Assumption 6B is being assessed.

8 Backfill bulk 50 tillidarcy 40 darcy Assumption SA makes assumption 7A
permeability kb Irrelevant

_________ _________ ____________ Assumption 7B is being assessed

w
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Figure 1.10.1. Temperature on the WP surface (a)
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Figure 1.10.4. The ratio of WP relative humidity to drift wall relative humidity RHp/RIXw for the
TSPA95 reference backfill case with AML= 83.4 MMr/acre arid backfill at 100 yr is compared with other
83.4-MTU/acre cases that each differ from the referece TA95 case by one thermal design assumption:
(a) backfill thermal condulcdiityKt (b) lineal mass loading AL, and (c) drift diametez. The combined
effect of all of these design assumptions (d) on RHWp/RHdw s also shown. The TSPA95 referce case
has a backfill & = 0.6 W/mnC, LML = 0.47 MTUJ/m, and drfft diameter = 5.0 n. The O.53-MTU/m and
0.63-MIU/m (b) have drift spacings of 25 and 30 m, respectively. Calculations were done with a two-
dimensional model that averages the heat output from a nixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old
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Figure LIO.A. Temperature on theWP (a), relative humidity in the rock at the upper drift wall ()
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Figure 1.10.A4 Temperature on the WP (a), relative humidity in the rock at the upper drift wall (b),
temperature differenc between the WP and drift wail ATdrMc (c), and relative humidity on the WP for
AML -24 MT/acre, LML = 0.63 MT/acre, drift spacing - 100 m, backfill at 100 yr backfill thermal
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Figure LDA.5. The ratio of WP relative humidity to drift wall relative humidity RHwp/RHdw for
AML = 80 MU/acre, LU&. 0.63 UI/acre, drift spacing = 30 m, backfill at 100 yr, backfill thermal
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L10.5 Influence of Repository Design on Thermal-Hydrological Behavior

L10.5.1 Influence of Axial Waste Package Spacing and Drift Spacing

There are two fundamentally different ways that WPs can.be arranged In the repository at Yucca
Mountain. The first approach (called square spacing) attempts to uniformly distribute the WP decay heat
over the repository area by placing the WPs with roughly the same axial and lateral spacing between
WPs (as Is done In the ACD rev 00 design). The second approach (called the line load) lineally
concentrates the WP decay heat to the greatest possible extent by placing the WPs end-to-end along the
emplacement drifts. For a given AML, this allows for the maximum possible spacing between emplacement
drifts. By utilizing each emplacement drift to the maximum possible extent, a repository that uses the
line-load approach would require the minimum possible total length of emplacement drift The three
primary repository designs analyzed In Section 1.10 are:

ACD rev 00 design: This design utilizes a square" geometry with the spacing between drift
centerlines being roughly te same as the axial center-to-center spacing between SNF WPs. The
ACD rev 00 has a lineal mass loading LML - OA6 MTU/m and drift spacing = 22.5 n.

111-MTU/m line-load design This design assumes a 0.1-n gap between the WPs, resulting In LML -
1.11 MrUmand drift spacing = 53.8 in; this drift spacing is used to keep the same AML
(83A MTU/acre) as that assumed in the ACD rev 00 design. The drift spacing in this example of
the line-load design is 2A times greater than in the ACD (see Fig. 1.10.1.1).

0.94-MlI/m line-load desigu This design assumes a 1.0-m gap between the WPs, resulting in LML
- a94 MMI/mand drift spacing - 46.1 m; this drift spacing is used to keep the same AML
(83A MTLU/acre) as that assumed in the ACD rev 00 design. The drift spacing in this example of
the Une-load design is 2.05 times greater than in the ACD. This example is considered to
examine the importance of tight axial WP spacing.

Using the three-dinensional, multiple-WP model (using the NUFT code), the WP inventory listed
in Table 1.10.13, and an assumed ambient percolation flux of 03 mm/yr, we start with an analysis of
"no-backfill" cases in which engineered backfill (also called backfill) is never used. We assume the
center-n-drift (CID) WP configuration. Note that the off-center-In-drift (OCID) configuration is
compared with the CID WP configuration in Section 1.105A. It should also be noted that these
calculations do not account for the potential dryout effects that may occur as a result of drift
ventilation. At the time that the WPs are emplaced in the drifts, RH in the drift is in equilibrium
with ambient humid conditions (see Table 1.10.1.1).

Figure 1.10.5.1.1 shows the temperature distributions at 100 and 500 yr for the ACD rev 00 design
and the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. For Figs. 1.10.5.1abd, temperatures below 1120C are
transparent to help llustrate the relatively hot regions in the near field. For Fig. 1.10.5.14
temperatures below 1100C are transparent. For an ambient percolation flux of 0.3 mm/yr, rock
temperatures above 1050C were found to correspond to a reduction in RH (Figure 184). Therefore the
opaque regions In Figure 1.105.1.1 can be considered to be zones of superheated conditions, in which
temperatures are sufficiently hotter than the nominal boiling point (960C ) so that moisture conditions
are drier than ambient In general, condensate drainage will occur around the opaque zones in Fig.
1.105.1.1. For the line-load design (Figs. .10.5.1.1bA), condensate shedding occurs in a cylindrical
fashion, with condensate flux at the repository horizon only occurring In the rock pillars separating the
emplacement drifts.

The large axial WP spacing in the ACD rev 00 design thermally isolates the WIs from one another,
causing the heat flux at the drift surfaces to vary substantially along the drift axis. As will be further
discussed, this results in substantial variations in WP and rock temperatures and RH along the a)ds of
the drift. This also causes rock dryout and condensate shedding to occur in a spherical fashion (Figs.
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1.10.51.1ac), with condensate flux at the repository horizon occurring within the drifts as well as in
the rock pillars separating the drifts. Accordingly, condensate.seepage into the drift occurs above the
relatively cooler DHLW WPs in the ACD rev 00 design (Fig. 1.105.12a). For the Hanford Site DHLW
W, the iquid-phase drift seepage flux Is 65,16, 8, and 5 mn/yr at 10, 100, 200, and 300 yr,
respectively. Note that these liquid-phase fluxes are much greater than the ambient percolation flux
of 03 mm/yr assumed in this calculation. With the exception f very early time for the 40yr-old PWR
W in the ACD rev 00 desig the drift seepage flux above the SNF WPs is always zero. For the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load, the drift seepage flux is always zero for all WPs, including the DHLW WPs. It is
important to point out that the model assumes that ambient percolation flux is both uniform and
steady-state. Therefore, the model does not represent the possibility of either episodic nonequllibrium
fracture flow or heterogeneous steady-state fracture flow; further workms required to address such
possibilities.

In the ACD rev 00 design, the size of any given spherically shaped superheated zone is directly
correlated with the heat output of the WP associated with that zone (Figs. 1.10.5.1.1ac). Only half of
the WPs generate enough decay heat to develop a superheated zone at 100 yr the other half, including
both DHLW WPs and the 40-yr-old PWR WI', do not generate enough decay beat to cause temperatures
to reach 1120C. The "design basis fuelr 10-yr-old FWR WP (in the foreground of Figs. 1.103..1.ac) is
associated with the largest superheated zone. Notice that the superheated zones associated with the
10-yr-old PWR WIs coalesce with those of the neighboring drifts (Fig. 1.10.5.1a). The 26-yr-old FWR
and 26-yr-old BWR WPs generate much smaller superheated zones, which are indicative of their
respective heat outputs. At 500 yr, drift-wall temperatures are very dose to the nominal boiling point
(96C) all along the drift In Fig. 1.10.5.1.1c, only the immediate vicinity of the two hottest WPs (the
10-yr-old PWR WP and the 26-yr-old PWR WP) is opaque (indicating local temperatures slightly
above 11000. For the ACD rev 00 design, only a very small portion of the repository can be considered
to be in a marginally superheated state at 500 yr.

The dose axial WP spacing in the 1,11-MTU/rn line-load design facilitates highly efficient WP-
to-WP thermal-radiative heat transfer along the axis of the emplacement drift, resulting n heat being
delivered to the drift surfaces (and surrounding rock) in a highly uniform fashion. Accordingly, the
superheated zone surrounding the drift Is virtually invariant in the axial direction (Figs. 1.10.5.1.1bd).
The higher LML (and more uniform axial heat flux distribution) in the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design
results in more locay intensive (and uniforr) rock dryout around the drifts, and the larger drift
spacing allows for more effective condensate shedding around the superheated zones (through the rock
pillars separating the drifts), thereby facilitating less condensate buildup above the line-load drifts.
As is discussed in Section 1.10.7, the tendency for condensate shedding Is greater if the local heat flux
(and resulting local condensate flux) is greater. Consequently, the line-load is associated with a much
larger superheated volume (compare Figs. 1.105.1.1bd with 1.103.1.1ac) than the ACD rev 00, even
though the two designs share the same AML.

Figures 1.105.13-1.10.5.15 and Table 1.10.5.1.1 describe the temperature and RH conditions in the
rock at the upper drift wall during the first 10,000 yr after emplacement at various WP locations along
the drift for the ACD rev 00 and 1.11-MTU/m line-load designs. Table 1.105.1 also describes a 0.94-
MTU/m line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs, which will be discussed later. For a
percolation flux of 03 mn/yr, the LML in the ACD rev 00 design is not large enough to partially dry
out, even for a limited period of dime, all portions of the rock adjacent to the drift walls; consequently,
humid ambient conditions always prevail along the portions of the drifts containing the cooler WPs.
Moreover, the wetter (as wel as cooler) portions of the ACD rev 00 drifts experience heat-pipe
conditions in the overlying rock, resulting in condensate seepage flux Into the drift (and onto the cooler
WIs). By placing the WPs in a square pattern, the ACD rev 00 design (perhaps unintentionally)
attempts to heat (and thereby presumably dry out) all regions of the repository as evenly as possible.
The ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing tries to uniformly maintain 0.46 MTU/m along the axis of the drift,
which, together with the 225-rn drift spacing, results in a heat flux distribution that is as dose to a
smeared-out uniform heat source as possible for an 83.4fMTU/acre repository. On the other hand, the
line-load (or localized dryout) approach attempts to localize.(as much as possible) the heat flux
distribution in the drifts themselves, while heating the rock pillars to a much lesser extent. This
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results in much more locally Intensive rock dryout in the vicinity of the line-load drifts and a much
greater tendency for drainage in the cooler rock pillars.

In theoretical studies of the effect of decay heat on condensate flux NItao and Bradford, 19961, it
was found that the tendency for either hot and dry conditions prevailing (rather than hot and wet
conditions) depends on whether there is enough heat flux locally that is capable of evaporating the
local liquid-phase flux. The local heat flux qH (which, during the initial heat-up period is
proportional to LML) will prevail over the local liquid-phase flux liq if the following holds:

qH > quqpbk, (1)

where Pliq is the mass density of water and hfg is the latent heat of vaporization. As discussed later in
Section 1.10.6, both the ACD rev 00 design ad the 1.11-M7U/ra line-load design generate the same
magnitude of condensate flux. So on average, both designs have the same liquid-phase flux returning to
the repository horizon. Because larger drift spacing in the line-load design allows more effective
condensate sheddin& the liquid-phase flux in the heat-pipe zone directly above the emplacement
drifts is less than in the ACD rev 00 design during the first 600 yr (see Fig. 1.10.61). During the idtial
heat-up period (before coalescence of the heat flow field with the neighboring drifts), qH is
proportional to LML, while at later time, it is proportional to AML. Because in the vicinity of the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load emplacement drifts qjj is itially 2A times greater than in the ACD rev 00 design,
there is a much greater tendency to generate hot and dry (rather than hot and wet) conditions in the
vicinity of the line-load drifts.

A consequence of the ACD design spreading the decay heat out as evenly as possibly is that for any
given repository location it is much more likely that Eq. (1) will not hold true, thereby resulting in only
a very small portion of the repository footprint being drier than ambient at 500 yr (Fig. 1.10.5.1.1c). The
line-load design attempts to increase the likelihood that superheated (dry) conditions be maintained
around the drifts and to decrease the likelihood that superheated conditions be maintained in the
midpoint of the rock pillars separating drifts, thereby facilitating condensate shedding in the pillars.
The more effective condensate shedding in the line-load design results in a smaller liquid-phase flux
directly above the emplacement drifts during the first 600 yr (Fig. 1.10.6.1).

The axial WP spacing in the ACD is large enough to Denay isolate the Ws from one another,
so that some WP loations are very hot and dry, while others are cooler and much more humid Chle
1.10.5.1). The range in peak drift-wall temperatures is 650C, while it is only 230C for the 1.11-MTUJ/m
line-load design. Because of the efficient WP-tD-WP heat transfer, the maximum peak drift-wall
temperature is only 190C higher In the 1.11-MTU/m line-load than in the ACD rev 00 design, even
though its LML is 2.4 times greater. The high thermal conductivity of the WPs and the efficient
thernal-radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer (whdch was facilitated by the close axial WP spacing)
allows heat flow to be efficiently distributed along the line of Ws. A very large axial heat flux occurs
from WP-tD-WP; in effect, relatively cool WPs function like 'cooling fins' or heat-flow conduits (or
distributors), receiving the heat generated by hotter neighboring WPs and distributing that heat to
adjacent drift wall surfaces and (in some cases) to the next WP along the drift For example, the
Savannah River DHLW WP functioned 1ke an axial heat-flow conduit, by receiving the excess heat
generated from the 10-yr-old PWR WP located next to one of its ends, and delivering some of that excess
heat to the 26-yr-old BWR located at its opposite end (see Fig. 1.105.1 for details of the WP layout).
Even though the Savannah River DHLW WP generated much less heat than the 26-yr-old BWR WP,
It still served to supply heat to (rather than receive heat from) the 26-yr-old BWR WI, because of the
excess heat flow that It was receiving from its other neighboring WP (the 10-yr-old PWR WP).

During the pre-dosure period ( < 100 yr) as well as during the post-closure period, the coolest and
most humid location in the 1.11-MTU/m line-load drift has i lower RH than the hottest and least
humid location in the ACD rev 00 drift (Table 1.10.5.1). All locations in the 1.11-MTU/m line-load
design quiddy dedine to very dry (and uniform) RH conditions. Temperature conditions in the rod
along the drift also become very uniform, with only a 60C range in temperature at 100 yr. Pre-closure
RH conditions in the drift are an Important consideration in selecting and designing mechanical support
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for the drifts. AU locations of the ACD rev 00 drift wall have rewetted to ambient humid conditions
witdn about 2500 yr (Fig. 1.10.5.1.5c), whereas It takes about 0 yr for the drift wall In the 1.11-
MTU/m drift wall to rewet to ambient RH conditions.

Figures 1.105.1-1.105.1.9 and Tables 1.105.12 -1.105.14 describe the temperature and RH
conditions on WPs during the first 100,000 yr after emplacement for the ACD rev 00 and 1.11-MTU/m
line-load designs. Table 1.10.52 also describes a 0.94-MTU/Jm.line-load design with a 1.0-m gap
between WPs, which will be discussed later. The large axdal WP spadng in the ACD rev 00 design
thermally isolates the WPs from one another so that some WPs are very hot and dry, while others
(particularly the DHLW) are much cooler and much more humid. The range in peak WE? temperature is
850C, while It Is only 290C for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. Because of the efficient WP-to-WP
heat transfer, the madmurn peak WP temperature is only 110C higher In the 1.l1-MTUI/m line-load
than In the ACD rev 00 design, even though its LML Is 2A times greater. The coolest and most humid
WP (the Hanford Site DHLW WE) In the 1.1l-MTU/m He-load design has a lower RH than the
hottest (the design basis fuel' 10-yr-old PWR WI') in the ACD rev 00 design.

For the ACD rev 00 design, the liquid-phase drift seepage flux is zero above all WFs from 350 to
2500 yr (Fig. 1.10.5Z1b). Prior to 350 yr, focused drainage Is able to overwhelm the superheated zone
overlying the Hanford Site DHLW WP, resulting In a substantial drift seepage flux (Fig. 1.10521).
Model calculations have indicated that the general thermal-hydrological behavior of the repository
system can be divided into three sequential periods: doying, quasi-steady, and rewetting [Buscheck and
Nltao, 1993a, 1993b]. The concept of these three periods Is applicable over dynamically changing
spti1 regimes. Therefore, at a given time, certain locations h a repository (such as the perimeter)
may already be in the rewetting regime while other locations.(such as the center of the repository) may
remain in the drying regime. During the first 500-1000 yr, the center of the repository (for which et
drift-scale model is most applicable) Is in the drying period (refer to Section 1.7.2). During the drying
period, the cumulative volume of water removed from the WP zone increases monotonically; the upper
vertical extent of the norminal dryout front (on average) also grows monotonically during this period. As
the upper extent of the average dzyout front moves further above the repository horizon, it becomes
increasing difficult for focused liquid-phase flow to penetrate the superheated region and reach the
repository horizon. For the ACD rev 00 design and an ambient percolation flux of 0.3 nun/yr, it takes 350
yr for the standoff between the emplacement drift and the average dryout front location to be large
enough to be able to completely vaporize the focused 'down spout" of condensate that was result in
liquid-phase seepage into the drift above the Hanford Site D1HLW W.

For the ACD rev 00 design, the surface temperature of both DHLW WPs dedines below the nominal
boiling point (9600 at 2100 yr, while the neighboring SNF WPs remain above the boiling point
Because the drift-wall and WP surfaces are below the boiling point In the vicinity of the DHLW WPs,
water vapor preferentially flows to these locations, where it condenses, thereby depositing a
considerable quantity of latent heat and condensate. The cooler regions of the drift function as 'cold
traps" In that they attract vapor flow (from the hotter regions of the drift) as a result of their lower
gas-phase pressure. This process of vapor flow and condensation in the drifts results in the transport of
a considerable quantity of moisture and latent heat to the cold traps. For 2000-60,000 yr, the surfaces of
the DHLW WPs experience RH = 100% because of the presence of liquid water (condensate) on the
surfaces of those WPs. In general, the cold-trap effect arises from:

Axial vapor flow and condensation within the drift Tis effect is driven by axial variations In
temperature T and Pv along the drift Water vapor Is transported (by gas-phase advection and
diffusion) from areas of higher Tand Pv to areas of lower Tand Pv where it condenses, which
causes RH to increase (even as high as 100%). Because there Is so little resistance to vapor flow
along the drift, large vapor fluxes can occur along the drift and large condensation rates can
arise in the cooler areas If the following three conditions are met (1) high RH In the rock at
the drift wall, (2) WP heat output varies substantialiy from WP to WP, and (3) WIs are
thermally Isolated from one another.

The condensate flux generated by the cold-trap effect contributes to the seepage flux at the drift
wall (and on the drift floor) at these locations (Fig. 1.10.5.12b). Although the WPs are thermally
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isolated from one another, they are not thermal-hydrologically isolated from one another; from 0-0
yr and from 2000-0,000 yr, the decay-heat from the hot WPs drives condensate onto the cooler WPs (as
a result of the cold-trap effect) in the ACD rev 00 design.

The last two rows of Tables 1.105.12-1.10.5.lA list the ne required to rewet to RH- 65% and
90%; these RH thresholds are listed because corrosion studies of the candidate WP materials indicate
that the critical RH for atmospheric corrosion is 65% If an evaporitic salt Is present on the WP or 90%
If the WP surface is free of sat rGdowski, 19961. For the ACD rev 00 design, the Hanford Site DHLW
WP never is below the RH - 65% threshold, while the Savannah River Site DHLW WP and the 4-yr
old PWR WF require only 130 and 140 yr to reach the 65% luwshold (Table 1.10S.1.3). For the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load design (Table 1.105.1A), the Savannah River Site DHLW WP takes the least time
(1450 yr) to reach the 65% threshold, which is still considerably longer than the time (630 yr) for the
relatively hot 10-yr-old PWR WP to reach the 65% threshold in the ACD rev 00 design (Table
1.105.13). The time required for the ACD rev 00 WPs to eamc the RH - 90% threshold ranges from
1170 to 2330 yr, while for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load WPs, the range Is 4030 to 4680 yr (Table 1.105.1.2).

Temperature and RH conditions in the rock at the upper drift wall and on the WPs for the 0.94-
MTU/rn line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs is given In Figs. 1.105.1.10-1.10.5.1.13. Beause
of the larger gaps between WPs, adal WP-to-WP heat transfer is a little less efficient than in the
1.11-MTU/m line-load design. This results in a slightly larger range in peak drift-wail temperatures
(340C versus 230 Q see Table 1.10.5.1.1) and in a larger range in peak WP temperatures (430C versus
310C, see Table 1.10.5.2); however, the drift-wall and WI temperature range Is still considerably less
than in the ACD rev 00 design. Because of the efficient WP-to-WP heat transfer, the maximum peal
WP temperature Is only SOC higher In the 0.94-MTU/m line-load than in the ACD rev 00 design, even
though Its LML is 2 times greater. The coolest (and most humid) WP in the 0.94-MTU/m line-load
design is only slightly more humid than the hottest and (driest) WP in the ACD rev 00 design (Table
1.105.1.2). Table 1.10.5.15 summnarizes temperature and RH an the WPs in the 0.94-MIIJ/m line-load
design. The coolest (and most hundd) WP (the Savannah River Site DHLW WP) in the 0.94-MTU/m
line-load design is much less humid than the hottest (and driest) WP (the 10yr-od PWR WP) in the
ACD rev 00 desigr Consequently, the Savannah River Site DHLW WP' In the 0.94-MTU/m design
requires more time to reach the RH 65% and 90% thresholds than the the 10-yr-old PWR WP in the
ACD rev 00 design.
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Table 1.10.5.1.1. Temperature and relative humidity In rock at upper drift wall for AML = 83.4
MMJ/acre, drift diameter - 5.5 m, sand invert, no backfill, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux =
03mUm/yr.

Repository design ACD rev 00 Line load Line load

UL 0.46 MIU/m 1.11 MlU/m 0.94MIU/m

Drift spacing 225m 53. _m 46.1 m

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m 1.m

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 100-165°C 161-1840C 139-1730C

Rffnm (t < 100 yr) 36-98% 21-25% 2837%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 100-1290C 142-1480C 129-LW°C

RH (t = 120 yr) 36-97% 23-27% 31-39%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 90-97% 76-77% 82-83%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 99.8-99.8% 99.1-99.1% 99.499.4%



Table 1.10.5.12. Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP suface for AML = 83A MTU/acre,
drift diameter = 5.5 m sand invert, no backfill, WP emissvlty W 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 mnn/yr.

Rpitory design ACD rev 00 Line load Line load

UAL 0.46MTU/m 1.11 MTU/m 0.94 MJ/m

Drift spacing 25 .m S3.8m 461

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m 1. m

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 107-1920C In-2030C 151-1970C

Rffmax (t < 100 yr) 2586o 16-21% 2032%

Tpuk (t > 100 yr) 10-1440C 147-58C 13-50°C

RH (t = 120 yr) 29-8% 18-23% 23-3%

RH (t=2000 yr) 86-97% 72-76% 78-82%

RH(f 10,000 yr) 92-99.9% 94-98% 94-_

t(RH - 65%o) -630 yr 1450-1620 yr 990-127 yr

t(RH - 90%) 1170-2330 yr 4030-4680 yr 2790-40 yr



Table 1.10.5.13. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83A MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing - 53.8 msand invert,
no bacill, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 0 mm/yr.

Waste pakage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMC BWRMPC PWR MPC WRMPC
DHLW DHLW _

Tpea, (t < 100 yr) 187°C 198C 185PC 188 C 192C 2160C

RHl ( < OD 16U 15% 15% 15% 14% 12%

yr) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpea& (t > 100 yr) 16OPC 162°C 161°C 1630C 164°C 170°C

RH (t 120 yr) 17% 7% 17% 17% 14% 14%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 58% 59% 57% 58% 57Yo 56%

RH (t lO,000 yr) 69% 70% 69% 69% 68% 67Yo

t(RH =65%) 6840 yr 6290 yr 7370 yr 7210 yr 8150yr S48 yr

t(RH = 90%) 26,250 yr 25,850 yr 26,720 yr 26,680 yr 27,36 yr 270 yr



Table 1.10.5.14. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MlU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WTr, LM - 11 MIlU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 n sand invert,
no back drift d iameter= 5.5 m WP emissvlty = 0, nd percolation flux=.3mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWR MPC BWR MYC PWR MPC PWR MPC

DHLW DHLW . _

Tpewk (t < 100 yr) 1710C 1840C 1710C 1740C 1780C 2030C

Rffam (t < 100 21% 21% 21% 21% 19% 16%

yr) . .

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 147°C 1490C 1480C 148C 151°C 158°C

RZH Q ' 2 yr) 23% 23% 23% 22% 21% 18%

RH (t * 2000 yr) 75% 76% 76% 74% 73% 72%

RH (t 10,000 yr) 97% 98% 98O 96% 95% 94%

f(RH 65Yo) 1510 yr 1450 yr ISM yr 1i40yr I610yr 1620 yr

t(RH 90%) 4180 4030 yr 4320 yr 4290 yr 4540 yr 4680 yr



Table 1,10.5.1.5. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AIM a 83.4 MT/acre, a
line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs, LML - 0.94 MItU/m, drift spacing = 46.1 m, sand invert,
no backfill, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emdssivity - 0.8, and percolation flux * 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRTC .WRMPC PWRMPC FWRMPC

DHLW DHLW _

Tp (t < 100 yr) 151°C 165PC 1490C 156C 162C 1970C

RH (t < 00 32% 32% 30% 29% 26% 20%

yr)

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1340C 136°C 1360C 1380C 1410C 150°C

RH (t = yr) 33% 32% 32% 31% 26% 23%

RH(te2000yr) 82% 83% 80% 81% 79% 78%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 99% 99% 97YO 97% 95% 94%

t(RH 65%) 1040 yr 990 yY 1110 yr 112 yr 1230 yr 1280 yr

t(RH = 90%) 2860 yr 2790 yr 2990 yr 2990 yr 3310yr 3540 yr
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Figure 1.10.5.1.1. Temperature distribution for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML 0.46 MTU/m and drift
spacing 22.5 m; and the fine-load design (b,d) with 0.1-m gaps between WPs, LML 1.11 MTU/m, and drift
spacing 53.8 m. For both cases, AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, sand Invert, no overfill, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP
emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr. Temperature distributions are plotted at 100 yr (a.b)
and 500 yr (cd). Temperatures less than 112°C are transparent (ab,). Tenperatures less than 10C are transparent (c).
Note that the emplacement drifts are parallel to the axial distance axis. For the ACD rev 00 design, the drift axes are
located at lateral distances of 0, 22.5,45, and 67.5 m. For the line-load design, the drift axes are located at lateral
distances of 0 and 53.8 m.



Table 1.10.5.2.6. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML 834 MTU/acre, a
lne-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs, LML = 0.94 MIU/m, drift spacing = 46.1 m, sand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/mOC, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and
percolaton flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC FWR MPC
DHIW DHLW

Tpmk (t c 100 yr) 1510C 165°C 1490C 1560C 1620C 197°C

RHmax (t < 100 32% 32% 30°h 29% 26% 20%

yr)

Teak (t > 100 yr) 1940C 205C 2060C 2030C 213°C 2210C

RH (t 120yr) 8% 7% 6% 7% 5% 5%

RH (t 2000 yr) 66% 65% 60% 62% 57% 59Yo

RH (t 10,4 yr) 86% 85% 81% 82% 77% 78%

t(RH= 65%) 1990yr 2000yr 2440yr 2310yr 2740yr 2600yr

f(RH 90%) 17,490 yr 19,100 yr 27,700 yr 26,180 yr 35,110 yr 32,740 yr
'W
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Figure 1.10.5.1.3. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall at various WP locations for
AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, sand invert, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissvity * 0.8, and ambient percolation
flux * 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML 0.46 MTU/im, and a
line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-r gap between WPs and LML = 1.11 MTU/m.
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Figur L10.5.1A Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall at various WP locatons for
AML - 83.4 MITU/acre, sand invert no overfill, drift diameter c 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and amrbient
percolation flux -0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML - 046 MIU/m,
and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-rn gap between WPs and LML = 1.11 MTUJ/m
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Figure L.O.51.5. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall at various WP locations for
AML = 83.4 MTLJ/acre, sand Invert no overfill, drift diameter r 55 m, WP emlsslvity - 0.8, and ablent
percolation flux = 03 mm/yr Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML - 0.46 MTU/m,
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Figure LO.51.6. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML 83.4 MTI/cre,
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Figure 1.0.5.1.7. Temperature and relatLve humidity on upper surface of WP for AML 83.4 MTU/acre,
sand Invert, no overfill, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP enissivity a 0.8, and ambient percolation
flux - 03 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LbL = 0.46 MlU/m, and a
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.10.5.2 Influence of Engineered Badckfill

The cases analyzed in this section utilize the same assumptions analyzed in Section 1.105.1, with
the exception of being backfilled at 100 yr with a full sand "backfill," which is to say that the drifts
are fully filled with the backfill (or overfill). The hydrological properties of the backfill are
representative of a fine to mediun sand. However, other backfill materials, such as crushed tuff or
basalt gravel, may be found to exhibit similar hydrological properties. The important hydrological
feature of sand or "sand-like backill that was assumed in thqse calculations is that It does not wick
moisture in from the near-field rock unless the matric potential of the adjacent rock is nearly zero
(nearly saturated conditions). This arises largely from the sand having zero ntragranular porosity
(i.e., the sand grains are essentially nonporous). It is assumed that when the backfill is emplaced, ib
moisture content (matric potential and RH) will be drier than ambient pre-emplacement conditions at
the repository horizon. Moreover, as was shown in Section 1.105.1 for the line-load, conditions in the
drift will be extremely dry when backfill is emplaced at 100 yr. Therefore, for some time after the
emplacement of backfill, the backfi will be subjected to RH conditions that are much drier than
ambient pre-enplacement conditions at the repository horizon. Moreover, after backfill is emplaced,
the temperature in the backfill will abruptly rise to well above the noridnal boiling point Altogether,
these effects tend to cause the backfill RH to be much drier thap ambient pre-emplacement conditions.

The most critical consideration for engineered backfill concerns the magnitude and duration of the
RH reduction on the WP, relative to RH conditions in the adjacent near-field rock The reduction in RH
is affected by three key factors:

Drlft-ARH effect: This effect is based on the relationship: RHwp/RHdw = Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp),
which holds if the partial pressure of water vapor Pv on the WP Is in equilibrium with Pv in
the rock at the drift wall (see Section 1.8.3.1). Therefore, this effect is governed by the
magnitude and duration of the temperature difference ATdrift between the WP and (cooler)
drift wall (see Section 1.103). To the extent that Pv on the WP is greater than Pv at the drift
wall, RH reduction on the WP is negated. If the drift is not backfilled, thermal-radiative heat
transfer will dominate ATdrift; if bacfill is used, thermal conduction n the backfill will
dominate ATdrlft. In both cases, It Is mportant to determine whether the gas-phase buoyant
convection contributes signficantly to heat transfer between the WP and drift wal.

Net moisture flux Into the drift This is the net result of mechardsms that cause water to enter the
drift (drift seepage and wicking) and mechanisms that cause water to leave the drift (drainage
and evaporation). If the net flux of moisture into the 4rift is high enough, Pv on the WP will be
higher than Pv In the rock at the drift wall, thereby negating some (or possibly all) of the
drift-RH effect. Net moisture flux will be Influenced by the hydrological properties of the
backfill/invert system

Axial vapor flow and condensation within the drift This effect (called the 'cold-trap effect in
Section 1.10.5.1) is driven by axi variations in temperature T and Pv along the drift. Water
vapor Is transported (by gas-phase advection and diffusion) from areas of higher T and Pv to
areas of lower T and Pv where It condenses, which causes RH to increase (even as high as
100). Because there is so little resistance to vapor flow along the drift, large vapor fluxes can
occur along the drift and large condensation rates cars arise in the cooler areas if the following
three conditions are met: (1) high RH in the rock at the drift wall, (2) WP heat output varies
substantially from WP to WP, and (3) WPs are thermally Isolated from one another. This effect
will be influenced by whether backfill Is allowed to fill In between the WPs, thereby causing
greater thermal isolation between WPs.
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The following are the two primary mechanisms that cause.water to enter the drift:
Drift seepage: Advective quid-phase flow of water thatenters the drift (and flows through the

backfill) as a result of ambient percolation or decay-heat driven condensate flow. This can
include episodic nonequilibrium fracture flow or a steady weep. This process s not significantly
affected by the presence (or absence) of backfill.

Widing: This effect requires the presence of a porous material (e., backfill and/or a porous
Invert) in the drift. Wicking involves the transport of moisture, driven by matric potential
gradients (ie., capillary pressure gradients) from high to low matric potential. Because the
host rock is generally wetter than the backfill and/or porous invert, It has a higher matric
potential than the backfill/invert. This Is primarily considered to be an advective liquid-
phase transport process (called imbibition); however, binary gas-phase diffusion can also play
a role. Because wicdng can occur as two-phase flow, t does not necessarily require a continuous
liquid phase.

The following are the two primary mechanisms that cause water to leave the drift
Drainage: Advective liquid-phase flow of water that leaves the drift. Net drainage will be

affected by (a) the rate at which water enters the drift (e.g., episodically versus a steady
weep), (b) the capillary properties of the ntragranular and ntergranular porosity of the
backfill (in particular, how strongly capilly forces tend to retain moisture), and (c) whether
fractures at the bottom of the drift readiy drain or cause wate to pond.

Evaporation: Heat flow through the backfill will be capable of maintaining an evaporation rate
(or evaporative capacity). This evaporative capacity depends on the WP heat generation rate,
which will decay with time. The water vapor generated by this evaporation will be
transported out of the drift by gas-phase advection, driven by gas-phase pressure gradients,
and by the gas-phase diffusion of water vapor and air, possibly including enhanced diffusion.
While the backfill is above the boiling point, gas-phase advection will be an important means
of transporting vapor out of the drifL After the backfill has dropped below the boiling point,
gas-phase diffusion may be the primary means of transporting vapor out of the drift.

If the combined effects of the evaporative capacity and drainage exceed the combined effects pf
drift seepage and wildng, then the backfill will be maintaingd in a state in which Pv in the backfill
(and on the WP surface) tends to be In equilibrium with Pv in the near-field rock adjacent to the drit If
drift seepage occurs episodically, the net moisture gain in the backfill will be minimized if the backfill
and the fractures at the base of the drift (i.e., base of the Invert) facilitate rapid drainage.

If the badill has ntragranular porosity, wddng can occur as a result of the miatric potential
gradients that occur within the porous grains. Minimal asperity contact area between grains does not
prevent wicdking because it can occur as a two-phase flow process, involving vapor transport in the air
between grains and liquid flow within grains. These grains do not need to be in solid-phase contact with
one another for this process to occur because water can evaporate from the wetter grain, be transported
by vapor diffusion through the air gap between the grains from the wetter to the drier grain, and then
condense on the drier grain.

If the backfill has no ntragranular porosity, then wddng is limited to film flow along the surfaces
of the grains. If the intragranular porosity Is effectively zero and the Intergranular porosity Is
sufficiently coarse, then water retention in the backfill will be limited to the asperity contacts. Urdess
RH in the backfill is high enough to cause continuous surface films of water to exist on the surfaces of
the grains, then the liquid phase will be discontinuous, limited to the pendular water at the asperities.
The discontinuous liquid phase will be Incapable of supporting a wicking flux from the relatively
wetter near-field rock, through the relatively drier backfill, and onto to the WPs. As seen in the
experimental testing of backfill Conca, 19961, the relative pnneability for this discontinuous
saturation condition can be extremely low. It should also be pointed out that hysteresis effects in the
capillary pressure and relative permeability characteristics of the backfill will make it easier for
water to drain from the backfill than for water to wick back (i.e., rewet) from the wetter near-field
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rock, through the backfill, and onto the W. Because of hysteresis effects, it Is important that data
obtained under drainage conditions not be applied to rewetting behavior of the backfill. The
combination of (1) minimized water retention in the drift, (2) rapid drainage of episodic fracture flow,
and (3) extremely low relative permeability of the backfill all tend to favor having Pv on the WP
being in equilibrium with Pv In the adjacent near-field rock.

In Section 1.10A it was found for either high percolation flux and/or for low AMLs that wicking In a
PTn tuff gravel backfill eventually obviates much of the drift-ARH effect (Figs. 1.1lO.5c, 1.IOA.5d,
1.10A.6c, and 1.10.4.6d). Calculations for a TSw2 gravel backfill had an even greater tendency to wick
than the PTn gravel backfill. The sand backfill did not wick enpugh moisture to have any effect on the
drlft-ARH effect for any of the AMLs and percolation fluxes considered in Section 1.IOA (Figs.
l.l0A.5a,b and Figs. 1.10.6ab).

The four backfill cases analyzed in this section assume center-in-drift (CID) WP configuration and
a 'full backfill" backfill configuration, using a sand backfill with a thermal conductivity Kth of 0.6
W/mrC. In Section .10.5A, a comparison is made between CID WP emplacement and off-center-in-drift
(OdD) WP configuration. Three different backfill configurations, Including full backfill, level-partial
backfill, and sloping-partial backfill are also compared in Section 1.105.A. The Influence of backfill
Kth is addressed in Section 1.10.5.5. Because the drift-scale model effectively assumes an infinite
repository area, It does not directly address the influence of the edge-cooling/rewetting effects. The
hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale model (described in Section 1.10.6) addresses these effects.

For all but one of the line-load cases considered in this reprt It is assumed that measures are taken
to prevent backfill from filling in between the gaps separating the WIs. Such measures might Involve
the useof a skrt or an overhang atone of the ends of the WPs and/or the useof a drip shield, which,
in addition to preventing backfill from filling In between WPs, would also prevent backfill from
settling on the WP Itself. For all of the ACD rev 00 cases analyzed in this report and for one of the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load cases analyzed in this section, It is assumed that backfill is allowed to fill in the gap
separating WIs. As discussed below, the presence of low-Kth backfill between the WPs causes the WPs
to be thermally isolated from one another. This Is particularly true for the large axial gaps between
WPs in the ACD rev 00 design.

Figure 1.1052.1 shows the temperature distributions at 101 and 5W yr for the ACD rev 00 design
and the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. Temperatures below 1120 C are made transparent to help
illustrate the relatively hot regions In the near field rock and emplacement drifts. For an ambient
percolation flux of 03 mm/yr, rock temperatures above 1050C were found to correspond to a reduction In

H (Figure 1.4). Therefore the opaque regions in Figure 1.10.52.1 can be considered to be zones of
superheated conditions, In which temperatures are sufficiently above the nominal boiling point (960C)
to cause moisture conditions to be drier than amblent. In general, condensate drainage will occur around
the opaque zones in Fig. 1.1052.1. For the line-load design (Figs. 1.10.5.2.1bd), condensate shedding
occurs in a cylindrical fashion, with condensate flux at the repository horizon only occurring in the rock
pillars.

The large axial WP spacing in the ACD rev 00 design thermally isolates the WPs from one another,
causing the heat flux at the drift wall to vary substantially along the drift axis. As will be discussed
further, this results in substantial variations in WI and rock temperatures and RH along the axis of the
drift. This also causes rodc dryout and condensate shedding to occur In a spherical fashion (Figs.
1.1052.1a,c), with condensate flux at the repository horizon occurring within the drifts as well as in
the rock pillars separating the drifts. Accordingly, condensate seepage into the drift occurs above the
relatively cooler DHLW WPs in the ACD rev 00 design (Fig. 1.10.5.1.2a). For the Hanford Site DHLW
WP, the liquid-phase drift seepage flux Is 65A , 16.1, 75, and 5.0 mm/yr at 10,100, 200, and 300 yr,
respectively. Note that tese liquid-phase fluxes are much greater than the ambient percolation flux
of 03 mn/yr assumed In this calculation. With the exception of very early time for the 40-yr-old PWR
WP in the ACD rev 00 design, the drift seepage flux above the SNF WIs is always zero. For the 1.11-
MTUm line-load, the drift seepage flux is always zero for all WPs, including the DHLW WIPs. It is
important to point out that the model assumes that ambient percolation flux is both uniform and
steady-state. Therefore, the model does not represent the possibility of either episodic nonequilibrium
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fracture flow or heterogeneous steady-state fracture flow, further work is required to address such
possibilities.

Figure 1.10.522 Illustrates the relationship between the temperature difference between the WP
and drift wall (ATdrift) and the RH difference between the drift wall and WP (ARHdrift). If no
backfill is used, thermal radiation dominates heat transfer from the WP to the drift wall; because
thermal radiation is fairly efficient (as compared to conduction In the rock or backfill), &Tdrift Is
relatively small, resulting in a relatively small ARHdrift. Heat flow in the backfill will be
dominated by conduction unless the bulk permeability kb of the backfill is large enough to allow
buoyant gas-phase convection to substantially contribute to heat flow. For the 10-yr-old WP and a
backfill thermal conductivity Kth of 0.6 W/m° C, ATdrift is 1290 C at the time backfill is emplaced (t =
100 yr), resulting in a large ARHdrift ig. 1.10.5.22ab). For Kth - 0.3 W/mOC, ATdrift = 2270C at the
time of backfill, resulting in an even larger (and more persistent) Rdrift.

For a given beat-of-decay heat generation crve, there is a linear relationship between ATdrift at
any given time and the 4Tclrft at the time of backfill. It is likely that there will be a maximum
allowable WP temperature, perhaps constrained by the maximum allowable zircoloy cladding
temperature. Given a maximum allowable WP temperature and the rock temperature that s calculated
to occur at the time of backfill, this will detenine a maxdmur allowable ATdrift at the time of
backfill. Based on the relevant heat-of-decay curve and the maxlmum allowable WP temperature, t is
then possible to estimate the maximum theoretical RHWP/Rdw that can be achieved at any given
time (recall that RHwp/RHdw was shown in Sections 1.103 and 1.10A to best quantify the drIft-ARH
effect). There is a trade-off between maximizing the benefits of RH reduction and adhering to system
constraints on the peak allowable WP temperature. The relationship between ATdrift at time of
backfill and RHwp/RHdw implies an optimization process, which can be applied to maxinmizing the
RH-reduction benefits of backfill. For example, the use of a lower AML will reduce the drift-wall
temperature at the time of backfill, thereby increasing the maximum allowable ATdrift. Illustrations
of how this optimization process may be applied are described in Section 1.10.57.

FIgures 1.1052.3 and 1.10.52.4 (and the first two cases of Table 1.10.52.1) describe temperature and
RH conditions In the rock at the upper drift wall at various WP locations along the drift for the ACD
rev 00 design and the 1.11-MTUJ/m line-load design. A comparison with the no-backfillS cases (Fgs.
1.10.5.1.2 and 1.10.5.1.3 and Table 1.10.5.1.1) shows that backfill effectively Insulates the rock above
the drift from decay heat for a number of years following Its emplacement, causing the drift-wall
temperature to be slightly cooler than in the no-backfill cases. Effectively, the addition of backfill
creates a low-Xth "thermal blanket' lying above and to the sides of the WP, which causes a
moderately larger fraction of the WP heat flux to be directed downward towards the invert, relative to
the no-backfill case. Note that for the no-backfill case, a low,-Kth invert effectively creates a thermal
blanket beneath the WP, which focuses more of the overall WP heat flux (upward) towards the d4ift-
wall surfaces, relative to the case where a WP is sitting directly on the host rock or on an invert with a
Kth similar to that of the rock.

The hiatus in heating the rock after backfill Is emplaced and the refocusing (downward) of WP
heat flux cause a small decrease In ARHrok at the upper drift wall. The much higher (and more
uniform) heat flux conditions along the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design result in much more locally
Intensive (and more uniform) rock dryout along the drift than in the ACD rev 00 design. After backfill
Is emplaced, the 1.1 1-MTU/m line4oad case results in even more homogeneous rock dryout along the
drift than In the no-backfill line-load case. This more uniform rock dryout behavior is the result of two
effects that arise from the use of backfill:

Focused Axial heat flow: Because heat conduction in the.low-Kth backfill results In a much higher
impedance to radial heat flow (than results from thermal radiation in the no-backfill case),
heat flow Is more likely to flow axially along the line of W's, In effect, seeking the "path of
least resistance" to heat flow. Backfill acts like a cylindrical blanket' that literally forces
heat to flow axially to where (because of relatively cooler conditions) it experiences less
Impedance to radial heat flow.
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Enhanced axial thermal-radiative heat flow: Because the low-Kth backfill substantially raises
the WP temperatures, it substantially improves the efficiency of thermal-radiative WP-to-
WP heat transfer. Thermal radiation Is driven by the $ difference, where T is the absolute
temperature (K). Higher absolute temperatures result n more efficient thermal radiation.
This effect will also be seen in Section 1.10.6, where it Is found that higher AMLs (resulting in
higher WP temperatures) are associated with better thermal homogenization along the drifts.
Therefore, one of the benefits of backfill is to facilitate even more effective thermal
homogenization along the drifts in the line-load design.

Figures 1.10.52.5 through 1.10.52.7 (and the first two cases of Table 1.10522) describe
temperature and RH on WIs for the ACD rev 00 design and the 1.11-MTU/m ine-load design. Tables
1.105.23 and 1.10S.2A surmarize temperature and RH on WPs for all of the WPs considered in the
model. For the ACD rev 00 design, the effect of low-Kth Is to further exaggerate the axial variability
of temperature and RH along the drift and on WPs. The range in WP temperatures at the time that
backfill is emplaced is 2360C for the ACD rev 00 design, while it is only 260C for the 1.11-MTU/m line-
load design (Table 1.10.522), which is nearly a factor of 10 difference in axial variability between the
two designs. Accordingly, the range in R4iwp is 56% for the ACD rev 00 design, while it is only 1% for
the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. At2000yr, the range in RH is 55% for the ACD rev 00 design,
while it is only 2% for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. At 10,000 yr, the range in RHwp is 40% for
the ACD rev 00 design, while it is only 4% for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design. For the line-load
design, the WP-to-WP variability in RHwD grows slowly with time, because the declining WP
temperatures result In somewhat less efficient thermal-radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer, which
modestly reduces the effectiveness of thermal homogenization along the line of WPs.

The last two rows of Tables 1.105.2.2-1.105.2.6 list the tre required to rewet to RH - 65% and
90%; these RH thresholds are listed because corrosion studies of the candidate WP materials indicate
that the critical RH for atmospheric corrosion is 65% if an eviporitic salt Is present on the WP or 90%
if the WP surface is free of salt [Gdowsld, 19961. For the ACD rev 00 design, the Hanford Site and
Savannah River Site DHLW WPs are never below the RH - 65% threshold prior to the time that
backfill is emplaced at 100 yr (Table 1.10.52.3). The abrupt increase In WP temperatures after backfill
is emplaced causes an abrupt decrease in RH on all WPs (including the DHLW WIPs). Because the
DHLW WIs generate very little heat and because WPs In the ACD rev 00 design are thermally
isolated from one another, RH on both of the DHLW WPs falls below 65% for only a brief period, the
Hanford Site and Savannah River Site DHLW WPs take only 160 and 210 yr to rewet to the RH = 65%
threshold, respectively, and only 950 and 860 yr to reach the RH = 90% threshold.

For the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design (Table 1.10.5.24), ighly efficient WP-to-WP heat transfer
allows the DHLW WPs to share virtually the same temperature behavior as the spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) WFs. Consequently, the Hanford Site and Savannah River Site DHLW WPs take 3930 and. 3730
yr to reach the RH - 65% hreshold, respectively, while takirh 33,320 and 30A80 yr to reach the RH =
90% threshold (Table 1.10.5.2A), which is very similar to the. time It takes for the SNF WPs to reach
these RH thresholds. The 26-yr-old BWR, 4O-yr-old PWR, 26-yr-old PWR, and 10-yr-old PWR Ws
take 3960,4250,4580, and 4600 yr, respectively, to reach the RH - 65% threshold, while taking 34,890,
36,800, 39,920, and 39,820 yr to reach the RH - 90% threshold (Table 1.10.5±4). For the ACD rev 00
design, the 26-yr-old BWR, 40yr-old PWR, 26-yr-old PWR, and 10-yr-old PWR Was take 2250,1590,
9480, and 13,660 yr, respectively, to reach the RH - 65% ftuhold, while taking 35,690,25,870, 54.,690,
and 62,680 yr to reach the RH = 90% threshold (Table 1.10.5±3). For the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design,
the temporal variability in the time it takes to reach the RH v- 65% and 90% thresholds Is 23% and
31%, respectively (when all WIs are considered), while the temporal variability is only 16% and 14%
(when only.the SNF WPs are considered). For the ACD rev OD design, the temporal variability for
reaching the RH = 65% and 90% thresholds is a factor of 85 and 73, respectively (when all WPs are
considered), while the temporal variability is a factor of 8.6 and 2A (when only the SNF WPs are
considered).

In order to benefit from the drift-ARH effect, a WP must be capable of driving heat flow from its
skin, radially out into the drift (or backfill). This heat must be generated directly by the WP itself or
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heat that can be delivered to that WP (by virtue of axial WP-to-WP beat flow) from other (hotter)
WPs in the drifL Integrated over time, the SNF Wi's (in these: calculations, assumed to be 70% of the
total number of WPs) generate nearly 100% of the total decayheat. The DHLW Ws cannot, by
themselves, generate a ATdrIft between their skin and the adjacent drift wall. Therefore, thermal
Isolation of the WPs In the ACD rev 00 design effectively prevents the DHLW WPs from sharing in the
benefits of RH reduction; Instead, it allows the SNF WPs to benefit from essentially 100% of the
aggregate drift-AH effect. This is contrasted with the line-lbad design, which, because of its high
axial heat conductance, allows the decay heat to be shared (almost equally) by all of the WVPs;
consequently, the WPs in the line-load design (SNP and DHLW alike) benefit (almost equally) from
the drift-ARH effect. This causes WPs in the lineload design to generate, on average, 30% less radial
heat flux than the average SNF WP In the ACD rev 00 design.

At late time, when RH reduction is dominated by the drift-AR effect (rather than rock dzyout),
this fundamental difference in how decay heat is shared causes the average to hotter-than-average
SNF Wis in the ACD rev 00 to be somewhat hotter (and drier) than the average to hotter-than-
average SNF WP in the line-load design. This Is Illustrated by comparing the 26-yr-old PWR WPs
(considered to be an "average-heat-output" WP) for these two designs (compare Tables 1.10523. and
1.1052A). The time to reach the RH = 65% and 90% is longer for the line-load design. On the other
hand, a colder-than-average WP (e.g., the 40-yr-old FWR WP) in the line-load design Is hotter and
drier than in the ACD rev 00 design. At early time when rock dryout (ARZrock) plays a significant role
In RH reduction, a larger percentage of the line-load SNF WPs tends to be drier than the ACD rev 00
SNF WPs, because of the more effective rock dryout associated with the line-load design.

It should be noted that the drier RH associated with the hottest WPs In the ACD rev 00 design
comes at the expense of much higher peak temperatures than In the line-load design (e.g., 353eC versus
266°C for the 10-yr-old PWR WP). The higher WP temperatures might generate some off-setting effects
that are detrintal to total systems performance. It is important that the peak allowable skin
temperatures on the WPs be established on the basis of total systems performance assessment rather
than some rigid criteria. For the situation where there is a high degree of variability in peak WP
temperature, the peak temperature constraint will cause many of the Onuch cooler) WPs to benefit fimn
only a small fraction of the maximum theoretical drift-ARM effect. For the line-load design, the small
degree of variability in peak WP temperature allows even the coolest WP to benefit from a large
fraction of the maximum theoretical drift-AR effect (as constrained by the peak allowable WP
temperature).

So far, it has been shown that axial homogenization of ternperature and RH along the drift is quite
effective If the WPs are axially spaced very dose together (q.1-m gaps) and if backfill is not allowed
to fill the gaps between the Wis. It Is important to establish how dependent effective axial
homogenization is on the 0.1-m gaps being free of low-Kth backfill. Figures 1.105.2.8 through
1.10.52.10 and Table 1.10.525 sumarize the temperature arid RH on the upper drift wall and upper
WP surface for a 1.11-MTU/m line-load design in which the 0.1-m gaps between the WPs are filled
with 0.6 W/m'C backfill at 100 yr.

At the time that backfill Is emplaced at 100 yr, the range in peak WP temperature Is only 160C if
the 0.1-m gaps between the WPs are free of backfill, whereas backfilling these gaps causes the post-
emplacement peak WP temperature range to increase to 830C (Table 1.10.52). Note that this is still
much less than the 2361C peak WP temperature range for the ACD rev 00 design. Although the range In
WP temperature and RH increases somewhat when the 0.1-m gaps ar backfihled, temperature and RH
conditions in the rock along the drift wall continue to be very unifonm (Figs. 1.10528-.1052.10). Rock
dzyout is just as locally Intensive (and effective) as it was for. the case with no backfill between WPs.
The variability in the time it takes to reach the RH - 65% and 90% thresholds becomes greater when
backfill Is allowed to fill the 0.1-n gaps. In effect, the hottest Wis share a little less of their decay
heat with the coolest WPs. Consequently, the time to reach the RH - 65% threshold increases (from
4600 to 7130 yr) for the 10-yr-old FWR WP and decreases (from 3730 to 3110 yr) for the Savannah River
Site DHLW WP (compare Tables 1.1052.4 and 1.1052.3). The time to reach the RH = 90% threshold

,wo
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increases (from 39,920 to 46A60 yr) for the 26-yr-old PWR WP and decreases (from 3OA80 to 26,330 yr)
for the Savannah River DHLW WP.

So far, it has been shown that axial homogenization of temperature and RH along the drift is quite
effective if the WPs are placed very dose together (0.1-rn gaps). It is important to establish how
dependent effective axial homogenization is on axial WP spacing. In particalar, to establish whether
effective axial homogenization requires very tight WP spacing or whether the axial spacing
requirement could be relaxed somewhat (perhaps up to 1 meter) and stiul provide for an effective level
of homogenization. Figures 1.1052.11 through 1.1052.13 and Table 1.10.52.6 summarize the
temperature and RH on the upper drift wall and upper WF surface for a 0.94-MTU/m line-load design
in which the 1.0-m gaps between the WPs are not filled with backfill at 100 yr.

At the time that backffil is emplaced at 100 yr, the range in peak WP temperature Is only increased
slightly (from 16 to 270C) if the 1.0-m gaps between the WPs are used instead of 0.1 m (Table 1.10.5.2).
Because of the lower LML (0.94 MTU/n), all post-emplacement peak WI temperatures are decreased
(compare Tables 1.10.524 and 1.10.2.6). Although the range n WP temperature and RH increases
slightly when the 1.0-m gaps are used, temperature and RH conditions in the rock along the drift wall
continue to be very uniform (Figs. 1.1052.11-1.1052.13 and Table 1.1052.1). Because of the lower LML,
rock dryout is less locally intensive than it is for the 1.11-MTU/m cases, resulting in higher RH in the
rock along the drift (4143% versus 31% at 120 yr; and 84% versus 78% at 2000 yr). Because the overall
line-load heat flux is 18% less intense per unit length of drift, the drift-ARH effect is also less.
Consequently, It takes less time for the WF's in the 0.94-MTU/m case to reach the RH - 65% and 90%
thresholds than in the 1.11-MTU/m cases.

The high effective axial heat conductance facilitated by dose axial WI spacing results in the line-
load effectively working as a heat flow "homogenizer" as well as a preferential heat flow "conduit."
These two functions provide a nunber of very Important benefits to the waste Isolation system

Heat flow homogenizen This prevents large variations in WP heat output along the drift from
imposing heterogeneous heat flux conditions at the dhift wall, resulting in:
* Uniform rock dryout along the drift wall.
* Uniform rock temperatures at the drift wall.
* Uniform WP temperatures.

Preferential heat-flow conduit This allows heat to be effectively delivered to otherwise
vulnerable areas of the emplacement drifts, such as the following:
* Areas influenced by edge-cooling effects.
* Areas affected by high (or focused) liquid-phase flux.
* Areas of enhanced cooling as a result of the heat-pipe effect.

Waste isolation system Impacts: From a total systems point of view, dose axial WP spacing can
result in the following benefits:
* A large reduction (up to 58%) in the required total length of emplacement drifts.
* Allows for backfilng the drifts with lower Kth material (than in the ACD rev 00 design)

without exceeding WP thermal goals.
* A large reduction in the range of temperature and RH for which natural and engineered

materials must be tested and for which performance analyses must be performed.
* The benefits of RH reduction are shared nearly equally by all WPs (including DHLW).
* Allows for low-AML options of using decay heat constructively.

These potential benefits are being evaluated by the total systems performance assessment [Andrews
et al., 19961 and by various system studies Balady et al., 1996; Saterlie et al., 1996).
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Table 1.10.5.2.1. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for AML * 83.4
MIMJ/acre, drift diameter a 5.5 mn, sand invert full sand backfill at 100 yr with &t = 0.6 W/m0 C, WP
emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr..

Repository design ACD rev 00 Wne load LIne load Une load

LML 0.46 MU/m LII MMU/m 1.l1 MIU/m 0.94MIU/m

Drift spacing 22.5 53.8m 53.8m 46lm

GapbetweenWPs varies m 0.1 m LOm

Gap between WPs backfilled at 100 remains empty backfiled at 100 remains empty

yr _ _ _ _ yr

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 100-1650C 161-184°C 161-1840C 139-1730C

RH (t < 100 yr) 36-98% 21-25% 21-25% 28-37%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 10-1230C 1351370C 1351370C 125-128 C

RH (t - 120 yr) 45-99% 31-31% 31-1% 41-43%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 92-99% 78-78% 78-78% 84-84%

RH(t e 10,00 yr) 99.8-99.8% 99.1-99.1% 99.1-99.1% 99.5-99.5%



Table 1.10.5.2.2 Temperature and relative humidity o upper WP surface for AML w 834 MTMJacre,
drft diameter - 55 = sand nvert full sand ball tt 00 yr wi 0.6 W/mC, WP enissvity
0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Repository design ACD rev 00 Line load Line load |Lne load

1.ML OA56M /lm |1.11 Ml/m L11MlU/m WD 14MIU/m

Drift spacing 22.5m 53.8m 53.8 m 461In

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m 0.1 m 1.0 m

Gap between WPs backfilled at 100 remains empty backfiled at 100 remains empty

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ yr _ _ _ _ _ yr_ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 107-1920C 172-203°C 172-203°C 149-1970C

RH (t < 100 yr) 25-86% 16-21% 16-21% 20-32%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 117-353C 250-2660C 231-3140 C 194-221 0C

RH (t - 120 yr) 1-57% 2-3% 1-4% 5-8%

RfH (t . 2000 yr) 43-98% 49-51% 44-57% 59-66%

RH(t a 10,000 yr) 6099.7% 73-77% 681% 78-86%

t(RH ' 65%) 160*-13330 yr 3730-4600 yr 3110-7130 yr 199D-2600 yr

f(RH 90%) 86O-62,680 yr 30,480-39,920 yr 26,33-44660 yr 17490-32,740 yr



Table 1.10523. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83,4 MtJ/acre,
the ACD rev 00 design with LML m 0.46 MTU/m, drift spacing -22.5 ni sand Invert full sand backill at
100 yr wlth Kth = 0.6 W/mC, drft diameter =.5 m, WP emlssvlty 0m8, nd percolation flux 03
nm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Ste River Site FWRAMC . WR MPC PWRMPC PWRMPC
DHLW DHLW

Trk ( < 100 yr) 1060C 1210C 1120C 1270C 145C 1920C

RHW (t < 100 86% 61% 65% 50% 42% 25%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpea (t > 100 yr) 1170C 1360C 172C 2220C 272C 353"C

RH (t*2yr) 57% 34% 13% 5% 2% 1%

RH(t_2000yr) 98% 97% 71% 62% 50% 43%

RH ( - 10,000 yr) 99.7% 99.2% 82% 76% 66% 60%

t(RH = 65%) 160 5yr 210* yr 1590 yr 2250 yr 9480 yr 13,660 yr

t(H- 90%) 9g yr 860 yr 25, 7 yr .35,690 yr IS4,68yr 6Z670yr

RH is never less than 65% prior to bacil



Table 1.105..4. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, UL = 1.11 MIU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 msand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth 5 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and
percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC PWRMPC PWRMPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpea (t < 100 yr) 171°C 1840C 1710C 174°C 178PC 2030C

RH (t < 100 21% 21% 21% 21% 19% 16%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2520C 258°C 250C 251°C 2560C 2660C

RH (t 12 yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

RH Q = 2000 yr) 51% 52% 50% 51% 49% 49%

RH (t * 10,00 yr) 76% 77% 74% 76% 73% 73%

t(RH 65%) 3930 yr 3730 yr 4250 yr 3960 yr 4580 yr 4600 yr

t(RH 90%) 33,320yr 30A80yr _136,80yr 34,890 yr 39,920 yr 39,820 yr



Table 1.10.5±5. Temperature and relative humnildity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MIU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1rm gap between WPs, LML =1.11 L/m, drift spacing = 53.8 ntand invert,
ful sand backfill at 100 yr with th 0.6 W/m°C, drift diaeter 55 , WP essivty = 0.8, and
percolation flux c 03 mnm/yr. Backfill is allowed to fill the gap between WPs.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR C
DHLW DHLW

Tp (t < 100 yr) 171C 1840C 1710C 1740C 1780C 2030C

Rffnm (t < 100 21% 21% 21% 21% 19% 16%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2310C 2390C 239°C 2480C 2710C 3149C

RH (t 2o yr) 4% 4% 3% 3% 2% 1%

RH (t 2000 yr) 55% 57% 52% 51% 46% 44%

RH (t - 10000 yr) 79% 81% 76% 76% 71% 68%

t(RH =65%) 3360 yr 3110yr 3840 yr 3830 yr 5300yr 7130 yr

t(RH = 90%) 28,940 yr 26,330 yr 35,260 yr 34,770 yr 43,670 yr 46460 yr



Table 1.0.5.26. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 VWU/acre, a
line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPO, LML = 0.94 MU/m, drift spacing = 46.1 m, sand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter = 5.5 m WP emissivity = 0.8, and
percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savanmah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC FWRMPC

DHLW DHLW .

T ( c 100 yr) 1510C 1650C 1490C 156°C 162C 197C

RHx t < 100 32% 32% 30% 29% 26% 20%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 194°C 2050C 2060C 2030C 2130C 2210C

RH(t 20yr) 8% 7% 6% 7% 5% 5%

RH (t 2000 yr) 66% 65% 60% 62% 57% 59%

RZH (t- 0,0 yr) 86% 85% 81% 82% 77% 78o

t(RH= 65%) 1990yr 2000yr 2440yr 2310 yr 274Dyr 2600yr

t(RH = 90%) 17,490 yr 19,100 yr 27,700 yr 26,180 yr 35,110 yr 32,740 yr
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Figure 1.10.52.1. Temperature distribution for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML = 0.46 MTU/m and drift

spacing = 22.5 m, and the Uine-load design (bd) with 0. I -m aps between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m. and drift

spacing = 53.8 m. For both cases, AML 83.4 MTUJacre, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with

Kth = 0.6 W/m`'C, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation flux = 0.3 m/yc. Temperature

distributions ae plotted at 101 yr (ab) and 500 yr (cd). Temperatures less than 112tC are transparent. Note that the

emplacement drifts are parallel to the axial distance axis. For the ACD rev 00 design, the dift axes are located at lateral

distances of 0, 22.5, 45, and 67.5 m. For the line-load design, the drift axes are located at lateral distances of 0 and 53.8 n.
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Figure 1.10.5.2.2 Temperature (ab) and relative humidity (d) In the vicinity of a design basis
10-yr-old large PWR WP, AM - 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs,
LML 1. MTI/m, drift spacing - 53.8 m, sand invert, drift dfameter - 55 m WP emissivity - 0.8, and
ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yr Curves are plotted for a case with no backfill and for two cases with
sand overfiul at 100 yr
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Figure 1.0205±3. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall at various WP locations
for A.L - 83A MTU/acre, sand invert, full sand backfill at lO yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m"C, drift
diameter * 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yr Curves are plotted for
the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LL - 0.46 MTU/i, and a lie-load design (bd) with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs and LML = 1.11 MTU/m.
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Figure L.152.4. emperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall at various WP locations
for AML = 63A MTU/acre, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m'C, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation flux = 03 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for
the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with LML = 0.46 MTU/m, and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs and LML - 1.11 MTU/m.
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Figure 110.5±5. Temperature and relative humidity an upper surface of WP for AML -83. Mu/acre,
sand invert full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/mzC, drift diameter -5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8,
and ambient percolation fluA - 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with
LML = 0.46 MTU/m, and a lineload design (bd) with a 0.1-rmgap between WPs and LML - 1.11 MTIJ/m.
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Figure LO.L.6. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML -83.4 MTU/acre,
sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/mC, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity * 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ec) with
LML = 0.46 MTU/m, and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-m gap between WPs and ML - 1.11 MII/m.
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Figure L.10.527. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML - 83.4 MTUliacre,
sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth -0.6 W/mC, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity C 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with
LML = 0.46 MTU/m, and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-mrap between WPs and LML - 1.11 M1/m.
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Figure L10 .. 8. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (arc) and in rock at upper drift
wall (Ibd) at various WP locations for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs, LML - 1.11 UMT/m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth 8 0.6 W/IC, drift
diameter = 55 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yr. Sand overfill is allowed
to fill the gap separating the WPs at 100 yr.
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Figure MM.2.9. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (ac) and in rock at upper drift
wall (bd) at various WP locations for AML = 83.4 MT/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap
between Ws, LML - 1.11 MTU/m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/mnC, drift
diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and ambient percolation flux = 03 mm/yr. Sand overfill is allowed
to fill the gap separating the WPs at 100 yr.
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Figure L.105±L10. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (ac) and in rock at upper
drift wall (b,) at various WP locations for AML m 83A MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs, LML * 1.11 MTU/m, sand Invert, full sand backfill at 10D yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m"C, drift
diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity * 0.8, and ambient percolation flux - 0.3 mm/y. Sand overfill is allowed
to fill the gap separating the WPs at 100 yr.
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Figure T.e.m2.11. lhmperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (ac) and in rock at upper
drift wall (bod) at various WP locations for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 1.0-m gap
between WPs, LML - 0.94 M1U/m, sand invert, full sand backfilI at 100 yr with & - 0.6 W/m!C, drift
diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.
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Figure L.0.5.2.12. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (ac) and in rock at upper
drift wall Q,,d) at various WP locations for AML = 83.4 MM/acre, a line-load design with a 10-m gap
between WIs, LML = 0.94 MTLJ/m, sand invert full sand backfill at 100 yr with K - 0.6 W/mC, drift
diameter = 5.5 n, WP emissivity - 0.8, and ambient percolation flux - 03 mm/yL
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Figure 1.10.5.2.13. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface (ac) and in rock at upper
drift wall (b,d) at various WP locations for AML - 83.4 MrU/acre, a line-load design with a 1.0-m gap
between WPs, LML - 0.94 MTU/m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kh - 0.6 W/m!C, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr
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1.10.5.3 Influence of Waste Package Emissivity

In Sections 1.105.1 and 1.10.52, the WP emrissivity was assumed to be 0.8, which is the same as
that assumed by Bahney 11996J. Emissivity c, which can varybetween 0 and 1, quantifies how
efficiently heat is transferred to a surface by thermal radiation. An emissivity of 1.0 corresponds to a
blackbody, which is a perfect absorber of thermal radiation. An en-ssivity of 0 corresponds to a
perfectly reflective surface. Emissivity can vary dgnificantly among engineered materials and it can
also vary In tme; for example, as a metallic surface oxidizes It tends to reflect less and absorb thermal
radiation more efficiently. The cases analyzed in this section utilize the same assumptions used in
Sections 1.10.5.1 and 1.10.52 with the exception that the WP emisslvity is assumed to be 03 instead of
0.8. Note that the range of a from 03 to 0. covers a fairly wide spectrum of metallic surfaces; therefore
a comparison of calculations conducted In Sections 1.105.1 and 1.10.52 with those of this section
(Section 1.10.53) should bracket much of the sensitivity of drift-scale T-H behavior to WP emissivity.
Section 1.13.5 discusses the details of how thermal-radiative heat transfer Is treated in the drift-
scale models.

Although emissivity of the rock an be 0.85 to 0.95, a value of 1.0 was assumed in a of the
calculations with the three-dimensional multiple-WP model. This assumption can be justified on the
basis of the relationship [Holman, 19901 for radiation heat exchange q between two concentric
cylindrical surfaces:

f a~cA,(T, -T. - 2

q E + (A(2 ))( /c -1)

where Al and A2 are the areas, T1 and T2 are the temperatures, and el and 2 are the en-ssivities of
the Inner and outer cylindrical surfaces, and a is the Stephan-Boltumann constant If the outer cylinder
is much larger than the inner cyllnderAl /A2 approaches 0, or if e2 is close to 1, then Eq. (2) becomes:

q = aAlE1(T4-T 2
4) (3)

which is readily applied to calculate the radiation heat transfer from a hot object to a large room. In
effect, the hot object (or WP) functions as a nonblackbody (also called a graybody) with a given
emissivity el and area Al, while the surfaces of the room (or emplacement drift) function as though
they were blackbodies.

A comparison of Tables 1.1053.1 and 1.105.32 with Tables 1.10.5.1.1 and 1.10.5.12 shows the
influence of WP enmissivity on T and RH on the upper drift wall and upper WP surface for the no-
backfill cases, Including the ACD rev 00 design and the 1.11- ad 0.94-MTU/m line-load designs. Figure
1.10.53.1 summarizes the influence of WI emilssivity on the niaximum peak WP and rock temperatures
prior to dosure. A smaller WP enissivity increases the resistance to thermal-radiative heat transfer
from the WP to the drift wall, thereby increasing the temperature difference ATdrift between the WP
and the drift wall. Consequently, the maximum peak WP temperature increases from 192 to 233°C for
the ACD rev 00 design and increases from 203 to 2390C for the 1.1 1-MTU/m line-load design.

The WP emissivity also affects the range in peak WP temperature; higher WI enissivity causes
more effective thermal homogenization, which reduces the range in peak WP temperatures
(Fig. 1.10.5.3.1c), particularly for the line-load design. For the ACD rev 00 design, the range in peak
WP temperature Is 117 and 85°C for WP emissivities of 03 ard 0S, respectively. Because of the
importance of WP-to-WP thermal-radiative heat transfer for close axial WP spacing, WP emissivity
significantly affects the range in peak WP temperatures In the ine-load design. The Importance of WP
emissivity on the effectiveness of WP-to-WP thermal-radlative heat transfer can be seen In the
relationship [Holman, 1990] for the net radiation heat exchange qnet between parallel disks:
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X (l-ej)/e1 A+1/A+ F1 2 +(-e 2) /eA 2 4

where Al and A2 are the areas, Ti and T2 are the temperatures, el and e2 are the ernissivities of the
disks, F12 is the radiation shape factor between the disks, and a is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant.
The radiation shape factor F12 can be determined on the basis of the ratio dlx, where d is the diameter
of the disks and x Is the separation distance between the disks, and a graphical relationship given in
Holnan 119901. For the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design, d/x 18, which results In F12 - 1. ForP1 - e2=
0.8, qnet = 0.667GAI, while for c1 = E2 03, qnet = 0.298aAl; consequently, WP-to-WP thermal-
radiative heat transfer is 2.24 tmes more efficient for the case with e = 0.8 (than for the case with E =
03). Consequently, the range in peak WP temperatures is reduced by a factor of two (31 versus 6000
when WP emissivity is increased from 0.3 to 0.8 (Fig. 1.10.53.1c).

The maximum peak drift-wall temperature is insensitive to WP enissivity (Fig. 1.10.53.1b) for all
LML. However, because WP emissivity influences the effectiveness of thermal homogenization for close
axial WP spacing, the range in peak drift-wall temperature is moderately sensitive to WP emissivity
for the line-load design. Higher WF enmdssivity causes more effective thermal homogenization, which
reduces the range In peak drift-wall temperatures. For the ACD rev 00 design, the WPs are too far
apart (and are too thermally isolated from one another) for WP emissivity to have any influence on the
range in drift-wall temperatures.

Because WP emissivfty plays a minor role in determining how decay heat Is delivered to the drift
wall and floor surfaces In the ACD rev 00 design, It only weakly Influences the intensity and
distribution of rock dryout along the drift (compare Tables 1.10.5.1 and 1.105.3.1). Although It may not
be significant, the higher WP emnissivity ( - 0.8) case results In slightly drier rock RH along the drift
For the line-load cases, WP enissivity plays a more significant role in determining how decay heat is
delivered to the drift wall and floor surfaces. The more efficient thermal homogenization associated
with the higher WP emissivity ( - 0.8) case results in slightly more uniform and more Intensive rock
dryout along the drift.

A smaller WP emissivity increases the resistance to thermal-radiative heat transfer from the WP
to the drift wall, Increasing the magnitude and duration of the temperature difference ATdrift between
the WP and drift wall for the cases with the lower WP edssivity (e = 03). This results n a larger and
more persistent RH difference ARHdrift between the WP and drift walL For the ACD rev 00 design,
this causes the hotter-than-average WPs to be drier for the c = 0.3 case, while the average to cooler-
than-average WPs are only slightly drier for the a - 03 case .(compare Tables 1.1053.3 and 1.105.13).
For example, the time for the hottest WP (the 10-yr-old PWR WP) to reach the RH = 65% threshold is
longer (1030 yr) for the e - 03 case than for the e = 0.8 case (630 yr). At later tirne the WP emissivity
has an even greater effect on ARHdrift, with the time for the 10-yr-old PWR WP to reach the Ru -
90% threshold taking 20,860 yr (compared with ordy 2330 yr for the e - 0.8 case).

For the line-load design, a reduction in the WP enissivlty causes two effects: (1) increases, on
average, ATdrift for all WPs and (2) moderately reduces the tendency for the WPs to equally share the
decay heat For the cooler-than-average WPs (the DHLW, the 40-yr-old PWR, and the 26-yr-old
BWR WPs) these two effects compensate for each other and the WPs have about the same RH histories
for the £ - 03 case as in the £ = 0.8 case (compare Tables 1.10.53A and 1.10.5.1A). For the average to
hotter-than-average WPs (the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-yr-old PWR WPs), these effects cause the RH
histories to be considerably drier for the e = 03 case than In the a - 0. case, particularly at late time.
Consequently, the time to reach the RH - 90% threshold ncreases substantially for these WPs.

For the 0.94-MTU/acre line-load design, a reduction in the WP emdssivity has a similar effect on
WP RH histories as in the 1.11-MTU/m case. For the cooler-than-average WPs (the DHLW, the 40-yr-
old PWR, and the 26-yr-old BWR WPs), the WIs have slightly drier RH histories for the Ea: 03 case
than in the e = 0.8 case (compare Tables 1.10.53.5 and 1.10.515). For the average to hotter-than-
average WPs (the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-yr-old PWR WPs), the RH histories are considerably drier
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for thee = 03 case than in the e= 0.8 case, iularly at late time. Consequently, the time to reach
the RH 90% threshold Incrases substantially for these Ws.

The influence of WP emissivity on T and RH on the upper drift wall and WF surface for the backfill
cases Is shown by a comparison of Tables 1.10636 and 1.105.3.7 with Tables 1.10S2.1 and 1.10.52.-
Because the presence of backfill prevents thermal-radiative heat transfer between the WPs and drift
wall, WP enissivity has little Influence on how decay heat Is delivered to the drift wll after
backfill is emplaced at 100 yr, other than affecting how well the line-load homogenizes the radial
heat flux leaving the respective WIs. Consequently, there Is very little difference in T and RH in (he
near-field rock between the - 0.3 case and e 0.8 case (compare Tables 1.1053.6 and 1.105.1.1).
Because the WPs In the ACD rev 00 design are completely surrounded by backfill, WP emissivity plays
no role in heat transfer from the WPs after 100 yr. Consequently, for the ACD rev 00 design, there are
virtually no differences in the respective T and RH histories for the WPs in the c - 0.3 and 0.8 cases
(compare Tables 1.1053.8 and 1.105.1.3).

After backfill is emplaced in the line-load designs, WI' em*issivity influences T and RH on WPs by
affecting how well the radial heat flux leaving the respective WPs Is homogenized. The 1.11-MTU/m
line-load Is most affected by the efficiency of WP-to-WP thermal-radiative heat transfer. A reduction
in WP emissivity (from 0.8 to 03) causes the range in post-closure (> 100 yr) peak WP temperatures to
increase from 160C to 360C, with the maxdmum peak WP temperature increasing from 266 to 2800C. The
moderate decrease in the efficiency of radiative WP-to-WP Meat transfer causes an increase in the
temporal variability in the time it takes to reach the RH - 65% and 90% thresholds. The cooler-than-
average WPs (the DHLW WPs) In the a - 03 case take less time to reach the RH - 65% and 90%
thresholds than in the e-03 case (compare Tables 1.105.3.9 and 1.1052A). The cooler-than-average
to average WPs (the 40-yr-old BWR and 26-yr-old BWR WPs) In the & = 03 case take nearly the same
time to reach the RH = 65% and 90% thresholds as in the e -'03 case. The hotter-than-average WPs
(the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-yrold PWR WPs) in the a - 03 case take more time to reach the RH 65%
and 90% thresholds than in the e - 03 case.

For the 0.94-MTJ/m line-load design, a reduction in WP emissivity (from 0.8 to 0.3) causes the
range in post-closure (> 100 yr) peak WP temperatures to increase from 270C to 460 C, with the madmun
peak WP temperature Increasing from 221 to 2370C. The moderate decrease in the efficiency of
radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer causes an increase In the temporal variability in the time It takes
to reach the RH - 65% and 90% thresholds. The cooler-than-average WI's (the DHLW WPs) in the a =
03 case take a little less tme to reach the RH = 65% and 90% thresholds than in the E = 03 case
(compare Tables 1.1053.10 and 1.1052.6). The cooler-than-iverage to average WPs (the 40-yr-old
BWR and 26-yr-old BWR WPs) in the £ = 03 case take nearly the same time to reach the RH = 65%
and 90% thresholds as in the e - 03 case. The hotter-than-average WIs (the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-
yr-old PWR WPs) in the a = 03 case take more time to reach the RH - 65% and 90% thresholds than In
the e = 0.3 case.

In this section, we considered a range in WP enissivity that probably more than adequately spans
the range of possible values for the potential repository system at Yucca Mountain. The influence of WP
erilssivity on rock temperatures and RH Is minor (almost negligible). The influence of WP ernissivity on
WP temperatures and RH for the ACD rev 00 design with backfill Is also negligible. The two most
significant effects influenced by WP emissivity are:

DriftURH effect for cases with no badfiMl. The temperiture difference ATdrlft between the WP
and drift wall depends on the efficiency of thermal-radiative heat transfer between the WP
and drift wall, which depends strongly on WP emissvity. WP ernissivity does not strongly
affect RHwp until late time when RH approaches 90%.

Heat flow homogenization for line-load cases: The efficiency of radiative WP-to-WP heat
transfer depends on WE emissivity, which affects the'extent to which T and RH on WPs is
homogenized. Even for the lower WP ernissivity (a- 0.3) case, the line-load is found to
effectively homogenize T and RH along the drifL
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Table 1.10.53.1. Temperature and relative humidity In rock a upper drift wall for A = 83.4
MTU/acre, drift diameter = 5.5 m sand Invert, no backfill, WP emissivity c 0.3 and percolation flux a
03mm/yr.

Repository design ACD rev 00 Line load Line load

L_ 0A6MTU/m 1.11 MTU/m O94MTU/m

Drift spacing 22Sm 53.8m 46.1m

Gap between WPs varies 01m lA.m

Tpmk (i < 100 yr) 100_1640C L55-185C 134-172 0C

RHM ( < 100 yr) 40-99.7% 22-28% 3041%

Tpeak ( > 100 yr) 100-129 0C 138-1460C 126-136'C

RH (t = 120 yr) 45-99.6% 24-29% 33-42%

RH ( 2000 yr) 94-99% 77-78% 82-64%

RH ( a 10,000 yr) 99.9-99.9% 99.1-99.1% 99.4-99A%

-W

I



Table 1.105.3 Temperature and relative hunidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre,
drift diameter = 5.5 m, sand invert no backfill, WP emissivity = 03, and percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

Repositorydesigi ACD revCO lne load Line load

LML 046 MTU/m .11 MIIT/m 0.94 MTJ/m

Drift spacing 225n_ 53.8m 46M1m

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m Om

Tpak (t < 100 yr) 116-2330C 179-239°C 160-230°C

RHua (t < 100 yr) 17-86% 11-200h 14-29%

Tpak (t > 100 yr) 104-144°C 149-172°C 137-1650C

RH (t 120 yr) 29-5% 13-22% 16-31%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 86-97% 68-75% 73-81%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 92-99.9% 88-96%8 997%

t(RH - 65%) 60-1030 yr 1400-1800 yr 102D-1510 yr

t(RH = 90%) 180-20860 yr 3780-14,520 yr 2840-14,370 yr

_'



Table 1.10.53.3. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP rface for AML - 83.4 MTU/acre,
the ACD rev 00 design with LL - 0.46 MTU/m, drift spacing 22.5 m, sand Invert, no backfill, drift
diameter = 5.5 = WP emissivity a 0.3, and percolation flux 0 0.3 zmm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

bype Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC PWRMPC MWRMPC

DHLW DHLW _

Tpeak (td 100 yr) 1164C 1270C 1210C 146PC 170PC 2330C

RHax (t <100 86% 64% 60% 41% 31% 17%

y r) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (> 100 yr) 1040C 1110C 1140C 1250C 1330C 1520C

RH Q- Dyr) 86% 67% 61% 43% 34% 20%

RH (t 2000 yr) 99% 99% 93% 90% 85% 81%

RH (t - 10,00 yr) 99.9% 99.8% 95% 93% 88% 86%

£(RH c 65%) 60yr 30 yr 190yr 410yr 7D yr 1030 yr

t(RH - 90%) 183yr 320 yr 1680yr 1970yr 14,390yr 20,S6Oyr



Table 1.10.53.4 Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for ALM a 83.4 MTU/acre, a
line-load design wit a 0.1-r gap between Ws, LUL = 1.11 M /m, drift spacing * 53.8 mand invert,
no badft diameter - 5.5 m WP emissivity 0.3 and percolaton fiux =03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWR MPC BWR MPC PWR IPC PWR MPC
DHLW DHLW _

Tpek (t c 100 yr) 1790C 1920C 1760C 184°C 1950C 2390C

R ax ( c 100 20% 20% 19% 18% 15% 11%

yr) . _ _

Tpeak ( > 100 yr) 1490C 1500C 1510C 154°C 160WC 1720C

RH (t 120 yr) 22%o 22% 21% 20% 17% 13%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 75% 76% 73% 72% 70% 68%

RjH (t = 10,000 yr) 96% 97% 94% 93% 90% 88%

t(lR . 65%Y) 1470 yr 1400 yr 1560 yr 58O yr 1720yr 1800 yr

t(RH 90%) 3910yr 37B0yr 4410yr 4580yr 8330 yr 14,520 yr



Table 1.10.53.5. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83A MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs, LML = 0.94 M J/m, drift spacing - 46.1 m, sand invert,
no backfill, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emissivity . 0.3, and percolation fiux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste pacage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-ald

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC PWRMMC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t <100 yr) 160C 1750C 1570C 1680C 1WC 230°C

RHmax (t C 100 29% 28% 26% 24% 20% 14%

yr) _ _

Tpk (t > 100 yr) 1370C 1390C 140°C 144°C 1510C 1640C

RH (t * 20 yr) 31% 30% 28% 26% 22% 16%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 81% 82% 78% 78% 75% 73%

RH (i * 10,000 yr) 97% 98% 94% 93% 91% 88%

t(RH 65%) 1120yr lOQ0yr 1240 yr 126 0yr 1380 yr 1500 yr

t(RH 90%) 2940 yr 2840 yr 3410 yr 3560 yr 6850 yr 14.360yr



Table 1.10.53.6. Temperahre ad relative humidity In rock at upper drift wall for AML c 834
MTU/acre, drift diameter - 5.5 m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth a 0.6 W/mC(, WP
emissivity - 03, and percolation flux a 03 mm/yr.

Repository design ACD revO0 Une load Line load

UAL 0.46M /m 1.11 MUI/m 094MIU/m

Drift spacing 22.5m 53.Bm 46.1 m

Gap between WPs varies 0.l m 1.m

Tpeak ( < 100 yr) 100-164 0C 155-185PC 135-172°C

RHm (t 100 yr) 40-99.7% 22-28% 30-41%

Tpeak (t> 10 yr) 1O-1240C Vm-137C 123-2280C

RH (t a 120 yr) 49-99% 31-33% 41-45%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 97-99.4% 79-79% 84_4%

RE (t c 10,000 yr) 99.99.8% 99.1-99.1% 99.4-99.5%



Table 1.1053.7 Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MT/acre,
drift diameter a5 5 m, sand Inver full sand backfill at 100 yr with Xth 0.6 W/m°C, WP emissivity 
03, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Repository design ACD rev 00 Line load Line load

LML 0.6MT/m 1.11 MT/m 0.94MTU/m

Drift spacing 22S m 53.8m 46.1 m

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m LOm

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 116-2330 C 176-2390C 160-230PC

RHn (t< 100 yr) 17-86% 11-20% 14-29%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 116-3480C 244-280C 191-2370C

RH (t 120 yr) 1-61% 2-3% 4-7%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 45-% 46-56% 5447%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 60-99.7% 68-81% 73-87Yo

t(RH = 65%) 140-13,440 yr 3200-6890 yr 1890-3240yr

t(RH - 90%h) 400-62,060 yr 24,750-48270 yr 14,760-40,350 yrW



Table 1.10.5.3.8. Temperature and relative humidity on upperWP surface for AML - 83.4 vMlU/acre,
the ACD design with LML 046 MT/m, drift spacing = 22.5 m, sand Invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr
with Kth - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.3, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package HanfOrd Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site DHLW River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWtRMPC FWRMPC
._______ _ .DHLW

Tpftk (t < 100 yr) 1160C 1270C 1210C 1460C 1700C 23f 0C

RHmax (t < 100 86% 64% 60% 41% 31% 17%

yr) _

Tpeak (t > 100 Yr) 1160C 1340C 168°C 218°C 2680C 348°C

RH (t = 120 yr) 61% 38% 15% 5% 2% 1%

RH(t'2000 yr) 99% 99% 73% 64% 52% 45%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 99.7% 99.2% 82% 76% 66% 60%

t(RH 65%) 140 yr 190 yr 1460 yr 2090yr 927 yr 13,440 yr

t(RH 90%) 400yr 430 yr 25 sO yr . 35,10 yr 54,70 yr 62,060 yr

* RH is never less than 65% prior to backfill



Table 1.10.5.3.9. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AMI - 83.4 MU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 ?Atm, drift spacing - 54.8 m, sand Invertk
full sand backfill at 100 yr wiffi Xth - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.3, and
percolation flux 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Rmford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site DHLW River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC FWR rMPC PWRMPC

DZLW

Tpe* (t 100 yr) 179'C 1920C 1760C 1840C 195C 2390C

RfI=a (t 100 20% 20% 19% 18% 15% 11%

Yr)_ _ __ _ __ __

Tfpea (t > 100 yr) 2440C 2530C 2480C 2490C 2590C 2800C

RH (t 20 yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2%

RH (t * 2000 yr) 54% 56% 51% 51% 47Ye 46%

RH (t= 10,000 yr) 80% 81% 76% 76% 71% 68%

t(RH = 65%) 3370 yr 3200 yr 3830yr 380Dyr 5200 yr 6890 yr

t(R e 90%) 26,450 yr 24,750 yr 34,390 yr 3 yr 45,300 yr 48,270 yr



Table 1.lo5SlO. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 &(TJ/acre, a
line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WP, LML - 0.94 MTt/mr drift spacing - 46.1 m, sand invert,
fhll sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter - 55 m, WP emissivity - 0.3, and
percolation fux a 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site DHLW River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC
___ ___ DHLW__ _ __ _ _ _

TFuk (t < 100 yr) 1600C 1750C ism 1680C 1820C 230PC

a (< 100 29% 28% 26% 20% 14% 14%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Tpea (t> 100 yr) 1910C 2060C 208°C 2080C 2250C 2370C

R(t 2O yr) 9% 7% 6% 4% 4% 4%

RH(t= 2000yr) 67% 66% 60% 60% 54% 54%

RH (t s 10,000 yr) 87% 86% 80% 80% 73% 73%

(RH = 65%) 1890yr 1940yr 2510 yr 2450yr 327Dyr 3240 yr

t(RH s 90%) 17,490 yr 16,550 yr 28,360 yr 28,380 yr 40,700 yr 40,350 yr
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1.10.5.4 Influence of Waste Package and Backfill Configuration

The drift-scale analyses described in Sections 1.10.5.1 through 1.1053 (as well as in the following
sections) assume the center-in-drift (CD) WP configuration and, for the backfill (or overfill) cases, it
was assumed that the drifts are completely filled with backfill. Because of operational constraints, It
may be found that it is not possible (particularly if backfill is to be emplaced) to utilize the CID
configuration Balady, 19961. Instead, It may be necessary to place the WPs to one side of the drift in
the off-center-in-drift (OCID) WP configuration (Fig. 1.10A.1a). Operational limitations may also
prevent the drifts from being completely filled with backfil. In addition to the full backfill
configuration (Fig. 1.10.4.1d), various partial backfill configurations have been analyzed for the
backfill systems study Balady, 1996L including the sloping-partial backfill (Fig. 1.10A.1b) and level-
partial backfill (Fig. 1.10A.1.c).

The drift-scale analyses in Sections 1.105.1 through 1.10.53 (as well as in the following sections)
assume that both the invert and backfill are filled with a sand or "sand-like" granular material with
respect to Its rewetting (or wicking) characteristics. (Note that many of these calculations were
conducted in support of the backfill systems study IBalady, 19961, which focused on the evaluation of
granular invert and backfill materials.) The assumption of a sand-like granular material is not limted
to the use of sand. By sand-like, It Is meant that the granular material be of similar coarseness Ge,
grain size distribution) and have a negligible porosity (L., nonporous grains). A granular material
with coarser grain sizes, such as a basalt or granite gravel, would exhibit even more favorable non-'
wicking qualities than the sand-like granular material assumed in these calculations. In this section,
we address the possibility of using crushed TSw2 tuff (or gravel) in the invert. A TSw2 gravel differs
from a sand-like material primarily by virtue of Its having a significant Intragranular porosity that
may Influence wicking. In Section 1.10A, a comparison of a crushed Plh tuff and a sand backfill
indicated that the crushed tuff had a greater tendency (than sand) to wick moisture back into the drift.

As in the previous three sections, calculations in this section assume an AML of 83.4 MTU/acre and
an ambient percolation flux of 0.3 mm/yr. The analysis of alternative backfill configurations was
conducted using a two-dimensional cross-sectional model that represents, in fine detail, the
emplacement drift and pillar in a plane transverse to the drifL The model averages the heat output
from a nixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a uniform line-heat load. The WP
decay heat characteristics are described in Table 1.10.12 and are based on a WP receipt analysis by
King [19941. Because of the large number of grid blocks required to represent the detail of the
alternative WP afid backfill configurations (Fig. 1.10.5A.1), it was not feasible to conduct these
calculations with a three-dimensional model that explicitly represents multiple WPs. Instead, it was
necessary to utilize a two-dimensional model.

The two-dimensional model, in effect, averages (or smears) out the differences in heat output
generated by the respective WPs. Moreover, the two-dimensional model cannot represent heat flow in
the third (axial) dimension; consequently, it cannot adequately represent heat and fluid flow generated
by the ACD rev 00 design. However, because close axial (end-to-end) WP spacing effectively
homogenizes the distribution of radial heat flow leaving the respective WPs (causing them to function
as though they shared the same decay heat generation curve), the two-dimensional model Is a very
reasonable representation of the line-load design. In spite of the large differences in heat generation
among the various WPs, the high effective axial heat conductance facilitated by the end-to-end WP
spacing causes the ine of WPs to function as though It were i (nearly) uniform line-heat load. Because
the two-dimensional drift-scale model is much better suited to analyzing the line-load design (rather
than the ACD rev 00 design, we focus much of the analysis in'this section (that requires the use of the
two-dimensional model) on the line-load design.

The major geometric attributes of the alternative backfill configurations analyzed in this section
are shown in Figs. 1.10.5.4.1 and 1.105A2. Table 1.10.5A.1 gives the percentages of the emplacement
drift cross section occupied by the major components of the Engineered Barrier Systems (EBS) for a drift
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diameter of 55 m and a WP diameter of 1.8 o. Notice that 16% of the drift Is occupied by the invert,
while the WP occupies 10.7%. For the sloping-partial backfill configuration, the backfilled portion
(36.9%) and unfilled portion (35A%) are roughly equal; In total, 64.6% of the drift cross section is
occupied (primarily with the invert and backfill material). For the level-partial backfill
configuration, 56.6% of the drift cross section Is baddfglled at 100 yr, while only 15.7% is left unfilled; In
total, 843% of the drift cross section is occupied. The full backfill configuration fills 100% of the drift

All of the two-dimensional calculations assume a WP erissivity c = 0.3, which is different from
the value (E 20.8) assumed In most of the three-dimensional, multiple-W model calculations
presented In Sections 1.105 and 1.10.6. (At the time the two-dimensional calculations were conducted,
which was prior to when the three-dimensional calculations were conducted, t * 0.3 was judged to be
appropriate for the WPs; since then, = 0.8 has been assumed for the WPs In the reference case.)
Because themal radiation controls ATdrift for the no-backfill case, the smaller value of (0.3)
assumed In this section results In a moderately greater ATdrjfj as compared to the cases with = 0.8. As
discussed In Section 1.105.3, the larger ATdrift for the no-backfill cases with a * 0.3 results In a greater
drift-ARH effect, particularly at late time (t > 5000 yr).

For the sloping-partial and level-partial backfill cases, thermal radiation occurs between all of
the surfaces surrounding the unfilled drift cavity that overlies the backfill. An emlssvity of 0.9 was
assumed for the rock surfaces and the upper surface of the partially filled backfill. As discussed in
Section 1.10-5.3, it does not make much difference whether e -10.9 or 1.0 is assumed for the rock-wall
surfaces of the drift For the no-backfill cases, the two-dimensional model represents thermal-
radiative heat transfer between all of the surfaces in the drift, Including: (1) the WP, (2) the WIP cart,
(3) the drift floor, and (4) the drift walls. The low-Kth Invert causes the drift floor to become
relatively hot (compared with the drift walls), resulting in significant thermal-radiative heat
transfer from the drift floor to drift walls. Similarly, the asymmetrical geometry of the OCID WP
configuration causes the left-side drift wall to be hotter than the right-side drift wall; consequently,
there is significant thermal-radiative heat transfer from the right-side drift wall to the left-side
drift wall.

The near-field RH distribution at 120 yr (20 yr after backfill is emplaced) for the ACD rev 00
design with LML -. 47 MIJ/rm and drift spacing - 22.5 m is shown in Fig. 1.105A.I. Because of the
relatively low LML, RH reduction by rock dryout (ARrock) Is minimal; virtually all of the RH
reduction occurs inside of the drift, driven by ATdrt, which results in the drift-AR effect. Notice
that most of the RH reduction occurs within the backfill; the imfilled portions of the drift in the
sloping-partial and level-partia] backfill configurations (igs. 1.10.5A.lbc) have a less steep RH
gradient than inside of the backfill The OCID configuration results In there being much more low-Kth
backfill insulating the left side of the WI than the right side (Fig. 1.105A.1); consequently, the rock to
the left of the drift Is more insulated from heat flow than the rock to the right of the drift. The
asymmetrical insulation surrounding the WI' causes more of the WP decay heat to flow to the rock at
the right side of the drift than to the left side, causing higher rock temperatures and greater rock
dryout in the rock pillar to the right of the drift than to the left (Figs. 1.84 and 1.105.4.1). This effect,
together with the overall weak rock dryout generated by 0.47MTU/m, results in there being very little
rock dryout at 120 yr In the pillar to the left of the drift

The near-field RH distribution at 120 yr for the line-load design with LML = 0.94 MTU/m and drift
spacing - 45 m is shown in Fig. 1.10.5.2. The higher LML results in much more locally intensive rock
dryout and a much larger ARHo<c than in the ACD rev 00 deign. The unbackfilled 0.94-MTU/m case
(Fig. 1.105A.2a) results in a lower RH on the WP than any of the ACD rev 00 cases with backfill (Fig.
1.105A.1). Figure 1.105A3 shows the temperature T and RHon the WP for the four backfill
configurations. At the time of backfill, ATdrlft is 57,48, and 590 C for the full, level-partial, and
sloping-partial backfill cases, respectively. For the level-partial backfill case, ATdrft is 84% of that
for the full backfill case, while for the sloping-partial backfill case, ATdrift is 68% of that for the full
backfill case. The percentage of the ATdrift relative to the full backfill case is nearly the same as the
percentages of the drift that are occupied with low-Kth invert and backfill material. Therefore,
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ATdrift approxdmately scales as the percentage of the drift that is filled. The drlft-ARK effect (as
measure by RPHwp/RHdw) also scales as the percentage of the drift that Is filled.

Figure 1.10SAA compares T and RH on the WP for the CID aid OCD WP configurations for the
line-load design with LML = 0.94 MTU/m, drift spacing - 45 n, and full backfill at 100 yr. Notice that
the asymmetrical geometry In the OCID configuration does not result in significant differences in T and
RH on the WP relative to the symmetrical Cl configuration. The higher heat flux to the right side of
the drift causes a steeper T and RH gradient to the right of the WP relative to the left side of the WP.
The steeper T and RH gradients compensate for.there being less low-Kth backfill to the right of the
WP, resulting in roughly the same ATdrift and RHdrift (which Is best quantified by RHwp/RHdw)
on both sides of the WP. Moreover, because RH In the rock at the right-side drift wall is somewhat
lower than at the left-side drift wall, this compensates for any minor reduction In ATdrift and
RHwp/RHdw that occurs to the right of the WF (relative to that on the left side). In general, the
insulating effect of the low-Kih material on ATdrift and RHwp/RHdw is dependent on the total cross-
sectional area of the low-l material, not on its precise geometric details. Consequently, there are
minor differences In the RH histories on the WP for the OCID and CD WP configurations (as is shown
by a comparison the last two columns of Table 1.10.6A.3).

Table 1.10.5A2 summarizes T and RH on the WP for the four backfill configurations analyzed for
the 0.47-MTU/m ACD rev 00 design (Fig. 1.10.5.1). Table .ID5A.3 summarizes T and RH on the WP
for the four backfill configurations analyzed for the 0.94-MTU/m line-load design (Fig. 1.105A.2). The
0.94-MTU/m line-load design results In significantly higher T and lower RH on WPs than the OA7-
MTU/m ACD rev 00 design (as Is shownby a comparison of Tables 1.105.42 and 1.105A3). As noted
earlier, the two-dimensional model cannot accurately represent the three-dimensional character of
heat flow around the ACD rev 00 WPs. In effect, the ACD rev)00 WPs function as point-heat sources,
causing spherical' heat flow in the drift and near-ield rock. The two-dimensional model smears this
heat flow into a uniform line-heat source that results in radil (or cylindrical) heat flow in the drift
and near-field rock. On the other hand, the line-load design results in a uniform line-heat source and
radial heat flow in the near field that Is well represented by the two-dimensional model.

For the ACD rev 00 design, the calculations of T and RH on WPs using the two-dimensional model
compare poorly with those calculated with the three-dimensional model (a comparison of Tables
1.105.13 and 1.1052.3 with Table 1.10.542 illustrates this point). On the other hand, a comparison of
Tables 1.105.3.5 and 1.105310 (calculated with the three-dimensional model) with Table 1.10.A3
(calculated with the two-dimensional model) illustrates how. well the two-dimensional model can
represent Tand RHon the WPs in the line-load design. A comparison of the 26-yr-old PWR WP (fh
column In Table 1.10.35) with the first column In Table 1.10.5A3 Indicates good agreement between the
two models for the case without backfill (Because 60% of the WPs are assumed to be 26-yr-old PR
WPs in the two-dimensional model, It is best to compare the 26-yr-old PWR WP in the three-
dimensional model with the two-dimensional model.) The slightly drier condition calculated in the
two-dimensional model is a result of the fact that all of the MTUs In the two-dimensional model come
from spent nuclear fuel (SNI'), while some of the MTUs In h-three-dimensional model come from
defense high-level waste (DHLW). In the three-dimensional model, 11.25% of the MTUs come from
the DHLW WIs, with the remaining 88.75% coming from SNF WPs. Becaue the DHLW WIPs hardly
generate any heat the LML of the significant heat-producing WIs In the three-dimensional model is
83A MTU/m for the 0.94-MTU/m line-load case. lf one were to calculate a composite" 26-yr-old WP,
based on 40% of the WIs being BWR WPs and 60% being PWR WFIs, in Table 1.1035, the composite
WP would be somewhat cooler and more hunid than the composite 26-yr-old WP represented in Table
1.105.43. This is not surprising because the thre-dimensional model has about 11% less decay heat
(than the two-dimensional model) being generated per unit length of emplacement drift.

As discussed earlier, most of the drift-scale calculations have assumed that a sand or "sand-like"
invert is used. For the ACD rev 00 design, RH on the upper and lower WP surfaces Is shown for a sand
Invert and a TSw2 gravel invert for the full backfill configuration (Fig. 1.1054.4) and the sloping-
partial backfill configuration (Fig. 1.10.S5). There is virtually no difference in RiH on the upper WP
surface, while the TSw2 gravel inverts cause more humid RH on the lower WP surface. The higher RH
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associated with the TSw2 gravel Invert Is the result of greater wicking of moisture in the TSw2 gravel.
Because rock dryout reduces RH In the near-field rock for the first 3000 yr, the effects of wickng In the
TSw2 gravel do not begin until after 3000 yr. The effects of this wicking on Increasing RH on the lower
surface of the WP are mitigated by the fact that the 0.3-m gap between the underside of the WP cart
and the drift floor s backfilled with sand, whch has a much lesser tendeny to wck olsture th the
TSw2 gravel in the invert. The sand backfill separating the WP from the invert functions as a buffer
that lessens the effect of more humid Invert RH conditions on RH conditions on the W. Had the WF
been sitting directly on the drift floor, It would have more fully felt the effects of the more humid
conditions in the Invert.

Because the two-dimensional model artificially smears out the WP heat generation into a line
heat load, thereby reducing the apparent Adrift and AWdrlft effects for the ACD rev 00 design, the
differences in WP RH between the TSw2 gravel and sand invert cases are less than those calculated by
the three-dimensional model. Table 1.10.5AA shows T and RH on WPs calculated with the three-
dimensional model for the ACD rev 00 design and a TSw2 gravel invert Wicking (and more humid RH)
in the TSw2 gravel Invert causes a moderate increase in RH an WIs at later time (t > 5000 yr), relative
to the case with a sand invert (a comparison of Tables 1.1053.8 and 1.10.5A.4 Illustrates this point).
Consequently, the tine It takes to reach the RH = 90% threshold decreases by about 17-18% for SNF
WPs. For the DHLW WIs, the time to reach the RH - 90% thresholds Is decreased by 4-%. For the
hottest WPs (the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-yr-old PWR WIs), the time to reach RH * 65% Is decreased by
30-48%.

Table 1.105AS shows T and RH on WPs calculated with the threedimensional model for the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load design and a TSw2 gravel invert. A comparison of Table 1.10.524 and 1.10.5
indicates that wicking (and more humid RH) in the TSw2 gravel causes a moderate ncrease in RH on
WVPs at later time (t > 5000 yr), relative to the case with a sand invert (a comparison of Tables
1.105.3.9 and 1.105A5 illustrates this point). Consequently, the time it takes to reach the RH - 90%
threshold decreases by about 19-20%.

When backfifl is not used, the effect of greater wicking (and more humid RH) in the TSw2 gravel
invert is to increase RH on both the upper and lower WP surfaces (Fig. 1.105.4.6). Nis occurs because
there Is no sand backfill 'buffer' between the more humid TSw2 gravel Invert and the WI'. Because of
the limitations of the two-dimensional model in representing the ATdrift and ARHdrift effects for the
ACD rev 00 design, the differences in RH shown for the WPs in Figure 1.10SA6 probably
underrepresent the actual effects.

It should be noted that we have not discussed the consequences on T and RH on WPs of using an
invert that is entirely (or partially) made up of concrete. With respect to T on WPs, Kth for intact
concrete .e., unaltered by high T and very low RH) is coser to that of the near-field rock than that of
the granular (sand or crushed TSw2) invert Consequently, intact concrete would create less of a
thernal-blanket effect beneath the WPs, which would moderately reduce ATdrift relative to the case
with a granular invert. However, it is likely that because a concrete invert would be subjected to high T
and very low RH, a certain degree of degradation (fracturing and spalling as a result of thermal stresses
and dehydration) would occur that would decrease Kth for altered concrete. In its altered condition,
Kth of the concrete may be closer to Kth of the granular Invert materials rather than Kth of the near-
field rock. Therefore, a concrete invert may not cause T on WPs to deviate significantly from what has
been presented In Section 1.10. With respect to RH on WPs, It Is likely that the wicking characteistics
of a concrete invert would be closer to those of the crushed TSw2 gravel invert than those of the sand-
like invert. The primary reason for tis conclusion is that the pore sizes in concrete (which govern
capillary wicking) will be much closer to those of the intragranular porosity of the TSw2 gravel than
those of the intergranular porosity of the sand (recall that the quartz sand assumed in these
calculations has no Intragranular porosity). Moreover, as the concrete dehydrates, fine fractures in the
concrete could also contribute to wicking. It should also be pointed out that strong osmotic gradient are
likely to occur In the concrete as It rehydrates, which would also contribute to wicking.
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Table 1.105A.1. Percentages of the emplacement drift cross section occupied by the major EBS components for
drift diametr = 5.5 n, WP diameter *1.8 m, and alternative WP and backfill configurations.

WI configuration Off-center Off-center Off-center Off-center Centered (CID)
(OCID) (OCID) (OCrD) (OCm)

Backfill No backfill Sloping- Level- Fun Full
configuration partial partial _

Unfilled drift 72.3% 354% 15.7% 0% 0%

Backfill 0% 36.9% 566% 72.3% 723%

WP 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7% 10.7%

WP cart 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

invert 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0%

Filled drift 27.7% 64.6% 84.3% 100% 100%



Table 1.10.SA.2. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML 83.4 MTM/acre,
the ACD rev 00 design, drift spacing = 22.5 m, LML a 0.47 MT/m, drift diameter a 55 m, Sw2 gavel
invert, sand backfill at 100 yr with Kt = 0.6 W/m°C, WP emissivity - 03, and percolation flux a 03
mm/yr. Calulations were done with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a
mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPt into a uniform line-heat load.

WP configrtion Off-center (OdD) Off-center (OCID) Off-center (OCID) Off-center (OCID)

Backfil No backfill Sloping-partial Level-partial Full

configu ration__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1410C 1410C 1410C 1410C

RHm (t< 100 58% % 58% 58%.

yr)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpj (t > 100 yr) 1160C 132°C 1370C 141°C

H (t 120 yr) 61% 40% 36% 32%

RH (t 2000 yr) 79% 77% 74% 72%

RH (t= 10,00 yr) 96% 93% 92% 91%

t(RH 65%) 140yr il40yr 1280yr 1370yr

t(RH 90°h) 3310yr 3770 yr 4190 yr 6620 yr



Table 1.10.5.43. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for ALM - 83.4 MTU/aae,
a lne-load design, drift spacdng - 45 m, UAL :0.94 M /m, drift dlawter -55 m sand invert, sand

backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m 0C, WP emssivity 0.3, and percolation flux - 03 mm/yr.
Calulations were done with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mdxture of
26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a uniform line-heat load.

WP conguration Off-center Off-center Off-ceater Off-ceiter Centered (CID)

_____.___ (oaC ) (OC1DD) (OCD) (OCD)

Backfill No backfill Sloping- Level- Full Full

configuration .________ partial partial .

Tpek (t < 100 yr) 1990C 1990C 1990C 1990C ______

RH x(t c100 20% 20% 20% 20%h 15%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpek ( > 100 yr) 153C 187°C 1960C 2050C 211°C

RH (t 120 yr) 20% 10% 8% 6% 6%

RH t e 2000 yr) 64% 56% 53% 52% 52%

RH (t 10A yr) 91% 87% 85% 83% 81%

t(RH 657) 2100yr 3200yr 3840yr 4130yr 3640yr

t(RH - 90%) 7140yr 17,300 yr 20,920yr 23,930 yr 27,710 yr
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Table .10.5.44. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML a 83.4 MTU/e,
the ACD rev 00 design with LNML - 0A6 MTU/m, drift spacing - 22.5 rn, lSw2 gravel nvert, full sand
backfill at 100 yr with Kth w 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter - 55m, WP emissivity - 0, and percolation
Aux 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMFC EWRMPC PWRMPC PWRMPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpeak ( < 100 yr) 1050C 12 0C 1100C 1260C 1430C 191C

RHum (t < 100 89% 64% 72% 52% U% 26%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1160C 1350C 170PC 2200C 2710C 3510C

RH (t = 20 yr) 59°% 36% 14% 5% 2% 1%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 98% 98% 72% 63% 50% 44%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 99.7% 99.2% 85% 79% 70%O 66%

t(RH - 65%/6) 140* yr 200* yr 1540yr 2120 yr 4920 yr 9540 yr

t(RH = 90%) 520yr 490yr 21,440 yr 29,410yr 45,40 yr 52,80 yr

RH Is never less than 65% prior to backfill

w



Table 1.10.54.5. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AeL 83.4 MU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-r gap between WPs, LML -1.11 KM/m , drift spicing = 53.8 m, TSw3
gravel invert, fall sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/mrC, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP
emissivity - 0.8, and percolation fiux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste paclage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site Rlver Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWRMPC
._________ DHLW DHLW

Tp,& (t < 100 yr) 1720C 184°C 1710C 1740C 1780C 2030C

-RN,, (t c 100 21% 20% 21% 21% 19% 16%

y r) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpea (t > 100 yr) 2520C 2MqC 2540C 2510C 2560C 2660C

RH = 120 yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 51% 52% 49% 51% 48% 49%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 80% 81% 78% 79% 76% 76%

t(}W 65%) 3970 yr 3770 yr 4270 yr 4010 yr 4540 yr 4560 yr

t(RH - 9%) 26,760 yr 25,070 yr 29,330 yr 28,0 31,910 yr 32170yr
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Figure 11.541. Near-field relative humidity RH distribution at t 120 yr for the ACD rev 00 design,
AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, LML - 0.46 MTU/m, drift spacing - 22.5 m, 40-darcy TSw2 tuff gravel invert,
10-darcy sand overfill at 100 yr with Kt1 - 0.6 W/m`C, off-center in-drift (OCID) emplacement, drift
diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.3, and ambient percolation flux . 0.3 mm/yr. Calculations were done
with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and
26-yr-old PWR WPs Into a uniform line-heat load. Three backfill configurations are shown. (a) no backfill,
(b) sloping-partial backfill, (c) level-partial backfill, and (d) full backfill. The RH contour interval is 5%.
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Fgure 1.10.42. Near-field relative humidity RH distrbution at t 120 yr for the line-load design,
AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, LML - 0.94 MTU/m, drift spacing - 45 m, 1O-darcy sand Invert, O-darcy sand
overfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m"C, off-center In-drift (OCID) emplacement, drift diameter - 55 W1

* WP eissivity a 03, and percolation flux - 03 mm/yr. Calculations were done with a two-dimensional
model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a
uniform line-heat load. Four backfill configurations are shown: (a) no backfill, (b) sloping-partial backfill.
(c) level-partial backfill, and (d) full backfill. The RH contour nterval is 5%.
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Figure 110.5A.3. Temperature (ab) and relative humidity (cd) on upper surface of WP for
AML - 83.4 MTMJ/ace, a line-load design, drift spacing = 45 m, LML = 0.94 MTU/m, off-center in-drift
(OCID) emplacement, drift diameter = 5.5 m, sand invert, sand backfill at 100 yr with Ktjh = 0.6 W/m"C,
WP enissivity - 03, and ambient percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for four bafill
configurations: (1) no backfi (2) sloping-partial backfill, (3) levil-partial backfl and (4) full backfill
Calculations were done with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of
26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26old PWR WPs Into a uniform line-heat load.
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Figure 1.10.5.4.4. Temperature (ab) and relative humidity (cd) on upper surface of WP for
AML * 53.4 MTM/acre, a line-load design, drift spacing m 45 m,LML - 0.94 MllJ/m, off-center in-drift
(OCID) emplacement, drift diameter - .5 m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kh - 0.6 W/m°C,
WP emissivity = 03, and ambient percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.Curves are plotted for two WP
configurations: (1) off-center in-drift (OCID) emplacement and (P) centered in-drift (CID) emplacement
Calculations were done with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of
26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a umiform line-heat load.
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Figure 1.10.5.4.5 Relative humidity on upper WP surface (ace) and on lower WP surface (bdf) for
AML = 63.4 MIU/acre, the ACE) rev 00 design, LML = 0.47Ml U/m, drift spacing w 45 m, off-center
in-drift (OCID) emplacement, drift diameter = 5.5 m, full sand backfill at 100 yr with bulk permeability
kb -10 darcy KIj 0. 6 W/mOC, WP emissivity . 0.3, and ambiebt percolation flux 0.3 num/yL Curves
are plotted for two ive type: (I) lSw2 gravel with kb . 40 darc and K = 0.6 W/n*C; and (2) sand
with 4 - 10 darcy and Kt - 0.6 W/m°C Calculations were done with a two-dimensional model that
averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a uniform
line-heat load.
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Figme 110.3.4.6. Relative humidity an upper WP surface (ace) and on lower WP surface (df) for
AML - 834 MTU/acre, the ACD rev 00 design, LML = 0.47 MrlI/m, drift spacing = 45 mn, off-center
in-drift (OCID) emplacement, drift diameter = 55 m, slopin-partial sand backfill at 100 yr with bulk
permeability kb - 10 darcy r4 h - 0.6 W/m-C, WP enissivity - 0.3, and ambient percolation flux- 0.3 mm/yr.
Curves are ploffed for two invert types (1) T5w2 gravel with - 40 darcy and = 06 W/mOC; and 2)
sand with kb -10 darcy and Kh - 0.6 W/mIC. Calculations were done with a two-dimensional model
that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a
uniform line-heat load.
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Figure 11OJA.7. Relative humidity on upper WP surface (a,c,e) and on lower WP surface (bdf) for
AML = 83.4 MU/acre, the ACD rev 00 design, LML = 047 MT/m, drift spacing . 45 m, off-center
hi-drift (OCD) emplacement, drift diameter - 5.5 m, no backli WP emissivity - 03, and ambient
percolation flux * 03 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for two invert types: (1) TSw2 gravel with
kA 40 darcy and h 0.6 W/mC; and (2) sand wi k = 10 darcy and - 0.6 W/mC Calculations
were done with a two-dimensional model that averages the heat output from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR
WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs into a uniform. lne-heat load.
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110.5.5 Influence of Engineered Backfill Thermal Conductivity

* As discussed in the previous three sections, the key function of backfill (or overfill) is to cause a RH
difference (ARHdrlft) between the hotter (and drier) WP and cooler (and more humid) rock at the drift
wall. The drlft-ARH effect is quantified by the relationship RHwP/RHdw Psat(Tdw)IPsat(Twp),
which depends primarily on the temperature difference (ATdrlfj between the WP and drift wall.
Therefore, to function effectively, the backfiU (and invert) must insulate the WP from the drift wall.
To be effective insulators, heat transfer in the backfill and invert should be dominated by conduction
(i.e., heat convection by heat pipes and buoyant gas-phase convection should not contribute
significantly), and the thermal conductivity Kth of these miterials should be less than that of the
near-field rock. The insulating effect of the low-Kth (backfill and invert) materials primarily depends
on the quantity of these materials and their Kth. The quantity of the backfill and invert depends on
the diameter of the emplacement drift and the percentage of the drift that is occupied by the backfill
and invert. Section 1.105A addresses the Influence of the percentage of the drift that is filled on the
drift-ARH effect. Section 1.10.5.6 addresses the influence of drift diameter on the drift-ARH effecL
This section (Section 1.10.5.5) addresses the influence of Invert and backill Kth.

The three cases presented in this section are equivalent to the three primary cases presented in
Section 1.10.5.2 (the ACD rev 00 case and the line-load cases with no backfill between the WPs), with
the only difference being that Kth of the Invert and backfill }is been reduced by a factor of two.
Backfill (and invert) Kth has virtially no effect on T and RHin the near-field rock (compare Tables
1.10.55.1 and 1.10.5.2.1). The lack of sensitivity stems from the fact that Kth has little effect on the
spatial or temporal distribution of heat flux in the rock except that for the line-load cases, a reduction
In Xth further improves thermal homogenization along the drift, causing T and RH in the near-field
rock to be even more uniform.

Backfill (and invert) Kth strongly influences T and RH on. WPs (compare Tables 1.105.5.2 and
1.10.52.2; also compare Figs. 1.10.5.5.1-1.10.553 with Figs. 1.105.2.5-1.10528). For the ACD rev 00
design, a reduction in Klth increases the range In T and RH on WPs, while for the line-load cases, the
range in T and RH is reduced. Because of the increase in ATdrfft, the benefits of RH reduction on WPs
can be substantially improved with the use of a low-Kth material in the invert and backfill.

A 50% reduction in Kth dramatically Increases the peak WP temperature on the spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) WPs for the ACD rev 00 design (compare Tables 1.105.5.3 and 1.10.523). The peak temperature
on the 10-yr-old PWR WP increases by 1970C (from 353 to 550 0C), while the peak temperature on the
Hanford Site DHLW WP increases by ory 130C (from 11 t 130C). Consequenly, the variability in T
on the respective WPs increases from 236"C (for Kth - 0.6 W/rn0C) to 420C (for Kth 0 .3 W/moC).
Because of the large increase in ATdrift for the SNF WPs, the drlft-ARH effect Improves substantially
for the SNF WPs, while the very small increase in ATdrIft for the DHLW WPs means that the drift-
ARH effect for the DHLW WPs continues to be negligible.

The reduction in Xth increases the temporal variability in the time required for WPs to reach the
RH = 65% and 90% thresholds. For the Kth = 0. W/mnC case, the temporal variability for reaching
the RH - 65% and 90% thresholds Is a factor of 85 and 73, respectively (when all WPs are considered),
while the temporal variability is a factor of 8.6 and 2A (whe6 only the SNF WPs are considered). For
the Kth - 0.3 W/moC case, the temporal variability for reaching the RH * 65% and 90% thresholds is
a factor of 152 and 114, respectively (when all WPs are considered), while the temporal variability is
a factor of 4.9 and 2.2 (when only the SNF WPs are considered). Therefore, when only the SNF WPs are
taken into account, a reduction in Kth causes a small reduction in the temporal variability for reaching
the RH thresholds. A reduction in Kth (from 0.6 to 03 W/m0C) increases the time to reach the RH -
65% by a factor of 2. for the 10-yr-old PWR WP and by a factor of only 12 for the Hanford DHLW WI.
A reduction in th (from 0.6 to 03 W/m0 C) increases the time to reach RH - 90% bya factorof 1.7 for
the 10yr-ld PWR W and by a factr of only 12 for the Hafford DHLW WP.

_
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For the 1.1 I-MTU/m lineload design, a 50% reduction inJXth Increases the peak WP temperature
on all WPs to an almost equal extent (compare Tables 1.10.55A and 1.10.524). The peak temperature on
the 10-yr-old PWR WP increases by 960C (from 266 to 3620C); the Hanford Site DHLW WP experiences
a similar (10000 Increase in peak temperature (from 252 to 35200. The fact that the Hanford Site
DHLW WP experiences a slightly larger increa in. peak temperature than the 10-yr-old PWR WP
stems from the fact that a reduction in K causes a moderate Improvement In thermal homogenization.
This improvement comes from two effects:

Focused axial heat flow: Because of the higher Impedance to radial heat flow in the Kth - 0.3
W/mPC case, compared to the Kth - 0.6 W/m0 C case, decay heat has a greater tendency to flow
axially along the line of WPs, seeking the location where the impedance to radial heat flow is
least (in the vicinity of the coolest WPs). Backfill functions like a cylindrical 'blanket' that
focuses heat flow along the axis of the drift to the coolest WP locations. A reduction in Kth
improves this heat flow focusing effect.

Enhanced axial thermal-radiative heat flow: Because the Kth - 03 W/mPC case substantially
increases the WP temperatures, as compared to the lth - 0.6 W/m0 C case, e efficiency of
thermal-radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer s Improved. Thermal radiation is driven by the
T4 difference, where T is the absolute temperature (0 1C). Higher absolute temperatures result in
more efficient thermal radiation. Therefore, one of the benefits of a low-Kth backfill (and a
low-Kth invert) is the Improvement of thermal homcgenlzation along the drifts.

The combined effects of having the low-Kth backfill focus heat flow along the axis of the drifts and
the higher WP temperatures Improve radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer are to reduce the variability
in T on the respective WPs.

Because of the large increase in ATdrift for all of the WPs in the 1.11-MTLJ/m line-load design, the
drift-ARH effect improves substantially for all WPs (compare Tables 1.10.55.4 and 1.1052A). The
improvement is somewhat larger for the coolest WPs than for the hottest WPs. A reduction in Kth
(from 0.6 to 03 W/mC:) ncreasesthe tim to reach the RH -5 by a factor of 3A for the 10-yr-old
PWR WP and by a factor of 35 for the Hanford DHLW WP. Areduction in Kth (from 0.6 to 03 W/m°C)
increases the time to reach RH- 90% bya factorof 1.8 forthe10-yr-old PWRWPand bya factorof 20
for the Hanford DHLW WP. The larger improvement In RH history for the cooler WPs (than the
hotter WPs) stems from the fact that a reduction in Kth enhances thermal homogenization between the
WPs (as explained above), allowing the decay heat to be more equally shared by the WPs.

For the 0.94-MTU/m line-load design, a 50% reduction in: Kth increases the peak WP temperature
on all WFs to an almost equal extent (compare Tables 1.10.555 and 1.10.526). The peak temperature on
the 10-yr-old PWR WP increases by 560 C (from 221 to 2770 C); the Hanford Site DHLW WP experiences
a sImilar (6000 increase In peak temperature (from 194 to 25400. The fact that the Hanford Site
DHLW WP experiences a slightly large crease in peak temperature than the 10-yr-old PWR WP
sterns from the fact thata reduction In Kth causes a moderate mprovement in thermal homogenization.

Because of the large increase in ATdrift for all of the WPs In the 0.94-MTU/m line-load design, the
drift-ARH effect improves substantially for all WPs (compare Tables 1.10.55.5 and 1.10.5.2.6). The
Improvement is somewhat lager for the coolest WPs than for the hottest WPs. A reduction in Kth
(from 0.6 to 03 W/m0 0 increases the me to reach the RH -.65% by a factor of 3.1 for the 10-yr-old
PWR WP and by a factor of 1.7 for the Hanford DHLW WP. A reduction In Kth (from 0.6 to 0.3 W/m°C)
increases the time to reach the RH - 90% by a factor of 1.6 for the 10-yr-old PWR WP and by a factor of
2.1 for the Hanford DHLW WP. The larger improvement in RH history for the hotter WPs (than the
cooler WPs) Is the opposite of the trend noted for the 1.11-MTU m line-load case (where the cooler WPs
experienced a larger improvement than the hotter WPs). The. cause of Us difference Is the larger gap
separating the WPs (1.0 versus 0.1 n). Because the larer .- rm) gap causes less efficient radiative
WP-to-WP heat transfer (than the 0.1-in gap), decay heat Is not as equally shared In the 0.94-MTJ/m
case as-it is in the 1.11-MTU/m case. Because thermal homogenization is somewhat less effective, the
hotter WPs carot 'give up" as much of their excess decay heat to the cooler WPIs (as in the case with
0.1-n gaps). It should be noted that thermal homogenization In the 0.94-MTU/m case is still far more
effective than in the ACD rev 00 design.
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Table 1.10.5.5.1. Temperature and relative humidity In rock at upper drift wall for AML = 83.4
MTU/acre, drift diameter = S.5 m, sand hivert, fuil sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.3 W/m0 C, WP
emssilvity a 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr.

Repostry design ACD rev 0 Line load. Une load

ML 0.46MMl/m 1.11 MIU/m 0.94MlU/m

Drift spacing 225m 53.&m 46.1m

Gap between WPs varies 0.lm L.Om

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 100-468°C 163-1870C 141-176°C

RHa (t < 100 yr) 35-98% 20-24% 26-35%

TpeL (t > 100 yr) 100-12S°C 134-135°C 126-1280C

RH (t = 120 yr) 87-99.3% 31-32% 40-41%

RfH (t - 2000 yr) 93-98% 78-78% 84-84%

R.H (t - lO,0 yr) 99.8-99.8% 99.1-99.1% 99.4-99A%



Table 1.10.5.5.2 Temperature and relative lnumidity on upper WP surface for AML * 83A BMT/acre,
drift dmeer 5.5 , sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kh *0.3 W/mC, WP essivity-
0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Repository design ACD rev 00 Une load Line load

LUL 0.4 6MIT/m 1.11 MIU/m Q94MTU/m

Drift spacing 225 m 53.8 m 461 m

Gap between WPs varies 0.1 m 1.Om

Tpe,,k (t < 100 yr) 107-1950C 175-206DC 153-200C

RHni (t c 100 yr) 24-86Ao 16-20% 19-30o

Tpwk (t > 100 yr) 130-850 0C 343620C 254-278°C

RH (t 120 yr) 0.5-40% 1-1% 2-3%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 24-97% 3437Yo 46-53%

RH (t e 10,000 yr) 40-99.5% 57-61% 65-75%

t(RH - 65Y) 190*-28,850 yr 12,70015,590 yr 3420060 yr

t(RH - 90%) 940-107450 yr 55,030-72,440 yr 35,980-56,840 yr

RH is never less than 65% prior to backfill



Table 1.1OSS Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP surface for AML * 83.4 /acre,
the ACD design with LML - 0.46 MrU/m, drift spacing a 2235 msand Invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr
with Kth = 03 W/m°C, drift diameter - 55 m, WIP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux * 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC IWR MPC

DHLW DHLW .

Tpuk Q < 100 yr) 1070C 1220C 1120C 8C 1470C 1950C.

RHmxa (t c 100 86% 61% 65% 49% 42% 24%

yr)

Tpea (t> 100 yr) 1300C IMfC 2280C 318 0C 412°C 5500C

RH (t = 120 yr) 40% 20% 4% 1% 0.5% 0.5%

RH (t 2000 yr) 97% 97% 55% 43% 30% 24%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 99% 99% 69% 60% 46% 40%

t(RH 65%) 190 yr 270 yr 5B90 yr 13,77 yr 24,800 yr 2,850 yr

I(RH 9%) 1120 yr 940 yr 48 =2S yr 65,930 yr 99,310 yr 1740y



Table 1.10.55A Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML 83A IUrr/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between Ws, LML - 1.1 MVJ/m, drift spaCing 53.8 msand invert,
full sand backfil at 100 yr with Kth = 0.3 W/m°C, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and
percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah t0-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWRMPC BWR MPC FWR MPC PWR MPC

DHLW VHLW
Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 175"C 1860C 1730C 176°C 181°C 2060C

RH, (t < 100 21% 20/ 20% 20% 19% 16%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 3520C 357°C 3510C 348'C 3520C 362C

RH (t -l2yr) 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

RH ( 2000 yr) 35% 37% 34% 35% 34% 35%

RHQ ( -10 yr) 60% 61% 58% 60% 57% 58%

t(RH - 65%) 13,890 yr lZ700 yr 14,740 yr 13,870 yr 15,950yr 15,560 yr

t(RH = 90%) 65,030 yr 59,570 yr 68,370 yr 65,020 yr 72440 yr 70220 yr



Table 1.10.5.5.5. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MI /are, a
line-load design with a 1.0-m gap between WPs, LML = 0.94 MTU/mf, drift spacing - 46.1 msand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr wih Kth 0.3 W/mC, drft diameter - 55 m, WP emissvit 0.8, and
percolatin flux - 03 mm/yr.

Waste padkage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yhold 1O-yr.old

type Site River Site PWR MPC MR MC PWR MPC PWR MPC

DHLW DHLW .

Tpek (t < 100 yr) 1530C 1670C 1 0C 1580C 1650C 2000C

RZH~M (t < 100 30% 28% 28% 27% 24% 19%

y r)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2549C 266°C 267_C 2630C 2700C 2770C

RI(f Myr) 3% 2% 2Yo 2% 2% 2%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 53% 52%h 48% 49% 46% 47%

RH (t 10,OOO yr) 75% 74% 69% 70% 65% 67%

t(RH 65%) 3420 yr 3590 yr 6550 yr 5lOO yr 9610yr 8060 yr

t(RH - 90%) 35,980 yr 37,610 yr 48,260 yr 45,180 yr 56,840 yr 51,770 yr
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Figure l.O.S5.1. Temperatre and relative humidity on upper surface of WP forAML . 83.4 MTl/acre,
sand invert, ull sand badfill at 100 yr withKh - 0.3 W/m'C, drift diameter - 5.5 m WP anissivity = 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux e 0.3 imn/yr Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with
LML - 0.46 MTU/m, and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-m gap between WPs and LML - 1.11 MMlJ/r=
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Figure 1.10.5.52. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML = 83.4 MMU/acre,
sand invert, full sand backfIll at 100 yr with Kt - 0.3 W/mC, drift diameter - 55 m, WP emissivity = 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (a,e) with
LM = 0.46 M1LU/m, and a line-load design (bAd) with a 0.1-m gap between WPs and LML = 1.11 MlJ/m.
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Figure 1.15.5M3. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML - 83.4 MTU/acre,
sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kh -c 0.3 W/mOC, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for the ACD rev 00 design (ac) with
LM - 0.46 MTU/m, and a line-load design (bd) with a 0.1-mr ap between Ws and LWL. 1.11 MIlJ/m.
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W l.10.5.6 Influence of Drift Diameter

As discussed in the previous four sections, a key attribute of the EBS, affecting its ability to
contribute to waste isolation, Is to cause an RH difference (ARHdrlft) between the hotter (and drier)
WVP and cooler (and more humid) rock at the drift wall. The drift-&RH effect is quantified by the
relationship RHwp/RHdw Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp), which depends primarily on the temperature
difference (ATdrift) between the WP and drift wall. Therefore, the heat-transfer attributes of the EBS
are key In determining the extent to which RH can be reduced on the WP. The primary heat transfer
attributes of the EBS include:

Axial WP spacing: This determines the amount of decay heat generated per unit length of drift and
how efficiently heat is transferred by thermal radiation from WP to WP. This also affects the
temperature distribution along the drift wall (Sections 1.105.1-1.1057 and Section 1.10.6.

W heat generation dlstributlon: This, together with the axial WP spacing, deternmnes the
spatial variability of the heat flux distribution along the axis of the emplacement drift. This
also affects the temperature distribution along the drift wall (Sections 1.10.5.1-1.105.7 and
Section 1.10.6).

Wr emtssivlty This determines how efficiently heat is transferred by thermal radiation between
a WIP and (1) the drift floor, (2) the drift wall, and (3) adjacent WPs (Section 1.10.53).

WP thermal conductivity For the line-load design, this may Influence the efficiency of thermal
homogenization along the axis of the drift. Because radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer
probably limits axial heat flow along the line of WPO, WP thermal conductivity (particularly
for the range of possible values) Is likely to be a minor factor.

WY' cross-sectional area: The percentage of the WP cross section that can conduct heat. For the line-
load design, this may Influence the efficiency of thermal homogernzation along the axis of the
drift. Because radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer probably limits axial heat flow along the
line of WPs, WP cross-sectional area is lely to be a rinor factor.

Percentage of drift occupied by the invert and backfilh If sufficiently low-Kth material Is used,
this determines what percentage of the drift can be devoted to insulating the WP from the
near-field rock (Section 1.10.54).

Thermal conductivity of the Invert and backfill: This, together with the drift diameter and
percentage of the drift occupied by the invert and backfill, determines how effectively a WP
can be insulated from the near-field rock (Section 1.10.5.5).

Drift diameter. This influences thermal radiative-heat transfer between the WP and drift wal If
backfill is used, it affects the volume of the Insulation surrounding the WPs. This also affects
the temperature distribution along the drift wall (Section 1.105.6).

This section (Section 1.10.5.6) addresses the influence of drift diameter on T and RH in the rock at
the drift wall and on the WIs for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design.

Figure 1.105.6.1 summarizes T and RHin the rock at the drift wall and on WPs for the 1.11-MTJ/m
line-load design and no backfill (also see Tables 1.105.6.1 and 1.106.2). Drift diameter influences: (1)
the maxdmum peak drift-wall temperature, (2) the maxdmum peak WIP temperature, (3) the range In
peak drift-wall temperature, (4) the range in peak WP ternperature, and (5) the intensity of local rock
dryout and the magnitude of RH reduction in the rock around the drift (ARHrock). Items 1 through 5 all
increase with decreasing drift diameter as a result of the following effects:

Surface area exposed to heat flux from WI';: The drift-wall and floor surface areas (over which the
heat flux from the WIs is distributed) decrease with drift diameter. A smaller drift diameter
results in more Intensive heating per unit area of drift-wall and floor surface, which results in
generally higher drift-wall and WP temperatures (and higher peak drift-wall and peak WP
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temperatures). The more intensive heating (and higher drift-wall temperatures) causes more
locally intensive rock dryout aound the drift.

Thermal radiation view factor between the WIs and drift wall Thermal-radiative heat transfer
between two finite surface elements depends on the view factor, which increases withf the
angles of incidence on the respective surfaces. If the drift diameter is large, then there is a
longer interval along the drift wall for which the angles of incidence on the drift wall and WP
are not shallow. Effectively, the WP can 'see" a longer interval of the drift wall, which
allows for more (axial) spreading of WP heat along the drift wall. If the drift diameter is
small, then there is a shorter Interval along the drift wall for which the angles of incidence
are not shallow; consequently, there is less (axal) spreading of heat from the WP. Because
Increased thermal spreading facilitates more axial hbmogenization, there Is less spatial
variability in drift-wall and WP temperatures along the drift (and less variability In peak
drift-wall and peak WP temperatures) with increasing drift diameter.

Time to reach peak drift-wall temperatures The time to reach peak temperature decreases with
decreasing drift diameter. Decreasing the time to reah peak temperature reduces he time
during which thermal homogenization an develop. In general, a shorter time scale for thermal
homogenization Is associated with a shorter length scale for thermal homogenization. If the
time and length scales for thermal homogenization ate short, then the temperature at a given
location of the drift wall (or a given WP) is Influenced by conditions occurring over a shorter
Interval of the drift. If the time and length scales were longer (as they are with the larger
drift diameter), then the temperature at any given location would be influenced by a longer
interval of the drift. Consequently, a shorter time to peak temperature results in a larger range
in peak temperatures and a greater maximum peak temperature for the drift wall and WPs (as
compared to a case with a longer tine to peak temperature).

The maximum peak drift-wall temperature Is only 1800C for a drift diameter of 65 m, while it is
241 and 2170C for drift diameters of 3.0 and 4.0 i, respectively. The range in peak temperatures Is only
220C for a drift diameter of 65 n, while it is 44 and 380 C for drft diameters of 3 and ,
respectively. The maximum peak WP temperature Is only 2030C for a drift diameter of 6.5 m, while it
is 243 and 2230C for drift diameters of 3.0 and 4.0 m, respectively. The range in peak temperatures is
320C for a drift diameter of 65 m, while It Is 44 and 390C for drift diameters of 3. and 40 m,
respectively.

At 100 yr, RH in the rock is 237V% for a drift diameter of 6.5 m, while it s only 12-17% and 15-
20% for drift diameters of 3.0 and 4.0 m, respectively (Table 1;10.5.6.1). Differences In rock RH between
the respective diameters decreases with time. At 2000 yr, RH In the rock Is 78% for a drift diameter of
65 m, while it is 72-74 and 7375% for drift diameters of 3.O and 4.0 n, respectively. At 100 yr, RH on
the WPs is 1722% for a drift diameter of 65 m, while it is 12-16% and 14-19% for drft diameters of
3.0 and 4.0 m, respectively (Table 1.105.62). At 2000 yr, the range of RH on WPs is 74-76% for a drift
diameter of 6.5 n, while It is 71-74% and 72-74% for drift diameters of 3.0 and 4.0 m, respectively. In
general, RH on WPs is relatively insensitive to drift diameter for the cases with no backfill.

For the 1.11-MTU/m line-load cases with backfill, T in the rock at the drift wall is similar to the
no-backfill cases, except that for drift diameters of 4.0,55, and 6.5 tn. T is lower for some period of time
after the emplacement of backfill than in the no-backfill cases (Tables 1.10.5A63-1.10.5.6.7). Rock RH
is similar to the no-backfill cases, except tat RH is slightly more humid for drift diameters of 5 and
6.5 m than in the no-backfill cases.

After backfill Is enplaced, T and RH on WPs is very sensitive to drift diameter. The drift diameter
determines the thickness of the low-Xth Invert/backfill naterial that insulates the WP from the
near-field rock. A smaller drift diameter provides less insulation, resulting in a smaller temperature
difference (Tdrift ) between the IVP and drift wall and a smaller drift-ARM effect. Peak WP
temperatures at the time of backfill are 264-2790C, 223-2390 C, and 203-2190C for drift diameters of 6.5,
4.0, and 30 n, respectively (Table 1.10.5.6.4). Accordingly, the time to reach the RH - 65% and 90%
thuesholds also decreases with drift diameter. The time to reach the RH = 65% threshold is 3760-S450
yr for the WPs in the case with a drift diameter of 6.5 m, which is a factor of 131.6 greater than the
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times for the WPs n the case with a drift diameter of 4.0 m. The time to reach the RH - 90% threshold
Is 35,720-45,940 yr for the WPs in the case with a drift diameter of 65 m, which is a factor of I.&-1.7
greater than the imes for the WPs in the case with drift diaziieter of 4.0 rn. The thickness of the
backfill/Invert insulation for the 653rn-diameter case Is a factor of 1.6 greater than insulation
thickness for the 4.0-m-diameter case. It would appear that the time to reach these RH thresholds
roughly scales with the thickness of the nvert/backfill Insulation.
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Table 1.105.6.1. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for alternative drift
diameters, AML * 83.4 MTM/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, drift spacing =
53.8 m, LML - 1.11 MTU/m, sand invert, no backill, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 03
mm/yr.

Drift diameter 3.Om .0 5.rm 6.5sM

Tpek (t < 100 yr) 197-2410C 179-2170C 161-184 0C 158-180°C

RHa (f < 100 yr) 12-17% 15-20% 21-25% 23-27%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 156-170 0C 150-1610C 142-14 0C 140-145 0C

RH (t = 120 yr) 14-19% 20-22% 23-27% 25-28%

RH (t e 2000 yr) 72-74% 73-75% 76-76% 78-78%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 99.2-992Y 99.1-99.1% 99.1-99.1% 992-992%
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Table 1.10.5.62. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for alternative drift
diameters, AML * 83.4 MTM/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WPs, drift spacing -
538 mA LML =1.11 MIJ/m, sand invert, no backfill, WP emiisivity - 0.8, and percolation flux - 03
mm/yr.

Drift diameter Om Orn 55m 6.5 m

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 199-2430C 184-223 0C 172-2030C 171-2030C

RHmxa (t< 100 yr) 12-16% 14-19% 16-21% 17-22%

Tpak (t > 100 yr) 158-171 0C 152-1640C 147-1580C 146-1560C

RH (t = 120 yr) 14-18% 16-21% 18-23% 19-24%

RH (ft 2000 yr) 71-74% 72-74% 72-76% 74-76%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 97-992% 96-98% 94-98% 9497%

t(RH - 65%) 1460-1660 yr 1460-1640 yr 1450-1620 yr 1320-1480 yr

t(RH - 90%) 3580-3870 yr 3720-4170 yr 4030-4 yr 3543920 yr

._pv
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Table 1.105.6.3. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for alternative drift
diameters, AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a Ql-m gap between WP, drift spacing -
53.8 LML - 1.11 UI/, sand invert, full and backfi1 at 100 yr with -O.6 W/m 0 C, WP
emissivity 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Drift diameter 3.0m L-m 5|m 65m

Tpek ( < 100 yr) 197-2410C 169-217°C 161-1840C 158-18tPC

RHfnm (t < 100 yr) 12-17% 15-20%o 21-25% 23-27%

Tpek (t > 100 yr) 157-170°C 149-1520C 135-137CC 134-1360C

RH (t* 120 yr) 18-20% 21-22% 31-31% 3233%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 74-74% 75-75% 78-78% 8080

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 99.2-99.2% 99.2-99.2% 99.1-99.1% 992-92%
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Table 1.10.5.6.4. Temperature and relative bun-idity on upper surface of WP' for alternative drift
diameters AuxL 83.4 MTUJ/acre, a lne-load design with a 0.-rn gap between W~s, drift spacing
,53.8mM LL1.11 M/nw sad vert, flsand backfilat IOyr wth th 0.6 W/MOC, WP
emidssivity a 0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 nmrnfz

Drift diameter 3.0zlm 4.031 5.53 OMS

Tpa (t < 100 yr) 199-2430C 184-2220C V2-2030C 169-2030C

Rffnm (t < 100 yr) 12-16% 14-19% 16-21% 17-22%

Tea (t > 00 yr) 203-2190C 223-2390C 250-2660C 264-2790C

RH ( - 120 yr) 5-7% 4-5% 2-3% 2-2%

RH ( - 2000 yr) 59-63% 55-59% 49-51% 48-51%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 85-90 79-84% 73-77% 70-75%

ORH 65%) 2180471l yr 2820-3320 yr 3730-4600 yr 3760-540y

qJRH a 90%1) 10,990-19,86 yr 20O640-29,36 yr 30A80-39,920 yr 35,720-45,940 yr
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Table 1.10.5.6.5. Temperature and relative umidity on upper WP surface for AML a 83.4 MT/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 M J/m, drift spacing - 53.8 ,Sand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m 0 C, drift diameter = 3.0 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and
percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PW1 M}C

_______.____ DHLW DHLW _ _

Tpuk (t C 100 yr) 1990C 2200C 1960C 200°C 2080C 2430C

RHx ( c 100 16% 15% 16% 16% 14% 12%

y r)_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2030C 2080C 2050C 2030C 2090C 219 0C

RH (t 120 yr) 7% 6% 7% 7% 6% 5%

(fo2000 yr) 62% 63% 61% 62% 59% 59%

RH ( * 10,000 yr) 89% 90% 87% 88% 86% 85%

t(RH 65%) 2330yr 2180yr 2520yr 2390yr 2690yr 2710yr

t(RH 90%) 11,970 yr 10,990 yr 15,320 yr 14,600 yr 18,670 yr 19,860 yr
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Table 1.10.5.6.6. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML * 83A MTU/acre, a
line-load design wi a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML 1.11 Nfl/m drift spacing - 53.8 msand invert,
ful sand bacfl at 100 yr with K 0.6 W/mC, drift dlameter 4.0 m, WP emissivity =0.8, and
percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste packge Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site. River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC

___________ DHLW _ HLW _ _ _ _ _______

Tpok (t 100 yr) 1840C 2M1OC 182 C 18C 191°C 2230C

RHwx (t < 100 19% 18% 18% 18% 17 14%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T pea (t > 100 yr) 2240C 230t C 2260 C 223PC 229'0C 2390C

RH (t 120 yr) 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 4%

RH (t 20 yr) 57% 59% 56o 57Yo 55% 55%

RH (t 10,000 yr) 83% 84% 81% 82% 80% 79%

t(RH 65%) 3010 yr 2820yr 3170 yr 3050 yr 3310 yr 3320 yr

t(RH 90%) Z,470 yr 20,640 yr 26,170 yr 24,940 yr 28,830 yr 29,360 yr
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Table 1.10.5.6.7. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AM - 83A MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn ap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing a 53.8 m,sand invert,
fulL sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter 65 m, WP enrssvty 0.8, and
percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWR MPC BWRWMPC FWRMIPC FWR MPC
. DHLW DHLW _

Tpeak(t < 100 yr) 1710C 1830C 169°C 1730C 177°C 2030C

RH (t<100 22% 22% 22% 22% 20% 17%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2650C 2710C 2670C 2640C 2690C 2790C

RII (tu 120yr) 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

RH (t 2000 yr) 49% 51% 48% 49% 47% 48%

RH (t = 10OO yr) 73% 75% 72% 73% 70% 70%

t(RH * 65%) 3960 yr 3760 yr 4590 yr 3990 yr 5380yr 5450yr

t(RH = 90%) 38,440 yr 35,720 yr 41,940 yr 39,500 yr 45,940 yr 45,390 yr

'W
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Figure 1.10.5.6.L Peak temperature on upper WP surface (a) and in rock at upper drift wal (b) for
AML - 83A MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between Ws6, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, drift
spacing - 53.8 n, sand invert, no backfill, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP endssivity = 0.8, and ambient
percolation flux - 0.3 mn/yr. Peak temperatures are given for the hottest and coldest W%' and rock
locations. Peak temperatures are also applicable to the pre-closure period for cases that are backfilled
at 100 yr.
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110.5.7 Influence of Areal Mass Loading

In the previous six sections (Sections 1.105.1-1.10.5.6), the analysis has focused exclusively on an
AML of 83A MTL/acre, which is the "reference' thermal load. that Is assumed for the Advanced
Conceptual Design (ACD) rev 00 [TRW, 19961. Because decay-heat-driven thermal-hydrological flow
strongly affects the distribution of temperature T, relative humidity RH, liquid-phase saturation, gas-
phase flux, and liquid-phase flux in the altered zone, the near-field, and within the Engineered
Barrier System (EBS) itself, it is important to understand how these effects are Influenced by AML
Section 10.1 discusses the sensitivity of mountain-scale thermal-hydrological behavior to AML. This
section (Section 1.10.5.7) addresses the sensitivity of drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior to
AML. Five AMLs are analyzed In this section, including 25,45, 83A, 100, and 120 MTU/acre for the 1.11-
MTU/m line-load design (fg 1.10.l.lb); and 25,45 and 83A MT /acre for the OA6-MTUm ACD rev 00
axial WP spacing (Fig. 1.10.1.1a). Al cases assume a drift diameter of 55 m, a WP emissivity of 0.8,
and an ambient percolation flux of 03 mm/yr. The backfill cases assume that the invert and backfill
are filled with a granular sand-like material with a thermal conductivity Kth of 0.6 W/mC. The no-
backfill cases assume that the Invert is filled with the same granular material. (Note that many of
these calculations were conducted In support of the backfill systems study IBalady, 19961, which
focused on the evaluation of granular invert and backfill materials.)

One of the primary motivations for considering lower AMLs is to attempt to minimize decay-heat-
mobilized condensate flow, and thereby minimize the probability of adding to the liquid-phase
seepage flux into the emplacement drifts. There are three ways that advective liquid-phase flux may
contact a WI:

Drift seepage: Advective liquid-phase flow of water that enters the drift (and flows through the
backfill) as a result of ambient percolation or decay-heat driven condensate flow. This can

*_op, include episodic nonequilibrium fracture flow or a steady weep.
Wicklng: Transport of moisture driven by meatric potential gradients (Le., capillary pressure

gradients). This is primarily considered to be an advective liquid-phase transport process
(called imbibition); however, binary gas-phase diffusion can also play a role. Because wicking
can our as two-phase flow, it does not necessarily require a continuous liquid phase.

Cold-trap effect: Axial vapor flow and condensation within the drift are driven by axial
variations In T and Pv along the drift. Water vapor is:transported (by gas-phase advection and
diffusion) from areas of higher temperature and Pv to areas of lower temperature and Pv where
it condenses, which causes RH to increase (even as high as 100%). Ire condensation rates can
arise in the cooler areas If the following three conditions are met (1) high RH in the rock at
the drift wall, (2) WP heat output varies substantially from WI to WP, and (3) WPs are
thermally Isolated from one another.

We start by examining how AML (and WP layout) influence liquid-phase seepage Into the drifts
(called drift seepage). As in the previous six sections, the model calculations In this section assume a
uniform ambient percolation flux of 03 nm/yr. (Higher and lower values of ambient percolation flux
are addressed in Section 1.10.6.) The calculations do not account for the possibility of episodic fracture
flow; rather, ambient percolation flux Is assumed to be steady. With the exception of the calculations
presented in Section 1.10.7, the calculations do not explicitly represent nonequlllbiumw fracture flow.
However, because an ambient percolation flux of 03 mn/yr causes the rock matrix to be fully saturated
in the equivalent continuum model (ECM), there can be no matrix imbibition to slow the progress of
fracture flow. Consequently, the ECM predicts that al of the decay-heat-mobilized liquid-phase flow
will remain in the fractures, resulting in an extremely mobile liquid phase that is highly conducive to
the generation of heat pipes and to condensate shedding around the boiling zones.

On the basis of the above-mentioned assumptions, the calculations indicate that the only WPs that
__ / could be contacted by advective lquid-phase flow ar the DHLW WPs in the ACD rev 00 design. At

early time, this contact Is dominated by drift seepage; at later time, It Is primarily generated by the
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cold-trap effect. The calculations Indicate () zero liquid-phase flux In the vicinity of all of the SNF
WPs in the ACD rev OD and (2) zero liquid-phase flx in the vicinity of a W Ps (incding the DHLW
Ws) In the 0.94- and l.ll-M U/m line-load designs. It should also be pointed out that had a crushed
TSw2 tuff invert been assumed, and had the WPs been assumed to be in direct contact with the invert,
then water could have contacted some of the WPs as the result of wicking in the invert. The sand invert
does not allow the wicldng of moisture to the WIs for an anbient percolation flux of 03 mm/yr.

The liquid-phase flux S m above the drift for the reference AML of 83A MTUt/acre and an ambient
percolation flux of 03 mm/yr Is shown in Fig. 1.10.5.7.1. Although most of the WPs In the ACD rev OD
design were indicated to be unaffected by drift seepage (Fig. 1.105.1.1), the values of liquid-phase flux,
only 5 m above the drift for all WP locations, are much larger than the ambient percolation flux for
2500 yr (Figs. 1.10.5.7.1ac); the above-amblent liquid-phase fluxes occur immediately after WP
emplacement for all but the 10-yr-old PWR WVP location. For the 10-yr-old PWR WP location, the
liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift is much greater than ambient starting at 160 yr. From 25-150 yr,
the liquid-phase flux above the 26-yr-old PWR WP Is between,200 and 300 nun/yr. From 15-120 yr, the
liquid-phase flux above the 26-yr-old BWR WP is between 200 and 370 mm/yr. There Is also a high
degree of spatial variability In the liquid-phase flux above the drift; at 100 yr, above the 26-yr-old
PWR WP, the liquid-phase flux Is 255 mm/yr, while less than 10 m away (above the Hanford Site
DHLW WP), the liquid-phase flux Is only 65 mm/yr. The liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift
continues to be much greater than the ambient percolation flux for 2500 yr; at 500 yr, the liquid-phase
flux is 112,99,59,37,56, and 18 nun/yr above the 10-yr-old PWR, 26-yr-old PWR, 26-yr-old BWR,
Savannah River DHLW and Hanford Site DH.W WFs, respectively, while at 2000 yr, these values
are 22,18,11, 8,2, and 2 mm/yr. The lquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift continues to be above ambient
for 8000 yr (Fig. 1.105.7.1c).

For the 83A-MTU/acre, 1.11-MTU/nm line-load design, the spatial and temporal distribution of
liquid-phase flux 5 m, above the drifts Is drastically different than In the ACD rev 00 design; the fluxes
are much lower and much more spatially uniform above the line-load drift (Figs. 1.105.7.1bd) than
above the ACD rev 00 drift (Figs. 1.105.7.1ac). For all WP locations of the line-load design, the
liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift s zero for 3000 yr, then climbs to only 0.9-1 mm/yr at4000yr
(when it peaks), which is followed by a unifonn steady decline to 0340.38 mm/yr at 6000 yr, and then
to below the ambient percolation flux of 03 mm/yr at 8000 yr (Fig. 1.105.7.1d).

The temporal and spatial distribution of the liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift for AML - 25
MTU/m (Fig. 1.10.5.7.2) is very different from that for AML - 83A MTh/acre. For the ACD rev 00 axial
WP spacing, the iquid-phase flux continues to be highly spatially variable; however, the time during
which decay-heat-driven liquid-phase fluxes are much greater than the ambient percolation flux Is
only 120 yr (Fig. 1.105.7.2a), as compared with 2000 yr for AML = 83 MTU/acre. For the 25-MTU/acre
case with ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing, the liquid-phase flux continues to be above ambient for 2000 yr
(Fig. 1.10.5.7.2c), as compared with 8000 yr for AML - 83.4 MTU/acre. Therefore, a reduction in AML
from 83A to 25 MU/acre reduces both the magnitude and duration of above-ambient liquid-phase
fluxes above the drih for the ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing.

For the 25-MTU/acre, 1.11-MTUJ/m line-oad case, the liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift is zero
for most of the first 100 yr (Fig. 1.10.5.7.2b). For the next 100 yr, the liquid-phase flux Is well above
ambient, peaking In the range 65-100 mm/yr (at about 120-150 yr). At 220 yr, the liquid-phase flux has
declined to the range 0.4-1.7 mm/yr. All locations above the drift return to the ambient percolation flux
at 2000 yr. As in the 83.4-MTU/m 1.1l-MTU/m line-load case, the spatial distribution of liquid-phase
flux Is uniform Therefore, a reduction in AML from 83.4 to 25 MU/m reduces the duration of above-
ambient liquid-phase fluxes above the emplacement drift for.the 1.11-MTL/m Une-load design;
however, the reduction In AML causes an Inaease In the madmum peak liquid-phase fluxes above the
drift during a relatively short Interval of time (100-200 yr). The maximum peak liquid-phase fluxes for
the 25-MT/acre 1.11-MTU/m line-load design are less than.for either the 25-MTU/acre or 83A-
MTU/acre designs with the ACD rev 00 axial WIP spacing.

Tables 1.10.5.7.1 through 1.105.7A (and Table 1.10.5.13) summarize T and RH in the rock at e
upper drift wall and on WPs for the cases with LIML = OA6-MTU/m, the ACD rev 00 axial WIP, and no
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backfill For all of the AMU, the ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing results in highly variable T and RH
conditions along the drift For AML - 25 and 45 MTU/acre, RH in the rock Is nearly 100%, except at the
hottest WP location (the 10yr-old PWR WP). For AML = 45 MTU/acre, at 100 yr, T along much of the
drift wall Is near the boiling point (960C). For AML - 25 MTU/acre, at 100 yr, T along the entire drift
wall is below the boiling point.

For the 25- and 45-MTU/acre cases with the ACD rev 00 axdal WP spaci RH on average to
cooler-than-average WPs Is more humid than In the 83A-MTU/acre case, while RH on the hotter-
than-average WPs is less humid than In the 83-MTU/acre case (Tables 1.10.5.72-1.105.7.4 and
1.105.1.3). This trend Is the result of two effects:

Rock dqyout decreases with decreasing AMI tower AMIU result in a smaller volume of rock being
heated to superheated conditions (Ie., temperatures above the boiling point and drier-than-
ambient RH).

Cold-trap effect Heterogeneous heating conditions causethe axial flow of water vapor along the
drift from hotter WPs to cooler WIs, where It condenses. This causes RH on the hotter WIs to be
much drier (than the homogeneous heating case) and RH on the cooler WPs to be much nore
humid (than the homogeneous heating case).

The decrease in RH reduction in the rock with decreasing AML affects all WPs As regards WP
performance (which Is degraded with higher RED, the cold-trap effect allows the hotter WP to
benefit, at the expense of the cooler Ms. This Is Illustrated by the time to reach the RH - 90%
threshold; for the 83A-MIU/acre case, the coolest WP takes 1170 yr to reach this threshold, while the
hottest WP takes 2330 yr (Table 1.105.72). For the 25- and 45-MTU/acre cases, the coolest WP never
has a value of RH below 90%, whle he time for the hottest W to reach the RH - 90% threshold is
9100 and 11,600 yr for the 45- and 25-MTU/acre cases, respectively (Table 1.105.7.2). Not only are the
coolest WPs never drier than 90%, but the cold-trap effect drives enough vapor and condensation flux
onto the surfaces of the coolest WPs to cause their RH - 100% on the WP surface for a considerable
period of time. For the 45-MTU/acre OA6-MTU/m case, RH- 100% for 2000 and 3000 yron the Hanford
Site and Savannah River Site DHLW WIs, respectively. For the 25-MIU/acre OA6-MTU/M case, RH -
100% for 50 and 1100 yr on the Hanford Site and Savannah River Site DHLW WIs, respectively.
Although the WPs are thermally isolated from one another, they are not thermal-hydrologically
isolated from one another for the ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing.

Table 1.10.5.75 summarizes T and RH In the rock at the upper drift wall for the five alternative
AMLs considered for the 1.11-M7U/acre line-load design with no backfilL The maximum peak drift-
wall temperature is only moderately sensitive to AML (varying by only 150C over this AML range).
The insensitivity of maximum peak drift-wall temperature stems from two factors: (1) the drift spacing
is relatively wide for all of these cases and (2) the peak drift-wall temperature occurs before thermal
interference has developed with the next drift. In other words, peak drift-wall temperatures occur
before the thermal field around that drift Is even aware of the presence of the neighboring drifts. The
180-n drift spacing in the 25-MTU/acre case and the 100-m dzft spacing in the 45-M7U/m case are
effectively infinite when drift-wall temperatures peak, this fact is evidenced by both cases having
exactly the same range in peak drift-wall temperature (143-172C). Therefore, the peak-drift wall
temperature Is effectively that of a single drift in an infinite domain. The range in maximum drift-wall
temperatures at 100 yr is much greater (440C) because there has been sufficient time for the thermal
fields around the respective drifts to interfere with each other (Table 1.10.5.75).

The extent to which RH reduction in the rock WARHrock) contributes to RH reduction on WPs varies
significantly for the range of AMLs considered. For all AMLs considered, rock dryout provides (to a
varying degree) beneficial RH reduction on Ws. One very important fact Is that rock dryout and RH
reduction are provided during early time when large condensate fluxes in the near-field rock could
possibly result in large drift seepage fluxes (as were seen to occur with the ACD rev 00 design). In effect,
for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design, rock dryout around the drift, even for the 25-MTU/acre case, is
sufficient to provide valuable rock dryout, which prevents the large condensate fluxes from entering the
drift The uniform, cylindrical shape of the superheated zone facilitates condensate shedding in the
rock pillar, rather than Into the drift. Consequently, during the first 100 yr, the liquid-phase flux 5 m
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above the drift Is zero for the 2S-MTU/acre line-load design. For the ACD rev 00 oaxial WP spacing, the
LML is too small to generate any rock dryout consequently, the large condensate fluxes that occur inthe
near-field rock at early time result in seepage flux into the emplacement drift.

Table 1.105.75 shows that rock dryout becomes more uniform with increasing AML The cause of
this trend was discussed In earlier sections. The primary effect is that radiative WP-to-WP heat
transfer becomes more efficient with increasing absolute temperature. Because WP temperature
increases with AML and because WP-to-WP thermal-radiative heat transfer becomes more efficient
with increasing WP temperature, thermal homogenization improves with AML. The improvement of
thernal homogenization is also evidenced by the range of WP RH and the temporal variability in the
time to reach the RH - 90% threshold. The temporal variability (from the hottest to the coolest WP)
to reach the RH - 90% threshold is 7, 8, and 16% for AMLs of 120,100, and 83.4 MTU/acre, respectively
(Table 1.10.5.7.6). The temporal variability (from the hottest to the coolest WP) to reach the RH -
90% threshold is a factor of 3.2 and 11.7 for AMLs of 45 and 25 MTU/acre, respectively (Table
1.105.7). Therefore, the temporal variability In RH performance on WP9 decreases with Increasing
AML. Tables 1.105.7.7-1.10.5.7.10 and Table 1.10.5.1A summprize T and RH on all of the WPs in the
various AML cases using the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design.

While the contribution of ARHck to RH reduction on WIs decreases with AML, the magnitude of
the drift-ARH effect Increases modestly with decreasing AML. The drift-ARH effect depends on he
temperature difference (&Tdlrift) between the WI and the drift wall; ATdrift Increases with decreasing
AML (Fig. 1.10.5.7.3). The range of ATdrift increases with decreasing AML (Fig. 1.10.3.7A) as a result of
the less efficient radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer (and less effective thermal homogenization) that
occurs at lower absolute temperatures.

Figure 1.10.5.7.5 Illustrates how the temporal extent of rock deyout falls Into three categories. For
the low AML cases, ARHroc contributes to RH reduction on WPs for a relatively short period of me;
for AML = 25 MTU/acre, ARHrock is significant for about 200 yr; for AML - 45 MTU/acre, ARHro&c is
significant for about 200 yr. The time that AR~rock no longer contributes to RH reduction on WIs is
indicated by the break In slope for the WP RH curves (Fig. 1.105.75). For the 83A-MTU/acre case,
6RHrock contributes to RH reduction on WPs for 500 yr. For the high AML cases (100 and 120
MTU/acre), ARHrock contributes to RH reduction on WPs for B000 yr. Itis important to point out that
because these calculations do not account for edge-cooling/rewetting effects, they are not directly
applicable to repository locations that are dose enough to the repository edge to be Influenced by these
effects. It is possible, as shown in Section 1.10.6, to combine the drift-scale model results with results
from a mountain-scale model to develop T and RH curves that are reasonably applicable to the
repository edge (or to any location in the repository).

Table 1.105.7.11 summarizes T and RH in the rock at the upper drift wall for the three alternative
AMIs considered for LML - OA6-MTU/rn, the ACD rev 00 axial WP, and backfill at 100 yr. ForT and
RH In the near-field rock, the above-mentioned observations for the no-backfill cases also apply to the
backfill cases, with the minor exception that after backfill, T along the drift wall Is slightly cooler,
and RH along the drift wall slightly more humid than in the no-backfill cases (compare Tables
1.105.7.1 and 1.105.7.11).

Tables 1.105.7.12-1.105.7.14 and Table 1.1052.3 summarize T and RHon Ws for the three
alternative AMLs considered for LML = OA6-MTU/m, the ACD rev 00 axial WP, and backfill at 100 yr.
During the pre-closure period, T and RH on WPs are fairly similar over is AML range. A reduction in
AML from 83A to 45 MTU/acre only reduces he peak temperature on the hottest WP (the 1-yr-old
PWR WI) by 170CQ a reduction in AML from 45 to 25 MTL/acre does not reduce the maximum peak WP
temperature any further. Therefore, for AML - 45 MTU/ace, the drifts are effectively infinitely apart
at the time at which the hottest WP temperatures peak. The average to cooler-than-average WIs
take long enough to reach their peak temperatures for their peak temperatures to be sensitive to drift
spacing (and AML), as is evidenced by the steady decline in peak temperature for these WPs (compare
Tables 1.105.7.13,1.10.5.7.14, and 1.1053).

After backfill is emplaced in the cases with the ACD rev 00 axial WI spacing peak WP
temperatures are moderately sensitive to drift spacing (and AML); a reduction of AML from 83A to 45
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MTU/acre reduces the maximum peak WP temperature by 24°C; a reduction from 45 to 25 MTU/acre
reduces the maximum peak WP temperature by 19°C After backfill is emplaced, there are relatively
minor differences in RH wp among these three AML cases. Wit respect to the Influence of AML on WP
RH, there are two distinct categories of WPs for the ACD rev 00 design with backfil:

SNF WPs: These WPs experience decreasing RH with dceasing AML Because AHrock is
negligible for the ACD rev 00 design, RH reduction on.the SNF WPs depends almost exclusively
on ARHdrft, which Is given by the relationship: RHwIRHdw , Puat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp)
Because &Tdrift Is independent of AML and because 1he ratio Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp) decreases
moderately with decreasing T (which decreases with AML), then RHwp decreases moderately
with decreasing AML (particularly at later time). It should be pointed out the percentage of
WPs that can be affected by the cold-trap effect increases with decreasing AML. (The cold-trap
effect drives water vapor from hotter to cooler WPs, where it condenses, which leaves a surface
filn of water.) Although lower AMLs allow the average to hotter-than-verage WPs to
experience slightly lower RH than in the higher AML cases, some of the (coolest) WPs (which
may Include SNF WPs) will experience much higher RH (up to 100%) than n the higher AML
cases.

DHLW Ws: These WPs experience Increasing RH with deceasing AML. Bemuse these WPs do not
generate enough heat to cause any significant ATdrftlor ARdrift), RH reduction on the
D}ILW WPs depends almost exclusively on ARErock, which decreases strongly with
decreasing AML. These WPs are likely to experience the cold-trap effect noreover, the
duration of time that these WPs experience RM - 100%, as a result of the cold-tp effect, will
increase with decreasing AML.

A comparison of Tables 1.105.7.13,1.105.7.14, and 1.10523 Illustrates these RH trends. For the
backfill cases, the benefits of reducing the AML Include

* Reducing the magnitude and duration of decay-heat-mobilized condensate flow.

* Modest improvement in the RH reduction on SNF WPs.
Table 1.10.5.7.15 summarizes T and RH In the rock at the upper drift wall for the five alternative

AMLs considered for the 1.11-MTU/acre line-load cases with backfill at 100 yr. With regards to T and
RH in the near-field rock, the above-mentioned observations for the no-backfill cases also apply to the
backfill cases, with the minor exception that after backfill, T along the drift wall Is slightly cooler,
and RH along the drift wall slightly more humid than in the no-backfill cases (compare Tables
1.10.5.75 and 1.105.7.15).

Tables 1.105.7.16-1.105.7.20 and Table 1.1052.4 summarize T and RH on WPs for the five
alternative AMLs considered for the 1.11-MIU/m line-load cases with backfill at 100 yr. The pre-
closure T and RH on WPs were discussed earlier in this sectiop. After backfill is emplaced, peak WP
temperatures are sensitive to drift spacing (and AML). Increasing the AML from 83A to 100 MTU/acre
causes a 60C increase in the maxdmum peak WP temperature, while increasing the AML to 120
MTU/acre causes an additional 70C increase. Reducing the AML from 83A to 45 MU/acre causes a 22°C
decrease in maximum peak WP temperature, while reducing the AML to 25 Mi/acre causes an
additional 90C decrease. Over the range 25-120 MTU/acre, the maximum peak WP temperature varies
by 440C and the minimum WP RH varies by only 2%. Figure 1.105.7.6 Indicates that the sensitivity of
RHwp to AML falls nto two distinct time regimes (early and late time), and that for the early time
regime, the AML cases fall nto three distinct classes (low, intermediate, and high AML). The time
regimes are as follows:

Early time regime: During this regime, the sensitivity of RH to AML is dominated by the
magnitude and duration of ARHrock, which Increase with AML; consequently RHwp decreases
with AML

Later time regime: During this regime the sensitivity of RHwp to AML is only affected by how the
ratio Psat(Tdw)/Psat(Twp) decreases slightly with decreasing T (and decreasing AML);
consequently, RHwp decreases slightly with decreasing AML.
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During the early time regime, RtHwp is driest for the high AML cases (100 and 120 MJ/acre),
while RHwp is more hunid for the low AML cases (25 and 45 MTU/acre). For the Intermediate (83A-
MTU/acre) case, RHwp lies right in between RHwp for the low- and high-AML cases.

There has been considerable discussion concerning how the temperature difference ATdrlft)
between the WP and the drift wall generates a substantial RH difference (RA rock) between these
locations. For the wide drift spacings in the line-load design, there is also a very large temperature
difference (ATpillar) between the drift wall and the centerline of the rock pillar separating the drifts,
which generates a significant RH difference (ARHpillar) between these locations. Figures 1.10.5.7.7
and 1.10.5.8 show the relationship between ATpillar and AR!pfflar as well as their sensitivity to
AML. Because thermal Interference between drifts decreases with increasing drift spacin, the
magnitude of &T llar increases with decreasing AML During very early time (I < 60 yr), ARpLar is
similar for all M . At later time ( > 60 yr), because the magnitude of rock dryout depends on the
extent to which T is driven above the nominal boiling point, the magnitude of ARHpillar is greater for
the higher AML cases. The fact that the 83-MT/acre case cperlences a larger AM pmar than the
higher AML cases s due to the fact that the centerline of the pillar in the higher A cases has
become drier (as a result of more Intensive thermal interference between drifts), not because RH at the
drift wall Is drier In the 83-MTl/acre case. Because of the somewhat cooler (and more humid)
conditions at the pillar centerline n the 83-MTU/acre case (than in the hlgi-AML cases), the 83-
MTU/acre case Increases the tendency for condensate to drain between the drifts.

Figures 1.105.7.7 and 1.10.5.7.8 also clearly Illustrate a point made earlier for the line-load
design-that the duration of significant &Rrock is 5000 yr for the 83A-MTUJ/acre case and is 8000 yr
for both of the high-AML cases (100 and 120 MTL/acre). This observation applies for a steady uniform
percolation flux of 0.3 mm/yr and for repository locations not significantly affected by edge-
cooling/rewetting effects.

Figure 1.10.5.7.9 dearly llustrates the Insensitivity of &Tdrift to AML Therefore, because edge-
cooling effects effectively cause drifts at the edge to experience conditions that are similar to those at
the center of a lower AML repository, iTdrift is also insensitive to the relative proximity of a drift to
the edge of the repository. This implies a model abstraction process whereby the results of a mountain-
scale model, which is useful for predicting average rock T and RH conditions, can be combined with
those of a drift-scale model, which is useful for predicting ATpillar, ARHpillar, and ATdrift. This
model abstraction process Is discussed in Section 1.10.6.

Figure 1.10.5.7.10 dearly Illustrates how thermal homogenization is extremely effective for the
entire range of AMLs considered (25 to 120 MTU/acre). As discussed in Section 1.10.52, the T thermal-
blanket effect' of the backfill facilitates this homogenization by (1) increasing the ratio of the radial
impedance to heat flow (which Is controlled by thermal conduction in the backfill) divided by the
axial impedance heat flow (which Is controlled by thermal radiation between WPs), which forces
heat to flow preferentially in the axial direction along the drift; and (2) increasing T on the ends of the
WPs, which increases the effidency of radiative WP-to-WP heat transfer.

The possible drift-scale benefits of decreasing the AML for the line-load design Include:

* Reducing the duration of decay-heat-mobilized condensate flow.

* Modest mprovement in the RH reduction on WPs at late time ( > 6000 yr).
For both the ACD rev 00 axial WP spacing and the line-load designs, there may be significant

mountain-scale benefits In reducing the AML from the reference AML (83A MTU/acre). The motivation
for considering these benefits is discussed in Sections 1.8.1 and 1.83.

_w
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Table 1.10.5.7.1. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for alternative drift
spacings and AMLs, ACD rev O0 vdal WP spacing, LML = 0.46 MT/m, drift diameter 5.5 m, sand
invert, no backfill, WP emn-issvity = 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

AML 25 MTJacre 45 MMU/acre 3A MTM/are|

Drift spacing 752m Wim 2Z5m

Te (t < 100 yr) 75-1370C 96-140DC 100-165 0C

RHom (t < 100 yr) 99.6-99.9% 64-99.9% 36-98Yo

Tpes (t - 120 Yr) 6889°C . 94-109 0C 100-1290C

RH (t - 120 yr) 99.8-99.9% 72-99.9% 36-97%

RH ( = 2000 yr) 99.999.9% 99.9-99.9% 90-97%

RH ( - 10,000 yr) 99.9-99.9% 99.9-99.9% 99.8-99.8%



Table 1.10.5.7. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP srface for alternative drift spacings
and AMLz, ACD rev OD axial WP spacIn& LML - 0.46 MIU/m, drift diameter = 5.5 m. sand Invert, no
backfill, WP emissivity 0.8, and percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

AM 25 TUlJ acre 45 MTU/acre 83A MII/ae

Drift spacing 752 m 41.8m 2Lm

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 86-175DC 99-1750C

RHmX (t < 100 yr) 42-100% 40-100% 2!;K%

Tpeak ( > 100 yr) 70-1050C 96-1230C 104-144°C.

RH (t = 120 yr) 40-97%Yo 47-100%. 298%

RH (t * 2000 yr) 83-99.9%o 86-100% 86-97%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 90-99.8% 90-99.9% 92-99.9%

t(RH 65%) 0-600yr 0-180 yr 0-630 yr

t{RH - 90%) 0-11,600 yr 0-100 yr 1170-330 yr



Table 1.10.5.73. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML= 25 MTU/acre, ACD
rev 00 axial WP spacing, LML 0.46 MTU/m. drift spacing -752 m, sand invert, no bacil, drift
diameter = 55 m, WP enissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC PW IRPC

DHLW DHLW

Tp (, a < 100 yr) 860C 990C 920C 107°C 1230C 1750C

AHI= (t < 100 100% 100% 92% 68% 42% 42%

yr) -
Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 70°C 74°C 78C 85°C 931C 05°C

RH (t 120 yr) 97% 99% 79% 63% 45 40Yo

RH ( - 2000 yr) 99.9% 99.9% 95% 92% 86% 83%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 99.8% 99.8% 97% 95% 91% 90%

t(RH- 5%) Oyr Oyr Oyr 146yr 440 yr 610yr

t(RH 90%) Oyr Oyr 780yr 1570yr 6480yr 11,060 yr

RH = 100% corresponds to the presence of liquid water on the WP



Table 1.10.5.7.4. Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP surface for A*I =45 MrU/acre, ACD
rev 00 axial WP spacing, LNM = 0.46 MTU/m, drift spacing - 41.8 m, sand invert, no backfill, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, WP emsivity - 0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC FWRMPC FWRhIPC

DHLW DHLW _

Tpe (t < 100 yr) 990C 1040C 1030C 1110C 1230C 1750C

RHM (f < 100 100% 95% 86% 76% 64% 40%

Tpeak > 100 yr) 960C 980C 1WCa 1040C 1090C 123"C

RH (t 120 yr) 100% 96% 88% 78% 68% 47%

RH (t 2000 yr) 100% 100% 96% 93% 89% 86%

RH (t -10,000 yr) 99.9% 99.9% 97% 96% 92% 90%

t(RH 65%) Oyr Oyr Oyr _ 50yr 100yr _ 180yr

t(RH 90°h) Oyr Oyr 150yr 1060yr 2890yr 9OO yr

RH = 100% corresponds to the presence of liquid water on the WP

-



Table 1.10.5.75. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for alternatIve drift
spacings and AMLs, a lineload design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LUL = 1.11 MIU/m, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, sand invert, no backfill, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux 0.3 mm/yr.

AML 25 MI/acre 45 MTU/acre 83A 100 120
MTU/acre MTU/acre MTU/acre

Drift spacing 18Dm lOOm 53.8 m 44.9m 37Am

Tp (t < 100 143-1720C 143-471C 161-1840C 162-1870C 160-183C

yr)_ _ _ _

RHm (t <100 50-62% 37-46% 21-25% 19-22% 17-20%

Tpeak (t > 100 110-1170C 119-1260C 135-1370C 147-154°C 154-161 0C

yr)
RH (t - 120 yr) 63-77% 43-51% 23-27% 20-23% 18-21%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 99.9-99.9%/ 99.9-99.9% 78-78% 63-64% 58-58%

RH (t -10,OOOyr) 99.9-99.9% 99.8-99.8%0 99.1-99.1% 98.7-98.7% 99-99%



-

Table 1.10.5.76 Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of VP for alternative drift
spacings and AMLs, a line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between Ws, LML - 11 MTU/m, drift
diameter - 5.5 m sand lt no backfill, WIP emissivity * 0.8, and percolation flux * 03 mm/yr.

AML 25 MTMa=e 45 MTU/acre 834 100 120
MTUacre MTU/acre MTU/acre

Drift spacing 180m 100m 53.8m 44.9m 37A m

Tp (t 100 156-1950C 156-195t C 172-2030C 173-2090C 169-2060C

yr)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Run (t <c0 34-51% 27-381 16-21% 15-19% 14-17%

Tpe ( > 100 116-128 0C 125-1370C 147-ISSOC 153-163PC 16-170'C

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

RH (t 120 yr) 44-63% 31-43% 18-23% 16-20Yo 15-18%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 90-96% 92-97% 72-76% 61-63% 55-57%

RH (t lOOOyr) 93-98% 94-98Ye 94-98% 94-98% 95-97%

t(RH = 65%) 12D-160 yr 210-280 yr 1450-1620 yr 212D-2320 yr 2410-2590 yr

t(RH - 90%) 180-2100 yr 380-1220 yr y430-468 r 7040-7600 yr 7030-7490yr



Table 1.10.5.7.7. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP srface for AML a25 MIU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML e 1.11 m/m, drift spacing 180 m,sand invert,
no backfill, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site Riv Site PWRMPC .WR MPC PWRMPC PWR MPC

________ DILW DLW __ _ _ ____

Tpea (t < 100 yr) 1560C 1710C 154C 158°C 164°C 195°C

RH= (t c 100 51% 48% 50% 48% 43% 34%

yr)_ _ __ _ __ __

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 116°C 1170C 1170C 117C 121°C 12B0C

RH (t 120 yr) 63% 61% 62% 60% 54% 44%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 96% 98% 94% 94% 92% 90%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 98% 99% 96% 96% 95% 93%

t(RH 65%) 120 yr 130 yr 130 yr 130 yr 140 yr 160 yr

f(RH 90%) 200yr 180yr 790yr 830yr 1500yr 2100yr



Table 1.10.5.7.8. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML 45 M /acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-n gap between WPs, LML .1.11 MlU/m, drift spacing = 100 msand Invert,
no backfil drift diameter - .5 n, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC PWR MPC rWRA1PC
DHLW DHLW _

Tpak (t < 100 yr) 1560C inoc 1540C 158°C 1630C 1950C

RH (t < 100 38% 37% 38% 37h 33% 27%

yr)

Tpewk (t > 100 yr) 1250C 1270C 1260C 1270C 130°C 1370C

RH (t 120 yr) 43% 42% 42% 41% 37% 31%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 97% 98% 95% 96i% 93% 92%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 98% 99% 97%#6 97% 95% 94%

t(RH 65%) 220 yr 210 yr 230 yr 230 yr 270 yr 280 yr

t(RH 90%) 450yr 400 yr 520 yr 560 yr 880 yr 1200 yr

W



Table 1.10.5.7.9. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surfhc for AML = 100 MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, IML =1.11 IU/m, drift spacing 449 rnsand Inert,
no backfill, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC FWR MPC PWR MPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpemk ( < 100 yr) 1730C 186C 1720C 1750C 18D°C 209c'C

RHfaux (I < 00 19% 19% 19% 19% 17% 15%o

yr)

Tpe ( > 100 yr) t530C 1540C tS4°C t54°C 2570C 1630C

RH (t = 120 yr) 20% 20% 20% 20% 18% 16%

RH f * 2000 yr) 63% 63% 62Ye 62% 61% 61%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 97% 98% 96% 96% 95% 94%

t(RH 65%) 2180 yr 2120yr 2230 yr 2210 yr 2300 yr 2320 yr

i(RH= 90) 75O yr 7 040 yr 7290 yr 7270 yr 7470 yr 7600 yr



*NOl, Table 1.10.5.7.10. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for A*L = 120 MTU/acre, a
ine-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, L -1.11 MITU/m, drift spacing a 37.4 rnsand invert,

no backfill, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity * 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 rn/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-oId

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC PWRMPC
_________ DHLW DHLW .

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 170°C 1830C 1690C 1730C 1770C 2060C

.H ( < 100 17Yo 17% 17% 17% 16% 14%

yr) . _

Tpapk (t > 100 yr) 160°C 1610C 1610C 1610C 1640C 170"C

RH ( 120 yr) 18% 18% 18% 18% 17% 15%

RH (t 2000 yr) 57% 57% 56% 56% 55% 55%

RH (t: =lo,0 yr) 97% 98% 97% 97% 96% 95%

t(RH 65%) 2450 yr 2410 yr 2480 Y 2470 yr 2550yr 2590 yr

t(RH 90%) 7120 yr 7030 yr 7240 yr 7220 yr 739 0 yr 7490 yr



Table 1.10.5.7.11. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for alternative drift
spacags and AML, ACD axial WP spacin& LML - 0.46 MTT/m, drift diameter, 55 m, sand Invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with th = 0.6 W/m°C, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3
mm/yr. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drlft wall

AA.M 25 hMTUacre 45 MTUacre 83. MTU/acre

Drift spacing 752m 41sm 22.5m

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 85-1370C 96-1400C 100-1650C

RHx (t < 100 yr) 99.5-99.9% 64-99.9% 36-98%

Tpek ( 120 yr) 6&WC 92-100°C 10-123°C

RH (t 120 yr) 99.9-99.9% 88-99.9% 45-99%

RH (t 2000 yr) 99.9-99.9O 99.8-99.9% 92--99%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 99.9-99.9YO 99.8-99.9% 998-99.8%



Table 1.10.5.7.12. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for alternative drift
spacings and AMLs, ACD axial WP spacin& LML - 0.46 MTU/m, drift diameter - 55 m, sand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m°C, WP enmssivity .O.S, and percolation flux = 0.3
]mm/yr.

AM 25 MTU/acre 45 bMTscre 83. bM /acre

Drift spacing 752m 41.8m 225m

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 86-1750C 99-1750C 107-1920C

RHma= (t < 100 yr) 42-97% 40-99.4% 25-86%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 82-3100C -6-3 290C 117-3530 C

RH (t . 120 yr) 1-62% 1-75% 1-57%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 34-99.1% 39-994% 43-98%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 55-99.5% 57-99.6% 60-99.7%

t(RH - 65%) 0-15,900 yr 0-14,840 yr 160*-13,330 yr

t(RH - 90%) 240*-63,990 yr 190'-63,440 yr 860-6280 yr

R RH is never less than 90% prior to badill



Table 1.10.5.7.13. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for Al - 25 MlU/acre,
ACD rev O adal WP spacing, LML * 0.46 Ml/rm, drift spacing = 75.2 m, sand invert, full sand backfill
at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter * 55 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux = 03
mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-ld

tpe Site River Site FWR MPC BWR MPC FWR MPC PWRNMPC

________ . DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) &i°C 99°C 92"C 1070C 1230C 1750C

RmaX (t < 100 100% 100% 92% 68% 42% 42%

y r)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) M2C 95PC 135C 1340C 2370C 310°C

RH Q = 120 yr) 62% 50% 12% 4% 2% 1%

RH (t 2000 yr) 99.1% 99% 66% 55% 41% 34%

RH (t* 10,000 yr) 99.5% 99% 80% 73% 61% 56%

t(RH 65%) 130yr 170* yr 1900* yr 4390 yr 12,380 y 15,900 yr

t(R.H 90%) 240* yr 290* yr 27,660 yr 37,150 yr 55,940 yr 63,990 yr

RH is never less than 90% prior to backfill

RH - 100% corresponds to the presence of liquid water on the WP

'm ,



Table 1 .10.514. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for A*L a 45 MTU/acre,
ACD rev 00 axial WP spacig LML - 0.46 MTM/m, drift spacing * 41.8 m, sand invert, full sand backfill
at 0 yr with K - 0.6 W/m°C, drift dameter - 55 m WP enivit 0, and perolation flux 03
MM/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC . BWR MC FWRMPC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 990C 1040C 1030C 1110C 1230C 175 0C

RH=, (t < 100 99.4% 95% 86% 76% 64% 40%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tpk (t > 100 yr) 1060C 120PC 590C 2040C 253 0C 3290C

RH (t 120 yr) 75% 49% 17% 7% 3% 1%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 99.4% 99% 69% 59% 46% 39%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 99.6% 99% 81% 74% 63% 57%

f(RH - 65%) Oyr 150* yr 1560**yr 3150* yr 11,530 r 1,84 yr

(RH 90%) 190* yr 260 yr 26,810 yr 36,610 yr 55,560 yr 63,440 yr

* RH is never less than 90% prior to bacill

"RH Is never less an 65% prior to backfill

-W



Table 1.10.5.7.15. Temperature and relative humidity In rock at upper drift wall for alternative drift
spacings and AMU, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, drift
diameter - 55 m, sand nvert, ful sand backfill at 100 yr with Kt. 06 W/mC, WP emissivity - 0.8,
and percolation flux - 03 mm/yr.'

AM 25 MTU/acre 45 MTUfacre 83.4 100 120

MTUlacre MTUlacre MTU/acre

Drift spacing Isom loom 53.8m 44.9m 37A m

TpM (t < 100 13-1720C 143-1710C 161-1840C 162-187°C 160-183°C

yr) _ . .

RHmax (t <100 50-62% 37-46% 21-25% 19-22% 17-20%

yr) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 106-1090C 115117°C 135-1370C 141-1420C 147-148PC

yr)
RH (t = 120 yr) 8689% 57-60Y 31-31% 26-28% 25-25%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 99.9-99.9% 99.9-99.9% 78-78% 66-67% 60-0

RH (t *1,OOOyr) 99.9-99.9% 99.899.8% 99.1-99.1% 99-99% 99-99%
-W0

W



Table 1.10.5.7.16. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for alternative drift
spacings and AMs, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap betwem WPs, LML =.1.11 MIU/m, drift

diameter.= 5.5 m, sand invert, full sand backil at 100 yr with Kth 0.6 W/m°C, WP emissivity - 0.8,
and percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

_R _ 25 MTUIacre 45 MITUIacre 83A 10 120

MTU/acre MTUIacre MTU/acre

Drift spacing 180m 100 nm 53.8m 409m 37A m

Tpu (1 < 100 154-1950C 154-1950C 172-20OC 172-2090C 169-2060C

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

RHa (t <100 34-51% 27-38% 16-21% 15-19% 14-17%

Tpu,,(t > 100 218-235 0C 228-2440C 250-266OC 257-272°C 265-2790C

yr)_ _ _ __ _ _ _

RH (t - 120 yr) 4-6% 3-4% 2-3% 2-3o 2-3%

RH (t =2000 yr) 53-60% 57-63% 49-61% 42-44% 38-41%

RH (t =1AOOOyr) 70-76% 71-77Y0 73-77% 73-77% 74-79%

t(RH - 65%) 282D-6440 yr 229D- 060yr 373600 yr 6220-7020 yr 5640- 6360yr

t(RH = 90%) 3 1 50-41,800yr 31,370-4150yr 30,48039,920yr 30,000-39,720yr 29,490-39,060yr



Table 1.107.17. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 25 MM/ace, a
line-load design with a O.1-m gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 MlU/m, drift spacing = 180 rnsand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m*C, drift diameter 55 m, WP emissivity * 0.8, and
percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC FWRMPC PWRMPC

. _ DHLW DHLW__ _ .__

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 156°C 1710C 154°C 1580C 164qC 195°C

RHum (t < 100 51% 48% 50% 48% 43% 34%

y r) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 218°C 2250C 220C 218°C 2240C 2350C

RH (t 7 120 yr) 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4%

RH (t 2000 yr) 58% 60% 55% 57% 53% 53%

R Q = 10,000 yr) 75% 76% 72% 74% 70% 70%

t(RH - 65%) 3410 yr 282Oyr .yr 310 yr 6000 yr 6440 yr

t(R= %) 34,780 yr 31850 yr 38,240 yr 36490 yr 41,8 yr 41,740 yr



Table 1.10.5.7.18. Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP surface for AML = 45 MlU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, ML = 1.11 MIU/m, drift spacing = 100 msand Invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with th - 0.6 W/m°C, drift damder = 55 n, WP emissivty 0.8, and
percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste pkage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 18-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR WC PWR hWC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) _OC 1710C __C Mar0 1630C 1950C

RHPaI x (t < 100 38% 37% 38% 37% 33% 27%

yr)

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2280C 2350C 230°C 2280C 2330C 2440C

RH (t I 20 Yr) 4%o 3% 4% 4% 4% 3%

RH (t 2000 yr) 61% 63% 59% 60% 570 57%

RH (t 10,OOyr) 75% 77% 73% 75% 71% 71%

t(RH = 65%) 2570yr 2290yr 3350yr 2770 yr 4610yr 5060yr

t(RH = 90%) 3_ 90yr 31,370 yr 37,770yr 35,970 yr 41,2M yr 41,10yr



Table 1.105.7.19. Temperature and relative hidity on upper WP surface for AM 100 MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LL =1.11 MIU/m, drift spacng m 44.9 msand Invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth a 0.6 W/mOC, drift diameter - 5.5 n, WP emissivity m 0.8, and
percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMIPC BWRM PC PWRMPC PWRMPC

.___ _ _ DHLW DHLW .

Tpaok (t c 100 yr) 1730C 1860C 1720C 175PC 18tPC 2090C

RH M (t c 100 19% 19% 19YO 19% 17% 15%

yr) .

Tpeak (t> 100 yr) 258 2640C 2600C 2570C 262C 2720C

RH (t = 120 yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2%

RH (t 200 yr) 44%. 45% 43% 44% 42% 42%

RH= (t 10OW yr) 76% 77% 75% 76% 73% 73%

t(RH = 65%) 6480yr 6220yr 6760 yr 6540 yr 7020 yr 6760 yr

I(RH a 90%) 33,090 yr 30,00 yr 36,660 yr 34,700 yr 39,720 yr 36,660 yr



Table 1.105.7.20. Temperature and relative humiity on upper WP surface for AML - 120 MUJ/are, a
line-load design with a 0.1-r gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 MUIT/m, drift spacing - 37.4 m,sand Imert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP ernissivity = 0.8, and
percolaton flux 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWRMPC BWRT MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpak (t < 100 yr) 170°C 1830C 1690C 1730C 1770C 2060C

RHx (t c 100 17% 17% 17% 17% 16% 14%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 265°C 2710C 2670C 2640C 2690C 2790C

RH (t -120 yr) 2% 2% 2Yo 3% 2% 2%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 39% 41% 39% 40% 38% 38%

RH (t 10,0 yr) 77% 79% 76% 77% 75% 74%

t(RH 65%) 5850 yr 5640 yr 6100 yr 5880 yr 6360yr 6340 yr

t(RH = 90%) 32,260 yr 29,490 yr 35,8 yr 33,8W yr 39,060 yr 38,900 yr
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Figure 1.10.5.7L lquid-phase flux 5 m above the emplacement drift at various WP locations for
AUM e 83.4 MITU/acre, sand invet, no badkfill, drift diameter = 55 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and
ambient percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yL Curves are plotted for (ac) the ACD rev 00 design with
LML - 0.46 MTTU/m, and drift spacing = 225 m; and (,d) a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between
WPs, LML - 1.11 MU/m, and drift spacing - 53.8 m. Note the different vertical axis scales for
liquid-phase flux.
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Figure 110.5.72. iquid-phase flux S m above the emplacement drift at various WP locations for
AML = 25 MTM/acre, sand invert, no bacill drift diameter = 5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and
ambient percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for (a,c) the ACD rev 00 design with
LML = 0.46 MT3/rn and drift spacing = 22.5 n; and (bd) a line-load design with a 0.1-r gap between
WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, and drift spacing ' 53.8 m. Note the different vertical ads scales for
liquid-phase flux.
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diameter = 55 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and ambient percolation Aux - 03 mm/yr.
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Figure 1.10.5.7A. Temperature differenc between WP surface and drift wall (ATdrit) for a line-load design
with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, sand invert, no bacIil, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP
eMissivity - 0.8, and ambient percolation flux * 0.3 nm/yr Curves are plotted for (a,ce) AML =25 MTU/acre
and drift spacing - 180 m; and (bd) AML - 83.4 MTU/acre and drift spacing = 53.8 m.
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Figure L105.75. Relative humidity on upper surface of a Hardord Site DHLW WP (ac,e) and a ldsgn

basis fuel' 10-yold PWR WIP (bdf) for various AMLs and drift spacings, a line-load design with a 0.1-rn
gap between WPs, L 1.11 Ml/m, sand invert, no backfill, drift diameter - 55 m, WP emissivity Q 0.8,
and ambient percolation flux = 03 rmm/yr.
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* Figure 110.5.7.7. Temperature difference (T mar) between the drift wall (directly above the design basis
fuel 10-yr-old PWR WP) and the centerline of tbe rock pillar (ace) for a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs, LML x 1.U MItJ/m, sand Invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth - 0.6 W/mC, drift
diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, ambient percolation flux 03 mm/yr, and various AMLs and drift
spacings Also plotted(bdf) is the relative humidity difference (ARHpMar) between these same two
locations. The temperature and relative humidity differences are taken along a line transverse to the
Hanford Site DHLW WP and which is located at the elevatiomof the crown of the drift.
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Figure 1.10.5.7.8. Temperature difference (AT "02r) between the drift wall (directly above the Hanford Site
DHLW WP) ande centerline of the rodc pi (ace) for a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between
WPs, LML - 1.11 M /rn, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with K4t - 0.6 W/mwC, drift
diameter = 5.5 m WP enisslvlty - 0.8, ambient percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr, and various AMLs and drift
spacings. Also plotted(b,d,f) is the relative humidity difference (RHpmlar) between these same two
locations. The temperature and relative humidity differences are taken along a line transverse to the
Hanford Site DHLW WP and which is located at the elevation of the crown of the drift
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Figure 1.10.5.7.9. Temperature difference between WP surface and drift wall (ATdrijt) for a Hanford Site
DHLW WP (a,c) and a 'design basis fuel" 10-yr-old PWR WP (bid) for various AMLs and drift spacings,
a lhne-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, sand Invert, full sand backfill at
100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/mrC, drift diameter - 55 m, WP emisslvity e 0.8, and ambient percolation
flux = 0.3 mm/yr.
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Figure 1.10.5.7.10. Temperature difference between WP surface and drift wal (ATdm ) for a lie-load
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110.6 Influence of Ambient Percolation Flux and Edge-
Cooling/RewettingIShedding Effects on Thermal-Hydrological Behavior

AUD of the calculations in Section 1.105 assumed an ambient percolation flux of 03 mm/yr. This
section considers the sensitivity of drift- and mountain-scale thermal-hydrological T-H) behavior to
a wide range of ambient percolation fluxes (0.0 to 5.0 mm/yr). It is important to point out that for most
of this flux range (> 02 rn/yr) the model predicts fracture-dominated flow that is not reduced by
imbibition In the matrix. As in Section 1.105, the ambient percolation flux is assumed to be uniform and
steady We., episodic fracture flow is not considered). As is discussed in Section 13, ambIent percolation
flux is likely to occur as episodic nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow, which will need to be addressed
in future analyses of T-H behavior. The adequacy of the model assumptions of steady and uniform
ambient percolation flux need to be considered In light of some of the primary objectives of this section,
which are to examine the following:

* The relative magnitude of heat-mobilized versus ambient liquid-phase flow.
* The sensitivity of the liquid-phase flux distribution above the drifts to WP layout (i.e., square

spacing versus line-load spacing).
* The sensitivity of liquid-phase flux to repository location (i.e., proxinity to the edge of the

repository).
The assumption of a steady and uniform percolation flux makes it easier to discern the contribution of
heating heterogeneity on the variability of T-H behavior in the vicinity of emplacement drifts, and to
discern the contribution of edge-cooling/rewettng/shedding effects on the variability of T-H behavior
in the repository.

For Section 1.10.6, the repository design assumptions are similar to those used in much of Section
1.10.5: drift diameter * 55 m; WP emissivity = 0.8; the invert is made up of sand or a "sand-ike'
granular material; for the backfill cases, the backfill is assumed to be a sand-like granular material
with a Kth of 0.6 W/mC (Note that many of these calculations were conducted in support of the
backfill systems study [Balady, 19961, which focused on the evaluation of granular invert and badckfill
materials.) The calculations in this section were conducted with three different types of models: (1)
drift-scale models, (2) mountain-scale models, and (3) hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale models. We
start with an analysis of the influence of ambient percolation flux, using the three-dimensional,
multiple-WP drift-scale model. The drift-scale model represents detailed te-dimensional T-H
behavior in and around the emplacement drifts (including the rock pillar separating the drifts), and
one-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior that occurs from the water table to the ground surface; it
does not represent thre-dimensional mountain-scale T-H behavior. This is followed with an analysis
of edge-cooing/rewetting/shedding effects using a model that represents three-dimensional mountain-
scale T-H behavior with an R-Z coordinate system and represents WP decay heat by uniformly
distributing the heat over a disk-shaped area; this is sometimes called a smeared-heat-source model.
We continue with some additional analysis of the Influence of ambient percolation flux, using the
three-dimensional, multiple-WP drift-scale model. This section is concluded with an analysis of edge-
cooling/rewetting/shedding effects, using a hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale model that represents
both the detailed three-dimensional drift-scale effects and tiree-dimensional mountain-scale effects.
This model is also used to check the appropriateness of the diift-scale model calculations in analyzing
the performance of the entire repository area.

Because of the dominant role decay heat plays In generating liquid-phase flux, It was decided to
combine the discussion of ambient percolation flux and the Influence of the repository edge on T-H
behavior. Depending on the AML, decay heat Is capable of generating a zone of countercurrent two-
phase flow above the repository, which is sometimes called the refluxing zone or the heat-pipe zone;
this zone is associated with liquid-phase fluxes that are much larger than ambient. Mountain-scale
and drift-scale analyses [Buscheck and Nitao, 1996] have shown that if the AML is high enough, this
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zone can be displaced wefl above the repository horizon by the superheated (above-boiling-
temperature) zone. If either the AML is not large enough, or the ambient liquid-phase flux is too large,
it Is possible for the heat-pipe zone to remain at the repository horizon. The fundamental relationship
(see Eq. 1 In Section 1.10.5.1) is between the local heat flux and the heat flux that Is required to
vaporize the incoming liquid-phase lux. If there is too much liquid-phase flux, then there Is
insufficient heat flux to generate superheated conditions at the repository horizon. Three effects occur
at the edge of the repository that make It more likely for the local heat flux to be overwhelmed by the
local liquid-phase flux:

Edge-cooling effect: Because heat flow Is two-dimensional (both vertical and lateral) at the
repository edge versus one-dimensional at the center of the repository (where it Is primarily
vertical), cooling Is enhanced with proximity to the edge of the repository.

Edge-rewetting effect: Because rewetting Is two-dimensional (both vertical and lateral) at the
repository edge versus one-dimensional at the center of the repository (where it Is primarily
vertical), rewetting is enhanced with proximity to the edge of the repository.

Edge-shedding effect: Because the shape of the superheated dryout zone slopes downward toward
the repository edge (as a result of edge-cooling effects), there is a tendency for condensate to
shed toward the edge of the repository.

The edge-rewetting/shedding effects tend to increase liquid-phase flux with proximity to the
repository edge; the edge-cooling effect decreases the local heat flux that Is available to vaporize the
incoming liquid-phase flux with proxirnity to the edge. The edge-shedding effect can also Increase the
tendency for heat pipes to dissipate heat at the repository edge, thereby Increasing the edge-cooling
rate. Taken together, these effects increase the likelihood of greater-than-amblent liquid-phase fluxes
reaching the repository horizon. Before continuing the discussion, it is useful to review the three sales
at which condensate shedding occurs:

Waste-padkage-scale shedding. This is most likely to occur for a square WP spacing and for a
highly heterogeneous distribution of heat output from the respective WPs; both of these
conditions occur In the ACD rev 00 design The WPs function like point-heat sources that
generate a spherical superheated (and dryout) zone with an overlying heinispherically
shaped zone of condensate shedding. As was shown in Section 1.10.5.1, condensate shedding is
almost as likely to occur into the drift as into the rok pillar that separates the drifts. The
potential for WP-scale shedding causing a nonzero liquid-phase flux at the upper drift wall
(called drift seepage) Increases with ambient percolation flux.

DrIft-scale shedding: This is most likely to occur for a line-load design that facilitates thermal
homogenization along the axis of the drift. Thenal homogenization results in a line-heat load
that generates a cylindrically shaped superheated (and dryout) zone with an overlying
condensate zone that is much more likely to drain into the center of the rock pillar than into the
drifts. Drift-scale shedding occurs until the superheated zones have coalesced; for high AMLs,
it occurs before and after this coalescence; for AMLs that are too low to cause coalescence, It can
occur as long as boiling conditions persist.

Repository-scale shedding: This requires AMLs that are high enough to cause the superheated
zones to coalesce between drifts. It also requires that the fracture networks be connected over the
necessary length scales (102 to 1P n) and that the bulk permeability kb of the network be
sufficiently large (> 10 darcy). Both WP-scale and drift-scale shedding reduce the tendency
for repository-scale shedding. An Important Issue for thermal management is whether to
distribute the WPs so that drift-scale shedding Is encouraged and repository-scale shedding is
thereby minimized.

Figure 1.10.6.1 shows the liquid-phase flux 51 m directly above the drift for the OA6-MTU/m ACD
rev 00 design and the 1.1l-MTU/m line-load design and an ambient percolation flux of 03 un/yr. The
large liquid-phase flux Is the result of this location being in the heart of the heat-pipe zone (i.e., the
zone of two-phase counter-current vapor and liquid flow) that overlies the boiling zone. Figure 1.10.6.2a
shows the liquid-phase flux at the same location for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design and five
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different values of ambient percolation flux. Figure 1.1062b shows RH In the rock at the drift wall
directly above the Hanford Site DHLW WP for the 1.11-MTLI/m line-load design and the same five
values of percolation flux. Notice that the magnitude of the liquid-phase flux is relatively Insensitive
to a wide range in ambient percolation flux. The one exception is that zero ambient percolation flux is
low enough to allow the dryout front to extend more than 51 m above the repository horizon (the
elevation at which the liqid-phase flux Is plotted in Figs. 110.6.1 and 1.10.62); for the other ambient
percolation-flux cases, the dryout front never gets that far above the repository horizon. On the basis of
Figs. 1.10.6.1 and 1.10,.62 and Table 1.10.6.1, several important observations can be made about .T-H
behavior for an 83A-MTU/acre repository

The magnitude of mountain-scale liquid-phase flow Is Insensitive to UT lyout: If the unthrottled,
norkbuoyant, advective rock dryout regime dominates (see Table 1S-2), then the magnitude of
mountain-scale, decay-heat-mobilized vapor and condensate flow depends primarily on AML,
and not on the details of the W layout In the repository (i.e., axial WP spacing and lateral
drift spacing). Because the heat-pipe zone 51 m above the repository horizon is far enough
away from the drifts to be Indicative of mountain-scale thermal-hydrological effects (versus
drift-scale effects), the magnitude of liquid-phase flux is the same for these 83A-MTU/acre
designs.

The magnitude of mountain-scale liquid-phase flow Is Insensitive to ambient percolation flux: The
magnitude of mountain-scale, decay-heat-mobilized condensate flux is very large compared
with a wide range of possible ambient percolation fluxes. Therefore, the magnitude of the total
liquid-phase flux is relatively insensitive to the ambient percolation flux range 0.05 mm-5.0
mnm/yr.

Decay heat will significantly mobilize fluid flow for at least several thousand years: If the
unthrottled, nonbuoyant, advective rock dryout regime dominates (see Table 1.8-2), then decay
heat will significantly mobilize gas- and liquid-phase flow as long as boiling conditions persist
(up to 5000 yr). If the unthrottled, buoyant, advective rock dryout regime dominates, then
decay-heat-driven mountain-scale T-H effects will last much longer (up to 100,000 yr) whether
or not boiling ever occurs. The magnitude of heat-mobilized liquid-phase flux will be one to two
orders of magnitude greater than the ambient percolation flux for up to 1000 yr.

Rock dryout depends on ambient Percolation flux: For a fairly wide range of ambient percolation
flux (045-1.0 mu/yr) RH reduction resulting from rock dryout (ArH~o) Is Insensitive to
ambient flux. For the very low flux range (<0.05 Mnun/yr), ARHro& may last up to 30,000 yr
(Figs. 1.10.6.2b; 1.10.6.6a, 1.10.6.7b,d,f and 1.10.6.8bdf). For high fluxes C' 1-5 mm/yr),
ARHroc will be substantially suppressed (Fig. 1.10.6ace).

All of the analyses in Section 1.105 were conducted with a drift-scale model that does not account
for how the finite size of the repository affects mountain-scale thermal-hydrological effects. Because
of the no-heat-flow and no-fluid-flow boundaries of the drift-scale model (see Section 1.10.12), it
cannot represent the following:

Mountain-scale (or repository-scale) redistribution of condensate: Condensate can flow considerable
distances laterally as a result of (1) the hydrological property distribution (e.g., from perched
water at hydrostratigraphic contacts and (2) the tendency for condensate to shed around the
edge of the boiling zone.

Edge-cool rewettiig/shedding effects: At the center of the repository, the geometry for cooling
is primarily one-dimensional (from above and below), while at the edge It Is two-dimensional
(from above, from below, and from the side), which enhances the cooling rate. Enhanced edge
cooling causes a reduction In the spatial and temporal extent of rock dryout (ARHck;
consequently, It takes less time to rewet to ambient (humid) RH in the rock. Moreover, while
the geometry for rewetting Is only one-dimensional at the center of the repository (from above
and below the dryout zone), at the edge of the repository, the geometry of rewetting is two-
dimensional (from above, from below, and from the side), which enhances the rewetting rate,
further reducing the time it takes for the rock to rewet to ambient (humid) RH in the rock.
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Edge-shedding effects are caused by lateral displacement of condensate from Inner regions of
the repository to the outer edge of the repository.

Mountain-scale models are required to represent the repository-scale redistribution of condensate
and edge-cooling/rewetting effects. Figures 1.10.63 and 1.10.6.4 show the liquid-phase flux at six
different locations at the repository horizon for two values of ambient percolation flux. The model used
in these calculations represents three-dimensional mountain-icale effects with an R-Z coordinate
system and assumes that the hydrostratigraphic units are horizontal and of constant thickness
[Buscheck and Nitao, 19941. The repository area Is represented by a cylindrical disk with an area of
3.06 ki 2; the decay heat from a mixture of 26-yr-old PWR and 26-yr-old BWR WPs (Table 1.10.1.2) is
uniformly distributed over the disk shaped repository area.

The repository locations (Figs. 1.10.63 and 1.10.6A) are identified as a function of the repository
area that is enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the
outer perimeter (the repository edge). The 12.5% location Is close to the center of the repository with
87.5% of the repository lying outside of that location; the 509' location corresponds to the "median"
location of the repository, with half of the repository lying inside that location and half lying outside.
For a drift spacing of 53.8 m, the 75% location roughly corresponds to a drift location which is 8 drifts in
from the outer edge of the repository. For a drift spacing of 53.8 m, the 97% and 94% locations
correspond to the outermost drift and the next drift in from the repository edge.

Tables 1.10.6.1 and 1.10.6.2 complement Figs. 1.10.6.3 and 1.10.6A by summarizing the liquid-phase
flux conditions at four of the repository locations In the mountain-scale model. These tables also
summarize the drift-scale model predictions of liquid-phase flux 5 mn above the drift immediately
above the 26-yr-old PWR WP for both the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design and the OA6-MTU/m ACD rev
00 design, thereby allowing a comparison between the smeared-heat-source mountain-scale model and
the drift-scale models of the different WP layouts. Note that the geometry of the liquid-phase flow
field around the drift results in a "stagnation zone" immediately above the crown of the drift, which
reduces the vertical component of flow in the first few metes above the crown. Accordingly, It was
decided to compare the vertical component of liquid-phase flux at a location 5 m above the drift, which
is nearly outside the zone of stagnating flow. Several important observations can be made about liquid-
phase flux In the rock immediately above the drifts:

The zero-flux rock dryout period Is followed by a period of condensate-enhanced flux With the
exception of the outermost edge of the repository, the dryout period Is associated with zero
liquid-phase flux at the repository horizon; the duration of the dryout period decreases with
proximity to the repository edge. After the repository rock has been rewetted to ambient liquid
saturation conditions, the condensate bank overlying the repository causes a period of greater-
than-ambient liquid-phase flux; the magnitude of this flux Increases with (1) ambient
percolation flux and (2) proxImity to the repository edge.

Repository-scale condensate shedding drives large fluxes at the repository edge: If fracture
connectivity extends over the width of the repository area (and kb of the connected fracture
network is large enough), then repository-scale redistribution of condensate (the edgeshedding
effect) can cause liquid-phase flux at the repository edge to be much greater than the ambient
percolation flux for early time < 1000 yr); the magnitude of the repository-edge fluxes
increases with ambient percolation flux; these fluxes can be two orders of magnitude greater
than the ambient percolation flux.

Heating heterogeneity drives much greater fluxes than uniform heating conditions: The highly
spatially variable heating In the ACD rev 00 design can cause local liquid-phase fluxes (at the
drift scale) to be much greater than those driven by homogeneous heating conditions (at the
mountain scale). The fluxes driven by homogeneous heating conditions include those driven by
the disk-shaped smeared-heat source (in the mountain-scale model), and those driven by the
axially homogenized heating conditions generated by line-load design (represented by the
drift-scale model). Therefore, mountain-scale models can drastically underrepresent the
magnitude-and variability of liquid-phase flux generated by heterogeneous conditions. On the
other hand, except for regions affected by edge-shedding effects, the magnitudes of the liquid-
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phase fluxes predicted by the mountain-scale, smeared-heat-source model are comparable to
those predicted by the drift-scale model for the line-load design.

Figures 1.10.65 and 1.1066 show RH in the rock at the reposltory horizon at the same locations
considered in the preceding discussion and for ambient percolation fluxes of 0.0, 0.05, and 03 mm/yr. The
magnitude and duration of RH reduction due to rock dryout (ARH,.) decrease with:

Ambient percolation flux: A larger liquid-phase flux suppresses the spatial extent of rock dryout
and reduces the time to rewet to ambient (humid) RH.

Proximity to the edge of the repository A reduction In MHRHoc at the repository edge occurs
because (1) the edge-cooling effect limits the spatial extent of rock dryout, (2) the edge-
rewetting effect decreases the time to rewet to ambient (humid) RH, and (3) the edge-shedding
effect increases the effective percolation flux at the repository edge, thereby suppressing rock
dryout and reducing the tine to rewet to ambientlR. .

The similar RH histories for the 12.5% and 50% repository locations (Figs. 1.10.6.5ab) indicate
that (at least) the Inner half of the repository is unaffected by edge-cooling and edge-rewetting effects.
Edge-cooling/mwetting effects do not affect the minimum ro& RH at the 75% location (Fig. 1.10.6.5c);
however, these effects reduce (by a factor of two) the duration of ARH,. At the 94% repository
location, edge-cooling/rewetting and edge-shedding effects (1) increase the minimum RH attained in
the rock and (2) reduce (by a factor of nearly 10) the duration of ARHW at the 97% repository
location, these effects cause ASro to be negligible.

For the inner half of the repository, ARHro persists for periods of S000, 8000, and 50,000 yr for
ambient percolation fluxes of 03, 0.05, and 0.0 mn/yr, respectively (Figs. 1.10.6.5ab and 1.106ab).
At the 75% repository location, ARH=& persists for periods of 2500, 4000, and 25,000 yr for ambient
percolation fluxes of 0.3,0.05, and 0.0 mn/yr, respectively (Figs. 1.10.6Sc and 1.10.6.). At the 94%
repository location, ARfrock persists for periods of 500,1000, and 3000 yr for ambient percolation fluxes
of 03, 0.05, and 0.0 nm/yr, respectively (Figs. 1.10.&5d and I 10.6.6d). At the 97% repository locatibr,
ARH.& persists for periods of 300, 700, and 1200 yr for ambient percolation fluxes of 03,0.05, and OD

un/yr, respectively (Figs. 1.10.6.5e and 1.10.6.6e). Therefore, For the two outermost drifts, ARHk
will be of limited duration.

We return to the analysis of the influence of ambient percolation flux, using the three-dimensional,
multiple-WP model. Tables 1.10.63-1.10.67 and Figure 1.10.0 summarize the Influence of ambient
percolation flux (over the range 0O to 03 mm/yr) on T and RH in the nea-field rock and on WPs for the
ACD rev 00 design and cases with no backfill. Tables 1.106-1.10.6.14 and Figure 1.10.6 summarlze
the influence of ambient percolation flux (over the range 0.0 to 5.0 nun/yr) on T and RH In the near-field
rock and on WPs for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design and cases with no backfill. Several important
observations can be made about the influence of ambient percolation flux:

Rock dryout (AR,,c) decreases with increasing ambient percolation fluxm While this Is
applicable to both the ACD rev 00 and line-load designs, there are differences between these
two designs with regards to the sensitivity of ARHro& to ambient percolation flux. For the
ACD rev 00 design, a decrease in ambient percolation flux from 03 to 005 un/yr results In a
large reduction in RH, while RH for the line-load desin is much less sensitive to the same
range in ambient percolation flux. In fact, RH in the rock is slightly less for the 03-mm/yr line-
load case than for the 0.05-rmm/yr ACD-case (compare Tables 1.10.3 and 1.10.6.6). For both
designs, a reduction in ambient percolation flux from 0 to 0.0 mm/yr results in a large
reduction In RH, particularly between 2000 and 30,000 yr. During the period 0-000 yr, there is
a steady increase in RH for all percolation-flux cases, while at 2000 yr (for all but the 5.0.
mm/yr case), the rate of increase slows (Figs 1.10.6.7ace and 1.10.6.8a~ce); for the 0.0-mm/yr
case, this reduction in slope is much more pronounced than for the higher fluxes.

The variability In rock dryout decreases with decreasing imblent percolation flux: This is
applicable to the ACD rev 00 design; the line-load experiences a uniforrn RH distribution In the
rock along the drift for all values of flux considered.
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Rock and WP temperatures Increase with decreasing ambient percolation flux: This Is applicable to
both the ACD rev 00 and lne-load designs for the O.0iO.3 mm/yr ambient percolation flux
range; temperatures in the line-load design are insensitive to the 03-5.0 mm/yr flux range.
Much of the sensitivity ofT in the 00-03-mm/yr flux range results from the higher initial
liquid saturation associated with the 03-mm/yr case; higher initial saturation requires more
heat to dry out a given volume of rock The sensitivity of T in the 0 05-mm/yr flux rane and
the Insensitivity of T in the 0.34.0-mm/yr flux range are related to the influence of anient
percolation flux on the development of heat pipes. Fig 1.10.62a shows how the magnitude of
liquid-phase flux in the heat-ppe zone is insensitive to the 0.05-5.0 mm/yr ambient
percolation flux range. The liquid-phase flux in the heat-pipe zone deternines how efficiently
the heat pipe convects heat away from the superheated zone. Lower liquid-phase flux causes
less efficient heat transfer in the heat-pipe zone, which allows for the development of a larger
superheated zone and higher T around the drifts, while higher flux causes more efficientheat
transfer in the heat-pipe zone, which limits the development of the superheated zone. For
ambient flux greater than 0.05 mm/yr, the efficiency bf heat transfer in the heat-pipe zone does
not increase strongly with ambient flux; consequently, T Is less sensitive in the 0.3-6.0-mm/yr
ambient flux range.

Greater rock dryout In the ine-load design than in the ACD rev 00 design: Regardless of ambient
percolation Ofux, the line-load design always results fn lower RH In the rock at the drift wall
than in the ACD rev 00 design (compare Tables 1.10.6. 3 and 1.10.6.8). The more locally
intensive rock dryout for the line-load design always results in lower RH on WPs for cases with
no backfill than in the ACD rev 00 design (compare Tables 1.10.6. 4 and 1.10.6.9; also compare
Tables 1.1057 with Tables 1.10.6.10-12). The differenes in rock dryout (and in RH on WPs)
between the two cases decrease with decreasing ambient percolation flux.

Greater variability In T and RH In the ACD rev 00 design than in the line-load design. Regardless
of ambient percolation flux, the ACD rev 00 design always results In greater spatial
variability In T and RH in the rock at the drift wall than in the Uneload design (compare
Tables 1.10.63 and 1.10.6.8); the variability in T and RH on WPs is also greater in the ACD rev
00 design than In the line-load design (compare Tables 1.10A.4 and 1.10.6.9).

Figure 1.10.6.8 and Tables 1.1069 tough 1.10.6.14 indicate that there are three ambient
percolation flux regimes for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design, Including (1) a low-flux (0.0-0.05-
mm/yr) regime, (2) a medium-flux (0.-1.0-mm/yr), and a hgh-flux (> 1-5-mm/yr) regime. For the
medium-flux range, rock dryout and RH on WPs are relatively Insensitive to ambient percolation flux.
The cause of this nsensitivity, which was discussed above, is related to the insensitivity of liquid-
phase flux in the heat-pipe zone to the 0.05-5.0-mm/yr ambient percolation flux range (Fig. 1.10.62a).
Consequently, the liquid-phase flux returning to the boiling front is relatively insensitive to ambient
percolation flux. The low-flux regime has lower RH in the rock and on WPs because of (1) the lower
Initial liquid saturation in the rock, which requires less heat to dry out a given volume of rock; and (2)
the lower liquid-phase flux that occurs in the heat-pipe zone that overlies the dryout zone. The high-
flux regime has higher RH in the rock and on WPs because the higher liquid-phase fluxes increase the
overall cooling and rewetting rates.

Tables 1.10.6.15 through 1.10.6.19 and Figure 1.10.6.9 summarize the influence of ambient
percolation flux (over the range 0.0 to 03 mm/yr) on T and RH in the near-field rock and on WPs for the
ACD rev 00 design and the reference case with backfill at 100 yr. Tables 1.10.620 through 1.10.626 and
Figure 1.10.6.10 summarize the influence of ambient perceation flux (over the range 0.0 to 5.0 mm/yr)
on Tand RH In the near-field rock and on WPs for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load design and the reference
case with backfill at 100 yr. The observations made above for the influence of ambient percolation flux
on rock dryout for the cases without backfill are also applicable to the cases with backfill. For the 0.0-
03-mm/yr ambient percolation flux range considered for the ACD rev 00 backfill cases, there are no
additional sensitivities to ambient percolation flux; all of the differences in RH on WPs can be
attributed to the sensitivity of rock dryout (ARH) to ambient percolation flux, which was described
above.
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For the 0.0-.0-mm/yr ambient percolation flux range considered for the 1.11-MTU/m line-load
design, the influence of ambient percolation fIlux on rock dryout (RAro&J, which was described above,
can be dearly seen In the RH on WPs for the backfill cases. Accordingly, during the first 15,000 yr, there
are minor differences In RH on WPs for the 05-10-=mm/yr flux range; the one notable exception here is
for the lAm/yr case, which sees an additional Increase in RM at about 15,000 yr. The 0.0-nm/yr case
has a much lower RH on WPs during the first 30,000 yr during which time ARH continues to play a
role in RM reduction on WPs. While three distinctive ambient percolation flux regimes were noted for
rock dzyout behavior, there are two distinctive ambient percolation flux regimes that can be Identified
with respect to the drift-ARH effect:

Low-liquid-phase flux regime of negligible widng In the backfill: In this regime, the liquid-
phase flux is low enough and the the matric potential in the near-field rock is low enough to
result in negligible wicking of moisture into the backfill. This is very dependent on the
hydrological properties of the backfill (the relative permeability and capillary pressure
curves). Sand was chosen for the backfill because, for a wide range of conditions, it was found
not to wick enough moisture Into the backfill to obviate any of the drift-ARH effect Other
materials, such as crushed PTn and TSw2 tuff have a much greater tendency to wick moisture
Into the backfill than sand (or other sand-like granular materials, which have a negligible
intragranular porosity); consequently, crushed tuff may not be conducive for the regime of
negligible wicking.

igh-lquld-phase flux regime of significant widcdng In the backfll: In this regime, either the
liquid-phase flux is high enough and/or the absolute.value of the matric potential In the near-
field rock Is high enough to allow enough wickdng of moisture to cause the partial pressure of
water vapor Pv near the WP (in the badcfil) to be significantly higher than in the near-field
rock; the difference in Pv obviates some (or possibly all) of the drift-AR effect (see Sections
1.83.2 and 1.1052).

Given a matric potential that is close enough to zero (nearly fully saturated liquid saturation
conditions In the near-field rock), it is even possible for a sand-like material to eventually wick enough
moisture into the drift to reduce the drift-ARI effect. Both the 1.0- and 5.0-mm/yr cases eventually
attain the same level of near-zero nmatric potential, whereby the sand-like backfill allows some
moisture wicking back toward the WP. This Is evidenced by the Identical RH histories for the 1.0- and
5.0-mm/yr cases after 15,000 yr (Fig. 1.10.6.lb,d,60. The 5.0-mm/yr case attains a nearly-fully
saturated state in the near-field rock earlier (about 2500 yr) than the 1.0-mm/yr case (about 15,000 yr)
because the higher ambient percolation flux (5.0 mrn/yr) more quickly overwhelms and rewets the
dryout zone than in the 1.0-mm/yr case. A nonzero liquid saturation is attained In the backfill at 2500
and 15,000 yr for the 5.0- and 1.0-mm/yr cases, respectively. Notice that this wicking reduces only a
fraction of the drift-ARM effect.

The similar early time ( < 15,000 yr) behavior for the 0.3- and 1.0-mm/yr line-load cases is
evidenced by the nearly identical times to reach the RH - 65% thresholds for these cases (compare
Tables 1.10.624 and 1.10.6.25). The 0.05-mm/yr case has greater ARH than the 03-mm/yr case;
consequently, early-time RHwp Is lower for the 05-n/yr case tan for the 03-mm/yr case. After
ARM. has diminished in both the 0.05- and 03-mm/yr case, the RHp for these cases Is nearly
identical, which Is evidenced by the nearly identical times to reach the RH - 90% thresholds for these
cases (compare Tables 1.10.623 and 1.10.624). Rock dryout Is so persistent for the 00-m/yr case that
the time to reach the RH - 90% threshold is increased relative to the higher flux cases. Because the
5f0-mm/yr case rewets more quickly than the 1.0-mm/yr case, the time to reach the RH - 65%
threshold Is less than for the l0-mm/yr case (compare Tables 1.10.6.25 and 1.10.626); however, because
wicking in the drift eventually affects both cases to almost the sae extent, their late-time RH is
similar, which Is evidenced by the almost identical times to reach the RH = 90% threshold for Zese
two caso.

Now we turn to the analysis conducted with the hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale modeL The
hybrid model is the result of an abstraction process that combines the results of the mountain-scale T-H
model with those of a detailed multiple-WP drift-scale model. The mountain-scale model assumes
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that the hydrostratigraphic units are horizontal and of uniform thickness (as in the drift-scale model)
and uses an R-Z coordinate system to represent three-dimrensibnal mountain-scale T-H behavior.
Because the mountain-scale model extends 1-am below the water table (unlike the drift-scale model,
which has a constant-property boundary condition at the water table), It can very accurately represent
the temperatures in the repository rock for all time. Note thaf because the drift-scale model assumes a
constant-temperature boundary at the water table, the model predicts repository temperatures that are
somewhat cooler (after about 2000 yr) than what they would be with an infinitely deep model domain.

Mountain-scale mode: This model accurately accounts for the following important quantities:
Average temperatures In the repository rock: The influence of the edge-cooling effect on the

temporal and spatial distribution of average T in the repository rock.
Average relative humidity in the repository rodc The influence of the effects of edge-cooling,

edge-rewetting, and edge-shedding on the temporal and spatial distribution of average RH
conditions in the repository rock (see Figs. 1.10.6.5 and 1.10.6.6).

Drift-scale model: This model accurately accounts for the following Important quantities:
Temperature difference between the WP and the drift wallh This quantity (odo) has been shown

to be independent of AML (and proximity to the repository edge); therefore, ATft can be
accurately predicted with the drift-scale model (see Figs. 1.105.7.9 and 1.10.5.7.10).

Temperature difference between the pillar centerline and the drift wall: This quantity (ATptar) Is
dependent on AML and drift spacing. If the effective AML (and drift spacing) are accounted for
appropriately in the drift-scale model, then TFmr can be accurately represented with the
drift-scale model (see Figs 1.10.5.7.7 and 1.105.7.8).

Relative humidity difference between the pillar centerline and the drift wall: This quantity
(Afpor) is dependent on AML and drift spacing. If the effective AML (and drift spacing) is
accounted for appropriately in the drift-scale model, then ARH Ir can be accurately
represented with the drift-scale model (see Figs. 1.10.5.7.7 and l.1057.8).

The hybrid model abstraction process involves a three-step process for determining the hybrid-
model drift-wall and WP temperatures and a three-step process for determining the hybrid-model
drift-wall and WP RH.

Abstracting drift-wall and WP temperatures: The three steps for calculating the temperature at
selected repository locations and selected WP locations are as follows:

T-1 Average rock temperature at selected repository locations: Using the mountain-scale model, T
Is obtained at selected locations, such as the 12.5% loation (close to the repository center), and
the 97% location (equivalent to the location of the outermost drift). The mountain-scale model
temperatures are representative of the average T in the rock at the selected repository location.
In the following example, the mountain-scale model Is a model that represents mountain-scale
T-H behavior with the use of an R-Z model [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994J. To account for the
variable overburden thickness (between the repository and the ground surface) and to account
for the fact that the mafor hydrostratigraphic units are not always horizontal and of constant
thickness, it would be preferred to utilize a fully three-dimensional mountain-scale model for
this step in the abstractio process.

T-2: Drift-wall temperature at selected repository and Wr locations: This Is determined by titng
T from step T-1, and adding one-half of ATpma detemined from the drift-scale model for. each
of the selected WVP locations. Half of &TP is used (rather than 100% of it) because AT, i is
the temperature difference from the coolest portion of the rock pillar (.e., the centerline) and
the hottest portion of the rock pillar (e., at the drift wall). The mountain-scale-model
temperature Is representative of the average rock pillar temperature (not the coolest rock
pillar temperature).
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T-3: Waste package temperature at selected repository and WP locations: This Is determined by
tadng T from step T-2, and adding ATdift determined from the drift-scale model for each of the
selected WP locations.

Abstracting relative humidity In the rock at the drift wall and on WPs: The three steps for calculating
RH at selected repository locations and selected WP locations are as follows:

RH-1 : Average rock relative humidity at selected repository locations: Using the mountain-scale
model, RH Is obtained at selected locations, such as the 12.5% location (close to the repository
center), and the 97% location (equivalent to the location of the outermost drift). The mountain-
scale model RH is representative of the average RH in the rock at the selected repository
location. In the following example, the mountain-scale model Is a model that represents
mountain-scale T-H behavior with the use of an R-Z model [Buscheck and Nltao, 19941. To
account for the variable overburden thickness (between the repository and the ground surface)
and to account for the fact that the major hydrostratigraphic units are not always horizontal
and of constant thickness, It would be preferred to utilize a fully three-dimensional mountain-
scale model for this step in the abstraction process.

RH-2: Drift-wall relative humidity at selected repository and WP locations: This is determined
by taking RH from step RH-1, and adding one-half of AHvMar determined from the drift-
scale model for each of the selected WP locations. Half of ARHppMjn is used (rather than 100%
of It) because AEe is the relative humidity difference from the most hunid portion of the
rock pillar (.e., re centerline) and the least humid portion of the rock pillar ie., at the drift
wall). The mountain-scale-model RH is representative of the average rock pillar RH (not the
most humid rock pillar RH).

RH-3: Waste package relative humidity at selected repository and WP locations: This Is
determined by taking RH from step RH-2, and multiplying It by the ratio Pzt(Tdw)/PatTwp)
where Psat(T) is determined from the steam tables, for each of the selected WP locations.
The temperature at the drift wall Tdw is determined in step T-2; the temperature on the surface
of the WP Tp is determined In step T-3.

There are two additional details about how this abstraction process is executed. The mountain-
scle model accounts or the year-by-year WP emplacement schedule by ramping up the heat
generation (from 0% to 100% of that generated by the full Wl inventory) during the 24-yr emplacement
period. Consequently, during the first 50 yr, it tends to underpredict the rate of temperature rise and the
rate of RH reduction in the repository rock. Uecause drift-scale T-H behavior is insensitive to drift
spacing (and AML) during the first 50 yr, the.drift-scale model provides an accurate early-time
representation of T and RH in the vicinity of the drifts, without requiring any geometric information
about the larger-scale system (e.g., proximity to the repository edge). Consequently, the hybrid-model
abstraction process involves the direct use of the drift-scale T and RH results during the first 50 yr..
Incidentally, the drift-sce model and abstracted drift-scale-mountain-scale model results yield very
similar T and RH at the drift wall and on the surface of the WP over the period 50 to 200 yr.

The second additional detail Involves the selection of the appropriate AML and drift spacing for
the drift-scale model that is used to determine ATpma and ARH17nj.. The selection Is determined by
the extent to which edge-cooling and edge-rewetting effects influence the average T and RH in the
repository rock at a given repository location. In general, there are two categories of repository
locations:

Repository locations not affected by edge-coolngfrewetting/shedding effects: At these locations,
the effective AML and effective drift spacing are the same as those for an infinitely-large
repository area. The effective AML for the drift-scale model that Is used to determine ATpuja
and ARHpsB at these locations is the same as the AMAL that is represented by the mountain-
scale-model. The effective drift spadng for the drift-scale model is the same as the 'actual"
drift spacing being represented by the abstraction process.

Repository locations significantly affected by edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding effects: At these
locations, edge-cooling/rewetting effects reduce the effective AML relative to locations that
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experience negligible edge-cooling/rewetting effects. The effective AML for the drift-scale
model that Is used to determine atiTm and ARHM at these locations is less than the AML
that is represented by the mountain-scale modeL The effective drift spacing for the drift-scale
model is larger than the "actual' drift spacing being represented by the abstraction process. An
example of this selection process is given below.

Figures 1.10.6.11-1.10.6.17 and Tables 1.10.627-1.10.6-30 summarize the T and RH results of this
hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale abstraction process for AML - 83A MTU/acre, a line-load design
with a 0.1-rn gap between WP, LML - 1.11 MTU/m, and drift spcing - 53.8 m. The T and RH results
were obtained for two repository locations, including (1) the 12S% location (dose to the center of the
repository) and (2) the 97% location (which is representative of the outermost drift of the repository).
For comparison purposes, Tand RHcalculated by the "unmodified" drift-scae model are also provided
(Figs.1.10.6.lla,b-1.10.6.17a,b).

Because the outermost drift of the repository has a drift spacing of 53. m on one of its sides ard an
infinite drift spacing on its other side, there is an "effective" drift spacing that lies somewhere
between 53.8 m and infinity. The 45-MTU/acre drift-scale model with 100-rn drift spacing was found to
yield T and RH histories at an average rock pillar location that were very similar to those predicted
by the mountain-scale model for the 97% location. AccordingO7, it was decided that the 45-MTU/acre
drift-scale model with 100-m drift spacing yields representative values of ATpmw and AIRHp at
the outermost drift of the repository.

Figures 1.10.6.11-1.10.6.14 (and Tables 1.10.6.12 and 1.10.6.27) compare the drift-scale and hybrid
drift-scale-mountain-scale model for the case with no backfill. For the center of the repository, the
drift-scale model yields T and RH results that are similar to those of the hybrid model. The hybrid
model predicts slightly lower RHw for the first 4000 yr than is predicted by the drift-scale model.
The slightly lower RUw, In the drift-sle model Is related to the waste inventory in the respective
models. In the drift-scale model, 88.8% of the nuclear waste mass inventory is from SNF, while the
other 112% is from DHLW (which produces a negligible amount of heat). In the mountain-sle model,
100% of the nuclear waste mass inventory is from SNF. Thereore, 100% of the inventory in the
mountain-scale model is "heat-producing nuclear waster while only 88.8% of the inventory in the
drift-scale model is heat-producing nuclear waste, which causes the effective "heat-prducingAML in
the drift-scale model to be 11.2% less than in the mountain-scile model. Consequently, the mountain-
scale model predicts somewhat more intensive and more persistent rock dryout (RHoc) than the
drift-scale model. Accordingly, as long as AHgock is significant, the hybrid drift-scale-mountain-
scale model predicts slightly lower RHwp than the drift-scale model. The effects of slightly greater
ARHrO, are indicated by the longer time to rewet to the H = 65% threshold, which is 1830-2070 yr for
the hybrid model and 1450-1620 yr for the drift-scale model.

After ARHro&k is no longer significant, the hybrid drift-sce-mountain-scale model predicts
slightly higher RHwp than the drift-scale model. This difference is caused by the fact that the hybrid
model (appropriately) predicts higher temperatures in the diift than are predicted by the drift-scale
model. Recall that the drift-scale model has a constant-temperature boundary at the water table,
which results in cooler temperatures after 2000 yr than would have occurred had the model extended
infinitely" below the water table. Because the hybrid model utilizes a mountain-scale model that
correctly accounts for the vertical model domain, the hybrid mode more accurately accounts for large-
scale heat flow, which results in warmer temperatures in the repository than those predicted in the
drift-scale model. Because the drift-ARM effect is determnedy the ratio Psat(Tdw/PjTw and
because for a given ATdm, this ratio is slightly higher for higher T, RH in the hybrid model is'
slightly higher at later times (t > 4000 yr) than in the slightly cooler dntscale model.

The influence of edge-cooling/rewetting effects on T and RH on WPs is seen by comparing the (d) and
(f) panels in Figures 1.10.6.11-14 (and comparing Tables 1.10.6.27 and 1.10.628). At the outermost ddft,
the time to reach the RH - 65% threshold is reduced by a factor of 8.6, relative to the repository center;
the time to reach the RH - 90% threshold is reduced by a factor of 5.0, relative to the repository center.
A comparison of panels (b) and (f) in Figures 1.10.6.11-14 dearly illustrates the inadequacy of the
"unmodified" drift-scale model in representing drift-scale behavior at the edge of the repository. The
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hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale model Is a necessary and useful approach to providing an adequate
representation of drift-scale T-H behavior at the edge of the repository.

Figures 1.10.6.15-1.10.6.17 (and Tables 1.10.624 and 1.10.629) compare the drift-scale and hybrid
drift-scale-mountain-scale model for the case with no backfill For the repository center, the drift-
scale model yields T and RH results that are very similar to those of the hybrid model. For the reasons
given above, the hybrid model predicts slightly lower RH for the first 3500 yr than Is predicted by
the drift-scale model. For Intermediate ime (3500 < t < 30OW yr), the drift-scale model predicts
slightly lower RH, than the hybrid model; tis difference arises bemuse of the influence of the
slightly higher T in the hybrid model on the ratio Pst(Tdw)/PaX(Twp). For late time (t > 30,000 yr),
the two models predict virtually Identical wsp.

The influence of edge-cooling/rewetting effects on T and RH on WPs Is seen by comparing the (d) and
(f) panels in Figures 1.10.6.15-17 (and comparing Tables 1.10.6.29 and 1.10.630). At the outermost drift,
the time to reach the RH 65% threshold is reduced by a factor of 1.5 for the coolest WP (the DHLW
WP), relative to the repository center; however, the time to reach the RH * 65% threshold is nearly
the same for the hotter-than-average WPs (the 26-yr-old PWR and 10-yold PWR WPs). The time to
reach the RH = 90% threshold is nearly the same at the outermost drift as It Is for the center of the
repository. Because of the Influence of the slightly lower T at.the repository edge on the ratio
P~t(TdwifP.±(Tp), the time to reach the RH - 90% threshold at the edge of the repository is
slightly greater than at the center of the repository. A comparison of panels (b) and (f) In Figures
1.10.6.1&-17 indicate that when backfill is used, the differences in T and RH predicted by the hybrid
model for the repository edge, and Tand RH predicted by the "unmodified" drift-scale model are quite
similar (especially for > 4000 yr).
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Table 1.10.&1 IUquld-phase flux 5 m above the upper drift wall at the location of the 26-yr-old PW
WP for the drift-scale model and at the repository horizon for the mountain-scale model for AML = 83.4
MTU/acre, and percolation flux 03 mm/yr. The drift-scale model represents (1) the ACD rev 00
design with LML * 0A6 MTU/m and drift spacing - 22.5 m; and (2) the line-load design with a 0.1-n
gap between WPs, drift spacing = 538 m, LML * 1.11 MTUJm/ rt diametr e 5.5 m, sand invert, no
backfill, WP emissivity 0.8, and kf - 280 mlllidarcy in all hydrostratigraphic units. The mountain-
scale model represents the average conditions at different locations of the repository for kt 1 darcy in
the TSwI and TSw2 units.

Model type Drift-scale Mountain-scale

Repository NA NA 12.5% 50% 75% 94%

location

Repositoiy design ACD Line-load NA NA NA NA
rev 00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Time (yr) Liquid-phase flux (mmtyr)

0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

100 254 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

200 172 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21

500 99 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25

1000 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11

2000 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 1.1

3000 0.4 1.0 0.2 1.5 0.9 0.7

sW 0.36 0.6 1.6 1.0 0.6 0.S

6000 0.33 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.4

8000 0.30 0.29 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4

10,000 0.29 0.26 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4

20,000 0.25 0.24 0.4 0.4 0.39 0.37

100,000 0.20 0.20 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33



Table 1.10.6.2 lqudd-phase flux 5 m above the upper drift wall at the location of the 26-yr-old PWR
WP for the drift-scale model and at the repository horizon for the mountain-scale model for AMI, a 83.4
MMI/acre, and percolation flux 0.05 mm/yr. The drift-scale model represents (1) the ACD rev 00
design with LMI * 0.46 MTU/m and drift spacing - 22.5 m, and (2) the line-load design with a 0.1-m
gap between WPs, drift spacing - 53.8 m, AL = 1.11 MIU/m, drift diameter -5 5 m, sand invert, no
backfill, WP emissivity a 0.8, and kb - 280 mlllidarcy In all bydrostratigraphic units. The mountain-
scale model represents the average conditions at different locations of the repository for kb = larcy in
the TSwl and TSw2 units.

Model type Drift-scale Mountain-scale

Repository NA NA 12.5% 50% 7S% 94%

location .

Repositorydesign ACD Line-load NA NA NA NA

_______ ______ rev 00 _ _ _ _ _

Time (yr) Liquid-phase flux (mmyr)

0 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0

500 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8

2000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1

3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6

4000 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.4

5ODO 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.34

6000 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.29

6WO 0.30 025 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.23

10,000 0.23 0.17 0.5 0.4 033 0.19

20,000 0.10 0.09 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.11

100,000 0.04 0.04 0.6 0.06 0.06 0.06



Table 1.10.63. Temperature and relative humidity In rock at upper drift wail for 83.4 MU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design, drift spacing - 22.5 m, LML = 0.46 M /n, drift diameter = 5.5 m, sand invert no
backfilL WP emissivity = 0.8, and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux 0 mmyr 0.05 imlyr 03 mlyr

Tpeac ( < 100 yr) 127-181°C 111-172C 100-1650C

RH, (t < 100 yr) 19-40% 27-66% 36-98%

Tpak (t = 120 yr) 126-1530C 111-1400C 100-1290C

RH (t - 120 yr) 21-40% 3065% 36-97%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 61-66% 7682Ye 90-97%

RH ( = 10,000 yr) 1 72-75% 98-98% 99x-99.8%



�M

Table 1.10.6A. Temperature and relative humidity an upper surface of WP for 83.4 MIU/acre, the ACD
rev 00 desgn, drift spacing 22.5 m, LML a 0.46 MWIT/m, drift dianeter -5.5 m, sand Invert, no bacK,
WP emissivity - 0.8, and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux a mm/yr 0.05 undyr 0.3 mmlyr

Tp ( < 100 yr) 130-2030C 116-1970C 107-192C

RHma (t < 100 yr) 1I-% 20- o 25-86%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 129-1630C 115-152 0C 104-144 0C

RH (t - 120 yr) 17-38% 2359% 29-85%

RH (t c 2000 yr) 58-66% 73-82% 8697%

RH (t a 10,000 ) 68-75% 92-99Y 92-99.9%

t(RH - 65%) 194074630 yr 1050-180 yr 0-630yr

t(RH - 90%o) 23,690-28230 yr 4440-7580 yr 1170-2330 yr



Table .106. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML w 83.4 MTU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design with LML - 0.46 MtU/rn, drift spacing * 225 m, sand invert, no backfill, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, WP emilssivity = 0.8, and percolation flux -0 mm/yr

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MC PWR C

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t c 100 yr) L0 1430C 137cC 1480C 156°C 2030C

RiMax (t < 100 38% 30% 30°K 25% 21% 15%

yr) _ _ __ _ _

Tpea, (t > 100 yr) 1290C 136°C 136°C 143°C 148°C 1630C

RH ( 120 yr) 38% 32% 31% 26% 23% 17%

RH ( 2000 yr) 66% 65% 63% 62% 59% 58%

RH (t 10,O yr) 75% 75% 72% 72% 69% 68%

t(RH 65%) 1940 yr 1970 y 3200 yr 4140 yr 6500 yr 7630yr

t(RH 90%) 23,690 yr 23,8 yr 25,580yr 26,150yr 27580 yr 28,230 yr

-_!oo



.- @ Table 1.10.6.6. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design with LM a 0.46 MIJ/m, drift spacing - 22.5 m, sand invert, no backfill, drift
diameter - 5.5 mr WP enissivity - 0.8, and percolaton flux - 0.05 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC FWRMPC PWRMPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1160C 1330C 1240C 1360C L5OPC 1970C

RH3(t<1lo 62% 44% 50% 36% 32% 20%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Tpea (t > 100 yr) 1150C 124°C 123°C 1310C 1350C 1520C

RH Q 120 yr) 59% 47% 46% 38% 33% 23%

RH (t 2000 yr) 82% 82% 78% 77% 74% 73%

RH (t 100 yr) 99% 99% 96% 95% 93% 92%

t(RH 65%) 1050 yr 1070 yr 1260yr 33 0 yr 1490 yr L5%Dyr

t(XH-90%) 4440yr 4510 yr 5270 yr SS5 yr 6690 yr 7580yr

w



Table 1.10.6.7. Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP surface for AML = 834 MMU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design wit LML = 0.46 MlU/m, drift spacing = 22.5 m sand invert, no backfilL drift
diameter = 5&S m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux 0. mm/yr.

Waste pa&kage Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpftk (t < 100 yr) 106°C 1210C 1120C 1270C 1450C 1920C

RHMX (t < 100 86% 61% 65%YQ 50% 42Y 25%

yr)

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1040C 1140C 1120C 120C 1250C 143°C

RH (t 20yr) 85% 64% 64% 51% 44% 29%

RH(t-2000yr) 97% 97% 93Y 91% 88% 86%

RH (t 0,000 yr) 99.9% 99.9% 98% 96% 93% 92%

f(RH 65%) O yr 130 yr 140 yr 350 yr 520 yr 630 yr

J(RH 90%) 1170 yr 1190 yr 1650 yr 1850 yr 2200 yr 2330 yr

w



Table 1.10.6.8. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for AML = 83.4
MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-n gap between Ws, drift spacing = 53.8 m, LML - 1.11
MTUJ/m, drift diameter . 5.5 m, sand invert, no backfill, WP emissivity - 0.8, and various percolation
fluxes.

Percolation flux 0.0 rnlyr 0.05 mmlyr 0.3 mmlyr 10 mmlyr 5.0 zmlyr

Tpuk (t < 100 yr) 177-1990C 167-1910C 161-1840C 162-1850C 161-183°C

RHU, (t < 100 15-18% 21-24% 23-25% 20-24% 22-26%

y r ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 156-162°C 144-150C 142-1480C 143-1490C 140-1460C

RH (t = 120 yr) 17-19% 23-27Y 23-27Ye 22-26% 24-28%

RH (t 2000 yr) 59-59% 73-74% 76-76% 73-74% 91-91%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 70-71% 98-98% 99.1-99.1% 99.8-998% 99.9-999%O

'_

I



Table 1.10.9. Temperature and relative humidity on upper surface of WP for AML a 83A MU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WFs, drift spacing = 53.8 m, LML = 1.11 I/m, drift
diameter w 5.5 m, sand invert, no backfll, WP emissivity = 0.8, and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux 0.0 nuEnyr 0.05 mm/yr 0.3 emtyr 1.0 m;lyr 5.0 mm/yr

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 187-216 0C 178-2090C 172-203°C 173-2030C 172-2029C

RH x (t < 100 12-16% 16-21% 16-21% 16-21% 17-22%

Tpeak (t> 100 yr) 160-170PC 149-160PC 147-1580C 148-1580C 146-1560C

RH (t m 120 yr) 14-17% 18-23% 18-23% 18-22% 19-24%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 56-58% 70-72% 72-76% 74-78% 86-89%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 67-69% 94-97% 94-98% 95-98% 97-99.1%

t(RH = 65%) 6290-8480 yr 1530-1700 yr 1450-1620 yr 1580-1740 yr 1120-1260 yr

t(RH - 90%) 25,850-27,680yr 5500-6440yr 4030-4580yr 4300-4770yr 2010-2190yr



Table 1.10.6.10. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for Al - 83A MMU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WP6, LML = 1.11 MU/Im, drift spacing 53.8 msand invert,
no backfill, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation fux - nM/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC. BWR MPC FWRMPC PWRMIPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1870C 1980C 1850C 188°C 1920C 216°C

RHx (t < 100 16% 15% 15% 15% 14% 12%

Tpea ( > 100 yr) 160°C 1620C 1610C 1630C 1640C 17IPC

RH (t * 120 yr) 17%o6 17% 17% 17% 14% 14%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 58o 59% 57% 58% 57% 56%

RH (t 10,0 yr) 69% 70% 69% 69% 68% 67%

t(RH = 65%) 6840yr 6290 yr 7370 yr 7210 yr 8150 yr 8 _yr

t(RH 90%) 26,250 yr 25,850 yr 26,720 yr 26,680yr 27,360 yr 27,680 yr

I#



Table 1.10.6.11. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MI/acr, a
lie-load design with a O.1-= gap between WPc, LM = 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing - 53.8 u~sand invert,
no backfill, drift diameter = 55 m, WP emssivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.05 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC FWRYMC PWRMPC
DHLW DHLW _ _ ______

Tpemk (t < 100 yr) 1780C 190°C 1760C 18 0PC 1840C 20fC

RfIma (t < 100 21% 20% 21% 20% 19% 16%

yr) ,

Tpeak (t > 100 Yr) 1490C 1510C 150°C 1500C 153°C 1600C

RH ( 120 yr) 23% 23% 23% 23% 21% 18%

RH (t * 2000 yr) 72% 73% 71% 72% 70% 70%

RH (t = 10,oo yr) 97% 97% 96% 96% 95% 94%

t(RH 65W) 1580yr 53Oyr 1620 yr 1610 yr 1680 yr 1700 yr

t(RH - 90%) 5640 yr 5500yr 5780 yr 5750 yr 5990 yr 6440 yr



Table 1.10612 Temperature and relative humldity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, a
line-load design wit a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LM 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing - 53.8 usand Invert,
no backfill, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC

_ DHLW DHLW .

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1710C 184°C 1710C 174°C 178 C 2030C

RHIx (t < 100 21% 21% 21% 21% 19% 16%

yr) _

Tpeak ( > 100 yr) 1470C 1490C 1480C 1480C 1510C 158°C

RH ( e 20 yr) 23% 23% 23% 22% 21% 18%o

RH ( 2000 yr) 75% 76% 76% 74% 73% 72%

Q I- M,000yr) 97% 98% 98% 96% 95% 94%

t(RH 65%) 1510 yr 1450 yr 1550 yr 1540 yr 1610 yr 1620yr

t(RH 900%) 4180 yr 4030 yr 4320 yr 4290 yr 4540 yr 4680 yr

-



Table 1.10.6.13. Temperature and relative humidity an upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MIU/a, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, I -.11 MIU/m, drift spacing 53.8 misand InveM
no bal, drift dameter 55 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and percolaton flux -1.0 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWR MPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 173°C 184°C 172°C 175°C 1790C 2030C

RHmx (t < 00 21% 20% 20% 20% 19% 16%

yr) _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1480C 1490C 1490C 1490C 152°C MWC

RH (l20yr) 22% 22% 22% 22% 20% 18%

RH (t 2000 yr) 72% 73% 72% 72% 71% 70%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 98% 99% 97% 97% 96% 95%

t(RH 65%) 1630yr 1580yr 1670yr 1650yr 1720yr 1740yr

t(RH 90%) 4400yr 4300 yr 4510 yr 4490 yr 4660 yr 4770yr



Table 1.10.6.14. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AUL - 83A MTU/acre, a
ine-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, lML * 1.11 MTCJ/m, drift spacing - 53.8 msand invert,
no backl, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux * 5.0 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26yr-old 10-yr-ald

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW .

Tpak (t < 100 yr) 172°C 1830C 171°C 1740C 1780C 202"C

RHIn= (t < 100 22% 21% 22% 21% 20% 17Yo

yr) . .__

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1460C 1470C 1460C 1470C 15PC = C

RH (t - 120 yr) 24% 24% 24% 23% 22% 19%

RH (t * 2000 yr) 89% 90% 88% 88% 86% 86%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 99.1% 99.4% 98% 98% 97% 97%

t(RH 65%) 1 170 yr 1120 yr 1190yr 190 yr 1240 yr 1250yr

t(Rh - 90%) 2060 yr 2Ol yr 2100 yr 2090 yr 2160yr 2190 yr



Table 1.10.6.15. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for 83.4 MTU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 des#gn, drift spacirg - 225 m, LML a0.46 M J/m, drift diameter * 5.5 m, sand invert, full
sand backfill at 100 yr with Ktb - 0.6 W/m 0C, WP emisivity - 0.8, and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux 0 mmfyr 0.05 nu/jr 0.3 mm/yr

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 127-181°C 111-172°C 100-1650C

RH (t < 100 yr) 19-40% 27-66% 36-98%

Tpak (t - 120 yr) 125-149 0C 110-136PC 100-123PC

RH (t 120yr) 2343% 3470% 45-99%

RH (t 200 yr) 62-67% 77-83% 92-99%

RH (t a 10,W00 yr) 73-76% 98-98% 99.899.8%

'n-



Table 1.10616. Temperature and relative hunidity on upper surface of WP for 834 MMU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design, drift spacing - 22.5 m, LML 0.46 MTJ/m, drift diameter 5.5 m, sand invert, full
sand backfill at 100 yr wiLthKh - 0.6 W/m0 C, WP emissivity - 08, and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux 0 mm/yr 0.05 mm/yr 03 mm/yr

Tpe (t < 100 yr) 13°-MC 116-197CC 107-192 0C

RHum (t < 100 yr) 15-38% 20-60Y 25-8%

Tpea (t > 100 yr) 141-3740C 127-362°C 117-3539C

RH (t = 120yr) 0.5-28o 0.542% 1-7%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 30-66% 3782% 43-98%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 44-75% 6098%o 60-99.7%

t(RH = 65%) 1830-22,010 yr 1080-13,740 yr 160*-13,330 yr

t(RH - 90%) 23,530-72,820 yr 4310-66,490 yr 860-6Z6 yr

NWv.

f



Table 1.10.6.17. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MIU/are, the
ACD rev 00 design with LM = 0.46 MlrJ/m, drift spacing = 225 m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100
yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m0 C, drift diameter - 5.5 m WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.0

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRNMC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpe (t < 100 Yr) I3SOC 1430C 137'C 148'C 156qC 2yD2

RUmax (t < 100 44% 30% 36% 25% 21% 14%

yr) _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 141°C L580C 1950C 2450C 2960C 374°C

R (t 10yr) 28% 19% 8% 3% 2% 1%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 66% 66% 49% 43% 35% 30%

H (t = 10,00o yr) 75% 75% 61% 56% 48% 44%

_____'____Y) 1830 yr 1860 yr 12Z590 r 15,310 yr 19,660 yr 22,010 yr

i(JR ' 90%) 23,530yr 24,090 yr 37,90 yr 4 0 ,5yr 65290yr 7Z20 yr



Table 1.10.6.18. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83A M Uacre, the
ACD rev 00 design with LS = 0.6 MTU/n, drift spacing = 225 m, sand Invert, full sand backfill at 100
yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter . 5.5 m, WP ewissivity * 0.8, and percolation flux = 0.05
mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWRMPC PWRKMC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak a < 100 yr) 1160C 1330C 1240C 360C L500C 1970C

RHm (t < 100 62% 4% 50% 36% 31% 20%

Tpeak (t > 100 y4) 1270C 1460C 1820C 2320C 2829C 3620C

RHfIt 2OyT) 42% 26% = 10% .4% 2% 1%

RH (t - 2000 yr) 82% 82% 60% 52% 42% 37%

RH (t - 10,000 yr) 98% 98% 81% 75% 65% 60%

t(RZ1 - 65Yo) 1100 yr 1080 yr 2970 yr 4760 yr 9910 yr 13,740 yr

t(RH 90%) 4310 yr 4470yr 27,890 yr . 37,590 yr 57,810 yr 66,90 yr
_'



Table 1.10.6.19. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, the
ACD rev 00 design with LML - 0.46 MTV/m, drift spacing * 225 m, sand invert, full sand backfill.at 100
yr with Kth - 0.6 W/mC, drift diameter - 5.5 nx, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux e 0.3
mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWRMPC BWRMPC PWRMPC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW _ _

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1060C 121°C 112DC 1270C 145DC 192?C

RHmm (t < 100 86% 61% 65% 50% 42% 25%

Tpe ( > 100 yr) 1170C 136°C 1729C 222°C 2720C 3530C

RH (t 120 yr) 57% 34% 13% 5% 2% . 1%

RH (t= 2000 yr) 98% 97% 71% 62% 50% 43%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 99.7% 99.2% 82Y 76% 66% 60%

t(RH 65%) 160* yr 210* yr l590 yr 2250 yr 9480 yr 13A60 yr

t(RH 90%) 950yr 860 yr 25870 yr 35,690 yr 54,680 yr 62670 yr

RH is never less m 65% prior to backfill



_!OO
Table 110.6.20. Temperature and relative humidity in rock at upper drift wall for AML = 83.4
MMU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, drift spacing -53.8 m, LML . 1.11
MTU/m, drift diameter - 5.5 m, sand invert, full sand backf at 100 yr with Kth = 06 W/m°C, WP
emissivity - 0.8 and various percolatio fluxes.

Percolation flux 0.0 mi/yr o.0s =myr 0.3 m/yr 1.0 mm/yr 5.0 mmlyr

Teak ( < 100 yr) 177-1990C 167-1910C 161-1840C 162-185 0C 161-1830C

RMuD (I < 100 15-18% 21-24% 21-25% 21-24%o 22-26%

yr) _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t> 100 yr) 150-41510C 138-1400C 135-137C 136-8C 134-1350C

RH (t = 120 yr) 22-22% 30-31% 31-31% 30-0 32-3o

RH (t - 2000 yr) 61-61% 76-76% 78-78% 76-76% 94-94%

RH (t = 1000 yr) 72-72% 98.5-98.5% 99.1-99.% 99.8-99.8% 99.9-99.9%



Table 1.10.6.21. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML . 83.4 MM/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, drift spacing i 53.8 m, LML = 1.11 Ml U/m, drift
diameter = 5.5 m, sand invert, full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth 0.6 W/mn0 C, WP emissivity = 0.8,
and various percolation fluxes.

Percolation flux 0.0 nu/yr 0.05 mm/yr 0.3 mm/yr 1.0 mmlyr 5.0 mm/yr

Tpek (t 100 yr) 187-2160C 178-2090C 172-2030C 173-203°C 172-2020C

RH= (t < 100 12-16% 16-21% 16-21% 16-21% 17-22%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tpak (t > 10 yr) 263-278PC 252-2680C 250-2660C 251-2670C 249-2640C

RH (t e 120 yr) 2-2% 2-3% 2-3% 2-3% 2-3%o

RH (t = 2000 yr) 39-40% 48-49% 49-51% 48-50% 57-59%

RH (t - 1000 yr) 52-55% 72-76% 73-76% 73-77% 81-84%

t(RH = 65%) 15,520-17,520 4850-5830 yr 3730-4600 yr 3820-4610 yr 208D-2180 yr

t(RH = 90%) 41,840-50,660yr 33,580-43,430yr 30A80-39,920yr 19,790-27,390yr 19,930-27A90yr



Table 1.10.6.22. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MM/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-rn gap between WPs, L[L . 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing = 538 zsand hwert,
full sand bafll at O yr wi th = 0.6 W/m°C, drift diar = 5 m WP emissvity 0.8, and
percolatin flux - 00mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

e Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW .

Tpeak (t < 100 yr) 1870C 1980C 1850C 1880C 192C 216C

RHa (t < 100 16% 15% 15% 15% 14% 12%

y r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Tpeak ( > 100 yr) 2640C 270PC 2660C 2630C 268°C 278°C

IH (t 120 yr) 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

RH (t m 2000 40% 41% 39% 40% 38% 39%

RI (t = 1OPO yr) 55% 56% 53% 54% 52% 52%

t(RH - 65%) 16,170 yr 15,520 yr 16,850 yr 16,380 yr 17,540 yr 17,520 yr

i(Rl c 90%) 44,480 yr 41,840 yr 47,720 yr 46,020 yr 51,80 yr 50,660 yr

-w



Table 1.10.6.23. Temperature and relative humidity on Upper WP surface for AML 83A MT/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-r gap between WPs, LS = 1M1 MIU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 msand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr wli t 0.6 W/m°C, drift dlameter a 55 m, WP eissivty 0.8, and
percolation flux - 0.05 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-did

type Site River Site PWR MPC BWR MPC PWRbMFC PWRmC

DHLW DHLW

Tpeak (t c 100 yr) 1780C 190°C 176°C 1860C 1840C 2090C

RHmax (t < 100 21% 20% 21% 20% 19% 16%

Tpea (t > 100 yr) 253°C 261PC 2550C 2520C 258°C 268°C

RH(t=120yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 49% 51% 48% 50% 47% 48%

RH (t , lO, yr) 76% 77% 74% 75% 72% 72%

t(RH - 65%) 51SO yr 4850 yr 5500 yr 5220 yr 5800 yr 5830yr

t(RH - 90%) 36,130 yr 33,580 yr 39,450 yr 37,740 yr 43,590 yr 43,430 yr



Table 1.10.624. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML - 83.4 MU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML .1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing * 53.8 msand invert,
fulu and backfill at 00 yr with th - 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter = 55 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and
percolatio flux = 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site flver Site PWR UPC BVWrR WFC EWR PC FWRMPC

DHLW DHLW . .

T (t < 100 yr) 1714C 1840C 1710C 1740C 1780C 2030C

RH (t < 100 21% 21% 21% 21% 19% 16%

yr)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2520C 2580C 25-C 2510C 2%6C 2660C

RH -l2Oyr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

RH (t 2000 yr) 51% 52% 50% 51% 49% 49%

RH (t- 10,OO yr) 76% 77% 74% 76% 73% 73%

t(RHw 65%) 3930yr 3730yr 4250yr 3960yr 4580yr 4600yr

f(RH - 90%) 33,320 yr 30,480 yr 36,80 yr 3490 yr 39,920 yr 39,820 yr



Table 1.10.625. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface for AML . 83.4 MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML * 1.11 M1/m, drift spacing * 53.8 msand invert,
full sand backfill at 100 yr with Kth = 0.6 W/m0 C, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP emissivity - 0.8, and
percolation flux a .0 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC PWRM PC

.________ DHLW DHLW .

Ta (t < 100 yr) 1730C 1840C 172°C 1750C 1790C 2030C

RMHx (t < 100 21% 20% 2 20% 19% 16%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2520C 258°C 2540C 2510C 2570C 267°C

RH (t 2O yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

JRH (t = 2000yr) 50% 51% 48% 50% 47% 48%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 77% 78% 75o 76% 74% 73%

t(RH= 65%) 3990 yr 3820 yr 4300 yr 4040 yr 4590 yr 4610 yr

t(RH * 90%) 21,750 yr 19,790 yr 2,790 yr 23,600 yr 27,240 yr 27,390 yr



'WI
Table 1.10.6.26. Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP rface for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, a
line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 msand invert,
ful sand bacfill at 100 yr with - d6 W/ndC, dri dameter 55 m, WP emissvity 0.8, and
percolation flux = 5.0 Trm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site FWR MPC BWR MPC PWR MPC FWR MC

DHLW DHLW _

Tpe k(t < 100 yr) 172"C 183 0C 1710C 1740C 1780C 202 0C

RIHu(x < 100 22% 21% 22% 21% 20% 17%

yr) _ .

Tpak(t > 100 yr) 250"C 2560C 2520C 2490C 2540C 2640C

RH (to 120 yr) 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2%

RRH(t= 2000 yr) 60% 62% 58% 60% 57% 58%

Rf (t5 10,000 yr) 84% 85% 83% 84% 82% 81%

tRH = 65%) 2120 yr 2080yr 2160yr 2130yr 2190 yr 2180 yr

t(RH = 90%) 21,760yr 19,930yr 24,820yr 23,530 yr 27,340 yr 27,490 yr



Table 1.10.6.27 Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface at the 12.5% repository
location (close to the center of the repository) for AML - 83.4 MrU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-
m gap between WPs, LML 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 msand invert, no backfill, drift diameter
= 5.5 m, WP emissivity 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Calculations were done with the hybrid
mountain-scale-drift-scale model.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site }WRMPC BWRMPC FWRMPC FWRMPC

______ __ DHLW DHLW _

Tpk (t < 100 yr) 172°C 1840C 1710C 1740C 1780C 2030C

RH~as (t <100 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 7%

yr)

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 1470C 1490C 1480C 148°C 1510C 1580C

IRH (t . 120 yr) 14% 14% 14% 14% 13% 11%

H (t e 2000 yr) 66% 67% 66% 66% 65% 64%

RH (t = 10,000 yr) 98% 98% 97% 97% 96% 95%

t(RH - 65%) 1890 yr 1830 yr 1940 yr 1930 yr 2020 yr 2070yr

t(RH 90%) 4220 yr 4140yr 4280 yr -4280yr 4400 yr I7yr __



Table 1.10.628 Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface at the 97% repository location
(at the outer edge of the repository) for AML e 83.4 MU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs, LML .111 MIIJ/m, drift spacing - 53.8 mtsand invert, no backfill drift diameter = 55 m,
WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Calculations were done with the hybrid
mountain-scale-drift-scale model.

Waste package HanfOrd Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWRMPC BWR MPC PWRhMPC PWRMPC

DHLW DHLW .

Tpe (t < 100 yr) 156C 171C 1540C moc_ _ 1630C 1950C

RHm,, (t< 100 42% 42% 42% 41% 38% 33%

yr) _ _ _

Tpeik (t > 100 yr) 1270C 1270C 1270C 128C 1310C 370C

RH (t - 120 yr) 47% 48% 47V 46% 43% 38%

RH (t = 2000 yr) 97% 98% 96% 95% 94% 93%

RH (t * 10,000 yr) 97% 98% 97% 97% 96% 95%

t(RH 65%) 190 yr 180 yr 200 yr 200 yr 220 yr 240 yr

(RH - 90%) 430 yr 370 yr 490 yr 530 yr 660 yr 890 yr

vft-I



Table 1.10.6.29 Temperature and relative humidity on upper WP surface at the 12.5% repository
location (close to the center of the repository) for.AML - 83.4 lU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-
m gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 Mlt/m, drift spacing - 53.8 msand invert, full sand backfl at 100 yr
with Kth = 0.6 W/m°C, drift diameter 55 ni, WP emisslvity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr.

Waste package Hanford Savannah 40-yr.old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR WC BWR MPC PWR C PWR MPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpejk (t C100 yr) 1720C 18C°C 1CC 1740C 17SPC 2030C

RH.,(Ic100 10% 9% 10% 10% 9% 7%

yr) _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 2520C 2580C 2530C 2510C 2560C 2660C

RH ( = 120 yr) 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 1%

RH (t 2000 yr) 45% 46% 44% 45% 43% 43%

RI (t 10O yr) 78% 80% 77°h 78% 76% 75%

t(R I 65%) 3810 yr 3700 yr 3920 yr 3830yr 4030yr 4W3Oyr

t(RH = 90%) 33,910 yr 30,950 yr 37,510 yr 35,630 yr 41,020 yr 40,780 yr



Table 1.10.6.30 Temperature nd relative humidity an upper WP surface at the 97% repository location
(at the outer edge of the repository) for AML = 83.4 MTIJ/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap
between WPs, LM1 = 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing e 53.8 msand invert, ful sand backfill at 100 yr with
Kh = 0.6 W/mOC, drift diameter 5.5 m, WP enissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 03 mm/yr.

Waste package Eanford Savannah 40-yr-old 26-yr-old 26-yr-old 10-yr-old

type Site River Site PWR MPC EWR MPC FWR MPC PWR MPC
DHLW DHLW

Tpe (t < 100 r) L56'C 171°C 154°C 158CC 163°C 195C

RHmx(t <10 42% 42% 42% 41% 38% 33%

Tpeak (t > 100 yr) 236°C 2420C 2380C 2360C 2410C 2510C

RH (t * 120yr) 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 4%

RE ( * 2000 yr) 61% 63% 59% 60% 57% 57%

R ( 10,000 yr) 76% 78% 75% 75% 73% 72%

t(RH 65%) 2530 yr 2310 yr 3080 yr 2710 yr 3850 yr 4010yr

(RH 90Yo) 35,770 yr 33,050 yr 39,060 yr 37,440 yr 43,050 yr 4U30 yr
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Figure l.102. Liquid-phase flux 51 m above the repository horizon (a) and relative humidity in rock at
the upper drift wall (b) for the line-load deslga with AML = 83A MTM/acre, a 0.1-m gap between WPs.
LML - 1.11 MTU/m, drift spacing = 53.8 m, sand invert, no backfill, drift diameter - 5.5 m,
WP emissivity = 0.8, and various ambient percolation fluxes. Curves are plotted for conditions directly
above the Hanford Site DHLW WP Note the different time scales.
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Figure 1.10.6.3. UIquid-phase flux at the repository horizon at various repository locations, indludtig.
(ab) 125%, (Cd) 50, and (e,f) 75%, for AML = 83.4 MTU/are, repository area - 3.06 km2, and various
ambient percolation fluxes. The repository locations are identifed as the pecentage of the repository area
enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimete
Calculations were done with a mountain-scale, smeared-heat-source model that uniformly distributes
the decay heat from a nixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs over the 3.06-k=2
repository area.
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Figure 1.10.64. Liquid-phase flux at the repository horizon at various repository locations, includbng
(a1,) 94%, (cAd) 97%, and (eAf) 100% for AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, repository area - 3.06 kin2, and various
ambient percolation fluxes. The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository area
enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeter
Calculations were done with a mountain-scale, smeared-heat-source model that uniformly distributes
the decay heat from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPsover the 3.06-n2
repository area.
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Figure 1.10.65. Relative humidity in the rock at the repository horizon at various repository locations,
indludlng (a) 125%, (b) 50%, (c) 74%, (d) 94%, (e) 97%, and (f) 100% for AML 83.4 MTIU/acre,

repository area = 3.06 kn2, and various ambient percolation fluxes. The repository locations are
Identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with OY corresponding to the repository
center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeterw Calculations were done with a mountain-scale,
smeared-heat-source model that uniformly distributes the decay heat from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR
WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs over the 3.06-km2 repository area.
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Figure 1.10.6.6. Relative humidity in the rock at the repository horizn at various repository locations,
includig: (a) 125%, (b) 50%, (c) 74%, (d) 94%, (e) 97%, and (f) 100% for AML * 83.4 MTU/acre,
repository area - 3.06 1n2 , and various ambient percolation fluxes. The repository locations are
identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository
center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeter Calculations were done with a mountain-scale,
smeared-heat-source model that uniformly distributes the decay heat from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR 
WPs and 26-yr-old PWR WPs over the 3.06-km2 repository area.
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Figure 1.10.6.7. Relative humidity o the upper surface of a Hanford Site DHLW WP (ab), a 26-yr-old
BWR WP (cd), and a 'design basis fuel" 10-yr-old PW WP (ef) for AM - 83.4 MTU/acre, the ACD
rev 00 design, 1 - 0.46 M U/m, drift spacing - 22.5 m, sand invert, no backfll, drift diameter = 5.5 m,
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Figure 1.10.6.11 Temperature (acxe) and relative humidity odf) on upper surface of WP for
AML = 83.4 MM/acre, a lire-load design with a O.1-m gap beween WPs, LML -1.11 MMr/m.. sand
invert, drift diameter - 55 in, WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux 0 .3 rm/yL Curves are plotted
for drift-scale model calculations (ab). Also plotted are hybrid mountain-scale-drift-scale model
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Figure 1.10.6.12. Temperature (acxe) and relative humidity (bAdOf on upper surface of WP for
AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML - 1.11 MU/m, sand
invert, no backfill, drift diameter - 5.5 Mn WP emissivity - 0.8, and percolation flux = 03 mm/yr- Curves
are plotted for drift-scale model calculations (ab). Also plotted are hybrid mountain-scale-drift-scale
model calculations for two repository locations, including the 12.5% location (b,d), which is near the
center of the repository; and the 97% location (ef), which is equivalent to the outermost drift location.
The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0%
corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeter
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Figure 1.10.6.13. Temperature (ace) and relative humidity (bAA) on upper surface of WP for
AML = 83.4 MTM/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, L . 1.- L MTU/m, sand
invert, no backfill, drift diameter = 5.5 m,WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux c 0.3 mm/yF Curves
are plotted for drift-scade model calculations (ab). Also plotted are hybrid mountain-scale-drift-scale
model calculations for two repository locations, including the 125% locato (bd), which is near the
center of the reposltory, and the 97%c location (ef), which is equivalent to the outermost drift location.
The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0%
corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeter.
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Figure 1.10.614 Tmperature (ace) and zelativeihumldity (b,df) on upper surfce of WP for
AML = 83A MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML - 1.1 MIU/M. sand
invert, no backfill drift diameter = 55 m, WP emissivity = 0.8, and percolation flux - 03 mm/yr Curves
are plotted for drift-scale model calculations (ab). Also plotted ae hybrid mountain-scale-dzift-scle
model calculations for two repository locations, including the 12.5% location (bA), which is near the
center of the repository; and the 97% location (ef), which is equivalent to the outermost drift locatio±L
The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with
0/6 corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer perimeter.
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Figure 110.6.15. Temperature (ace) and relative humidity (bAA) on upper surface of WP for
AML = 83.4 MTU/acre, a lineload design with a 0.1-rm gap between WPs, LAS - 1.11 hflU/m sand
invert, full sand backfill with & = 0.6 W/mOC, drift diameter 5.5 M, WP emissivity * 0.8, and
percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr Curves are plotted for drift- e model calculations (ab). Also plotted are
hybrid mountain-scale-drift-scale model calculations for two repository locations, including the 12%
location (bd), whih is near the center of the repository; and the 97% location (ef), which is equivalnt to
the outermost drift location. The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository
area enclosed, with 0% correspondg to the repository center and 100% corresponding to the outer
perimeter.
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Figure 1.10.6.16. Temperature (acie) and relative humidity (bd) an upper surface of WP for
AML . 83A MTU/acre, lineload design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, UAL - 1.11 MTU/m, sand
invert full sand backfill with Kth = 0.6 W/m*C, drift diameter = 5.5 m, WP emssivity = 0.8, and
percolation flux - 0.3 mm/yr. Curves are plotted for drift-scale model calculations (ab). Also plotted are
hybrid mountain-scale-drift-scale model calculatios for two Repository locations, including the 12.5%
location (hA), which is near the center of the repository; and the 97% location (e,), which is equivalent to
the outermost drift location. The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository
area enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center and 100% cosonding to the outer
perimeter.
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Figure 1.10.6.17. Temperature (ace) and relative humidity (bd) on upper surface of WP for
AML - 83.4 MTU/acre, a line-load design with a 0.1-m gap between WPs, LML = 1.11 MTU/m, sand
invert, full sand backfill with Kt, a 0.6 W/mC, drift diameter - 5.5 m, WP enissivity * 0.8, and
percolation flux- 0.3 mm/yr Curves ae plotted for drift-scale model calculations (ab). Also plotted are
hybrid mountai-scale-drift-scale mode calculations for two epository locations, including the 12.5%
location (bd), which is near the center of the repository; and the 97% location (ef), which is equivalent to
the outermost drift location. The repository locations are identified as the percentage of the repository
area enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to the outer
perimeter
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w 110.7 Comparison of Discrete-Fracture Model with Equivalent Continuum Model

A discrete-fracture model (DFM) was developed (refer to Section 1.9.7 and Nitao and
Buscheck [19951 for further details) to simulate drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior at
the repository site at Yucca Mountain. A single symmetry cell from an infinite array of
drifts was modeled with discrete fracture planes spaced 0.33 m apart transverse to the drift.
Fractures of various apertures were modeled. Areal mass loadings of 40, 48, and 60
MTU/acre were considered, corresponding to drift spacings of 120,100, and 80 m,
respectively. Calculations were done with a odimensionil model that averages the heat output
from a mixture of 26-yr-old BWR WP and 26-yr-old PWR WP9 Into a uniform line-heat load (refer to
Section 1.10.1.2 and Buschec and Nitao [19951 for further details). The 4D-MTU/acre case is
characterized by cylindrical boiling zones that never coalesce between drifts, the boiling
zones in the 48-MTU/acre case barely coalesce, and the boiling zones in the 60-MTU/acre
case coalesce into a single tabular boiling zone centered at the repository horizon. The effect
of repository ventilation on the moisture and heat transport was not considered. The
model extends from the ground surface to the water table. Various units described by Peters
et al. 19841 were treated as horizontal layers of constant thickness, as was done by Buscheck
et al. 1995], along with uniform fracture aperture over all hydrostratigraphic units. For all
cases, the equivalent continuum model (ECM) was also used to calculate drift-scale
thermal-hydrological behavior [Refer to Section 1.1.3.2 for the discussion of the DFM and
the ECM].

Figure 1.10.7.1 shows the vertical profile of bulk liquid saturation intersecting the WP
axis. An interesting result is that the bulk saturations predicted by the ECM and the DPM
eventually agree within a few hundred years. During approximately the first 100 yr after
emplacemnent, the DFM predicts significant nonzUbium fracture flow, resulting in
considerable condensate drainage from above to below the repository horizon, as indicated
by the vertically asymmetric bulk saturations profile in FIg. 1.10.7.2, while the ECM predicts
very little net drainage of condensate through the repository horizon during this period.
After less than 100 yr, the nonequilbrium condensate shedding behavior as characterized
by drainage around and below the boiling zones) ceases in the DFM, and the system
approaches nearly the same state as that predicted by the ECM; both the ECM and DFM
predict condensate refluxing (of virtually the same matnitude) in fractures above the
repository for thousands of years after boiling fronts between drifts coalesce. The dose
agreement of the ECM with the DFM despite the presence of fracture flow Is the result of
the matrix becoming saturated in the condensation zone. Our model assumed
homogeneous connectivity in the fracture, but long-teim refluxing can occur without.
boiling zone coalescence if horizontal fracture connectivity above the boiling zone is poor.
The characteristic time for the eventual quasi-equilibrium between the fractures and matrix
would be longer if a larger fracture spacing were used; this effect will be investigated in
future work

The tendency for downward drainage of condensate flow in fractures to decrease with
time is related to the decrease in specific thermal flux (i.e., thermal flux per unit area of
outer boiling boundary) at the boiling zone. The causes of the decrease are (1) decrease in
WP heat output and (2) increase in the area of the boiling boundary as the boiling front
expands. The local condensate flux, which Is approximately proportional to the thermal
flux, eventually becomes so small that the matrix imbibes most or all of the condensate (as
quickly as t is generated). The point at which this transition occurs can be expressed in
terms of the critical flux for fracture-dominated flow [Nitao et al., 1993]. Heterogeneous
distributions of fracture and matrix properties may delay the transition by Increasing local
condensate flux through vapor and condensate flow focusing [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a].

_
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A higher Initial matrix saturation than that assumed here will decrease Imbibition fluxes
and prolong the period of significant condensate shedding.

DFM drift-scale repository simulations suggest that.nonequ librium condensate
shedding ceases less tan 100 yr after waste emplacement; the period of significant
condensate shedding may increase for heterogeneous fracture and matrix prot
distributions or for higher Initial liquid saturations than were assumed In the calculations
presented in this section Iitao and Buscheck, 19951. The ECM is found to agree with the
:)FM after this early period of significant condensate shedding. Refluxing of condensate In

fractures above the repository predicted by ECM agrees with that predicted by DFM. In
future work we will determie the sensitivity of our simulation results to fracture spacing
and heterogeneous matrix and fracture distributions and extend the calculations to larger
repository scales.
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